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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the nature of successive changes across the fictional output of
Patricia Grace. Transformations are explored from three perspectives. One perspective
is the relationship between Grace’s novels and collections of short stories. Each of
Grace’s first four novels (Mutuwhenua, Potiki, Cousins, Baby No-Eyes) is preceded by a
collection of short stories (Waiariki, The Dream Sleepers and other stories, Electric
City and other stories, The Sky People). The thesis argues that there is an adaptive
progression from each set of stories to the subsequent novel. In the appendix to this
thesis is an interview I conducted with Grace in Wellington in 2009. In the interview,
Grace acknowledged this creative link.
The second aspect of progressive change occurs in Grace’s working with Māori
concepts of change and transformation. The rich symbolism of the spiral and the
recurrent motifs of plants and trees such as flax, ferns and the pohutukawa are analysed.
This thesis shows that Māori mythology is an important subtext that is developed across
Grace’s work. The term ‘given stories’ used in Potiki is a reference to this mythology as
a whole, as explained by Grace in an email included in the appendix. The distinction
that Grace draws between the earlier ‘given stories’ and the myth of Mutuwhenua is
examined and analysed in regard to concepts of change. In her writings, Māori
mythology is revealed to be a dynamic and living tradition that is shaped by everyday
life.
The third perspective on change is the relationship between Māori and Pakeha culture.
A focus of this analysis is Grace’s engagement with the teachings, stories and
mythology of Christianity. As such, there is an emphasis in this thesis on concepts of
the sacred and spirituality. In Grace’s work this engagement with Christianity and the
church occurs in the context of Māori mythology and everyday life. The inclusiveness
evident in her novels and short stories is analysed using the postcolonial theorist Homi
Bhabha and his notions of hybridity and the third space. This is compared to its
engagement with the writer and essayist Wilson Harris and his notion of the wholeness
of vision emerging from the fragmentation of postcolonial societies.
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You can add up the parts
but you won't have the sum
You can strike up the march,
there is no drum
Every heart, every heart
to love will come
but like a refugee.
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in.
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in.
That's how the light gets in.
That's how the light gets in.
(from Anthem by Leonard Cohen)

To my mother
In memory of my dear friend,
Dagmar Booker
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INTRODUCTION
Sometimes when I look at what people have written, I know that I would rather people were talking
about ideas, language, or themes instead of thinking, ‘now I have to find out what’s postcolonial in
there.’ Because ‘postcolonial’ does not mean anything to me really… I don’t write postcolonial
writing according to me. I am just writing what I know about and bringing creativity to bear on
that.
Patricia Grace, Interview with P. Fresno-Calleja, 2003, p.115.

Although Patricia Grace does not see herself as a ‘postcolonial’ writer, she writes in a
postcolonial world and an important feature of her short stories and novels is the
interaction between Māori and Pakeha culture. Beyond this, however, Grace’s work is
driven by a deeper concern with a perception of the sacred and its significance to the
development of human life. Her writing reaches back to a mythical world that predates
the impact of the colonizing power and forward to a future imagined in the momentum
of the spiral in a perception of timelessness. In contrast to the postcolonial analysis of
the struggle of the colonized to regain control from the colonizing society, depicted in a
linear time frame, the spiral represents a progression out an interaction of opposites. Eva
Rask Knudsen describes its integration of the circular and the linear as representing a
world that is both ‘revolving’ and ‘moving forward to the place it came from’ (2004,
p.24). The focus of this thesis is an analysis of the sacred in Grace’s writing and how
this is related to the notion of progression.Together with the spiral and Māori
mythology, Grace’s vision of progression is revealed in relationship to nature. This is
evident for example in the pattern of the seasons, the shoreline, the fern, flax and trees
such as the ngaio and the pohutukawa, both of which are rich in mythological meaning.
Grace’s portrayal of the development from ‘innocence’ to understanding and her
engagement with notions of ‘good’ or ‘evil’ similarly reflects an awareness informed by
Māori mythology.
The significance of the sacred is an area of investigation that has not been central to the
study of postcolonial writing. Rask Knudsen refers to an update to the 2002 edition of
The Empire Writes Back in which Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin acknowledge that
‘analyses of the sacred have been one of the most neglected […] areas of postcolonial
study’ (p.11). Although identifying the spiral as the most significant icon in Māori
carving which she recognizes to be ‘imbued with spirituality’, Rask Knudsen’s analysis
1

is focused on cultural change. Acknowledging the ‘strong focus on movement,
transformation and passage as integral aspects of the indigenous world-views and
notions of creativity’, the spiral is seen as a representation of the ‘cultural’
transformation that has taken place in contemporary Māori writing (p.25). In this
analysis, the theme of rite of passage is limited by a postcolonial context in which the
cycle of death and rebirth is investigated in terms of ‘cultural renovation’ and
transformation is identified as ‘a shift from orality to writing, then a shift in setting from
postcolonial fringe to indigenous center, and finally a shift in mode from European
literary conventions to indigenous oral conventions’. It is this secular pattern that Rask
Knudsen refers to as the completion of a ‘cyclical journey’ that opens ‘a path towards a
dynamic future in which the traditional and the modern converge into old new texts; or
new old texts celebrated in the ceremony of writing’ (p.26). Similarly, in the analyses of
Elizabeth Deloughrey (‘The Spiral Temporality of Patricia Grace’s “Potiki”’), Paola
Della Valle (From Silence to Voice) and Doreen D’Cruz (‘Along the “many-stranded
circle”: Narrative spiraling from isolation to homecoming in Patricia Grace’s Cousins’),
renewal is understood largely in terms of the historical and cultural transformation
arising out of the experience of colonization.
My analysis of Grace’s short stories and novels engages with this research but from the
point of view that this work does not adequately address Grace’s perception of renewal
which is shaped largely by her understanding of the sacred. As such, Grace’s writings
and this thesis call to mind the gap that the post-colonial theorist Homi K. Bhabha has
identified between his work and postcolonial criticism. Although Bhabha is not
concerned with the sacred, Grace’s work can be understood in relation to Bhabha’s
research on a number of levels, including his concept of progression. In The Location of
Culture, first published in 1994, Bhabha calls for a revision of the history of
postcolonial critical theory so that the focus moves from ‘cultural diversity’ to the
notion of ‘cultural difference’. By ‘cultural diversity’ Bhabha refers to the recognition
of ‘pre-given cultural contents and customs’ held in a ‘time-frame of relativism’ which
he understands to give rise to liberal notions of multiculturalism, cultural exchange or
the culture of humanity (2004, p.50). This criticism of a frame of analysis based on
notions of cultural diversity applies equally to those based on the notion of
biculturalism. In contrast, Bhabha calls for a focus on ‘cultural difference’ that requires
an analysis in which ‘the process of the enunciation of culture as knowledgeable,
2

authoritative, adequate to the construction of systems of cultural identification’, is
scrutinised (p.50) . Bhabha’s argument for the need to rehistoricize the moment of ‘the
emergence of the sign’, recalls Saussure’s semiotics and articulates his support for a
deconstruction not based on an engagement in the politics of and around essentialist
notions of cultural domination, but in regard to the arbitrary connection between the
signifiers (signs) of cultural identity and the subject (p.47). As such, Bhabha questions
the validity of concepts of cultural difference articulated in a state of cultural hybridity
as an incomplete representation, communicated in the domain of the stereotype. The
‘partial’ presence of the subject emerging within the authoritative discourse of the
colonizer is seen to produce in turn a ‘partial vision’ of the colonizer’s presence (p.123,
p.127).
Like Bhabha, Grace’s writing seeks to transcend a ‘time-frame of relativism’. However,
her focus looks beyond notions of cultural identity and cultural diversity and her vision
is not defined or dominated by the experience of colonization and postcolonial
relationships. Whereas a central feature of Bhabha’s work is the identification of the
role ‘antagonistic or contradictory elements’ play in a situation of cultural hybridity
(p.37), Grace is concerned with the timeless ambivalence and interaction of opposites
that she sees to be inherent to life as a whole. Unlike Bhabha, who doubts the
acceptance of distant tradition translated into the present as ‘not necessarily a faithful
sign of historical memory’ (p.52), Grace understands her vision to be an authentic
reflection of the perception of ambivalence expressed in Māori mythology and in the
iconography of the spiral. While Bhabha challenges a ‘sense of the historical identity of
culture as a homogenizing, unifying force, authenticated by the originary Past’ (p.54),
Grace celebrates it in the midst of the everyday lives of her characters through her many
references to the spiral and mythology. In contrast to Bhabha’s assumption, a central
feature of this ‘homogenizing’ force is its assertion of the reality of a dynamic pattern of
change. As such, Grace’s recognition of the potential for development emerging from
the existence of oppositions in a context of ambivalence, echoes Bhabha’s positive view
of cultural hybridity, that is, the coming together of two cultures, as creating a
‘productive ambivalence’ (p.96). A significant difference is that, unlike Bhabha’s
perception of progress referred to as a Third Space where the politics of polarity gives
way to an ‘international culture’ which is the ‘inbetween space’ (56), that is neither the
One nor the Other (p.41), Grace’s inclusive vision asserts the continuing integrity of a
3

Māori understanding of life dating back to their origins. Ironically, it is upon its
emphasis on renewal that this ongoing authenticity is maintained.
Bhabha’s Third Space envisages a ‘negotiation’ in which the articulation of antagonistic
elements occurs without the ‘redemptive rationality of sublation or transcendence’
(p.38). Bhabha thus identifies rationality with misconceptions that inaccurately
represent the identity of the ‘other’, challenging the integrity of ‘rationality’ as the
foundation of knowledge from a context of poststructuralism and postmodernism. Like
Bhabha, Grace questions the privileging of reason, generally recognized to be a feature
of a Western tradition, but does so from a Māori perspective. As well as questioning the
accuracy of cultural stereotypes by exposing the logical inconsistencies of such binary
distinctions, Grace communicates another way of knowing that does not separate and
privilege reason. This thematic concern is expressed in Grace’s writing in the motif of
eyes which represent ways of seeing and vision. Eyes appear in a variety of forms
including: open, closed, half-closed or squinted, as an ‘egg-eye’ in the short story ‘The
Day of the Egg’, or are bandaged around the abdomen of the spirit of an unborn child in
Baby No-Eyes. My thesis examines this motif as an assertion of the importance played
by both the emotions and the perception of the supernatural in the shaping of
understanding. The latter is evident specifically in relation to the capacity to see and
experience the presence of the dead in this world. In this view of the world, progress is
seen to occur through the development of aroha. This progress is understood, not in the
privileging of reason, nor in the elimination of dubious perceptions of cultural
difference, but in the context of the sacred and its ‘transcendence’ of this world.
Reed and Kāretu (2001, p.16) define aroha as a form of love that is characterised by
compassion. Aroha may also be seen in the context of Māori creation mythology. When
their children force them apart, the ‘love and sorrow’ felt by Papatuanuku (Earth) and
Rangi (Sky) did not diminish and they did not blame their children for their plight
(Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.22). According to Grace, the following ‘cultural values’
are the ‘essential’ component of a Māori way of life: aroha (love in the highest sense);
manaakitanga (hospitality) and whānaungatanga (relationships and loyalty in the
family); ngā tīpuna (the ancestors); te tangata (the importance of people); te whenua
(relationship to the land); te moana (relationship to the sea); te mauri (the life spirit of
every person). She identifies these cultural values to be of greater importance than
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language, waiata (song), poi (dance), haka (war-like chant with actions) and myths, and
arts and crafts (Dell Panny 2006, p.9). As such, Grace identifies various forms of
relationships which may be seen as manifestations of affection or love as the most
significant feature of Māori cultural identity. Whilst listing a variety of forms of love,
Grace acknowledges a hierarchy without specifying its distinguishing features. This
thesis, through a close analysis of Grace’s short stories and novels, is concerned with
Grace’s expression of progression in terms of aroha, not only as manifestations of its
variety of forms but in regard to what is meant by love in the highest sense. This is
manifested through the everyday lives of Grace’s characters. As such, she embraces the
significance of everyday life and the subjectivity of its experience as a crucial
component in the development of wisdom or understanding. This is articulated by
Roimata in Potiki when she makes a ‘new discovery’ that their ‘given stories’ were ‘not
distant’ but were about their own lives (39). In an email, Grace has clarified the term
‘given stories’ to be synonymous with the mythologies (Appendix, p.230).
Grace represents the relationship between everyday life and Māori mythology as a
dynamic interaction in which everyday life plays a significant role in the interpretation
of the meaning of these sacred stories. This is not to deny the value of the stories but to
understand that it is in their translation into life that their meaning is revealed. This
dynamic interaction is evident in Grace’s account of the oral tradition of these
mythologies. In an interview I conducted with Grace, she described how the sacred
stories are ‘open to interpretation by everybody’. Despite her acknowledgement that
they have probably retained their basic messages and structure, she explained that they
‘must have been open to interpretation all down through the ages’, adding that, ‘I don’t
think they would’ve survived without the new interpretations’ (Appendix, p.210). Her
acknowledgement that once these stories are written down they can tend to be ‘set in
concrete’ (p.230), shows her awareness that an oral tradition facilitates regeneration and
is expressed in regard to the value she places upon a process of negotiation. This
emphasis upon the importance of everyday life is in direct contrast to what Bhabha
describes as Sartre’s championing of the knowledge of theory over the experience of
‘politics’, which is identified with ‘everyday life as experience, subjectivity or false
consciousness’. Bhabha rejects this privileging of intellectuals, whose primary aim is
seen to be the combat of the irrationality of ideology (p.44). His commitment to ‘erase’
this binary and his support instead for an ongoing engagement between theory and
5

politics in a battle for power-knowledge (p.45), reflects Grace’s assertion of the
centrality of everyday life to the acquisition of knowledge.
In the Western tradition the Enlightenment has been described as creating a goal to
move beyond the myths, religious dogmas and superstitions of pre-modern people in the
light of an increasing estimation of the importance of rationality (Grenz 1996, p.44,
p.68). In contrast, Grace’s short stories and writings reveal an understanding of such
mythology as a continuing source of wisdom and truth. This thesis will argue that Māori
mythology and in particular the stories of Wahine Toa are a major influence in Grace’s
short stories and novels. Two years prior to the publication of Potiki, Patricia Grace
worked in collaboration with the artist Robyn Kahukiwa on Wahine Toa which was first
published by Williams Collins Publishers in 1984. Wahine Toa is a collection of stories,
paintings and drawings about eight women of Māori mythology: Te Po, Papatuanuku,
Hine-ahu-one, Hine-titama, Taranga, Mahuika, Muiranga-whenua and Hine-nui-te- Po.
In our interview Grace describes her reliance on written versions of these myths, since
she was not told these stories when she was growing up. This included accessing some
versions available in the library that were written in the nineteenth century. Grace
describes how Kahukiwa had talked to the elders about some of the main figures and
how together they discussed various versions of the stories before coming up with their
‘own version’. Grace explains how she wrote these stories in first person because she
wanted to show how these ancestral figures belong to and are relevant to the present day
(Appendix p.211). This challenges Bhabha’s objection that such expressions of cultural
identity are limited to a restricted time frame based on his presumption of their lack of
adaptability and applicability.
In its concern with the influence of Māori mythology and the stories of Wahine Toa on
Grace’s writing, this thesis relies on a close reading of Grace’s short stories and novels
(Waiariki, 1975; Mutuwhenua, 1978; The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories, 1980;
Potiki, 1986; Electric City and Other Stories, 1987; Cousins, 1992; The Sky People,
1994; Baby No-Eyes, 1998). It traces this influence in Waiariki, her first collection of
short stories, where it is evident in less direct and detailed references to mythological
figures and in the symbolic but unexplained rendering of darkness in the context of the
mythological state of ‘utter darkness’ and ‘nothingness’ of Te Kore, a productive space
out of which creation is born (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.16). Grace’s use of
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mythology develops from this collection to Mutuwhenua where the myth of
Mutuwhenua is used as a subtext for her first novel. From Potiki to Baby No-Eyes
Grace draws more explicitly and extensively on these sacred stories, particularly the
stories published in Wahine Toa. My thesis examines this pattern of progression
focusing also on the relevance of the distinction made in Potiki between the
understanding of life revealed in the myth of Mutuwhenua and the vision of the ‘given
stories’ which predate it. This thesis does not proceed beyond Baby No-Eyes because it
is also concerned with a pattern in Grace’s writing in which a collection of short stories
precedes the publication of a novel. This pattern is evident up to Baby No-Eyes, which
is in contrast followed by another novel. My thesis will argue that, up to this point, the
novel grows out of ideas, characters and situations developed in the previous collection
of short stories. This close relationship was confirmed in interview with Grace
(Appendix p.212), and has led to the structure of this thesis into four chapters with each
chapter divided into two parts, representing respectively the collection of short stories
and then the novel. Della Valle’s relatively recent analysis of Māori literature published
in 2010 (From Silence to Voice) receives some prominence since she includes Grace’s
short stories as well as her novels in this analysis.
This thesis supports Judith Dell Panny’s view that the adoption of a cultural-historical
approach is important in the analysis of Māori and other forms of indigenous literature.
In ‘A Cultural-Historical Reading of Patricia Grace’s Cousins’, Dell Panny argues that
an in-depth knowledge of Māori culture is required for an analysis of Māori literature.
She lists a number of aspects of Māori culture that she understands to be of ‘vital
significance’ which she describes critics to date as having given little attention. These
aspects include: mythology and its influence on Māori thought; symbolism derived from
ancient oral traditions; spiritual and metaphysical beliefs; protocols, cultural values and
obligations (2006, pp.1-2). These aspects of Māori culture are the focus of this thesis.
Dell Panny’s analysis of Cousins is informed by Wahine Toa which is included in the
works cited. My thesis engages with her analysis but draws more extensively on Wahine
Toa and other mythological sources across the range of texts that are the subject of this
thesis. Whilst centralizing the Māori perspective, this thesis recognizes that a Pakeha
perspective is a significant part of Grace’s work. In an interview with Jane McRae,
when asked whether she saw the relationship between Māori and Pakeha from a Māori
perspective, Grace replied that in contrast she worked from her own perspective, ‘which
7

includes both Māori and Pakeha perspectives’ (1992, p.290). Rather than seeing her
immersion in two cultures as unusual, when interviewed by Paloma Fresno-Calleja,
after denying that she wrote with a specific Māori readership in mind, Grace described
all Māori people as of ‘mixed ethnicity’ (2003, p.114, p.116).
In Growing Up Maori, Grace has decribed herself as growing up amidst two families
with whom she had close, continuous and frequent contact: ‘These were two different
worlds – the contrasting worlds of my mother’s and my father’s families’ (1998, p.48).
Both of her maternal grandmother’s parents were born in Ireland and her maternal
grandfather’s parents came from Canada and the Shetland Islands. On her father’s side,
her grandmother’s people are Māori of Ngāti Toa, Ngāti Raukawa and Te Ātiawa. She
describes her grandfather on this side as Pakeha, originally coming from England but
after marrying her grandmother becoming part of that community (pp.47-48). Grace’s
Pakeha perspective includes an understanding of a Christian perception of the sacred.
She attended St Anne’s Primary School in Newtown and then went on to St Mary’s
College in Thorndon (p.47). This thesis will explore how the expression of a Māori
perception of the sacred in Grace’s writing is shaped in dialogue with Christianity. This
includes direct and inferred references to its mythology and sacred stories, values and
spiritual and metaphysical beliefs. Just as Grace’s work often presumes an
understanding of Māori mythology, so too it presumes an understanding of Christian
mythology. Discussion of Christian concepts and sacred stories will be sourced in
reference to the Bible. In this context of cultural hybridity, I will argue that Grace
portrays the intersection and difference between Māori and Christian perceptions of the
sacred in the context of an interaction of opposites reflecting the progression of the
spiral out of the emptiness of Te Kore.
In her novels and short stories, Grace’s engagement with both cultures resists the
domination of the perception of the colonizing culture through its primary expression of
a Māori perspective. This is evident in Grace’s examination of gender relationships. In
the foreward to Wahine Toa, Keri Kaa describes the women of Māori mythology
depicted in these stories as women of strength, power and courage as implied in its title
(1991, p.7). In regard to the motivation behind Kahukiwa’s paintings which predated
and provided the illustrations for the stories in Wahine Toa, Grace refers to Kahukiwa’s
desire to give an importance to these female characters that was absent from earlier
8

written versions. Like Kahukiwa, Grace acknowledges the influence of a male hierarchy
that was Maori, who removed this importance (Appendix p.212). In her article ‘Maori
Contributions to Feminist Discourses and Identity Politics’, Jo Diamond cites an
assessment of Wahine Toa which by contrast described it as an attempt ‘to redress the
portrayal of women as shadowy figures in conventional Pakeha versions of Māori
mythology by giving their immense personalities full due’ (1999, pp. 301-302). Rather
than reducing the disempowerment of women to Pakeha influence, Grace transcends the
tendency to rely on generalisations which encourage cultural stereotyping. Instead, she
presents the relationship between males and females as a source of oppositional
interaction common to both cultures. Her feminist outlook is forged not from the
feminist discourse characteristic of Western culture, but from Māori mythology which
she looks to for an understanding of progression in gender relationships. In interview
with Fresno Calleja, Grace told her that she felt ‘very comfortable’ writing about
women, especially strong Māori women characters, because she came from a culture
where women are strong. While comfortable with being described as a ‘feminist
activist’, she stated that she was not comfortable with the label ‘feminist writer’, due to
what she identifies as a lack of inspiration from ‘feminist theory’ (2003, pp.3-4).
The metaphorical significance of the shoreline, like gender relationships, will be
analysed in this thesis in the context of Māori mythology. The depiction of the
mythological state of Te Kore is communicated in reference to the shoreline which is
developed from an association with death to include experiences of both brokenness and
imperfection. This includes the dislocation resulting from the intersection between
cultures. Grace has described her interest in ‘the breakdown of communities and the
forming of new ones as people find themselves on the fringe’ (1999, pp.70-71). Hence
these negative experiences and attributes are revealed to hold the capacity for positive
development. Experiences of being on the edge or the fringe are shown to reflect the
momentum of the spiral described in Potiki as a springing from one circle to an outer
circle, both of which proceed from a centre of nothing (7). Similarly, Grace recognizes
the importance of the imagination to mythology, to her own vision and the developing
perception of her characters. She reveals how the imagination and the understanding it
inspires is fostered by experiences of the shoreline. As such, Grace has much in
common with the Caribbean-British writer and essayist, Wilson Harris. In ‘Unfinished
Genesis: A Personal View of Cross-Cultural Tradition’, Harris sees a wholeness of
9

vision emerging from the fragmentation of postcolonial societies, which he describes as
a product of the imagination, creativity and the intuitive element in human beings
(Harris1992, p.102). Like Grace, the importance he places upon the imagination is in
opposition to a reliance on reason. He concluded his lecture titled ‘The Absent
Presence: The Carribean, Central and South America’, with a quote from Nobel Prize
winner, Octavio Paz (1992, p.92):
Modern man likes to pretend that his thinking is wide-awake. But this wideawake thinking has led us into the mazes of a nightmare in which the torture
chambers are endlessly repreated in the mirrors of reason. When we emerge,
perhaps we will realize that we have been dreaming with our eyes open, and
that the dreams of reason are intolerable. And then, perhaps, we will begin to
dream once more with our eyes closed.
While Bhabha makes a connection between his Third Space and Harris’ reference to the
‘void of misgiving’ accompanying ‘every assimilation of contraries’ from which
powerful cultural changes emerge (2004, p.56), this thesis will make a connection
between Grace’s work and Harris’ void as a forerunner to ‘wholeness’. Both Grace and
Harris identify the imagination as of fundamental importance in a process of renewal
developing from what is fragmented or broken.
Finally, the subject of this thesis has come from my own interest in how literature
communicates an understanding of the sacred in the context of people’s lives. My
teaching of Studies of Religion to senior high school students and my study of Christian
theology and sacred scriptures at the Australian Catholic University, as well as my
education at Catholic Primary schools at a time similar to Grace, has been relevant in
my analysis of Grace’s engagement with Christianity in her stories and novels.
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Chapter One: Waiariki and Mutuwhenua
Waiariki
From this first collection of short stories, the impact of Pakeha culture does not
dominate Grace’s understanding of the inevitable process of change and development
revealed to be a fundamental aspect of human existence and life as a whole. Progression
is depicted in the context of multiple experiences of separation and loss, that are
revealed to be simultaneously opportunities for a growth in understanding and
aroha.This is a reflection of Māori creation mythology. Rangi (Sky) and Papatuanuku
(Earth) are originally united and at one with their many children who exist huddled
between them in darkeness. Later, they are separated by these children, whom it is
understood must separate from them in order to gain the light and space necessary for
their growth (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.22). This pattern of development arising
from separation and applicable to all parents and their children reflects the cyclical
progression of the spiral and its emergence from the emptiness of the void. In Waiariki,
other experiences of separation include the gap between innocence and understanding,
selfishness and aroha, the young and the old, as well as the living and the dead. Apart
from this there are cultural differences that separate Māori from their past and from the
mainstream of Pakeha society. All of these oppositions are included in a concept of
growth understood to be the result of their dynamic interaction. The stories in Waiariki
are thereby united in their expression of a Māori worldview that embraces the notion of
renewal born in conflict which reflects the mythology of Māui and his struggle against
adversity. As such, they are more than Marta Degani’s assessment of the collection as a
‘celebration of Māori traditional way of life with its beliefs, values and social
structures’ (2006, p.197), with its implied focus on the past.
‘Waiariki’, the story that gives its name to this collection, is set in a context of cultural
transition. The protagonist is a father, also named Waiariki, who has moved away from
his parents and the land of his upbringing, but is returning for a holiday with his own
wife and children. Although the reality of cultural change is a concern in this story,
more important is the transcending pattern of development in human relationships
emerging from experiences of separation and loss. In an article on the influences on her
writing, Grace identified her strong interest in relationships, ‘in particular wider family
relationships – those between young and old, children and parents, grandparents, aunts,
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uncles, cousins, people living in wider family relationships’. She included relationships
between people and the environment, people and the spirit world, interracial
relationships and people relating to their pasts and to their futures. As well, she noted
her interest in the breakdown of these relationships due to dislocation as people are
removed from their groups and find themselves on the ‘fringes’ from which they form
new ones (Grace 1999, pp.70-71). Although this story focuses on Waiariki’s
relationship with his children, it is more concerned with how he, a person removed from
his original family and community, relates to his past and the implications this has for
the future. Yearning for his past life, Waiariki hopes to recapture his past for his
children. At the beginning of the story, Waiariki happily reminisces about how as ‘little
boys’ they would go around the beach and when they came to the rocks they would put
their kits down on the sand and mimi (urinate) on them so that the shellfish would be
plentiful (32). At the end of this story, he is sad that things have changed and he is
unable to tell his children to do the same. He knows that if he told his children to do this
they would ‘think it unclean to mimi on their kits’ and ‘foolish to believe that by so
doing, their kits would be more full of seafood’ (42). Waiariki’s deep regret comes from
his realization that ‘the simple things’ of his upbringing (42), that enabled him to
experience as a child the excitement and the desire to ‘reap in abundance’ (41), are no
longer possible for his children.
Waiariki recognizes that the regret he is feeling is for the ‘passing of innocence’ (42).
This loss of innocence is evident in both the man and his children. Although the impact
of moving away from the land of his ancestors is a factor in this process, the impact of
Pakeha culture on their lifestyle is seen to be part of a far greater process of change that
is reflected in the natural world. Waiariki understands that ‘there are several reasons, all
of them scientific, why the shellfish beds are depleted’, so that there is just enough
shellfish, for the ‘few people living there now’ (41). Just as he could not recapture his
past childhood for his children, he realizes that the land could no longer support their
past community and that they ‘could not have the old days back again’ (41). This
pattern of loss and separation mirrors his relationship with his parents and the cycle of
human life from birth to death. Recalling his childhood, Waiariki remembers living in
the house with them and his eight siblings (34). When he returns, these children have
grown up and the house seems ‘somewhat empty’ with just his parents and two of their
grandsons living there. The horses he used to ride are ‘all dead’ and the two horses his
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parents still use are, like them, ‘getting old’ (40). No longer the man he remembers
catching sharks with his bare hands and throwing them ashore (36), nor the woman he
remembers walking out into the sea fully clothed and diving for crayfish (36), his
parents have become ‘old people’ (40).
Despite the pain of his loss, ultimately the changes that Waiariki experiences over his
life contribute to his development. This is evident both in his life and that of his parents
in his vivid memory of the birth of his sister. He remembers returning home from
school and witnessing his mother going into premature labour. This was brought on by
her decision to ride her horse in search of puha (sow thistle) in order to satisfy her
craving. Waiariki observes her delivery of a little girl, who was ‘never very strong’, and
a stillborn male child, whom his father took up to the ‘old place’ and buried with the
other babies who had died. He also observes his mother’s remorse and his father’s
change from his initial anger to forgiveness when confronted by his wife’s turmoil and
suffering (34). Even though he is a child, Waiariki perceives how his mother’s mistake
has impacted on the lives of others and is aware of the significance of his father’s
response. The acquisition of scientific knowledge, characteristic of a Pakeha education
that shapes both his and his children’s understanding of the world, is thus overshadowed
by this deeper understanding of life and the loss of innocence in which compassion is
fostered in the context of human weaknesses and mortality. The continuity of this cycle
is demonstrated by the ‘very special’ place that Waiariki takes his family to visit during
their holiday. He explains its significance in terms of its ‘very old’ name which he, like
his grandfather and others before him, as well as his own son have inherited (36). While
delighting in his son’s new attachment to this place, Waiariki knows they cannot ‘stay
forever’ (41). Beyond recognizing that he and his children can no longer live there,
Waiariki’s words suggest his understanding of their common mortality which is asserted
in the context of the reality of their continuing relationship to their ancestors and their
ancestral land despite their separation.
Like ‘Waiariki’, ‘Holiday’ is concerned with family relationships in the context of a
pattern of loss that transcends Pakeha influence and the obstacle of physical separation.
This time the story is told from a child’s perspective and in relation to her expressions
of love for her grandparents (24) and her parents (31). Since her parents do not live
close-by, Lynette travels by train to stay with her grandparents during the school
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holidays. Like Waiariki, Lynette has an innocent desire to halt processes of change that
are revealed to be inevitable. Lynette clings to a hope that her life will remain the same.
Upon arrival at her holiday destination, when she sees her grandparents waiting at the
station to meet her, Lynette happily observes that ‘they look just the same as ever’ (25).
On the train trip home, she begins to worry about her parents: ‘What if they’ve
changed? What if they’re different and don’t know me?’ and is relieved to find that they
recognize her face at the window and that they ‘haven’t changed’ (31). Underlying this
reasssurance, Lynette senses the unavoidable loss and separation that is a result of the
process of aging and human mortality. On the first night of each holiday at her
grandparents, pictures of her relatives and a flesh and blood storyteller replace the
comic books her parents have given her to read on the train, and her Nanny shows her
photos of her parents’ wedding and of herself when she was younger and she hears
stories about old nannies, now dead (26). Despite this awareness of life, Lynette is
innocent of other factors that contribute to the cycle of separation. Her proclamation that
she would travel to visit her Nanny Retimana even ‘if she lived on the other side of the
world or up on the moon’ (24), is contrary to the reality experienced by her family.
Lynette has never seen her Aunt Atareta, who lives ‘way down on the South Island’
with her children (26), while her Auntie Kiri does not get to see her mokopuna
(grandchild) even though her son and his wife live relatively close-by (29).
Lynette’s holiday routine immerses her in a cycle of separation that ultimately is
concerned with the generation and development of aroha. Lynette’s love of her parents
and grandparents, as well as Lynette’s grandmother’s love for her long absent daughter,
continue and develop in the context of separation. Like her mythological parents,
Lynette’s grandmother does not blame her daughter for the pain associated with their
separation. This is unlike the house-proud Auntie Kiri, who rebukes her son and blames
his ‘lazy’, ‘fat’ wife for not bringing her grandchild to visit her (29). In this instance,
Auntie Kiri’s blame and lack of aroha is revealed in relation to her own
disproportionate attachment to aspects of the material world. In contrast to Māori
creation mythology, her emphasis upon blame and the existence of a cycle of
punishment extending to future generations is reminiscent of the Christian creation
story. In this story, God casts Adam, Eve and their descendents out of the Garden of
Eden because they ignored his command that they were not to eat the fruit from a
certain apple tree (Genesis 3:14-23). Both these stories reveal relationships that are
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lacking in compassion and are in contrast to the aroha that as a child Waiariki observes
in his father’s forgiveness of his mother. Rather than focussing on his own suffering, his
father demonstrates his awareness of his wife’s distress and acts out of compassion to
alleviate her suffering. In interview, Grace acknowledged the considerable difference
between Māori and Christian creation stories, explaining that in the Māori story: ‘The
crime was in the children separating their parents – tearing them apart. But it was what
they had to do in order to be able to stand on their own feet’ (Appendix p.216). Grace
thus acknowledges the Māori association of wrong doing with the possibility of growth.
In ‘Holiday’, despite her awareness that people grow old and die, Lynette remains
innocent of this pattern of progression.
It is this natural and cyclical pattern of development emerging from the reality of human
imperfection that is the subject of ‘Valley’. This is the longest story in this collection
and it is written aptly in four parts, each representing a season in the yearly rotation. In
‘Valley’ human failure or wrong doing is explored in relation to a child named Hiriwa.
During ‘Summer’, his teacher, who is the narrator of the story, watches as he builds a
finely detailed clay model of a female cricket. She anticipates that he will show and tell
the other children about his model, but ‘Summer’ ends with Hiriwa's silence and the
teacher telling his story:
I made a cricket as best I could with my careful fingers. Then my flower hand
thumped three times down on the cricket. Abdomen, thorax, head. And my
cricket is nothing but clay. (57)
Rather than condemning him for his destructive behaviour, the comparison of the child's
arm to a daisy stem and his curled fingers to a flower, ‘closed after sundown’ (56), calls
attention to his potential for beauty. In ‘Spring’, Hiriwa’s fist comes down again and he
crushes his clay model of a gingerbread man. After hearing the story of the fox and the
gingerbread man, he writes in his diary: ‘The gingerbread man is lost and I am lost too’
(71). Hiriwa’s violence is thus revealed to be a response to an abusive father. It is also
in ‘Spring’, that Hiriwa’s mother decides to take her son out of school, telling his
teacher that she has decided to leave Hiriwa’s father as there is ‘nothing left’ for them to
do (71). Separation from the father is seen to be a positive expression of aroha
emerging from emptiness that will allow both her and her son the opportunity for new
life.
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Apart from the school fete where Hiriwa’s father makes an appearance at the chopping
arena and is described as ‘different’, ‘unsmiling’ and ‘heavy in build and mood’ (63),
his identity remains ambiguous and his story untold. Avoiding the application of
cultural stereotypes, unlike the other characters in ‘Valley’ who have both Māori and
Pakeha names, Grace deliberately leaves him unnamed, thereby identifying his
unhappiness and wrong doing as an aspect of human behaviour as a whole. Similarly, in
‘Valley’, Grace resists the focus on blame, punishment and death characteristic of the
story of Adam and Eve, by transforming the apple into a symbol of a developing pattern
of perfection. This is revealed through the death of Tahi (Mrs Kaa) in ‘Winter’. Mrs
Kaa, who could be heard strumming her guitar and singing with her students just an
hour before her death, nurtures the members of her community and is loved by them in
return. Her perfection is represented by an apple that she has learned to prepare and
share with others. ‘The bright apple skinless on a plate’, first appears in ‘Autumn’. Tahi
works the knife carefully in a ‘circle’, ‘so there is neither a speck of skin on the apple
nor a speck of apple flesh left on the skin’, ‘nor is there a ridge or bump on the fruit
when she has finished peeling’. It is: ‘A perfect apple. Skinless. As though it has grown
that way on the tree’ (59). When Tahi has finished peeling the apple, she slashes it
down the middle with a knife and generously gives half to the narrator. On the day of
her death, when the narrator rushes to Mrs Kaa’s room, she sees the bright apple
skinless on the plate and the smashed chalk beside her on the floor where she fell (68).
‘Winter’ begins with words of poetry linking the tears of those who are mourning the
death of Mrs Kaa on earth with rain from a weeping sky (65). As such the sadness of
their separation from Mrs Kaa in her death mirrors the sadness of the separation of
Papatuanuku whose ‘mists of morning’, ‘rise to mingle with the caressing night-dew
tears of Rangi’ (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.22).
This connection between the separation of Papatuanuku and Rangi and their separation
from Mrs Kaa is also suggested in the ending of ‘Winter’:
It is right that it should rain today, that earth and sky should meet and touch
and mingle. That the soil pouring into the open ground should be newly blessed
by the sky, and that our tears should mingle with those of the sky and then with
the earth that receives her. And it is right too that threading through our final
song we should hear the sound of children's voices, laughter, a bright guitar
strumming. (68)
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This is an affirmation of the value of Mrs Kaa’s life and death in the context of its
capacity to foster new life. It mirrors the pattern described in ‘Summer’ when the
classroom comes to life as the narrator and her students go outside to collect tiny yellow
butterfly eggs, bringing them back to observe in the classroom. The teacher and the
children watch their growth into fat green caterpillars, their building of a ‘magic house’
or pupae and their emergence into butterflies. Then they return them to the outdoors
where before they die they will lay eggs (56). This cycle of renewal is apparent also in
‘Spring’ when the pipiwharauroa announces from high in the trees that it is ‘time for
planting’ and the members of the school community plant a memorial garden to keep
Tahi's memory alive (69). The inter-connectedness between human life and nature is
evident as well in the ending of ‘Valley’, which cycles back to the ‘sun-filled sky’ and
summer days where it began. It is the last day of school and the teachers and the
children wait for the bus to arrive under a pohutukawa which is inhabited by three pairs
of tuis (75).
Rather than focussing on the traditions of a past way of life, the stories of Waiariki
depict the ‘cultural values’ that Grace identifies as the essential component of a Māori
way of life. These values may be interpreted as representing various forms of aroha and
are evident in ‘Valley’ in te tangata (the importance of people), te whenua (relationship
to the land) and te mauri (the life spirit of every person). Grace employs subtle
references to Māori mythology to communicate these values. The pohutukawa at the
end of ‘Valley’ may be interpreted mythologically due to its rich association with the
legend of Tawhaki. According to the legend, after his journey to the sky Tawhaki fell to
his death and his blood gave colour to the flowers of the pohutukawa (Orbell 1995,
pp.193 -194). In the postcolonial environment, the pohutukawa is also commonly
known as New Zealand's Christmas tree (Simpson 1994, p.3). Its red flowers coincide
with Christmas, a time of year identified with the Christian story of the birth of Christ.
Although remaining ‘dull and lifeless’ for most of the year, at the end of ‘Valley’ the
pohutukawa is ‘flagged in brilliant red’ as the children talk of the approach of Christmas
and holidays (74). Beyond this parallel, significant differences are evident between the
birth of Christ, a divine savior, and the bloody death of a flawed hero. This calls to mind
a more striking similarity in their recognition of blood spilt in death as having the
capacity to engender new life. In the Māori legend, however, this new life is revealed in
the context of discordancy in this life rather than in resurrection in the next life. It is
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communicated in the words of the tui, which sits in the pohutukawa that it regards as its
tree, ending the story with:
But I am a tui bird,
And when I fly
It sounds like ripping rags (75).
In this imagery of discordancy the tui symbolizes an inclusive process of renewal
proceeding from an interaction of oppositions. This inclusiveness is represented by the
shower of nectar from the flowers of the pohutukawa that a light wind sends down
marking the teacher and all the students waiting under the tree with white spots (75). It
is this same nectar that attracts the tui to the flowers of the pohutukawa (Simpson 1994,
p.7), but is the cause of them becoming so heavy that their wings have to beat
desperately for them to stay airborne (75). The ‘odd incongruous talking’ of the pairs of
tui (74), suggests their capacity for mimicry which led to the practice of keeping them
in cages and teaching them the words of Māori chants (Orbell 1995, p.77). Their
disharmonious chatter also reflects the sound and behaviour of the twins, Hippy and
Stan, who are similarly a ‘noisy pair’. The words between them are delivered across the
head of their friend Michael and turn to punches as his neck swings from side to side in
a friendly interplay that sometimes ends with all three in tears (70). Michael is described
as the ‘odd looking triplet’ whom the twins have adopted. While they have eyes the
colour of coal, Michael has blue eyes, freckled skin the colour of boiled snapper and
bright pink hair (70). At the end of ‘Valley’ when the bus pulls away, the heads of
Hippy, Stan and Michael are framed ‘together’ in its back window and Roimata is there
too (75). This final image reveals a pattern of growth evolving out of conflict and
diversity.
In contrast to the contemporary setting of the previous stories, ‘Toki’ has a timeless
quality. This suggests its close connection to Māori mythology which is established in a
number of ways. An archetypal old man narrates the story looking back into a distant
past of ‘long days ago’ (7), and concludes his story in the present tense, with the
recognition that although some things have changed, other things remain the same (10).
Norman Simms observes that it could have happened ‘today, yesterday or a hundred
years ago’ (1978, p.190). Della Valle compares it to ‘a piece of oral narrative poetry’, in
which ‘numerous repetitions and refrains stress the oral quality of the story’ (2010,
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p.136). This story is characterized by a series of significant parallels between the
protagonist, Hotene, and Māui, whom Margaret Orbell refers to as an immediate
descendant of the earliest ancestors identified in creation mythology (1995, p.11).
Ranginui Walker explains Māui’s importance in terms of his rise against the odds to
prove that the principle of primogeniture was not incontrovertible (1992, p.173). In
‘Toki’, it is Hotene who takes on the role of leadership at the wedding of his eldest
brother by speaking out against Toki, who is threatening the integrity of their
community with his ‘boasting’. Toki’s claim to superiority rests on his assertion that he
was born in a better place where there are many fish and that he has ‘the line and the
hand for all of them’. Hotene challenges him to prove his superiority in a fishing contest
to be held not in a place where fish are plentiful but where there are ‘none to catch’ (7).
Although, unlike Māui, Hotene is not identified as the potiki (youngest child) and his
brother is not identified as the first-born son, his challenge to ‘the stranger’ from the
‘waters of the north’ (7), encompasses a challenge to the traditional privileges of birth
as a whole in his setting up of an alternative struggle against the odds which is a
reflection of Māui’s quest.
Cunning, a quality identified by Walker as a defining characteristic of the ‘archtrickster’ Māui (1992, p.174), also plays an important part in ‘Toki’. It is a crucial
component in Hotene’s successful quest to expose Toki’s fraudulence and is also a
characteristic displayed by Toki. While Toki tries to trick Hotene by going secretly to a
better fishing ground rather than the one agreed upon for their contest, Hotene’s greater
cunning proves to be a decisive factor. Foreseeing that Toki is going to break their
agreement, Hotene withholds the local knowledge that he will need to bring his catch
safely to shore (9). What is more significant to Hotene’s success is the support he is
given by the supernatural. In the story of Māui, his mother Taranga casts him as a foetus
into the sea to be cared for by gulls and fishes. But before doing so, she cuts off the
topknot of her hair and wraps him in it, understanding the ‘power’ of her hair
(Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.40). In Māori mythology, the supernatural interpenetrates
the material world, affecting, modifying and even changing natural laws by the
application of higher laws (Marsden 1992, p.134). Similarly, in ‘Toki’, Grace implies
that there are supernatural forces acting on Hotene’s behalf. Although Hotene explains
his enormous catch as the product of ‘a lucky day’ (9), several factors suggest that his
fishing success does not occur simply by chance. Hotene catches a hapuku (groper)
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even though it is not the right waters for it to be found in, and it is the hapuku who seeks
Hotene out, coming to his line (8). On his return to shore, the blind eel ‘waited’ as
Hotene rounded the corner and took his spinner (9). In addition to this, the repetition of
the number eight, reminiscent of but different to the significance of seven in the biblical
story of creation (Genesis 2:2), suggests the operation of a preordained pattern. Hotene
sets eight hooks and counts to eight before bringing in his catch of terakihi and he takes
the eighth wave after the big wave, to bring his catch safely to shore (8-9).
In the story of ‘Toki’ Grace goes beyond an understanding of Māui and his cunning,
revealing important values in Māori culture such as the extension of hospitality to
strangers (manaakitanga). The qualities of honesty and fair play are shown to be an
integral part of this value. Hotene’s challenge is not just to show he is the better
fisherman, but to expose Toki as a liar and hence a man who is unsuitable for
admiration and prominence in their community. Although other members of the
community do not publicly speak out against Toki, they play a key role in Hotene’s
quest. Prior to Hotene’s challenge, Toki was ‘looked upon with suspicion by many’ (7).
Hotene recognizes that when he challenges Toki, not only did he and Toki understand
the ‘meaning’ of his challenge, but so too did ‘those who listened’ (8). Once the
challenge is made the community play a morally commendable role in that, unlike Toki,
they make sure that it is a fair contest, giving advice to both Hotene and the ‘stranger ’
(8). They put out the bait each morning, get up early to see each man off and are there
when they return. However, understanding that Toki had not gone to ‘the chosen place’
to fish (10), on the last day they did not warn him, but ‘sat quietly’ as he came in on the
wrong wave and lost his catch overboard (9). As well, the traditional significance given
to listening and silence plays an important part in Toki’s defeat. Once he is exposed,
rather than using words to protest against his dishonesty, it is the threat of ‘what would
be said’ that successfully restricts Toki to fishing just from the shore (10).
Apart from his Māori name which is defined by Reed and Kāretu (2001, p.83) as the
word for axe, the other way of identifying Toki’s origins is that he came from the north
(7). In the Māui cycle of myths, when Māui finally found his father and mother, his
mother was uncertain of his identity. Walker explains that it would have been a breach
of etiquette to ask directly who he was, so his mother asked him to locate the direction
of his origins in terms of North, South, East or West (1992, p.173). This practice is
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evident in the myth of Mahuika when she asks her unannounced visitor where he comes
from and he replies: ‘I come from the west.’ This results in her recognition of him as a
‘relative of mine’ (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.46). Walker describes this procedure as
an important social convention concerning the identification of strangers and tribal
connections that persists to the present day (1992, p.173). As the boaster from the north,
there is also a parallel drawn between Toki’s behaviour and the behaviour of Pakeha
who came to Aotearoa (New Zealand) and settled amidst protestations and assumptions
of their superiority.The last words of the story suggest this continuity: ‘It blows strong
the wind from the north’ (10). Rather than limiting boasting to a cultural stereotype of
Pakeha, Toki’s cultural identity reveals this weakness as a characteristic to be found in
people irrespective of their cultural background. It exists in Toki despite the
significance of the contrary attributes of silence and listening in the Māori community,
which are seen to be an expression of manaakitanga (hospitality). Thus, by inference,
Grace challenges the authenticity of claims of aroha for others voiced as misinformed
claims of superiority. Instead growth in life is depicted as a struggle against adversity as
opposed to a life based on birth and inherited privilege.
Another cultural value that is explored in Waiariki is ngā tīpuna (ancestors). The
relationship with ancestors is shaped by the understanding of death in Māori culture.
When interviewing Grace, she referred to death as ‘just a part of life’, describing the
continuation of existence and interaction with the living after death, as ‘just normal’
(Appendix p.216). This understanding is evident in ‘Huria’s Rock’ and ‘At the River’
and is both similar and different to the Christian concept of an afterlife defined by
concepts of heaven and hell which emphasize the permanent separation of the dead
from this world. The narrator of ‘Huria’s Rock’ is an old man, who after many ‘lonely
years’, returns with his family to the place where his wife died after becoming caught
on a rock while diving for crayfish (49). His belief that now he is old and tired, Huria
‘will come soon’ for him becomes a reality when he sees her sitting on the rock.
However, Huria is looking away from him and pointing to their great-grandson, who is
sleeping in a tent. This causes the old man to become agitated and he calls out to her:
‘Come not for the young but the old’ (50). This cry is equally applicable to his own
experience of the death of his wife which was witnessed by their young son (49). Rather
than supporting his granddaughter’s limited association of their return to the place of
Huria’s death as something ‘bad’ and ‘wrong’, which is similar to a Christian
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perception of death, Huria’s warning serves to alert them to the presence of a spider on
the blanket next to her grandson. Similarly, her assessment that her grandfather’s
insistent warnings ‘saved’ her son, is limited by her lack of awareness of Huria’s
presence and her warning which her grandfather understands has ‘helped’ him ‘guard
the young’ (50).
In the same positive framework, the old man looks forward to the time when Huria will
come for him, a sentiment echoed in the last words of the story: ‘Soon she comes’ (50).
This positive attitude to death is also evident in ‘At the River’, but this time it is an old
man who dies. Although the narrator is an old woman, this old man is the central figure
in the story and his significance may be attributed to his aroha for his family which is a
reflection of his attitude to life and death. Described as their ‘strength’, he is mourned
by young and old (15). During our interview, Grace confirmed that that in comparison
to his wife, the old man is a more loving character (Appendix p.215). While the old man
is ‘well and strong’ and happy to be going to catch eels with other members of his
family, his wife stays at the campsite, feels the aches and pains of old age and is
saddened by her ‘thoughts of death’ (12). Rather than viewing his death in terms of
wrong-doing or punishment, when the old man is the first person to inform the old
woman of his death in a dream, he does so ‘not sadly but smiling’. With his hand on his
‘heart’, he tells her: ‘I go but do not weep. No weeping, it is my time’ (11). As in
‘Huria’s Rock’, his death is revealed in a positive context in that it promotes a growth in
his wife and her relationship with their grandsons, that like his aroha transcends the
impact of Pakeha culture. Unlike the boys who before setting out for the river scoffed at
their grandfather’s old way of catching eels and laughed as they predicted that it would
cause him to fall into the river (13),when they return with the news of their
grandfather’s death, they stand before their grandmother with their ‘heads down’ and
‘do not speak’ (14). This is in contrast to earlier, when their grandmother’s reprimand
concerning their lack of respect, and assertions that it is: ‘Not our way to speak like this.
It is a new thing you are doing. It is a bad thing you have learned’ (13), appear to go
unnoticed.
Accepting the wisdom in her husband’s message, now, instead of blaming their and by
implication Pakeha wrong doing, their grandmother tells them that their grandfather
died because it was his ‘time’ (15). Although they feel sorry for speaking to him in a
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‘bad’ way, this is not identified to be the cause of his death. Unlike his wife, the old
man was not offended by his young grandsons’ words, dismissing it as ‘funny talk’ that
‘means nothing’ (13). However, at another level, their words both reveal their lack of
understanding and foreshadow his death. What prompted their words was their mistaken
belief that the hooks they had prepared and baited with hare were ‘good’, while their
grandfather’s way of catching eels with bait attached to a stick was not. However, while
their hooks may be easier to use and result in a bigger catch, the old man’s way was a
‘safe way and a good way’ because as he advised them, with so many people in the
river, ‘your uncles, aunties, big cousins, your nanny too’, it is likely that they will end
up in someone’s leg (13). Beyond the influence of Pakeha culture, ‘good’ is revealed in
the context of a developing consideration of other people and the cycle of life and death
is shown to facilitate this process. ‘Transition’ explores this pattern of moral
development in regard to the obligation to family and other people in the context of the
movement off ancestral land to the city. In this story, death is a metaphor for such
cultural transition and both are revealed in their capacity to generate new life. The
physical deterioration of the old woman, who is the narrator of the story, mirrors the
condition of the land. Just as she is lame and knows that she does not have much time
left, the ‘little corner of land’ on which she was born which in the past had been able to
support many and had a flowing river, is now ‘dry and hard’ (16-17). Whereas at first
she feels ‘great sadness’ when she contemplates that ‘the city must claim’ her loved
ones (17), at the end of the story, she sees their departure as bringing ‘a new hope
coming and a new life to make’, and is able to ‘go away happy’ (18).
This change in her understanding is shown to be related directly to the change in her
relationship with her daughter’s husband. As a result of a decision he makes, the old
woman refers to him as the ‘good son-in-law’, discarding her previous reference to him
as the husband of her daughter and the father of her grandchildren (17-18). This
acknowledgement is in recognition of the strength of his love for his wife and children,
which mirrors her love for her children. Witnessing her daughter ageing before her time
from the heavy work and her son-in-law weighed down by the worry of meeting
increasing bills, this old woman knows that they must leave. When their move is
imminent, however, she informs them that she cannot go with them. The son-in-law
responds by postponing their departure from this land understanding that his wife and
children would ‘fret away in the town without their old lady’ (17). Even though she
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urges him to go saying that ‘here there is nothing’, he does not waiver. His reply, ‘And
there?’ questions the value of the material rewards that the city has to offer and reflects
the priority she places on relationships of aroha in regard to the family. This similarity
is evident in her reply: ‘I know his meaning’ (17). It is this affinity that impacts not only
on her relationship to him, but also her relationship to the land and to death. At first, the
old woman tells her daughter: ‘Here is the place where I was born and here is where I
die’(17). This attitude informs her understanding that in death ‘this old body goes to this
old ground, and the two shall be one, with no more to be given by one or by the other to
those who weep’ (18).
In the final five lines of this story, this old woman moves beyond this understanding of
death and the land, limited in its focus on the physical world and by its attitude of
exclusivity. Nourished by her ‘good son-in-law and the wisdom of Māori mythology
from which she ‘draws strength’, she now understands that:
And from the two – the land, the woman – these ones have sprung. And by the
land and the woman held and strengthened. Now from knowing this, the old one
in turn draws strength as the old light dims, as the time of passing comes. (18)
Her transition from ‘this old woman’ to ‘the old one’ indicates a shift to an inclusive
figure, who now perceives death to be ‘a time of passing’ rather than as something
defined by its terminality. Instead of her own tie to a specific piece of land, her
reference to ‘the land, the woman’ from which all are born recalls the relationship
between Papatuanuku and the first woman, Hine-ahu-one. In creation mythology, this
first woman is fashioned by Tane at Papatuanuku’s direction from the clay at Kurawaka
in order to generate the ‘first’ mortal being (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.28). In the
context of this spiritual tradition, the old woman’s recognition that ‘these ones have
sprung’ from ‘the land, the woman’ removes the previous distinction she had made
between her children by birth and her son-in-law, whose cultural identity remains
ambiguous. This shows the increase in inclusivity in her attitude which mirrors the
inclusivity of the creation story.
In ‘A Way of Talking’, Grace continues her interest in relationships, examining them in
the context of preparations for a marriage, but in this story, rather than the love between
a bride and groom, the focus is on the relationship between two Māori sisters and their
relationship with their Pakeha neighbour. When Hera and Rose (Rohe) call in to see
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Jane Frazer, who is making the bridal gowns for Hera’s wedding, both are hurt by what
they interpret as a racist slur in her comment that her husband, Alan, has been ‘down the
road getting the Māoris for scrub cutting’ (3). Della Valle identifies this reference to the
Māori workers as the application of a racial category, that denies Māori individuality
and communicates an ‘implicit sense of superiority’ (2010, pp.131-132). However, in
‘A Way of Talking’, like Bhabha, Grace questions the validity of such cultural
stereotyping by having members of both the colonized and colonizing culture utter
them. After Hera becomes upset by her confrontation with Jane in regard to her
comment, Rose (Rohe) attempts to comfort her sister, telling her: ‘Don’t worry Honey
she’s got a thick hide’ (4). In the assumption that Pakeha lack sensitivity, Rose (Rohe)
is shown to mirror Jane’s behaviour. The differing reactions of the three women to the
incident at Jane’s house subvert such stereotypes. While Rose (Rohe) controlled her
emotions, remaining ‘calm’ enough to logically articulate her displeasure, Jane’s
reaction is by contrast predominantly emotional, evident in her ‘muttered’ words and
her face turning pink. Closer to Jane’s reaction but in contrast to both, Hera is silent and
her face turns red (3). The inaccuracy of the assumptions that Rose’s capacity to speak
out is the result of her Pakeha education and that Hera’s silence is a sign of an inability
in Māori to voice their opinion are also made evident.
Bill Pearson identifies the meaning of silence to be a significant difference between
Pakeha, who interpret it as implying assent, and Māori who use it to express dissent
(1974, p.116). Through the intensity of Hera’s reaction in which she felt her tongue
‘thicken’ into a ‘silence’ that ‘seemed to bang around’ in her head ‘for ages and ages’
(3), Grace positions Hera’s reaction in this context. This interpretation is in opposition
to the understanding of Hera’s teacher, who she remembered had told ‘some’ of them:
‘Speak, don’t sulk. You only sulk because you haven’t learned how and when to say
your minds’ (4). At Jane’s house, Rose (Rohe) took a ‘big pull on the cigarette she had
lit, squinted her eyes up and blew the smoke out gently’, before beginning her
interrogation of Jane’s relationship with the Māori who work for her husband. It started
methodically with: ‘Don’t they have names?’, then continued on to, ‘Do they know
yours?’ and concluded with, ‘Yet you have never bothered to find out their names or to
wonder whether or not they have any’ (3). This final judgement on Jane’s lack of aroha
in her treatment of Māori is used by Rose (Rohe) to terminate their visit. Unlike Rose
(Rohe), Hera is embarrassed by her sister, whom she describes as ‘talking all
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Pakehafied’ (3). At a deeper level, Rose’s reaction is revealed in the context of the
dominance of her reason over her feelings. Rose (Rohe) is described by her family as
‘the one with the brains’ (1). This can be traced back to her school days, where because
of this ability she is the one chosen first to go away to boarding school (1), and then on
to university (2).
Rather than confining Rose (Rohe) and her own creative vision to an understanding
limited to cultural stereotypes, Grace demonstrates the complexity of her character.
When Rose (Rohe) returns home from university she is welcomed as ‘the kamakama
one’, that is, one who is full of spirits (Glossary, Waiariki, p.90). She is described as
talking ‘all the time flat out’ and keeping them up laughing until ‘all hours’ with her
‘way of talking’, and they are happy to tell her: ‘E Rohe, you’re just the same as ever’
(1). At Jane Frazer’s house, Rose initially makes ‘a good impression with her
kamakama ways’, which are identified as ‘entertaining and friendly ways’ (4). This
friendly way of talking, however, ceases when she is affronted by Jane’s use of
language. Rose’s behaviour here recalls her behaviour at school. Hera remembered how
Rose learnt to use her words to ‘get smart’ and strike back if she didn’t like a teacher
(4). As such, Rose’s way of talking is seen to be influenced by both her hospitality and
her anger, and these opposing emotions in combination with her intelligence, shape her
response. Rose’s remark, ‘Don’t worry Honey she’s got a thick hide’ (4), indicates to
Hera not only that her sister’s feeling have been ‘very hurt’ (4) by her experience of
Pakeha culture, but that it has changed her by making her less sensitive to the emotions
of other people as a whole. ‘Now’ she understands that Rose is speaking to her in a
‘new way’, that is not ‘our way of talking to each other’. Rather than the expected
apology in the form of ‘Never mind Sis’, Rose speaks to Hera like she is ‘a lot older’,
‘tougher’ and knows ‘much more about the world’ than her older sister, and this change
makes Hera very sad (4).
In his paper ‘Writing, Race and the Difference it Makes’, Henry Louis Gates (Jnr)
argues that the privileging of reason by the Western tradition was used to stereotype
other people as inferior (1992, pp.54-55). Grace challenges this cultural stereotype by
having Rose (Rohe) demonstrate this capacity. However, at a deeper level, Grace, like
Bhabha, challenges the authenticity of identifying rationality as the most significant
source of knowledge. In contrast to Bhabha, this challenge does not emerge from a
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Western analytical context of deconstruction with its sentiment of nihilism, but from
Māori culture and the significance it places upon emotion in the light of understanding.
This difference in perspective is reflected in the variation between a Pakeha education
system which is seen to give precedence to rational intelligence and the attitude of the
girls’mother. Hera remembered: ‘Mum used to say, Rohe you’ve got the brains but you
look to your sister for the sense’ (2). In ‘A Way of Talking’, it is this ‘sense’ that Grace
identifies with clarity of vision. A characteristic of Grace’s writing referred to in the
interview with Fresno-Calleja is the importance given to eyes and their ‘movements’
(2003, p.120). Whereas open eyes communicate a depth of vision, at Jane’s house, Rose
took a ‘big pull on the cigarette she had lit, squinted her eyes up and blew the smoke out
gently’, before articulating her own stereotype of Pakeha (3). Like her Pakeha
neighbour, Rose’s attitude of superiority, articulated in reference to both Jane and her
sister, is lacking in emotional sensitivity and because of this is shown to be limited in
understanding. In contrast to Ulla Ratheiser, who argues that ‘A Way of Talking’ is an
endorsement of Rose (Rohe) as someone who has ‘found her personal identity, rooted in
her being a modern Māori’ (2008, p.257), ‘A Way of Talking’ can be seen to embrace a
different type of understanding demonstrated by Hera. Unlike Rose (Rohe), Hera’s
‘sense’ is informed by reason and emotion. Instead of a privileging of reason, it
demonstrates the type of understanding that Barbara Christian describes an ‘integration
of feeling/ knowledge’ (1987, p.56).
Although Rose (Rohe) has soon ‘forgotten all about Jane and the events of the morning’
(5), it is Hera who at the end of the story and in the light of Rose’s comments pledges
that, even though she is not ‘clever’ the way Rose is, she will find some way of letting
Rose know that she understands her pain, so that she ‘won’t have to be alone again’ (6).
As such, the depth of her understanding is seen in the context of the strength of her
aroha which is revealed in her capacity for compassion. Both reflecting and in contrast
to Bhabha’s questioning of the validity of fixed notions of cultural identity, as the
narrator of this story, like Grace, Hera’s voice emerges from the tradition of the Māori
storyteller and is shown to be capable of transcending the cultural stereotypes that Rose
(Rohe) echoes. In the car when they are returning to their family home, Hera hears
‘Jane’s voice coming out of Rohe’s mouth’, as she mimics and mocks her:
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I have friends who are Māoris. They’re lovely people. The eldest girl was married
recently and I did the frocks. The other girl is at varsity. They are all so friendly
and so natural and their house is absolutely spotless. (5)
Demonstrating Bhabha’s ‘double vision’ where the colonial subject’s ‘partial presence’
as ‘almost the same, but not quite’ creates a state where ‘resemblance’ and menace’
coincide (2004, p.123), Rose (Rohe) shows her antagonism not only to the stereotype of
Māori as unclean and lacking in intelligence and education, but to the superficiality of
Jane’s token opposition manifested in her perception of Māori as the same as Pakeha.
Although Hera giggles as she watches Rose ‘strutting up the path’ in ‘Jane’s way of
walking’ (5), her laughter veils a more complex understanding of the situation. She
explains to Rose (Rohe) that: ‘Jane often says the wrong thing without knowing’ (2),
before considering their own culpability in terms of their decision to remain silent:
‘How can the likes of Jane know when we go round pretending all is well. How can
Jane know us?’ (5). As such, Hera moves beyond the antagonistic opposition
recognized by Della Valle, who argues that Hera ‘comes to understand how useful
Rose’s reactive role is because it stigmatizes prejudiced behaviors that would otherwise
go unnoticed’ (2010, p.132). Hera’s advocacy is for a future where ways can be found
to bridge the communication gap between Māori and Pakeha and is an expression of
aroha in the form of the cultural values of manaakitanga (hospitality) and te tangata
(the importance of people).
‘Parade’ is similarly concerned with the need to bridge the communication gap and to
overcome misunderstanding by educating others about what it means to be Māori. The
narrator of this story is also a young woman, but this time she is the one who lives
elsewhere and returns home to attend a parade. At the beginning of the story Matewai is
less than enthusiastic about being chosen to wear a ‘precious cloak’ on one of the floats
(84). Traditionally Māori wore a wide range of cloaks including those for protection
against the weather and others used to denote a position of honour such as those worn
by chiefs on festive occasions (Phillipps and Huria 2008, p.58).When Matewai puts on
the special cloak, she is uncomfortable with it, ‘trying to smile’ as Granny Rita looked
on (84). The source of her discomfort is that she could now see herself and her Māori
community as others saw them:
Is that what we are to them? Museum pieces, curios, antiques, shells under glass.
A travelling circus, a floating zoo. (85)
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As in the case of Rose (Rohe) and Hera, her ‘double vision’ results from what Bhabha
describes as the ‘partial representation / recognition of the colonial object’ (2004,
p.126), represented by the float that Matewai describes as a ‘scaly monster, asleep and
forgotten’ (88). This recalls Bhabha’s reference to Fanon’s comment on the process by
which culture is fixed in its colonial status by the colonizing power and is ‘both present
and mummified’ (2004, p.129). Matewai’s rejection of the float, however, challenges
the colonizer’s stereotype and insists on the validity of another way of seeing.
After the parade, instead of joining in the singing and dancing, Matewai chooses instead
to separate herself from the other participants, seeking out her grandparents, old Rita
and Hohepa, who are seated under a shady tree, ‘guarding the cloak between them’ (87).
As such, Matewai’s position on the fringe is seen to be an integral part of this tradition.
This may be interpreted in the light of Māui and his birth on the shoreline whose
mythology, like the cloak, is safeguarded by the elders. When Matewai sits down next
to her grandparents she feels their eyes pricking her skin as they sat waiting in a state of
silence for her to speak (87-88). The repetition of the word ‘silence’ expresses the
importance of both listening and speaking in this oral tradition. It is in this context, that
Matewai tells them:
They think that’s all we’re good for. A laugh and that’s all. Amusement. In any
other week of the year we don’t exist. Once a year we’re taken out and put on
show like relics. (88)
Before her grandfather’s exhortation: ‘It is your job, this. To show others who we are’,
her grandmother’s words confirm the authenticity of their shared vision, when she
responds: ‘No one can take your eyes from you’, and Matewai understands that this is
‘true’ (88). After sitting for a long time considering what had been ‘put upon’ her,
Matewai consents and her acceptance of this special responsibility is demonstrated by
her return to her place with those who are singing and dancing. This occurs not on the
float but symbolically between her mythological parents Papatuanuku and Ranginui, as
she stamps her feet on the ‘cracked earth’ and lifts her voice ‘to the sun who holds the
earth’s strength within himself’ (88).
At the end of ‘Parade’, as they return home on the float, Matewai takes in a ‘big breath’,
filling her lungs with ‘sea and air and land and people’ and with ‘past and present and
future’ (89). She experiences a ‘new strength’ coursing through her and this enables her
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to ‘lift her voice’ in a traditional chant in which ‘the others’ join her on the ‘darkest of
nights’ and under a sky ‘emptied of light’ (89). This use of ‘others’ refers to other
members of the Māori community but recalls the wider community intimated in her
grandfather’s earlier commissioning of her to ‘show others who we are’. The breath
accompanying her leadership and renewal recalls the ‘intake of breath’ referred to as
‘Tihe Mauriora’ in Grace’s poetic rendition of the spiral in Potiki which accompanies a
‘springing to an outer circle’ (7). Like this breath, it occurs in conditions mirroring the
emptiness of Te Kore, a mythological realm of potential being and creativity (Marsden
1992, pp.134-135), and involves a progression from the edge. From the outset of
‘Parade’, the change that is happening in Matewai is communicated as a natural process
which transcends the impact of Pakeha influence. Upon arrival, she watches the children
cast their clothes on to the willow branches and then wash in the creek, and is aware of
the casting off of her ‘own innocence’ as she remembers how as a child, ‘not very long
ago’, she had done the same (83). Later, she identifies her ‘heaviness of spirit’ with the
flax plants and their ‘swollen black splitting pods with the seed heavy in them’.
Understanding this ‘heaviness’ in them to be a source of ‘new growth and strength’, she
sees that what rested in her ‘like a stone’ could also be a source of renewal (81). This
process of renewal involving pain and loss is not limited to Matewai’s ‘family and
ancestors’. Te mauri (the life spirit of every person) is embraced in the breath and the
number of bodily states involving the breath such as sneezing (Orbell 1995, p.117).
Della Valle describes the ending of ‘Parade’ as a ‘sort of ritual where nature, present
and past, family and ancestors, reality and myth physically converge in her body, giving
her new strength’ (2010, p.133). In the construction of the pairs ‘present and past’,
‘family and ancestors’ and ‘reality and myth’, Della Valle suggests an interpretation in
which the present and family are identified with reality, whereas the past and ancestors
are identified with myth. This is contrary to the understanding communicated in the
chant. In Matewai’s calling upon Aotea, Tainui, Kurahaupo, Mataatua, Te Arawa,
Takitimu and Tokomaru (89), ancestors who arrived in the great fleet of sailing canoes
(Orbell 1995, p.94), to help them haul their canoes down and paddle, ‘On and on- ’ (89),
the spirits of the ancestors are perceived as part of a continuing reality where they
participate in the present shaping of human life. This is reflected in the unfinished
sentence written in English, which is followed aptly by two verses of the chant in Māori
at the conclusion of ‘Parade’, ending with: hoea hoea ra (30), that is, ‘paddle paddle
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yonder’ (Reed and Kāretu 2001, p.22, p.65). Bhabha’s reference to Fanon’s explanation
of the colonizer’s attempt to confine the Other through phrases such as ‘I know them’,
‘that’s the way they are’, as a means of taking the qualities of dynamism and growth for
itself and condeming the Other to ‘curiosities’ without a structure (2004, p.120), is thus
challenged by Matewai’s refusal to have Māori relegated to ‘Museum pieces’ (85).
Instead, she reclaims its dynamism, drawing nourishment from its close relationship to
nature, its inclusivity and its continuing relationship with the ancestors and Māori
mythology.
Like Matewai, the young man who is the protagonist in ‘And So I go’ is also identified
as a source of renewal. Once again, renewal is articulated in the context of the
developing relationship between Māori and Pakeha, but this time the protagonist is a
‘mingling’ of a ‘blue-eyed’ father who had taken his ‘dark-eyed’ mother’s hand and
allowed her to take him home (43). As such, he may be seen as both a fringe dweller
and a crucial component in his community’s process of change. He sees himself to be
ideally placed ‘to stand mid-stream and hold a hand to either side’ (43). This story is
written as a dialogue between the voice of the young man and that of the community
from which he is setting out. Like the old woman in ‘Transition’, this young man
understands that the ‘world is large’ and that they cannot live off the land and sea in this
place forever (43).The spiritual significance of his journey is expressed in words that
ascend to poetry and make reference to mythology. His suitability for this task is shown
to stem from his upbringing in a Māori community that is characterised by the strength
of relationships of aroha. He understands that in the place that he is going to he will not
find ‘the same love’ (45). He pays tribute to the type of love that he will miss, including
human relationships (‘blood warmth’, ‘skin on skin warmth’, ‘breath warmth’, child
warmth’) and the relationship to nature (‘love fire’, ‘wood and tree warmth’, ‘rain
warmth’, ‘Earth warmth’, ‘warmth of sunned stones’, ‘warmth of sunned water’,
‘sunned sand’, ‘sand ripple’, ‘water ripple’, ‘ripple sky’). The last three lines of the
poem acknowledge the source of this love as Papatuanuku and Ranginui:
(Sky Earth
Earth Sky
And our beginning) (45)
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Della Valle describes the structure of this poem as characteristic of ancient creation
chants, noting that whereas these chants begin with an evolution from nothingness,
Grace’s poem ‘evolves’ in a ‘backward process toward the origin’. The protagonist is
seen as presenting a ‘distinctive Māori view of the migrant’s sense of lack and sorrow’,
in a story that is ‘a poetic metaphor representing the condition of a minority group that
must adjust to a dominant culture’ (2010, pp.137-139). In contrast to this perspective,
this story may be seen as a poetic metaphor celebrating relationships of aroha in Māori
culture, attributing them to their origin in nature and mythology, and showing how this
tradition empowers and shapes their response to Pakeha culture. The protagonist recalls
his childhood where he grew strong and learned about his body in relation to the hills
and by the sea where he played. In contrast to a Christian baptism recalling a cycle of
sin and punishment, he remembers ‘our uncle’, ‘brother of our mother’, sleeping under
a tree ‘bright and heavy with sunned fruit’. He watched his uncle’s sweat stream down
over the head of his ‘newest baby daughter’ in a ‘new baptising’, understanding that in
witnessing this baptism he too ‘was filled with strength’ (44). Although using the
pronoun ‘I’ to begin, he moves to ‘we’ and the word ‘together’ is repeated and
emphasized in a single word sentence (44), communicating the strong bonds of aroha
fostered in this community. This aroha is shown to extend to other people. The
communal voice refers to his ‘blue-eyed’ father as ‘our brother’ and respectfully
acknowledge the strength of his love, telling of how he came and adopted their ways
‘out of choice because of love’. They address him, the child of this marriage, without
discrimination as ‘our son, brother, grandchild’ (43). Just as it is out of ‘love’ that they
plead with him to stay, his decision to go to the city is seen an expression of love. He
explains that he is going out of ‘love’ to learn ‘new ways’ and make way for those who
follow: ‘For our mother and her people and for our father. For you and for our children
whose mingling will be greater than our own’ (43).
Like the old woman in ‘Transition’, the protagonist understands that the ‘world is large’
and that they cannot live off the land and sea in this place forever (43). Transcending
and challenging the concept of a change caused by the impact of a ‘dominant culture’,
this change is portrayed in the context of a greater pattern of development in aroha that
is forseen in Māori mythology and understood in terms of a dynamic interaction of
opposites. As such, the protagonist’s departure is depicted not just as a sorrowful leave
taking, but as a time of ‘gladness’ for him. Apart from the ‘throb of loneliness’ that he
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anticipates, he expects that there will be some songs of ‘joy’ (46). He has an ‘ache for’
and has ‘always known’ he must leave, identifying its source as a ‘power’ in him that is
‘full’ (43-44). At the end of the story, he farewells the sea, listening to its ‘great heart
thud’ and takes up what is described as a sacred commissioning in ‘sweeping wind’
from the ‘guardian hill’ where he grew up, that does not ‘clutch’ his hand but knows he
must go and gives him a blessing. Standing at the ‘highest place’, he experiences a
‘lung-bursting strength’ and then lies with arms outstretched on ‘Earth Mother’, calling
out his love and speaking his ‘vow’. In the final line, he moves ‘towards the goddess as
she sleeps’ with the ‘light’ upon his face (47). This is a reference to Hine-nui-te-Po, the
guardian of death, who Māui tried to overcome as she lay sleeping and waits to
welcome her children and their descendants (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.58). Hence,
the darkness of the ‘sea-moan’, the ‘earth-cry’, the ‘sweet lament’ of the people and
death are cast in an energising light of potential.
These last four stories (‘Transition’, ‘A Way of Talking’, ‘Parade’, ‘And So I Go’), in
their perception of a state of cultural hybridity as facilitating a progressive movement
into the future, reflect Bhabha’s positive understanding of its anticipation of a Third
Space. Whereas in Bhabha’s Third Space, logically suspect notions of the historical
identity of culture given shape by the politics of polarity are deconstructed, Grace’s
concept of progression stretches back to and asserts the continuing authenticity of an
understanding of Māori heritage reaching back to mythological origins, the validity of
which Bhabha questions in his challenging of notions of an originary Past (54). In
contrast to Bhabha, she asserts the significance of aroha and a Māori worldview shaped
by an inclusive interaction of oppositions in which renewal proceeds through the
discernment of the differences that separate and define us across life and death. This is
communicated through a mythology that is dynamic and promotes a dialogue with
Pakeha culture that is capable of recognizing points of intersection as well as points of
difference. Rask Knudsen refers to the spiral as offering ‘a perspective from which
Māori culture is seen to carry intrinsically, the seeds of its own continuing renewal’
(2004, p.5). This organic pattern of growth is evident also in Grace’s first novel
Mutuwhenua which can be seen as a development of the ideas nurtured and expressed in
this first collection of short stories.
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Mutuwhenua
As in Waiariki, Mutuwhenua is concerned with rites of passage and stages of human
development. This novel traces the growth of Ripeka, a young Māori woman, from
childhood to maturity. Like ‘Waiariki’ and ‘Holiday’, this process of growth is shown to
involve separation from parents and other family members. Similar to ‘Huria’s Rock’
and ‘At the River’, it is also shown to involve an increasing awareness of the existence
of the supernatural in life in the form of an interaction with the spirits of the dead. It is
this awareness which threatens the relationship between Ripeka and her husband.
Whereas in ‘A Way of Talking’, Grace focuses on the relationship between two Māori
sisters in the context of the older sister’s upcoming marriage and their relationship with
their Pakeha neighbour, in Mutuwhenua, the focus moves to Ripeka’s marriage to
Graeme, a young man of Pakeha heritage. This relationship is foreshadowed by
Ripeka’s childhood friendship with a Pakeha girl named Margaret. These relationships
are unfolded in the context of the symbolism of the spiral and in specific reference to
Māori mythology. The myth of Mutuwhenua acts as a subtext for the novel as a whole.
This is evident not only in the novel’s title but also in references woven into the text, as
well as by the inclusion of this story at the end (154-155). Just as in Waiariki, where
the swollen, black pods on the flax plant (‘Parade’) and the pohutukawa (‘Valley’),
communicate an understanding of the creation of new life, in Mutuwhenua, it is not just
the moon, but trees such as the ngaio, ti kouka and macrocarpa, which are developed
metaphorically to express concepts of spiritual significance. As in the preceding
collection of short stories, progression is experienced or anticipated in the form of a
development in aroha.
The close relationship between Ripeka and Margaret during their primary school years
reflects their physical similarities and their shared experience. They chant rhymes, sing,
skip, learn to read and write, have nearly the same birthday, lose teeth and at one time
are four foot and five inches together. Despite this commonality, on the day of the final
concert marking the end of this stage in their education, Ripeka suddenly sees her best
friend as a ‘stranger’ (21). She now sees a ‘new Margaret’ on the stage wearing a
ribboned frock, sleek stockings and buckled shoes. The sight of Margaret and the sound
of her violin cause Ripeka to notice the nakedness of her own feet on bare boards as the
Māori voices plaited together with the sound of slapped flesh and dried rolled flax (1234

13). Feeling that the differences between them are too great and concluding that she did
not know Margaret, Ripeka leaves the concert without even saying goodbye to her
companion of eight years (21, 24). Grace reveals Ripeka’s new awareness of cultural
difference to be a sign of both a developing and yet immature understanding of their
relationship by identifying it with the onset of menstruation. On the day of the concert,
Ripeka is distressed by her discovery that her underclothes are marked by ‘dark
swampish stains’ (13). She reacts childishly to this physical transition to womanhood.
When she arrives home she cries, stamps her foot and blames her mother ‘for
everything’ (24), including by implication the breakdown in her relationship with
Margaret. Later in high school, when Ripeka concludes that ‘it would be better to be a
girl in buckled shoes bowing a violin’ and chooses to call herself Linda (24), her
attempt to deny her own cultural difference is similarly seen to be a sign of her lack of
maturity. Ripeka’s mother is not worried by her daughter’s new name and her father
simply says: ‘Every Māori goes Pakehafied once in his life’ (25-26).
In an interview with Thomas Tausky, like Ripeka’s father, Grace describes her urge to
go out and explore the world, finding out about the other culture as part of a natural
process of growing up. Grace explains that Ripeka ‘will always be what and who she is,
she won’t be anybody different; she can add those other things to herself, but she still
won’t be a different person’ (1991, p.101). Through Ripeka’s ‘mimicry’ and her
parents’ response, Grace thus reflects Bhabha’s understanding that such copying
represents not the whole person but only a ‘partial presence’ (2004, p.123). As a
married woman and mother of a child, Ripeka develops a new understanding of her
childhood relationship with Margaret that is informed by her relationship with her
Pakeha husband and her increased awareness of her own Māori heritage. Ripeka now
understands that as children she and Margaret had exchanged secrets which had the
potential to tell them ‘everything’. She reflects that at this time they were not old
enough to realize that ‘though our lives crossed in one place, our jumping off and
landing points stood well apart’(22-23). Echoing the motion of ‘stirring’ and then
‘springing’ to an out circle at the beginning of Potiki (7), Ripeka acknowledges their
ongoing differences whilst recognizing a significant area of common ground in the
context of the spiral. To be simultaneously in a position on the spiral where their paths
cross after travelling from and arriving at a different place suggests the concept of a
double spiral. Allan Hanson has described the double spiral as being made up of two
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lines rather than one, so that if the two lines were separated it would be immediately
apparent that they form two separate spirals that are related to each other by bifold
symmetry. From this description, Rask Knudsen concludes that his understanding of the
uniqueness of the double spiral is in its creation of a duality that is not expressed in
terms of adjacent spaces but exists rather in a ‘dual division which intertwines and
grows within the same space as the two arms of the spiral revolve outward from […] a
common centre point’ (Knudsen 2004, p.216). This common centre point may be
interpreted in reference to the secrets that Ripeka and Margaret had exchanged as
children which Ripeka describes as having the capacity to tell them why they could not
be ‘twins, or almost twins, forever’ (22-23).
Mirroring the double spiral with its intertwining volutes, Margaret’s and Ripeka’s
stories intertwine as they are delivered in turn and in parts across the page. Margaret
told Ripeka her secret about a precious violin that has a pattern of ‘esses’ and ‘a shape
curled, like a new fern growing’ (23). Ripeka told Margaret about a precious stone that
has a pattern that ‘you can hardly see’. It was of ‘a curled shape, like a new fern
growing’ (23-24). In his article ‘Another Foothold: Exile and Return in Patricia Grace’s
Mutuwhenua’ William McGaw argues that ‘the harmony of their development is
encapsulated in the image of the fern with which both Margaret and Ripeka conclude’,
and identifies the unfurling fern as the symbol in which they ‘converge’ and are ‘one’
(1991, p.107). W. J. Phillips describes the unfurling fern or koru, a symbol of the
creation of new life, as the ‘most simple spiral element’ (2008, p.118). In the story of
the stone and the violin, however, this simple spiral shape represents not just the
emergence of new life in this world but, as in ‘Waiariki’, their common sense of
connection with a chain of ancestors. When Margaret tells Ripeka of the place on the
violin worn away by first her grandfather’s chin and then her father’s, her words are
whispered and her lips are close to Ripeka’s ear (23). Similarly, when Ripeka speaks of
the part of the stone where there is ‘a place for your hand’, she understands that this
stone has been in the ground and in the river and has been held by her ancestors from
‘long ago’ (23-24). The contrast between the clearly visible shape on Margaret’s violin
and the partially visible shape on the stone, communicates a difference in connection to
the dead. In Ripeka’s case the connection reaches far back in time, whereas it is
intimated but not made certain whether Margaret’s grandfather is yet deceased.
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In Māori Life & Custom most spirals are identified as double spirals (Phillips 2008,
p.118). It is specifically this form of double spiral that Dell Panny describes as a
representation of a mythological view of existence. In her account of the double spiral,
Dell Panny refers to Keri Hulme’s novel The Bone People in which Kerewin remembers
that ‘it was an old symbol of rebirth, and the outward-inward nature of things’ (2005,
p.217). By placing both herself and Margaret within the ambit of the spiral, Ripeka
includes her Pakeha friend in the Māori mythological vision of existence. However, this
inclusiveness is qualified by an understanding of degrees of difference. Although both
Margaret and Ripeka ‘stared hard at each other’, ‘wondering’ and ‘trying to understand’
(24), they did not understand what the other had to say (23). Whereas in hindsight
Ripeka is able to recognize her similarity to Margaret, she understands as well how the
incident with the man from the Council taught her how ‘people standing not an arm’s
length from each other’ could be ‘so far apart’ and about ‘differences … that could
never be resolved’ (152). Whilst Ripeka and her family had a ‘clear knowledge’ of the
‘rightness’ of returning the stone to the earth and to the ancestors to whom it belonged
(9), he saw it only as ‘worth a coin or two’, asking them incredulously: ‘What use is it
to anyone back there in the hills. Who can see it there?’ (7). Ripeka understands that:
There was nothing that you could have said to the man that could have helped
him to know what you knew. And nothing he could have told you that would
have persuaded you he was right. (151)
Like Bhabha’s double vision where, underlying the apparent similarity, there is the
presence of an unsettling difference between the colonized and colonizing cultures
(2004, p.126), disharmony is a feature of the girls’ contrasting stories and the double
spiral that depicts their relationship. This disharmony is conveyed metaphorically also
in the familiar pattern of ‘esses’ located on each side of the base of a violin. On
Margaret’s violin, these ‘esses’ are described as facing each other like ‘two cut holes’
(23). Their adjacency is thus expressed in the context of their descent into a void-like
space they share but that is not identical. In his explanation of the development of the
spiral, Phillips refers to a double spiral where ‘the two central volutes approach each
other but do not quite interlock, leaving an S-curve hollow in the centre’. He proposes
that this spiral with the ‘partially interlocking arms may be older than the complete
interlock’ (2008, pp.118-119). In contrast to this version of the double spiral, reflected
in the shapes on Margaret’s violin, the double spiral depicting the girls’ relationship
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with its interlocking arms focuses on the empty space or void that they share. This
greater affinity is acknowledged paradoxically along with the existence of ongoing
separation or difference. Although it reflects the disharmony evident in Bhabha’s
double vision, this disharmony is revealed in the context of a common pattern of rebirth
that transcends this world and linear notions of time. As such, it expresses the concept
of ‘continuous creation’ which Marsden has described as an integral part of Māori
culture. He explains this concept as referring to an awareness of the co-existence of life
in a new form in the realms of the supernatural (1992, p.135). In Grace’s work this
supernatural existence is revealed not to be separated from this world. Beyond an
appreciation of material remains and reminders of the past in the present, the dead
coexist with the present. This is evident in the reaction of Ripeka’s family, when the
stone is taken into their house and they become ‘stone in the leaping silence of the
room’ (7). Reflecting the momentum of the spiral, their fear is prompted by a perception
that they will be punished by the dead who are buried in the hills for stealing what does
not belong to them (151).
The reality of the existence of the dead in this life is raised again when Ripeka and her
family travel into ancestral land for some fishing at Rakaunui. On this occasion
Ripeka’s father reminds her that the hills hold tapu or sacred places and when Uncle
Tom’s two young sons joke about some old Māori coming down from the hills to get
them, their comments are interpreted by her father and uncle to be a serious insult to
their dead ancestors which would have consequences. The next day after they
experience a number of setbacks, Uncle Tom tells his sons: ‘You make jokes about
things you know nothing about and wonder why things go wrong’ (62-63). As in
‘Huria’s Rock’, a distinction is drawn between those who are witnesses to this
supernatural aspect of existence such as the old man and those who are not, such as his
granddaughter. A further distinction is developed in Mutuwhenua between those who
fear the spirits of the dead and those who are unafraid, such as Ripeka, who as a child
had not been afraid of the stone. Recalling the events at Rakaunui, she knew that unlike
the rest of her family she felt ‘a sort of safeness’ (77). Similarly, she was not afraid on
the night of her grandfather’s death but was ‘glad the old man had stopped to say
goodbye’. Like her relatives she had heard the three sharp taps on the window and
believed it was Grandpa Toki before they got the phone call to inform them of his death.
She experienced a ‘sudden warm feeling’ come over her and the ‘warmth in the room’
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(78). Again when her father dies, not only is Ripeka aware that he has died before she
receives the message, but as she sleeps by his coffin and relatives come to pay their
respects, the ‘warmth’ that had gone from his body was ‘close by, suffusing all’ (148,
150).
In interview with Grace, she identified the acknowledgement of the experience of the
existence of the dead in this life as being an inherent part of Māori culture. Although
she also affirmed that Christianity had become ‘very much’ a part of Māori people,
when I asked if it was a feature of ‘both’ Māori culture and Christianity, she responded:
‘Part of Māori culture anyway’ (Appendix p.216, p.227). It is this perception of
difference between Māori and Pakeha that Grace explores in Mutuwhenua through the
relationship between Ripeka and Graeme. It is made apparent when Graeme
accompanies Ripeka’s family on the fishing trip where they interpret the setbacks they
experience as a punishment imposed by their dead ancestors. After this trip, Graeme
explains in a letter how the situation at Rakaunui made him feel ‘properly on the outside
for the first time’ and that ‘perhaps’ he shouldn’t be there with her at all because it
wasn’t his ‘place’. Rather than stereotype Graeme on the basis of this difference, Grace
portrays his complexity and openness to change. He goes on to tell Ripeka: ‘And I don’t
know if it is in me to believe such things; yet who am I not to believe when there are so
many things not understood’ (76). The importance of this difference is emphasised by
Ripeka’s admission that on this trip she was able to talk to Graeme about ‘thousands of
things, but not the one thing’, that she deeply wanted to share with him (94).This was
not just the story of the stone that she had told Margaret which she acknowledges would
have been ‘easy enough’, but it was the ‘significance’ of ‘what had happened’ to her
that day (9). She was unable to share this with Graeme because she was afraid that the
differences it would reveal between them would jeopardize their relationship (3).
In contrast, Grace reveals that without the sharing of this difference their relationship
would not develop. The significance of what had happened to Ripeka when she touched
the stone is communicated in her reflection about the reaction of the Pakeha boy who
discovered the stone. She remembered how, unlike his father, the boy looked off into
the hills with ‘quietness shining from his face’ and how he stroked his hands along the
tapered handle and curled his fingers about the stone. Then she ‘wondered if it warmed
in his grasp’ (8), as by implication it had in hers. The stone therefore is Ripeka’s first
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experience of the presence of the dead. Understanding that it was ‘difficult to know’
whether he could feel this and wondering about whether the stone could be part of this
boy too, she ends with the speculation that she thinks that this is not so (8). As in
Graeme’s letter, her uncertainty provides a space for some engagement, whilst avoiding
the cultural stereotyping upon which Bhabha challenges notions of cultural difference.
When Ripeka is reading Graeme’s letter, she is alone on her grandmother’s verandah. It
is the ‘the night of Mutuwhenua’ and she is weighing up her past and future (75). This
is a night of complete darkness when the moon is invisible (154). The potential for
development is suggested by darkness akin to the void and is applicable to both Ripeka
and Graeme. This is evident in Ripeka’s letter of reply. Now, in response to his doubts
and then uncertainty she is able to tell Graeme that, ‘I know it is in me’ (77). For Ripeka
this affirmation signals a growth in her trust in Graeme and their relationship. For
Graeme it anticipates a growth in his awareness and understanding of the dead. In
Mutuwhenua this difference between Ripeka and Graeme is related to the difference in
Māori spirituality and Christianity. However, this is not definitive and reflects the
negotiability evident in the uncertainty of the position adopted by Grace in interview on
this subject. Furthermore, diversity in this experience is revealed to be a characteristic
of Māori. This is apparent in the difference in attitude to the spirit of Huria between the
old man and his niece in ‘Huria’s Rock’, which is developed in the distinction between
the reaction of Ripeka’s father and grandmother in contrast to the attitude of her mother
to her encounter with the spirit of the dead woman.
Apart from the considering this source of difference between Ripeka and Graeme,
Grace reveals an area of common ground between Christian and Māori mythology in
the symbolism of the ngaio tree and its reference to the story of Rona. Ngaio is the
common name for Myoporum Laetum, a native of New Zealand (The Native Plant
Centre 2007). It is also the tree that Ripeka has been named after (1). When she is
unable to tell Graeme about the stone, it is significant that it is Rakaunui and they are
sitting in her ‘own tree’ (94). Rakaunui is not far from Easter (67), which is celebrated
by most Christians on the first Sunday following the first full moon (Time and Date
1998), and the mythological significance of the tree in which they are sitting together
has similarities to Christian mythology. The myth of Rona and the moon occurs at
Rakaunui when there is a full moon (154). It is on such a night that Rona is on her way
to a spring to fill her calabashes. When the light of the moon is suddenly obscured by a
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passing cloud, she trips and hurts herself, cursing it for having withdrawn its light. The
moon reacts by snatching her up but before she is carried away she manages to catch on
to a branch of the ngaio. Both are taken up into the sky and placed on the moon’s
surface, where they can be seen by all at full moon (154-155). When they are sitting in
the ngaio, what Ripeka is able to tell Graeme is about how she had chosen a new name
for herself when she was younger because it had ‘seemed important’ for her to be a
‘different person’ (94). The struggle of her development in a culturally hybrid society
reflects the pattern on the ngaio. Beneath the peaceful appearance of its tidy rounded
shape, she describes the ‘pained twisting of its limbs and the scarring on the patterned
skin’ (1).
In the context of the myth of Rona, Ripeka’s suffering and the scarring on the ngaio are
seen in the light of a punishment for human error. This understanding is evident also in
the story of the disobedience of Adam and Eve which is punished by casting them out
of the Garden of Eden. It is apparent as well in the events of Christ’s life
commemorated at Easter (Genesis 3:24, Mark 16:19). Although Jesus’ suffering and
death on the cross is not seen to be a punishment for his sins, it is understood to be
necessitated by the sinfulness of humanity (Romans 8: 1-3). As well as the ngaio tree,
Grace uses the ti kouka to explore the connections between the two traditions. Ti kouka
is the common name for Cordyline Australis, a native of New Zealand (The Native
Plant Centre 2007). Ripeka’s father is identified with the ti kouka which was brought
down from the bush and planted near the family home when he was a small boy (1).
The ti kouka is described as having ‘no secrets’ because of its ‘upward-snaking limbs’
and ‘green tousles of head’ which provide ‘nowhere to hide’. Like the ti kouka,
Ripeka’s father is ‘a man with nothing hidden’ (16). Initially, he is opposed to Ripeka’s
marriage to Graeme because he does not trust him. He warns Ripeka of ‘blokes’,
‘especially these Pakehas’, who ‘talk different from us’ and think Māori girls are a
‘pushover’. However, his certainty is tested and he becomes puzzled when Ripeka
challenges his cultural stereotyping, telling him that ‘they’re not all the same’ and that
‘you don’t like it when they stick labels on us’ (17). The difficulty her father encounters
as he struggles honestly with this situation is mirrored in the difficulty of climbing the
long straight trunk of the ti kouka (16). Eventually, he admits that he has been wrong,
conceding that Graeme ‘really loves’ his daughter and becomes an exponent of their
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marriage (95). The significance given by Ripeka’s father to truth and love are also the
central values of Christianity (John 1:14, Mark 12:30).
The development in the relationship between Graeme and Ripeka and Graeme’s
relationship with Ripeka’s father is revealed to be a manifestation of their capacity for
aroha. This echoes the development in the relationship between the old woman and her
son-in-law in ‘Transition’, which is changed by her recognition of his love for her
daughter and her grandchildren. However, Ripeka’s father’s inclusion of Graeme is in
direct contrast to his mother’s opposition not only to the marriage of Ripeka and
Graeme, but to marriages between Māori and Pakeha in general. When Ripeka’s cousin
Hemi brings his Pakeha wife to meet her, she does not speak a word, but spits in the fire
and turns away from them (20). She warns Ripeka that if she marries Graeme, she like
her cousin would be turning the ‘old things’ she told her into ‘nothing’ (74). Like her
son, she also experiences a dramatic turn around. This change is triggered by the answer
to a question that Ripeka has been seeking for some time and which is prompted by
information passed on to her by her Aunt Pare during an Easter visit (91). When Ripeka
sees her grandmother, she now has knowledge of the old names and the family tree,
where every branch reaches out and touches every other, and asks her grandmother:
‘Who else could there be for me that any of you would have allowed? That there would
be nothing against?’ After admitting that there is, ‘No one in these parts’ (101), her
grandmother agrees to attend Ripeka’s wedding. Ripeka realizes that without her
grandmother’s presence at her wedding there would be ‘something missing and
something wrong’ (99). After the wedding, her grandmother tells Ripeka that she was
right and that she had been wrong, asking her to write to Hemi on her behalf and to tell
him to visit her before she dies: ‘Tell him everything different these days and bring his
wife and kids’ (105).
This change in her grandmother reflects Ripeka’s father’s new understanding that
‘things are different these days’, when he tells Ripeka: ‘As long as he’s good to you,
that’s all’ (91). It is through Ripeka’s grandmother and the lack of a viable alternative,
however, that this inclusivity is depicted as a progression that is part of a greater pattern
of life. Thus Grace’s inclusive vision of the future reflects Bhabha’s Third Space and
Harris’ understanding of the productive potential emerging from the encounter between
different cultures. Like Harris, who envisages a wholeness that is a product of the
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creative imagination and its capacity to find ‘links’ and ‘connections’ that run deeper
than the political situation of imperialism (1992, p.99), in Mutuwhenua Grace is clearly
concerned with uncovering such connections, as are her characters. Ripeka sees her
father’s change in attitude as a realization that Graeme did not pose a threat to her Māori
home and family, which he regarded as ‘a spiritual sanctuary’. Instead, he saw Graeme
as providing a ‘second sanctuary’. No longer afraid that Ripeka would exchange her old
way of life for a new way, he now saw her marriage to Graeme as an opportunity for her
and the children of this marriage to learn to be part of ‘both ways of life’ (121).
Similarly, before her grandmother attends the wedding she is given a ritual bath
prepared by Ripeka and her Uncle Rawhiti brings a ‘kuia’s hat’, that is, a hat belonging
to a female elder for her to wear to the wedding (101). With her grandmother seated in
the front pew of the church, the organ playing and Graeme at her side, Ripeka feels that
the day has now found its ‘perfection’ (102). This perfection, however, soon gives way
to the reality of everyday life, as Ripeka’s personal growth and the development in her
relationship with Graeme proceeds in a struggle between oppositions.
Prior to her wedding, Ripeka imagined her married life by visualizing a house
surrounded by flowers with a lawn to mow and a fence to paint. She pictured herself at
the centre of this house, cooking dishes she had never tasted nor seen before for a
constant stream of visitors (96). After her wedding Ripeka realizes that these hopes
‘were mostly dreams’ (110) and that the house they moved into was ‘nothing like the
dream after all’ (116). This gap between reality and her perception of reality recalls her
impression of the Pakeha books that she read in her youth. In these books girls like her
either got themselves into ‘trouble’ or ‘lay about giving some bloke hot sex’, and there
was no-one who had speckled eyes, bathed once a day and had a voice that squeaked
now and again and sang flat, with whom she could identify (45). Put off by these
stereotypes and their lack of credibility, Ripeka’s attention is drawn instead to the pages
of the books that held authentic remnants of everyday life. She is attracted to the form
of ‘fingered pages’, a ‘thumb print and tea stain’, ‘candle grease’, a ‘shred of tobacco’
and finally in ‘the powdery pressed wing of a moth’. Unlike the story in the book that
came ‘riding in on a riot of print’ and ‘began at the beginning and ended at the end’, this
other story arrived ‘secretly’ and had ‘no beginning or end’ (49). Like Ripeka’s life in
the house she shares with Graeme, it reflects the the spiral and its representation of the
continuity of life. It is here that she experiences a ‘strange dream’ of a woman that
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continues into her waking hours in the form of ‘strange thoughts’ and ‘strange feelings’
(117, 120).
In contrast to her dream of what life would be like when she was married, this dream is
not an illusion. The supernatural woman, who inhabits her sleep, also inhabits her house
in the daylight hours and her attempts to escape her fail because when she returns to her
house she ‘felt strongly and certainly the iced touch’ (125). Unlike her previous
encounters with the supernatural, this time Ripeka is afraid. Now, in contrast to the
earlier occasion at Rakaunui when she had struggled to tell Graeme about the stone, as
she prepares for her parents’ visit at Easter, she similarly finds that she is unable to tell
them ‘the one thing’ that she feels that only they would know about (120). As such, she
and her family are drawn into the pattern of uncertainty and difference that characterizes
her relationship with Graeme. However, whereas Graeme does not know whether he has
the capacity to believe such things, her parents and grandmother do not have such
doubts. When her parents arrive, she wonders whether they notice the ‘strangeness’ and
‘the faint scentiness’, that her scrubbing cannot remove (122). Although her father
‘wondered’ when he was there, it is not until they return home that Ripeka tells them
her story in a letter (129). When her mother writes back, she tells Ripeka that the house
is a ‘bad place’ for her and must be a burying place, which should be left for those who
were there first. She also admits that unlike on other occasions when her family had
sought help from Toka to send the spirits of family members on their way, this time ‘we
know nothing about it so it’s much better for you to go’ (129-130). Unlike her father,
Ripeka’s mother does not sense anything about the house at Easter. Later when she
comes to stay with Ripeka, she explains that one of the reasons that her father is not
with her this time is that ‘these things affect him after a while but not me so much’
(129). Earlier he warns Ripekea that her intention to put these ‘old things’ out of her
mind could be wrong, telling her that her grandmother would also say it’s wrong to do
that (124).
Despite her family’s support, Ripeka must make her own way forward in deciding how
she will respond to the presence of this woman in her life. Her decision is foreshadowed
by her father’s advice when she was preparing to leave with Graeme to make her home
in the city. He told her: ‘When the time comes ... you’ll know.’ When she asked what
she should do when the right time came, he told her: ‘I don’t know, but you’ll know.
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You’ll do right’ (112). Although Ripeka’s mother warns her: ‘You must go against
them … no matter who wants you. No matter who calls you in your dreams you mustn’t
go’ (132), Ripeka finally rejects her advice not to respond to the woman’s beckoning
and in a dream journeys to meet her (125). This journey is rich in mythological
references. As she is lying on her bed, suddenly the room begins to move and the end
of her bed lengthens as Ripeka is drawn into ‘a point of darkness’. Recalling the void,
the darkness grows until it is ‘all-pervading’ and it is at this time that she realizes
intuitively that she ‘must begin a long journey into the darkness, because somewhere in
that darkness someone unseen beckoned’. The darkness becomes a road that she travels
blindly and the voice that calls is at first ‘unheard’. Eventually, she sees ‘a stab of light
in the distance’ which grows as she walks toward it. Then everything is ‘illuminated’ as
she stands at the edge of a cliff, ‘looking out over a crashing white sea’ (132-133). This
is a reference to Cape Reinga, a place in the far north-west of the North Island, which is
also the mythological boundary between life and death. A never ending procession of
the spirits of the dead travelled to this place, where turning their back on the world they
had loved, they prepared themselves for the final plunge from which they continued
their voyage into the underworld (Orbell 1995, pp. 206-207).
In Ripeka’s dream, she makes the decision not to plunge from a cliff top into the sea but
instead to go toward the woman. When Ripeka finally sees the strange woman it is as a
‘white stab of light’, that grew as she walked towards it ‘diminishing the dark until all
was illuminated’ (132). This is akin to Marsden’s description of the sacred home of the
gods and the spirits of departed heroes as a place ‘illumined’ by soft glowing light
(1992, p. 131). She becomes visible when the white rock and the white bird merge into
a woman and Ripeka now hears her call her name. She can see her ‘great arm’
beckoning and as she comes closer, she sees that the woman’s eyes are ‘white fire’ and
her chin is ‘intricately scrolled’ (132-133). This moko (tattoo) is reminiscent of the
patterning on the chins of the strong women of Māori mythology such as Taranga and
Mahuika as depicted in Wahine Toa (1991, p.41, p.49). Similarly, her supra-normal
powers link her to both these mythological figures and the heroes of this tradition.
Walker explains how whereas mythology reaches back into the remote past, heroes are
considered as human ancestors with whom direct genealogical connections can be
demonstrated going back to a depth of twenty six generations (1991, p.180). It is in this
context that Ripeka’s family’s ignorance of this woman may be interpreted. When they
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come together, they press noses once and there is an intake of breath between them.
This is then repeated (133). Maori Marsden describes the tohi mauri, the endowment of
mauri (life principle) by infusion of the breath, as being used on two main occasions:
after the neutralization of a person’s mana (power) and vitality through the use of
cooked food; or at the initiation of a person into the order of tohunga, a ‘chosen one’
(p.126, p.128).
In the latter, it was designed to give extra mauri, since the work to be undertaken would
require inner strength in the battle against alien spiritual power and for the task of
bearing the people’s burdens (p.126). It is in this sense that Ripeka’s experience is to be
understood. From the time of her contact with the strange woman, Ripeka had found it
difficult to eat, something she attributes to her ‘fears’ (123). Marsden translates ‘wehi’
(fear) as ‘awe or fear in the presence of the ihi of a person, or of the mana and tapu of
the gods’ (p.121). It is during this time that Ripeka is associated particularly with the
rejection of cooked food. Noticing her loss of weight, Graeme insists on ‘cooking’ her
‘a good breakfast’ (123), but she is only able to pick at it, after which she gets up to be
sick again (124). As suggested by the use of italics, Ripeka’s mana (power) is not
neutralized by cooked food but strengthened by the lack of it, in readiness for her
journey. Ripeka’s experience reflects Matewai’s experience in ‘Parade’, where her
taking on of her special role to ‘show others who we are’ occurs on the ‘darkest of
nights’ and is accompanied by a ‘big breath’ and a call for assistance from the ancestors
who arrived in their great fleet of canoes (89). However, unlike Matewai who is chosen
by her grandparents, Ripeka is chosen by an ancestor. Although the strange woman’s
great nose and swelling faced seemed to suffocate Ripeka (133), the intake of breath
between them, which in Potiki is followed by the springing to an outer circle (7), is
ultimately seen to be a source of renewal.
In his paper ‘Another Foothold’, McGaw understands Ripeka’s journey as a
Kierkegaardian existential search in which she attempts to construct her identity. He
argues that Ripeka is entering an ethical state in which the highest expression is
repentance. He describes this in Kierkegaardian terms as only a transitional state,
explaining that the third and final state that this repentance ushers in is the religious. It
is in this state that the religious person is said to gain meaning from recognition of a
power in and beyond them from which they receive or acquire who they are. According
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to McGaw for Kierkegaard this power is God but in Grace’s novel it is Māori culture
(1991, p.109). In Mutuwhenua, however, it is a specific aspect of Māori culture, which
is the experience of the supernatural that is both like and different to Kierkegaard. John
Charlot describes Christian and Polynesian beliefs in regard to the supernatural as being
‘very different’. He states that: ‘Although Christianity is “a faith in things unseen”,
Polynesian religion and traditions are based on experience. One does not believe in
one’s family gods, one interacts with them’. Contrasting the one, eternal God of
Christianity to the Polynesian tradition of many gods, he explains that these gods can be
created, referring to a Hawaiian ceremony for turning dead relatives into family gods
(2006, p.22). In interview with Della Valle, Grace refers to these traditional spiritual
beliefs where there are hundreds of atua roughly translated as ‘Gods’, and the tohunga
(priests) are the mediums who interact with these atua. She goes on to describe how the
Churches did not behave in ‘a very Christian way’ in their attempts to destroy these
traditional beliefs through burning carved meeting houses in an attempt to persuade
people ‘that they had to get rid of them because they were worshipping false gods’
(2007, p. 137).
In her book A Guide to Twentieth-Century Women Novelists, Kathleen Wheeler
describes Mutuwhenua as ‘a magical expression of the inner life of Ripeka, who is
nearly destroyed by her inability to trust the strength of her Pakeha husband’s love in
the face of supernatural Māori forces, which threaten her life’ (1998, p.261). In contrast,
Ripeka’s encounter with the supernatural may be seen as ultimately beneficial to both
her and Graeme and to act as a stimulus to their love for each other. This is shown to be
dependent on Ripeka’s capacity to trust Graeme and on his capacity to bridge the
differences between them. This is reminiscent of Hera’s desire to bridge the
communication gap between Māori and Pakeha in ‘Á Way of Talking’. Before Ripeka
opens up and tells Graeme about the strange woman and the stone, she allows the
strength of his assurance that ‘we can know…’ to outweigh her fear it would reveal
differences that were ‘too great’, so that instead of knowing and loving each other they
would become strangers (136). Rather, it is Ripeka’s inability to share these differences
with Graeme that causes them to drift apart and prompts her mother’s earlier warning:
If you two find out that you can never touch in the deep things of the spirit
because of what you have deep in you then you will have to come back to us.
Because you will get too weak and so will he. But if you two find out that you
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can reach out far enough to each other then you have to be brave enough and stay.
You have been doing your best to go towards him but you have not allowed him
to come towards you and it is not his fault. (130)
In interview with McRae, Grace describes Māori – Pakeha relationships as interesting
because of the cultural gap and acknowledged that she believed that it was ‘important to
work out channels of communication’ between them and that ‘some Māori and Pakeha
can communicate very well.’ Grace concluded:
But there always seems to be a point at which one group, or one person, is asked
to make a very, very large leap or to have very, very great trust. One group, or
one person, goes all the way while the other stands still and may not even know
that large movement has taken place (1992, p.290).
In this interview Grace acknowledged that although it was usually Māori who had to
cross the cultural gap, in Mutuwhenua it was Graeme (p.291). Thus the struggle of
Graeme’s life, like Ripeka’s, is positioned on the spiral and their reconciliation of their
differences that occurs away from the house and in the car reflects Ripeka’s meeting
with the strange woman in her dream. As she tells Graeme the story of her ‘whole life’,
they are in ‘the dead still of darkness’ and know the warmth of dark all about’ them.
This darkness becomes ‘not a real darkness now but simply a warm blanket of night
which would eventually peel itself back on a breathing daylight’ (137). The life-giving
nature of this darkness captures the void of Te Korekore, which Marsden describes as
the realm between non-being and being, the realm of potential being (1992, p.134).
When they turn back toward the city, ‘the headlights cleaving the night like two
machetes’, there is no-one to be seen, ‘except a piece of paper or a white bird perhaps’
(138), echoing the shaft of light in Ripeka’s dream which revealed the strange woman in
the form of a white owl.
Unlike the process of change shared by Ripeka and Graeme that is symbolized by the
ngaio, Ripeka understands the supernatural to be a constant and its presence is identified
as a similar and different source of renewal through its association with her unborn
child. When Ripeka is pregnant, she feels the reality of her baby as it moves about
inside her like a trapped bird and is aware of the reality of the ‘other weight’ inside her,
which is the stone and which did not stir (135). She knows that this ‘other weight’ is a
part of her that unlike the ngaio tree would not age and die and ‘could never be given’
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(9). After her encounter with the strange woman Ripeka is now ‘sure’ that part of her
belongs to a different time (136). This certainty is in contrast to not only what Harris
describes as our addiction to absolute realism, but also the ‘fanaticism of religious
dogma’. Rather, it is an expression of what he calls a ‘dialogue of creativity that is
aware of the mystery of the sacred as it inhabits our psyche’ and is not the slave of
‘fanatical creed, fanatical absolute’ (1999, pp.202-203, p.204). When Ripeka tells
Graeme about what had happened to her in the past and what was happening in the
present, she does so after accepting that he can know ‘without understanding’:
Like we know darkness and the wind and the lulling of the sun. Like we know
shadowed pathways and fresh or fetid smells that come from the earth, sting of
berries crushed to a mauve pulp, know that you love a person, know the vigour of
the unborn. Like knowing about the commitment between sky and earth, and the
commitment between earth and people. (136-137)
This type of sensory and emotional awareness fostered by an imagination nourished in
close relationship to the physical world is contrary to a narrow reliance on rationality
and is in keeping with what Harris describes as the ‘intuitive’ layers of self (1999, p.91).
At the end of Mutuwhenua, Grace turns to another source of cultural difference between
Ripeka and Graeme. After the birth of their son, Ripeka returns home to visit her
mother, who is living alone because of the recent death of Ripeka’s father. Before she
leaves, Ripeka decides to leave their child with her mother. The novel concludes with
Ripeka considering a new question asked by her mother: ‘Will he be strong enough for
this?’ (153). Pearson describes the adoption of children by their grandparents as a
common practice in Māori culture (1974, p.103). In interview with Tausky, Grace
compared the reaction of her non- Māori readers, some of whom found this ending
’very difficult’, to the reaction of her Māori readers, who found it satisfying because it
would not be ‘acceptable’ to leave her mother on her own (1991, p.100). Convinced that
her decision to leave their child with her mother is right, now she goes home to Graeme
‘confidently’ because he had not ‘once failed to love’ (153). Hence their newborn child
is like the child born of a Pakeha father and a Māori mother in ‘And So I Go’ whose
capacity for renewal is revealed to be a manifestation of the aroha he draws from the
Earth and the Sky and his upbringing in his mother’s family. Similarly, when Ripeka
leaves their son with her mother, she is comforted that he will come to know ‘an old
woman who was the hill and the creek running through, and the treasure forever buried’,
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and ‘a young man’, ‘who has never once erred’ and whose ‘soul is dark glowing black’,
‘stainless and shining, and as pure as the night of Mutuwhenua when the moon goes
underground and sleeps’ (152). In interview with Grace, she identified the young man to
be Ripeka’s cousin Robert, who unlike Ripeka, did not have ‘doubts’ and ‘worries’ but
is ‘secure in his Māoriness’ and ‘has always known who he is’ (Appendix p.228). His
lack of error is reminiscent of the perfect apple that Mrs Kaa is identified with in
‘Valley’.
This is in contrast to the story of Rona and its association with the blame and
punishment that recalls the Christian story of Adam’s and Eve’s punishment for eating
the apple from the forbidden tree. Although at the end of Mutuwhenua Ripeka looks
back and remembers the day of Rakaunui, the ‘time when you can see the shape of the
tree that Rona clutched as the moon drew her to the skies’ (153), at this time she
demonstrates an aroha for her mother revealed by her gift of her newborn son and her
trust that Graeme will be capable of doing the same. This aroha is identified not with
the full moon and the story of Rona but with the darkness of Mutuwhenua and its
representation of the creative potential of the void after which this novel is named.
The challenge to Graeme is to bridge the gap between a Christian concept of rebirth and
Ripeka’s awareness of the presence of the dead as well as the distance between a
Christian concept of God’s gift of his Son to humanity and Ripeka’s gift of her son to
her mother. Like her relationship with her friend Margaret, this relationship is
represented by a double spiral that recognizes their commonality and divergence in
reference to rebirth. The significance of truth to this cross-cultural aspect of existence is
symbolized by the ti kouka that Ripeka plants next to her father’s ti kouka to mark the
birth of her son to Graeme. This is ‘guarded’ by the ngaio that stands in front of it
(152,1) and ‘shaded from the sun’s ferocity’ by ‘the old one’, the macrocarpa (152). For
this reason, she gives the macrocarpa the title Papa Rakau, father of trees (10).
Unlike the native ngaio and the ti kouka, Ripeka does not know exactly when the
macrocarpa was planted, but she understands that it is ‘old’ and that its roots are ‘thick
and heavy and spread wide and deep’ and that without its strength against the wind, the
ti kouka and the ngaio ‘would not have taken root and flourished’ (1-2). In choosing a
macrocarpa, which is native to California (Janssen & Hollman, 2001, p.73), Grace is
revealing how differences of origin are a significant part of the pattern of growth.
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Similarly, Harris understands ‘mixed societies’ to be an essential ingredient in a process
of renewal that he describes as the creation of a ‘living, vital, non-complacent future’ of
global proportions (1999, p.209). Like Grace, he recognizes the significance of
mythology in this transformation. Whilst acknowledging that mythology is a despised
concept in an age of realism, he pays tribute to the validity of Jung’s concept of the
‘collective unconscious’ and describes the mystery of an intuitive dialogue with ancient
mythologies in which the writer becomes a ‘ventriloquist of Spirit’ (p.201, p.207)). In
this interaction what was apparently forgotten is said to re-enact itself through the
imaginative tradition (p.80). Harris sees the engagement with different mythologies as
providing the ‘provisional bridges between what appear to be closed minds, closed
disciples, closed orders’, through the exposure of shared territory between partial
windows upon reality (p.211). For Harris, the need is to undo the distortion that is a part
of fixed frames in our picture of the world (p.138). Both the exposure of the distortion
evident in the dogma of Christianity and the recognition of the productivity of its shared
vision are evident in Mutuwhenua.
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Chapter Two: The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories and
Potiki
The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories
During a conversation with Lydia Wevers, Grace stated that when she was writing
Waiariki and The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories her aim was to write about ‘the
people who had never been written about, and just to write about their ordinary,
everyday lives’ (2006, p.43). Unlike the strangeness of Ripeka’s experience and the
focus on her developing relationship with her Pakeha husband, in The Dream Sleepers
and Other Stories the renewal in the lives of a Māori community is examined in regard
to their developing relationships with each other in a postcolonial world. Whereas in
Mutuwhenua the double spiral reflects the duality of cultural difference in the context of
birth and rebirth, in this collection of short stories duality is apparent in the engagement
between the inner and outer world of the characters in the light of this same transition.
In this way, it is concerned with the interaction between the material and spiritual
realms of existence. The imagination and aroha are revealed to be vital factors in this
cycle of rebirth, played out in the everyday experiences of this life. Rather than viewing
the lives of the characters through a subtext of mythology as in Mutuwhenua, in these
stories references to mythology are inferred and used to support the importance of the
story of life and the need to share these stories. The mythological significance of the
void is communicated in the shoreline and the struggle of life on the fringe. In contrast
to Waiariki, where the publisher decided the order in which the stories appeared in the
text (Appendix p.214), in this collection Grace communicates her non-linear concept of
progression paradoxically through her development and publication of these stories in
two parts: One and Two.
‘The Dream Sleepers’, the title story for this collection, focuses on the children and
adolescents in a Māori family living in the city. The linear and cyclical patterns in their
daily lives are revealed, including the cycle of sleeping, dreaming and waking up to a
new day. In contrast to Ripeka’s strange dream and spiritual awakening, in this story,
the emphasis on dreams is unfolded in the context of the physical world. The ‘dream
sleepers’ are identified as the members of the community who do not have their sleep
disturbed by the demands of work and responsibility of caring for others. When the
early risers are up at three and getting ready for work, they have not yet begun ‘to dream
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their waking-up dreams’ (3). When the ‘five o’clockers’ are up and about Grace
reminds us that: ‘still, the sleepers, the ones who would eventually get to dreaming, had
not yet arrived at that time.’ At seven, the imminence of their awakening is signalled by
the ‘flickering’ of their eyelids (4), that is, the rapid eye movement (REM) indicating
the arrival of their ‘waking-up’ dreams (Domhoff, 2010 dreamresearch.net). In one
sense, they are the ‘dream sleepers’ because the cycle of their sleeping and dreaming is
undisturbed by the struggle of everyday life. In another sense, their potential for
spiritual awakening is lying dormant and awaiting their increased engagement with a
pattern of adversity embedded in the physical world. Unlike the ‘dream sleepers’, the
people who wake early do so in a chorus of sneezing from houses described as sitting
on handkerchiefs (4).
In Māori culture the life force, te mauri, is identified not just with breath but also
sneezing (Orbell 1995, p.117). Like the handkerchief which is both a source and
treatment of an ailment, it is rich in paradox and this is demonstrated in the pattern of
the lives of the characters. The common cycle of waking up and going to work each
day, is disrupted by the irregular pattern of sneezing. It occurs not in ‘unison but one at
a time, or sometimes in pairs or threes, sometimes in tens or dozens’, as they are
expelled onto the roads and footpaths, which ‘quicken with the aftermath of sneezing’
(3). Like the fluid expelled, sneezing is associated with a surge in momentum that is
both a part of and different to linear and cyclical motion. When the children attend
school, there is an emphasis on linear concepts of time and progress. The teacher
reminds the students that ‘last week’ they wrote an informal letter to a friend, prefacing
his current lesson on the business letter with ‘now today ...’ (6). At the end of the lesson
the teacher concludes by telling them that they will continue with the business letter
‘tomorrow’ (8). In opposition to this outward expression of progression voiced by the
teacher, the unspoken and inner thoughts of the students are revealed by the narrator and
demonstrate a different perception of change. One student observes that the concrete
block walls and holes in the lino are ‘just’ as they were ‘the day before’ (6). This is
followed by a reflection that tomorrow there would be corridors to walk and steps to go
down ‘just as today’, with students waiting in rows at the canteen and a door continuing
to slam ‘back and forth’, as well as another message or two to read on the concrete
blocks (8).
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In contrast to the teacher’s emphasis on uniformity and rote learning which is removed
from the students’ personal experience of life, this perception of change is an individual
response to another’s reaction to life. As such, it is like the awareness that Peter’s
drawing of a snake which coils ‘round and round from the back of his hand to his
elbow’ is ‘nearly finished’, as well as the obervation that the poster of Elvis with its ‘old
moustache’, now has a ‘blacked-out tooth’ and ‘pencil holes in the eyes’ that are ‘new’
(6). The imagery of holes and black spaces recall the void and suggest an alternative
momentum. Similarly, the use of the ellipsis to communicate the gap between the
students and the teacher in his statement ‘now today ...’, as well as the separation
between what he is instructing them to write in their letters and the reality of what they
are feeling and thinking, reflect the emptiness and potential for development
characteristic of the void. Rather than applying for an imaginary job a fourteen-year-old
girl daydreams about how she would like ‘… to be allowed down the town centre on
late shopping nights’ and a fourteen-year-old boy ponders ‘…. and for lunch I’ll buy
two doughnuts, a coffee bun, and a Coke’. Instead of being reliable and able to work
hard as her letter states, another student understands that he /she ‘… can dance and
sing’, and someone else concludes ‘… and today is like yesterday’. Finally a female
student is aware ‘… and my mother will die soon’ and feels like ‘…Crying her heart out
…’. Her letter ends with: ‘Yours faithfully …. Crying her heart out She really just
wants to stay ….’ (7).
Between the lines of their business letters, the students reveal a more authentic
perception of reality that engages with the pattern of continuity and change and is
shaped by their feelings, senses and imagination. This is in direct contrast to the
misrepresentation evident in the history lesson on ‘Our Heritage’ in which the Māori
students are instructed to copy down page sixteen of their textbook, ‘showing all the
things that have been handed down’ to them by the people of Ancient Greece (8). An
alternative understanding of development emerges that challenges not just the teacher’s
linear narrative of progress dating back to classical times, but also the separation and
privileging of the rational mind in the tradition of Plato (Adams 1992, p.11). Instead
development is shown to be the product of a dynamic interaction that is evident in the
student’s reflection that like them the Ancient Greeks wrote on walls and that these
messages ‘tell truths’, so ‘you could look there if you wanted to know what was in your
mind and heart’ (10). Underlying this statement is a belief, not in an absolute truth
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perceived through the rational mind, but in a process of development involving the heart
and the mind and evolving from an engagement with a diversity of perspectives. The
effort required for a leap in understanding is represented by the description of the
student, who sees the graffiti on the school walls and feels an inclination to ‘perhaps’
write a message of their own, aware that: ‘There was one to be written if only you could
know what it was’ (8). This process is evident in the confrontation between the students
and the teacher regarding Pele’s hat which recalls Bhabha’s explanation of a challenge
to colonial authority emerging from a cultural difference obscured by partial
identification and mimicry.
The relativity of truth is demonstrated when the teacher accuses Pele of having ‘very
bad manners’ for wearing a hat in the classroom. By contrast, the students are aware
that he is wearing a hat to hide an embarrassing haircut. Whereas earlier these students
had been rewarded and told they were ‘good’ for answering that formal clothes are
‘your good things’ or ‘church clothes’ (6), when they perceive that the teacher is
unfairly targeting Pele, their mimicry becomes subversive. They challenge her position
as the arbiter of moral standards, calling out, ‘Who said it’s bad manners?’, and by
sarcastically mimicking her words on the importance of saying “Peel-eeze” ’ and “Thaank you” (9). The situation escalates when the teacher’s intention to confiscate the hat is
frustrated by Pele’s decision to return it to Junior, the person he had borrowed it from
earlier (4-5). Its passage is assisted by the other class members and followed by Junior’s
decision to pass it out the door to Neville, who had left class before the bell to assist
Valerie’s exit by pushing her wheelchair (10). This chain of events continues when after
the bell rings, despite the teacher’s instruction for them to remain behind, they leave to
meet what they see to be more important commitments such as turning up for work at
four, going on a truck to collect rags and paper, attending ‘Friendship’ and watching
‘telly’ while they peel the potatoes. Rather than simply appearing in a bad light, their
disobeying of the teacher is acknowledged positively, and her condemnation of them for
‘wasting time’ (9) and ‘talking nonsense’ (10), is seen to apply to her behaviour. Unlike
the nameless students whose reflections shape this story, it is Pele who takes on the role
of the narrator at the end, describing his escape from the classroom along with the other
students (10-11).
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As such, the development in these students as they speak out in defence of Pele and
against the teacher’s injustice and misconceptions is seen in the context of a clash of
cultures. However, rather than simply challenging the authority of Pakeha culture in an
assertion of cultural difference, this clash is seen to be part of a greater pattern in which
the experience of adversity offers the potential for renewal. Hence Pele’s experience of
unfair criticism is seen to strengthen him by encouraging the bonds of aroha between
him and the other Māori students and to empower him to tell a part of his story. ‘Letters
from Whetu’ is similarly set in a classroom and concerned with this same dynamic
interaction in which growth emerges from conflict and struggle. In contrast to ‘The
Dream Sleepers’, in this story there is a single narrator identified by name from the
beginning, who is older and has more life experience. Whetu is the ‘only one of the old
gang’ left in sixth form (28). Although, like the younger students in ‘The Dream
Sleepers’, Whetu observes that they ‘learned boring things last year’ and continue to do
so ‘now’ (29), unlike the ‘dream sleepers’, the challenge that Whetu voices against this
education in her letters reveals both a deeper understanding of herself and the flaws of
this system and is expressed in the context of her articulation of a dream of freedom. In
a letter to Sef, she tells him:
I often dream about flying, and sometimes in the dream I’m afraid of what I’m
doing, and other times I am so happy and free flying about, up above everyone
and everything, going anywhere I want…. If I wasn’t me I’d be a seagull belting
out over the sea and throwing myself at any storm. (38).
Rather than indicating the gap between the life experience of the Māori students and the
content of the lesson as in ‘The Dream Sleepers’, the ellipsis here demonstrates the
disparity between Whetu’s desire to be free ‘of everyone and anything’ and her need to
develop relationships with other people.This inherent conflict is reflected in the
example of the seagull’s free flight being impeded by the onset of a storm. As such, the
gap identifies such conflict as a site of productive struggle relevant to the development
of aroha. The significance of aroha is revealed in a letter to Sef where instead of telling
him about her recurring dream of the seagull’s flight, Whetu tells him about a memory
of a past experience that haunts her thoughts. Like the incident with Pele in ‘The Dream
Sleepers’, she recalls how a student named Andy was constantly harassed by a teacher
because of his poor clothes and the way he spoke. She describes how she ‘felt like
dying’ during these attacks and wishes she had had the courage to walk out with him
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that day, sure that her parents would have done so despite their insistence that she stays
on and completes school (38). This incident indicates not only the teacher’s lack of
aroha but Whetu’s continuing feeling that she had failed to show sufficient aroha. She
is caught between her desire to support Andy and her desire to do what her parents
want. Whetu has no doubt that her parents ‘really know what’s important’ (38), but by
implication they, like her, are divided by the desire to do what they think is best for their
daughter and the desire to do the best for Andy. Rather than simply stereotyping the
teacher, who is most likely Pakeha, as lacking in aroha, Grace draws all into a common
space which has the potential to foster love of others. This space recalls Harris’
reference to humanity’s venture into an ‘ocean of space’ that is not only cross-cultural
but across species, which he describes as being drawn into the ground of the sacred
through ‘complex, imaginative, self-confessional, self-judgemental art that echoes, as it
were, from within ourselves’ (1999, p.209).
Greater than the questioning of colonial authority, ‘Letters from Whetu’ reveals how the
outer world is an environment of struggle which acts as a catalyst for the development
of the inner world. After a swim in the surf Whetu climbs up on a ledge to see the sun
going down and describes seeing a sky ‘slapped all over red and orange’, a sea
‘smothered in gold-pink curls’ and feeling her skin stretched tight over her body, like
her eyes are ‘just holes and it’s all pouring in’ (34). The image of her eyes recalls the
emptiness of the void and a vision that is intimately connected to her experience of
nature. In a letter to Andy, this creative immersion is extended to the outside world as a
whole which is similarly revealed to be inseparable from nature. Whetu tells him how
she imagines herself walking round the world wearing two holes in her face in place of
her eyes, to ‘let everything pour in’ (41). This expansive environment includes her
everyday life in a city suburb which is also characterised by conflict. In a letter to Ani,
Whetu compares the experience of watching the sun going down over the sea to her
home, where if you happen to be outside doing something you might notice the sky
looking ‘a bit pink’ (33). In this urban landscape, sundown is associated with darkness
and fear of other people. The curtains are drawn because people going past ‘might
LOOK IN, or something TERRIBLE like that’, and so they can watch television. Just as
they withdraw behind the covered windows of their homes, television is described as ‘a
sort of window too, with everything always on the other side of the glass’ (33-34).
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In contrast to the liberating experience encouraged by their relationship with nature
which assists them to overcome their fears, so that even though they were sitting half
way up a cliff, they ‘weren’t scared anymore’ and inspires them to write songs about
birth, life and death (34, 42), the television feeds their fears of the world and diminishes
their understanding so that they can no longer tell the difference between ‘looking out’
and ‘looking in’ (34). Whetu’s need to break through the glass of this suffocating safe
haven in order to develop is clear. However, Grace extends the context beyond the
impact of Pakeha culture by having Whetu’s parents and their desire to keep their
daughter safe, including the safeguarding of her virginity, play an active part in her
confinement. Whetu went to the beach without telling her parents and later tells Lenny
in a letter how she ‘got her beans’ when she returned home because her parents were
waiting for hours and worrying about whether she was out getting herself ‘popped’ (35).
Like her family home, Whetu’s experience in the classroom is claustrophobic. In a letter
to Andy, Whetu describes her days as ‘sitting’ and ‘storing’ up ‘muck’, ‘getting slowly
but surely shit ridden’, likening her experience at school to ‘sitting in a plastic bag
fastened with a wire-threaded paper twist to keep the contents airtight’ with her ‘head
bowed’ and ‘knees jack-knifed up’ under her chin (41). Later, she concludes that the
school’s obsession with marks and competition ‘just doesn’t add up’, comparing it to a
sorting out ‘for heaven or hell’, where students are misled into thinking that they are
‘better’ than other people including ‘our mothers and fathers’ and ‘some of our friends’
(28).
Just as the experience of the sunset encourages Whetu’s imagination and understanding
of life, so too does this warped view of life resonate with the imagery of Christian
mythology. With an imaginative leap, Whetu connects her understanding of the school’s
Accrediting Day with the vision communicated in a futuristic novel she found in the
library. In this book there is a ‘DECIDING DAY’ created as a result of a shortage of
resources which led to the decision that a computer would sort out ‘all the cripples,
mentals, wrinklies and sickies’, who would be killed and recycled in order to produce ‘a
perfect society and a life of ease’. After the stench from fires that burn for weeks, the
remaining people ‘can’t hack it’ and ‘fall about mad screaming’ (31-32). As in ‘The
Dream Sleepers’, Grace identifies this distorted worldview with an elevation of
rationality in which it becomes divorced from the heart and this is seen to apply as well
to Whetu’s experience of Accrediting Day. Once again, Grace avoids cultural
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stereotyping by revealing that Whetu’s understanding is shared by the writer of the
futuristic novel and by implication his / her readers regardless of whether they are
Māori or Pakeha. Della Valle describes Whetu’s letters as ‘basically criticizing the
authorized version of English imposed by the colonial centre, questioning the authority
of grammar rules taught at school and, indirectly advocating Māori rights to appropriate
English to their own usage’. She refers to Whetu’s play on the words ‘yous’ and ‘use’
as an example of ‘her claiming her right to reinvent English’ (2010, p. 151). However,
whilst this may be evident in her letters, transcending this postcolonial and political
agenda, Whetu is revealed to be involved in an inner struggle and search for truth that
she identifies with a quest for freedom.
Like Harris, who understands the nature of freedom not as an absolute in a fallacious
vision of the world (1999, p.211), Grace reveals Whetu’s quest for freedom in terms of
a personal struggle by which she is gradually able to shed the shackles of
misunderstanding and see things anew. Beyond the formulaic phrases of the letters that
the students in ‘The Dream Sleepers’ are taught to write, Whetu’s letters are creative
pieces in which she experiments with words, punctuation and a variety of written styles.
This is evident in the following extract, where she playfully questions notions of truth
and is revealed to be a keen observer of human behaviour:
I sometimes do a bit of a stir with Fisher, like I say ‘yous’ instead of ‘you’ (pl.). It
always sends her PURPLE. The other day I wrote it in my essay and she had a
BLUE fit. She scratched it out in RED and wrote me a double underlined note – ‘I
have told you many times before that there is no such word as “yous” (I wonder if
it hurt her to write it). Please do not use (yous heh heh) it again.’ So I wrote a
triple underlined note underneath – ‘How can I yous it if it does not exist?’ (29).
Whetu’s developing vision is seen to be the offspring of her imagination, aroha and
rationality working together in the context of an everyday life which includes her time
at the beach, in the classroom and at home with her family. This is the cross-cultural
environment of her struggle symbolized by her name. She tells Lenny that she was
named after a church and signs her letters in Māori (Whetu o te Moana) and English
(Star of the Sea) (32, 39). In her evolution from the whole of life and the continuing
nature of the renewal by which she is set free, Whetu’s experience recalls Harris’
understanding of ‘freedom’ as not only cross-cultural but stemming from ‘unsuspected
resources’ within an ‘unfinished genesis of the Imagination’ (p.211).
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In contrast to ‘Letters from Whetu’, the protagonist of ‘Beans’ is a young male.
Whereas in ‘Letters from Whetu’ ‘beans’ refers to a dressing down that Whetu receives
from her parents related specifically to her gender and is a consequence of her desire to
immerse herself in life, in ‘Beans’ it is a reference to the boy’s insatiable appetite for
life. During a football game when he is thrown down, he comes up thinking that: ‘The
dirtier I get the better I like it because I don’t want to miss out on anything’ (25). On his
ride home, the rigor of the ‘steepest’ climb is followed by a ‘long steep slope going
down’ (26). Then upon his return home he picks a lemon which is ‘as sour as sour’ and
consumes it ‘skin and everything’. Although he pulls ‘awful faces’ it makes him feel
‘good’, because he doesn’t ‘want to miss a thing’ in ‘all’ his life (27). An old lady, who
is a neighbour, observing this behaviour describes him as ‘full of beans’ (27). Within
this pattern of similarities and differences, there is a common thread of a positive
interplay of opposing forces. Both Whetu and the boy live in a culturally hybrid
environment. For the boy Pakeha culture is evident in the football he plays and the farm
paddocks that remind him of the coloured squares of knitting that his sister did for the
Girl Guides (26). However, the boy’s nameless state like that of his neighbour operates
to remove such boundaries in an apprehension of the complexity and vitality of life as a
whole. Enjoying the exhilaration of hurtling downhill, when the boy passes a pig farm,
instead of holding his breath, he breathes in the ‘joyous big stink’, identifying his
feelings with a poem he had read at school that described ‘the joyous ringing of bells’ or
‘bells ringing joyously’ (27).
The connection between life experience and an understanding of the sacred is evident
also in ‘Between Earth and Sky’, where this story is unfolded by inference in the
context of Māori mythology. In this story, the protagonist is a mother of several
children who is about to give birth. Stepping out into a morning silence that seems to
have been orchestrated just for her, the woman stretches her arms out wide and looks up
to the sky and then down to the green earth (12). Dell Panny describes this reference to
the sky and the earth as an allusion to the first parents of Māori mythology: Ranginui,
the Sky Father, and Papatuanuku, the Earth Mother (1997, p.13). Beyond this
acknowledgement, however, the woman’s experience and that of her family is shown to
mirror their story, emphasizing the relevance of mythology to everyday life. The
separation of Ranginui and Papatuanuku by their children in order for them to grow and
become whole (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.22) is echoed not only in the birth of the
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woman’s baby, who moves from his ‘old life’ confined within his mother’s belly to a
new life marked by the cutting of the umbilical cord (15), but also in the woman’s
experience of separation from her husband due to the demands of being a parent. When
she steps out into that ‘cradled moment’ (15), the woman is aware of a range of
contradictory feelings. She wonders why she feels ‘so good’ and ‘so free’, with the
onset of pain deep in her back (12). Puzzling her also is why in the past the noise of her
children had angered her, but now as her husband gathered them up, their running and
shouting through the grass was ‘good’. Similarly, she observes that although she had
‘hated’ her husband for days, now she suddenly ‘loved him again’ (13).
‘Between Earth and Sky’ does not simply uncover a similarity in experiences of
separation but reveals this cycle to be part of a continuous and transcending process of
development shaped by contradictory experiences. The ‘cradled moment’ signals not
just the imminent birth of the child, but a change in the woman’s understanding. Later at
the hospital, she explains this change in the context of her desire for freedom. She tells
her newborn son the truth that her ‘gladness’ was not due to her anticipation of coming
to know him or having him close by her, but because ‘at last’ she was ‘to be free’ of that
‘great hump’, the swelling and aching legs and the feeling of envy resulting from
watching her husband ‘whole and strong’, while she could not ‘match his step’ (15).
The woman’s relationship with both her child and her husband is therefore shown to be
an arena in which she struggles with the competing demands of her love for them and
her desire to be ‘whole and strong’. It is only after experiencing this struggle in the pain
and elation of childbirth, that the woman is able to tell her son the truth about her
feelings: ‘But now I know. Now I’ll tell you and I don’t think you’ll mind’ (15). At the
end of the story, she addresses her baby as a fellow traveller on a common journey of
becoming, which, as in sleep, is shaped by both the interior and exterior world. In the
final lines of the story, his mother tells him: ‘We worked hard you and I and now we’ll
sleep. Be close. We’ll sleep a little while ay, you and I’ (16).
In ‘Mirrors’, as in ‘Letters from Whetu’, Grace continues to examine the dynamic
opposition between love and the desire for personal freedom in reference to the reality
of the demands of family life. Like the other stories in this collection, the developing
awareness of the human condition is revealed to be a product of life experience,
reflected in the daily pattern of sleeping and waking up. Although the female
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protagonist in ‘Mirrors’ enjoys the comfort of her warm bed and her husband, she rises
early because she craves just half an hour to herself before the onslaught of the day’s
activities: ‘A time to be you see’ (21). However, her desire to sit silent with her ‘back to
the window’ in a warm corner drinking tea where she can watch ‘the grey reels of
darkness rotating in the room’s corners and growing paler’ is soon disturbed because
she has run out of milk (17). Like the woman’s interior and external existence, this
spinning pattern of darkness to light observed in the living room is merely a reflection
of a wider world outside. Determined that when she reaches the milk box she will turn
back and not look out ‘past the gate’ to the sea and the island, when the seagulls ‘rise
screaming’, the woman looks up and her eyes are drawn to a horizon ‘buckled by the
waves leaping’. Mirroring the gulls’ struggle against the wind, these waves ride in
‘bumper to bumper each side of the island’. They ‘face each other snarling’, ‘pounce
and fall back’ and ‘chop and slap’, like ‘Kung Fu Fighting’. The shoreline and the spiral
become one as it is ‘now’ that the woman’s eyes are ‘spiked, winkled out from their
sockets on bright pins, and swiveling’ (19).
In ‘Mirrors’ the shoreline is developed metaphorically as a representation of the void.
Just as in mythology the void’s creative potential is an expression of its emptiness, in
everyday life Grace chooses to identify the barren shoreline with renewal. It is when the
woman looks away from the distant island, to the waves breaking on the shoreline
nearby and relates this to her own life, that she witnesses its capacity for a renewal that
is unfolded amidst rotating and leaping movements recalling the motion of the spiral. It
is here, that the woman observes the waves ‘come gnashing in like great grinning
mouthfuls of teeth’, tossing out heaps of seaweed and white sticks, ‘fingering’ in over
ledges and withdrawing as ‘small stones roll and spin’ (19). Amidst this imagery rich in
connotations of death and decay, she thinks how in the afternoon, the children will walk
there hoping to find something new and pick up these sticks to stir the weed to ‘spark’
the display of ‘leaping sand flies’ (20). The capacity for renewal arising from the
struggle of life is symbolized by the nutrient rich seaweed found on the shore. Later,
when she returns to the house, the woman observes her husband’s eyes full of his plans
for the morning and sees herself ‘mirrored’ with two barrow loads of seaweed for the
garden, ‘forked out spread and reeking’ (23). Apart from associating the shoreline with
the void, in ‘Mirrors’ Grace identifies not just mythology but the process of telling
stories about life as a valuable part in the process of development.
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Like the solitary island assaulted by the waves, when the woman leaves the house she is
pelted by ‘great rain bullets’ from the sky and treads in the dog excrement she is trying
to clean up (21), before returning indoors ‘in a mood, like dog – and island’, where she
is met not by her desired solitude but to a family now awake and wondering why she is
refusing to speak to them. It is in this context, that the woman’s decision to share the
story of her plight with her children is shown to be life-giving. Succumbing to their
curiosity she tells them how she had trodden in ‘dog bog’, hosed her feet and thrown her
slippers into the incinerator, and watches as ‘their faces flower’ (22). Similarly, the
story of the woman next door and her husband is triggered by their flowering plum tree
that she observes on her trip to the milk box. ‘Mirrors’ ends with a reference to its
creative potential: ‘There’s one new flower. And twig ends all ready to heave’ (24). The
woman’s neighbour is soon due to return from hospital with a new baby, but rather than
focus on the innocence of the newborn baby, her attention is drawn to the parents. She
is not knitting ‘white shells and fans’ for her new baby, but a black jumper for a
husband, who will be too ‘ashamed to have anything so wonderful’ (21). It is this man’s
awareness of his own lack of perfection that is seen not only as a rich source of
storytelling but as a source of renewal. This is reflected in the refence to the colour of
the sky, which is ‘unlike the telly ad kind’ of ‘rinsing water’ with ‘diamante bubbles
rising and good enough to drink’. Instead it is ‘shot through with green, brown, black
and purple’ and ‘pocked and pimpled like mould’, like ‘the real kind’ from a tub full of
jeans or a load of jerseys and socks (18-19).
In the last two stories of section One, ‘It Used to be Green Once’ and ‘Journey’, Grace
focuses on aspects of life, such as the acquisition of material things, that are
simplistically equated with progress. In ‘It Used to be Green Once’ the story is told
from the point of view of the children in a family whose father wins fifty thousand
dollars in the lottery. Whereas prior to the win the children are ashamed of their second
hand clothes and the ‘holey fruit’ with the bad pieces dug out that they took for playlunch, after the win they are given ‘new clothes’, ‘posh lunches’ for school, ‘flash
bedspreads’ and a piano (43). One of the children observes that ‘somehow all of us kids
changed’, understanding that now they were ‘somebody’ and not ‘ordinary like before’
(48). This observation is contrary to their awareness at the end of the story that even
though their mother has a new car and their father has a new dairy, they ‘didn’t change’
(49). The relative insignificance of the family’s ‘big shiny green Chevrolet’ is made
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evident, its appearance becoming strikingly similar to that of their earlier second hand
car (43-44). Just as only patches of red could be seen on their old car, soon only patches
of green are visible on their new car (49). However, more significant than the
appearance of either car is their mother’s use of the vehicle which increases with the
new car. Every Wednesday she had driven their old car to the shops even though it had
no brakes and she had picked up and delivered shopping to her ‘mates and relations’ on
her way home (46). With the new car, she continued this practice but is now able to stop
and load it up with her ‘friends and relations’, taking them to the shops as well (49).
Much to the horror of her children she also offers a ride to Mr. Hadley, the ‘new’,
‘really neat’ teacher (47). Like the children’s mother, who extends her aroha not only to
members of her own community but to others, his readiness to jump aboard amidst the
packages associates him with this inclusiveness, rather than culturally stereotyping the
teacher as Pakeha and non-inclusive.
Likewise, in ‘Journey’, the excessive materialism of the Pakeha developers is mirrored
in the old man who is Māori and travels into the city to expedite his community’s
struggle to regain control of their ancestral land. He pulls out ‘a fistful’ of notes to
impress the taxi driver and then tries the same trick on the ‘new man’ at the station (52).
Like the developers, he is not opposed to building and development and until he sees
their plans he believes that his desire to have their land subdivided for their houses is
also what they want (59). Reflecting the children on the train with ‘eyes full to
exploding’, the old man holds his breath as they come out of the second tunnel and
witness the spectacle of enormous buildings curving around the harbor with houses
stretching layer upon layer up to the steepest places. He is ‘filled with admiration’ for
their achievements, ‘Filled with Admiration’, and admits that ‘you really had to hand it
to the pakeha, because there was a sight’ (55-56). Like ‘Admiration’, ‘Journey’ is
described as ‘another word he enjoyed’ but that the old man was not comfortable with
‘saying’ (56). Grace draws attention to these two words by juxtaposing a capitalized and
lower case form of the word, thus suggesting the different levels of meaning applicable
to each one. At the beginning of the story, the old man is described as going on a
‘journey’, but, although he likes the word ‘Journey’, he has some doubts as to whether
this is the right word to describe what he is doing: ‘Not a journey, not what you would
really call a journey- he had to go in and see those people about his land. Again’ (50).
Finally, the old man concludes that: ‘No, today he was going on a journey, which was a
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good word. Today he was going further afield, and there was a word no one knew he
had.’ (51). However, Grace questions not just the object of the old man’s ‘admiration’
and the distance of his journey into the city, but the progress he has made in his life
journey through his reflection of the attitudes of the developers and the children.
In From Silence to Voice, Della Valle identifies ‘Journey’ as the ‘most overtly political
story’ in this collection. She describes Grace’s concern to be with contrasting Māori and
Pakeha concepts of ‘land’ and ‘development’, something that she would continue and
develop in Potiki. Della Valle makes reference to a direct opposition underlined by
Sargeson and Finlayson between a Pakeha relationship which is defined by getting the
land to ‘submit and bend to their will’ for ‘fundamentally monetary and economic’
reasons and a Māori relationship to the land that is based on a spiritual bond. According
to Della Valle, the old man represents this Māori ‘point of view’ (2010, p.154).
However, the old man in ‘Journey’ is clearly divided between these two positions. Della
Valle refers to how during his train journey, the old man’s thoughts turn to how the land
has been ‘violated by progress’ when he observes how the train is running on a strip of
land that used to be submerged by sea and where he used to collect pipi (p.154).
However, he also admires this progress. When the old man reflects that Pakeha are
‘funny people’ because they put pictures and stories in the newspaper telling about their
achievement ‘as though it’s something spectacular’, ‘yet other times they go on as
though land is just a nothing’ (53), he does not reveal a clear distinction between
Pakeha and Māori by communicating a contrary spiritual connection to the land. Della
Valle notes that the old man is aware of the fact that Māori make up the labour-force for
the Pakeha developers (p.154), and here as well he has an ambiguous attitude. Criticism
is combined with admiration as he contemplates the power of the machines they
command:
And anyway who was right up there helping the pakeha to get rid of things – the
Māori of course, riding those big machines. Swooping round and back, up and
down all over the place. Great tools the Māori man had for his carving these
days, tools for his new whakairo, but there you are, a man had to eat. (55)
Dell Panny refers to the ‘many details’ in ‘Journey’ that contribute to the impression
that ‘the old man is selfless and has concern for other family members and neighbours’
(1997, p.69). However, despite his genuine efforts to regain their land and his
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willingness to hand-over his money to secure it, in contrast to the woman in ‘It Used to
be Green Once’, this old man is proud and lacking in aroha for both the members of his
own community and his neighbours in general. Rather than acknowledging their efforts,
he blames the members of his family who had done the ‘talking’ previously for their
failure to regain their land (53), suggesting that he would set this right. When the train
stops at a station where some of his ‘whanaungas’ live, he is pleased when no-one he
knows gets on because he didn’t want them ‘hanging around’ him and ‘nosing into his
business’ (54). In contrast to the rest of his family, who are worried about his nephew
George (65), the old man does not make catching up with him a priority when he is in
the city. On his walk to the developers, he thinks instead that he might ‘celebrate a little
on his own later’ and considers the possibility of spending some of his money at the pub
or the continuous pictures (57). It is only when upset by the developers he decides to
return home early that he finds himself waiting at the station with enough time to ‘watch
out for’ George (58). When he sees George he does not approach him, viewing him
from a distance and thinking instead of his own ability to ‘see good close up’ and to ‘see
good far off’ (61). Ironically, although his eyesight is good, Grace reveals the old man
to be lacking in vision. He sees George as simply ‘standing with some mates’ (61),
unaware and unconcerned that his nephew had joined a gang (65). Rather than taking
the opportunity to check on George’s wellbeing over a cup of tea and some kai, he
decides instead to catch the train because his foot was sore (58), reporting later to his
family that he had seen George and that he was just the ‘same’ (65).
Instead of developing the old man as a direct contrast to the developers, Grace
demonstrates the similarity between them on a number of levels. The disrespect shown
to the old man by the developers is mirrored in the old man’s attitude to the elderly. He
tells his taxi driver that his niece Minnie collects his pension because he ‘couldn’t
stand’ people who were old (51). Later when the train is underway, the old man
imagines it overshooting the tracks and plunging into the sea. Instead of valuing his
contribution as an elder or showing some concern for others, he thinks: ‘Well too bad.
Not to worry, he’s nearly old anyway and just about done his dash’ (53). The racism of
the developers, who refuse to consider the subdivision of the ancestral land for Māori
because they think that putting Māori together would lower the value of the land (62), is
mirrored by the old man. When walking through the city on the way to the developers,
he thinks how ‘past the cenotaph’, a new motorway was put in over the site of a
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cemetery. He remembers how the newspaper used the word ‘resited’ to hide the truth
that the bones were put ‘all in together’, and is relieved that ‘he didn’t have any of his
whanaungas underground in that place’ (58). Rather than the removal of the bones of
the dead from the ancestral land to which the dead person is spiritually connected, it is
the common grave that the old man finds so repugnant: ‘Your leg bone, my arm bone,
someone else’s head’ (57). His attitude is in contrast to the cenotaph, which is a
memorial to all those who have died in war, regardless of race or family ties. After the
old man fails to persuade the developers to return their ancestral land, he concludes that
‘there’s no sense, no sense in anything’, and that: ‘you go empty handed and leave
nothing behind’ (63).
This loss of hope is unfolded not just in relation to the loss of land but in the greater
context of the breakdown of his spirituality. This breakdown is a reflection of his
materialism and his loss of connection with the Māori tradition of storytelling and
storytelling as a whole which is shown to be a reflection of his lack of aroha. Upon his
return home, he has nothing to offer his ‘hurting’ family but ‘silent discussion’, before
shouting at them: ‘Burn me up I tell you, it’s not safe in the ground, you’ll know about
it if you put me in the ground. Do you hear?’ (66). His decision is motivated by his fear
that his physical remains will be dug up by developers and reburied with the bones of
others. Not only is cremation frowned upon in the Māori tradition (Dell Panny 1997,
p.68), but the old man reveals his disconnection from the stories that are a vital source
of Māori spirituality. These stories teach that after death life continues and Hine-nui-tePo takes over from the Earth Mother to welcome and care for those whose earthly life
has ended (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.58). Earlier, when the old man sees the statue
of Kupe with his woman and his priest at the station, rather than demonstrating any
understanding of their story, his concern is with the spelling of the name of the canoe
(56). Similarly, his understanding of Tamatea a Ngana, Tamatea Aio and Tamatea
Whakapau is limited to a knowledge of their indication of good fishing days. Although
he criticizes the young fishermen he observes from the train for relying on the television
weather report ‘because there’s nothing else to believe in’ (53), it is his own lack of
engagement with these stories and beliefs that is exposed on his journey.
In ‘Journey’ Grace continues to challenge a narrow vision of life based on cultural
stereotyping and an understanding of cultural difference that denies commonality and
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positive interaction. She chooses an unnamed and culturally anonymous taxi driver as a
significant contrast to the old man, who mirrors the behaviours and concerns of the old
man’s family. Unlike the old man, the taxi driver is a nurturing figure defined by his
caring for others and his willingness to share his story. Although he is not related to the
old man, he transports him to and from the station and cares for him in a way that is
similar to the old man’s family. When the old man asks to be dropped off at the corner,
the taxi driver insists upon taking him all the way to his door. Like members of his
family, the taxi driver senses the old man’s despair and relates the ‘bad wind’ that is
blowing to the inner turmoil of the old man’s life (65). Just as the old man’s family
stoked the fire, the taxi driver tells the old man that he warmed up the taxi for him, and
the old man responds appropriately: ‘Yes young fella that’s the story’ (63). In contrast
to the taxi driver who shares the story of his day describing it as ‘a proper circus’ (64),
the proud, old man keeps his story of his meeting with the developers to himself, lying
that he is ‘right as rain young fulla, couldn’t be better’ (65). In this way, Grace reveals
the taxi driver’s story and the story of the old man and his family to be a part of the
same story. This common story is shown to be shaped by the reality of growing old and
of death.
Rather than being unproductive, the old man’s unsuccessful encounter with the
developers offers him paradoxically the possibility of progression. It is in his meeting
with them that he acknowledges that his brother and sister are dead, referring to himself
euphemistically as being ‘on the way out’, and explaining that he wants ‘it all seen to
before …’ (59). This ellipsis indicates his reluctance to accept the reality of his
mortality, even though he knows that his death is not far off. It is only after the
developers taunt him with this reality that he declares: ‘Yes yes I’ll be dead but that’s
not …...’ (61). Although he accepts his own mortality, the ellipsis communicates his
inability to accept that death is not the end. It is on his train trip that the old man’s
awareness of his spiritual journey grows. Like the children, the old man sits up the front
of the train ‘where you could see everything’ (52) and observes them as ‘their eyes
stood out watching for the tunnel’s mouth, waiting to pass out through the great mouth
of the tunnel’. This prompts him to see that:
And probably the whole of life was like that, sitting in the dark watching and
waiting. Sometimes it happened and you came out into the light, but mostly it only
happened in tunnels. Like now. (54)
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This reflection foreshadows the ending of the story, where on the night of Tamatea
Whakapau (65) the old man retreats to his room and behind a closed door sits alone on
the edge of his bed staring into the palms of his hands (66).While the mother and
newborn baby in ‘Between Earth and Sky’ who have experienced different forms of
renewal end their day in sleep, the old man’s inability to sleep mirrors the emptiness of
the void and the possibility of change.
Whereas section One ends with the archetypal old man in his room and unable to sleep,
Two ends with Uncle Kepa in bed next to Kip and both are ‘asleep’ (106). Father and
son mirror the mother and child at the end of ‘Between Earth and Sky’. Each has
experienced a significant change in a transcending pattern of renewal. Unlike the old
man in ‘Journey’, both Uncle Kepa and Kip have ventured far across the seas. Their
journeys are revealed not just in terms of physical distance but in the context of the
stories of Māori mythology. When Mereana, Denny Boy and Charlotte are invited into
the bedroom to see his sleeping son, they are described as ‘looking down at Uncle Kepa
with all his years taken off like old skins, and all the engine room grease and callouses
and tight muscle removed by a reversal of time’ (105-106). Earlier, Kepa and his son
were reunited after he saw a boy on the wharf limping towards him ‘out of the dark’,
clutching a parcel at his side. In darkness akin to the void, he waited because ‘strangely’
he thought he heard the boy call his name (104). Similarly, Māui is described as going
in search of his mother who recognized her ‘strange’ son because he knew her name and
the circumstances of his birth which was without proper ritual or ceremony (Kahukiwa
and Grace 1991, p.40). Like Māui, Kip has a physical defect in the form of a club foot
(105) and is illegitimate, born to the woman whom Aunty Connie refers to as ‘that dropkick of yours over in Aussie’ (76). As such, the stories of everyday life engage
meaningfully with and develop in relation to the stories of mythology. In direct contrast
to the old man in ‘Journey’, Uncle Kepa is identified as a storyteller.
When Uncle Kepa returns home, he tells the young people who greet him tales of
football fame and exotic lands, promising to bring them a monkey one day (76, 94).
These fictional stories that the children mistakenly confuse with fact give them not only
the joy of retelling but provide a source of much laughter for their uncle. Along with
their traditional stories, they intersect with the stories they encounter at the movies, the
stories of their own lives and the stories of Christianity. When Uncle Kepa sees Kip’s
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face as he comes into the light, he is struck by their physical similarity first and then by
the nature of their journey. He thinks to himself, ‘And Christ! It was his own face’,
recalling how similarly at sixteen, after the death of his grandmother, he went off to sea
with some old clothes in a brown paper parcel (104). The reference to ‘Christ’ that
signals Kepa’s recognition of his own face in that of his son, is not an arbitrary
expletive, but reveals a point of connection between life and the sacred stories of Māori
and Christian culture. Like Kip, Jesus’ life was a journey in search of his Father.
Similarly, although in search of a mother, Taranga leads Māui outside ‘the earthly
world’ into the ‘land of manapau trees’ so that he could meet his father (Kahukiwa and
Grace 1991, p.40). Whereas the old man in ‘Journey’ resides in his family’s home (60),
Uncle Kepa does not live with his relatives but lives alone in a ‘hut’ on the shoreline
(88), a place identified also with Māui who was born on the beach. As in ‘Mirrors’, this
is seen to be not only a place of adversity but a source of potential growth.
In ‘Drifting’ when Uncle Kepa takes Mereana and Lizzie fishing, he sucked the ‘rotting
flesh’ from the old crayfish they had brought for bait, describing it as a waste of ‘good
kai’ (91). The paradox of something good emerging from something that is unpleasant
is evident also in the ‘little white nest’ that Mereana vomits over the side of the boat
when she is seasick. Realizing that the fish might eat it, she concludes that they are
‘dumb’ (94), inadvertently revealing her blindness to its nutritional benefits. From the
beginning of ‘Drifting’, Grace demonstrates her concern with differing perspectives and
the development of awareness. When Mereana is in his hut, ‘staring’ at Uncle Kepa, she
observes that when he entered the room it appeared small but when he sat down ‘the
room swung back to its normal size’ (89). Mirroring this shifting perception of the
physical world, Grace examines the change in awareness in discerning the difference
between fantasy and reality. When Uncle Kepa dives into the sea to retrieve the biggest
fish that had broken free of Mereana’s line with nothing but his bare hands, she
concludes that he was ‘brave’ because a shark could have ‘bit his leg off’, or there could
have been a whale or a giant octopus ‘like the one that picked up a whole submarine at
the pictures’ (92-93). Rather than seeing him in the context of Māui and his big fish
story (Orbell1995, p.115), Mereana sees his behaviour in the context of the movies.
Later, when the boat is returning to shore and Uncle Kepa sets out a line with a paua
shell to catch a kahawai, Mereana doubts whether he is so ‘clever’ because ‘anyone
could see it was a paua shell’ and ‘fish don’t eat paua shells’ (93). ‘Cleverness’ echoes
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Māui’s cunning but Mereana is unaware that Uncle Kepa is attempting to trick the
kahawai into mistaking the paua for a herring.
In this interplay between the movies and the Māui story there is an engagement with a
mixture of fantasy and reality. Unlike Mereana, however, when Grace measures Uncle
Kepa against Māui in ‘Drifting’, she is concerned with his aroha that is born of a
struggle against the adversity of imperfection. It is this characterization of Māui that is
evident in Wahine Toa when Taranga describes her son as ‘most loving’ (Kahukiwa and
Grace 1991, p.40). Although when Lizzie and Mereana arrive early in the morning
eager to go on the fishing trip, Uncle Kepa has forgotten his promise and is not ready.
Instead of turning over and going back to sleep, he splashes cold water on his face, and
draws himself painfully into the light:
His eyelids were rimmed with red as though his eyes had been always shut and
forgotten but had now suddenly been slit open with a sharp blade to reveal
surprised and bulging brown eyes. (88)
Rather than his courage, it is his aroha that is evident when he enthusiastically jumps
into the sea, pops up with her fish and calls out to her: ‘I got it baby’ (92).
Like Māui, Uncle Kepa is also a comical and enigmatic character. Although he, like his
son, is described as dark (104), when Mereana watches him getting into the dinghy with
his trousers rolled up, she is surprised to see that his ‘legs were white’ (89). This
suggestion of a hybrid identity is mirrored in his son, who although having broad
cheeks, full lips and dark hair like his father, is noticeably smaller at the same age (104105), and is the offspring of a woman from Australia.
As in section One, a significant theme explored in Two is racism. The inference of
Pakeha heritage that Uncle Kepa may share, and its negative connotations, is evident in
the words uttered by Uncle Kepa on the wharf. When he hears his son call out his name
his initial reply is ‘Yes’, but this is followed by:
‘My drop kick,’ he breathed out of his past. (105)
The use of ‘breathed’ recalls the intake of breath accompanying the springing to an
outer circle of the spiral described at the beginning of Potiki (7). In contrast to Matewai
in ‘Parade’ (Waiariki), who takes in a ‘big breath’ and fills her lungs with a ‘past,
present and future’ that includes their earliest ancestors and is the inspiration for the
generations to come (89), Uncle Kepa breathes out, expelling something negative that is
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identified more specifically with him and a restricted concept of time. When he calls
Mereana, Denny Boy and Charlotte to see Kip, he no longer refers to him as his ‘drop
kick’, but does identify him with the ‘monkey’ from some foreign land that he had
promised them but failed to deliver (105). This interchange is deliberately interrupted
by the interweaving of the story the young people are telling about what had just
happened at the dance. Their story is also about racism. As Uncle Kepa rose from his
chair ‘staggered slightly and almost toppled’, Denny Boy relates the story of how
Charlotte gave Rueben a left hook to the jaw, so that he ‘dropped like a bomb’. While
Uncle Kepa ‘stumbled towards the bedroom’, Rueben is described as falling back on
Geddy’s fence upon which he stabbed himself before hitting the ground (105). In this
interweaving Uncle Kepa is compared to Rueben, who has ‘a theory … about dark
skinned women….’ and attempts to test it out on Lizzie. Unlike the now older Mereana,
Lizzie is unable to ‘read the contempt’ in his eyes and this vulnerability is attributed
specifically to her limited exposure to the Pakeha school system due to her illness (102103).
Although both Uncle Kepa and Rueben are demonstrating racist attitudes, they are
shown to be at different stages in a common journey marked by adversity in which they
are challenged to overcome this imperfection. As such they are identified with the
developers and the old man in ‘Journey’, both of whom exhibit racist sentiments. In
section Two, just as in section One, Grace includes both Pakeha and Māori on this
journey. Earlier in ‘The Pictures’ Denny Boy expresses racist sentiments when he
laughs at his relatives Charlotte and Ana for dressing up for the movies and thinking
they could be beautiful like the women on the screen, when they were ‘ugly’ because
they had ‘banjo feet and gumboot lips’ (81-82). Similarly inclusive, Grace challenges
cultural stereotyping by developing Bob in direct opposition to the predatory Rueben.
Mereana likes Bob and remembers him as a child of seven with ‘fair hair oiled into the
shape of a shell’ and how he had wet his pants in front of his classmates (101).
Although Bob’s name and appearance suggest a Pakeha heritage, in contrast to Rueben
he has eyes that ‘held no questions’ and had no ‘hidden slivers of glass in the cupped
hand (102). Unlike Rueben’s treatment of Lizzie, the kiss he shared with Mereana at the
back of the bus on the way home ‘made no demands’ (103). In his derogatory
assessment of Rueben, Bob points out that ‘he thinks the sun shines out of his arse’
(102), thus relating his lack of aroha to the false pride out of which it emerges, which is
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also reflected in the proud old man in ‘Journey’. Uncle Kepa, molded by his past life
into a far more humble and loving person, in the final lines of ‘Kip’ and of Two now
lovingly refers to his son as, ‘My little one from Aussie’ (106).
David Norton has described The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories as lacking ‘real
quality’ because of its absence of ‘a sustained sense of structure and purpose’(1981,
pp.330-331). However, the strength of this collection of stories is precisely in its
presentation of a continuing sense of purpose in a complex and non-linear structure.
More recently, Della Valle has described Two as ‘a standalone series of episodes about
the same characters, passing from childhood to adolescence’ (2010, p.151).
Transcending linear notions of time, these young people are shown to be engaged in a
life journey that is shaped by the interaction between a struggle for ascendancy and a
struggle against adversity. Rather than limiting this to a postcolonial context, Grace
reveals this struggle to be a timeless aspect of human existence common to males and
females. The first story in Two, ‘Kepa’ begins with the words, ‘Girls against boys
today’ (70). Here, the girls compete in a game of football with a pride, cunning, desire
to win and to seek revenge that is equal to their male counterparts. This is typified in the
clash between Charlotte and Macky. When Charlotte brings Macky down, he gives her
a bloody nose and this ends with both of them on the ground punching and kicking (72).
The game is interrupted by the arrival of Uncle Kepa and the anticipation of his gift of a
monkey which encourages claims to ascendancy based on a variety of factors recalling
not only the story of Māui but also Christian stories concerning who is worthy to
receive the gift of a share in God’s heavenly Kingdom (Letter of James2:18-24).
Charlotte thought that she should get the monkey because she was the eldest, while
Mereana based her claim on the fact that she was the youngest. Denny Boy thought that
he should get it because he had done many jobs for Uncle Kepa while he was away and
when the others observe him ahead of them and hugging Uncle Kepa, they think that
their claims are threatened because he is both ‘first and smart’ (75).
In contrast to these claims, The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories reveal that the person
who is worthy to receive such a gift, identified at the end of ‘Kip’ with the gift of aroha,
is forged in a struggle of oppositions that is inherent to the nature of human life.
Although someone proposes that the monkey should be kept in an orchard where they
could all share in its care, this solution is revealed to be lacking in credibility. As in the
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idyllic Garden of Eden inhabited by Adam and Eve (Genesis 2), the reality of their
innate selfishness and dishonesty is exposed, as despite all agreeing to the proposition,
each thought they would find a way out if Uncle Kepa gave the monkey to them (75).
Thus the old man of ‘Journey’ in section One and Uncle Kepa in section Two are
shaped by the dynamic interaction of opposing forces represented in the iconography of
the spiral. But they are at distinctly different places on the spiral. When Kip goes in
search of his father, he understands that that ‘there isn’t any place ...’ that will
accommodate his need and Uncle Kepa similarly ‘paused a moment’ before affirming
that ‘there is a place’, before taking his son’s parcel and pushing it down in his swag
(105). As such he identifies his son’s place foremost in their relationship of aroha,
rather than in reference to a specific geographical location. This is a significant
development from the old man in ‘Journey’ whose primary concern is with acquiring
ancestral land to pass on to his descendents. Its inclusivity reflects the portrayal of Māui
in Wahine Toa, where Taranga describes her son as using his special powers to provide
‘great gifts for mankind’ (Kahukiwa and Grace 1991, p.40).
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Potiki
As in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories, this novel develops the motif of the
shoreline and explores the importance of the imagination. Potiki also continues to
examine the relationship between the sacred stories of Māori culture and everyday life.
Roimata refers to the sacred stories as the ‘given stories’ (39). As confirmed by Grace,
the term ‘given stories’ refers to the mythologies as a whole (Appendix p.230). A
distinction is made in Potiki between the myth of Mutuwhenua and earlier stories such
as creation mythology and the stories of Māui. These stories appear early in the
genealogies at a point where the world and its inhabitants have been formed but human
beings still lack many of the things they need (Orbell 1995, p.114). The stories told in
Wahine Toa about Te Po, Papatuanuku, Hine-ahu-one, Hine-titama, Taranga, Mahuika,
Muiranga-whenua and Hine-nui-te-Po belong to this earlier period. Just as in
Mutuwhenua where the story of Rona is unfolded in reference to Christian mythology,
Grace explained in interview with Michelle Keown, that an interest in the relationship
between Christian stories and Māori mythology was an interest for her at the beginning
of Potiki, adding that it subsided as the novel progressed (2000, p.59). I will argue that
in Potiki this decreasing interest in Christianity occurs in tandem with a growing interest
in Māori mythology that is stimulated by the stories Grace retold in the first publication
of Wahine Toa.
Like the stories of The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories which are organized
chronologically into One and Two, Potiki is divided into Part One, Part Two and Part
Three. However, just as the concept of a linear development is subverted in The Dream
Sleepers and Other Stories, so too is its authenticity challenged in Potiki. In this novel,
it is subverted by a Prologue that precedes and transcends what is to follow. Similarly,
the final two chapters in Part 3 transcend what has preceded it and conclude from a
perspective of ‘eversight’ (183). As such, both texts communicate a vision of life
informed by the iconography of the spiral and the ancient stories of Māori mythology.
Whilst in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories there are several references to the
motion of the spiral and the emptiness of the void spread unevenly throughout the
collection and observable in the objects and patterns of everyday life, Potiki begins with
a poetic portrayal of the motion of the spiral. Its placement both in the Prologue and at
the beginning of this Prologue reveals that its significance similarly applies not only to
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the story of the lives of the master carver and the apprentice carver which are also part
of the Prologue, but also to the stories of the everyday lives of the characters told in the
rest of the novel. In The Circle & the Spiral, Rask Knudsen likens the Prologue of
Potiki to a modern Māori creation chant that begins with the first stage of creation, the
void of Te Kore (2004, p.3). Beyond the reference to the void, the emphasis in this
poetic depiction of the spiral on a ‘shifting’ and ‘stirring’ from the ‘centre’ of ‘nothing’
leading to an ‘intake of breath’ accompanied by a ‘springing’ movement to an ‘outer
circle’ (7) is on a process of change. The reference to the ‘Tihe Mauriora’ (7), literally
the sneeze [tihe] of the life principle [mauri] in those who are alive [ora] (Reed and
Kāretu 2001, p.44, p.52, p.80), reasserts this momentum of life, which is revealed by
Grace to be mirrored in mythology.
In interview with Tausky, Grace explained how orators who were ‘highly regarded’in
this tradition demonstrated a capacity not to say the ‘same thing’ but to ‘add something
or bring something new to it’ (1991, p.99). In contrast, the Māori carvers inherited their
art in a direct line from their ancestors and these carvers have been described as
following a ‘conservative path’ and exercising ‘originality inside definite limits’
(Phillips & Huria 2008, p.115). The apprentice carver in the Prologue, however,
deliberately chooses to disregard the instructions of the master carver, who warns him:
‘Do not carve anyone in living memory and don’t blow on the shavings or your wood
will get up and crack you’ (9). At the end of the Prologue, when the people had gone the
apprentice carver closed the door of his workshop, put his face close to the nostrils of
the wood face of his carving and ‘blew’. The next morning his body is found
underneath the carved post, that is, the poupou (12). In her paper, ‘The Spiral
Temporality of Patricia Grace’s Potiki’, Deloughrey argues that Grace is intent in this
novel on showing a ‘continual process of social construction and deconstruction’ in the
community. She describes this as a process involving the breaking of tapu necessary to
‘initiate cultural regeneration’ (1999, p.66). As such, the apprentice carver’s breaking
of tapu to carve from living memory may be seen both in the light of Māui’s breaking
of tapu and also as an acknowledgement of the importance of experiences of everyday
life as a source of renewal. Māui’s name means ‘left’ and the left side of the body,
considered the profane or ordinary side and referred to as noa, is in contrast to the right
side of the body, considered the sacred side and referred to as tapu (Orbell 1995, p.115).
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In his last carving, the apprentice carver renews the Māori tradition of storytelling by
acknowledging the value of the heart and its development through life experience.
Unlike the master carver who taught him and who ‘spent his life’ procreating in wood
and passing on knowledge, when the apprentice carves his final poupou, he covers the
window of the workshop to darken the room so that he does not carve with his eyes or
his mind. In these void-like conditions, he gives priority instead to ‘his hands and his
heart’ (11-12). This poupou is a tribute to the master carver and recognizes not only his
knowledge but also his life of devotion to the community. The master carver’s
knowledge is represented by an upper figure with a forehead which is ‘embellished with
an intricate pattern to show the status of his knowledge’ and a head that is ‘wide so that
it may contain the histories and sciences of the people, and the chants and patterns, and
knowledge concerning the plants and trees’. This aspect of the master carver’s life and
its dominance is represented by the short neck which showed how ‘his head and his
hands work as one’. As such, this ‘red-eyed man’, who had no woman or children of his
own, is carved with a rounded back and curved chest from a life spent ‘bent in two’. It
is this misshapen part, echoing the physical deformity of Māui, that paradoxically
represents both the lack of priority he gives to the heart as well as his life of ‘devotion’
to the community (11). It is this imbalance that motivates the change initiated by the
apprentice carver, who feels that the master carver may be forgotten since he has no
children of his own. He carves out of his love for the master carver, understanding that:
‘ “A life for a life” could mean that you give up your life to someone who has already
given you his own’ (12).
In a similar interaction of oppositions, the apprentice carver’s understanding of ‘A life
for a life’ calls to mind both the interpretation of death as a punishment and its
interpretation as an expression of great love or aroha. This reflects the paradox evident
in the story of Hine-nui-te-Po and Māui in Wahine Toa. Although Hine-nui-te-Po
crushes Māui as he attempts to conquer death and gain immortality for humanity, death
is portrayed as a ‘homecoming’, given by ‘a mother who welcomes and cares for those
children whose earthly life has ended’ (1991, p.58). As in the story of Uncle Kepa and
Kip in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories, the story of the apprentice carver
engages with both the stories of Māori mythology and Christian sacred stories. The
apprentice carver’s sacrificial love for the master carver reflects Christ’s sacrificial love
for humanity. The significance of his carving in the context of his life is recognized by
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the people in his community who removed his body from underneath the poupou and
‘dressed him in fine clothes’ (12). After Christ’s death, his body is also removed from a
wooden object in the form of a cross and is taken away by his followers and bound
respectfully in linen clothes with the spices of myrhh and aloe (John 19:38-40). Rather
than recognizing the impact of Pakeha culture on Māori culture, this interweaving of
mythology in Potiki is better understood in the context of Grace’s questioning of Pakeha
assumptions that such truths are exclusively Christian. In interview with Michelle
Keown, this is raised by Grace’s question: ‘Why is it that one set of stories is called
“mythology”, and another set of stories is called “the truth”?’ (1999, p.59). By contrast,
Grace’s interweaving of mythology uncovers commonality and differences in order to
place them within a transcending pattern where people are seen to be shaped by an
interaction of oppositions.
It is in this light that the difference between the patriarchal nature of Christianity and its
emphasis on Jesus’ relationship with the Father and the contrary emphasis in the story
of Māui, who is distinguished from other male heroes because of his close relationship
with his mother rather than his father (Orbell 1995, p.115), is unfolded. In the stories
retold in Wahine Toa, female figures from Taranga to Mahuika, Muiranga-whenua and
finally Hine–nui-te-Po are seen to shape his destiny. There are significant references to
these mythological women in the chapters of Potiki following the Prologue which will
be referred to later in this analysis. The gender distinction evident in Māori culture in
the mythological identification of men with the sky and women with the earth is
continued in the understanding of men as essentially tapu and women noa (Orbell 1995,
p.187). However, as revealed by Grace in Potiki there is as well recognition that
renewal occurs through their interaction. It is in this context that Grace’s interpretation
of Taranga’s disregard of sacred protocols in her failure to carry out the purification
rites after Māui’s birth may be seen. In interview with Tausky, Grace explains it as a
deliberate and productive act, motivated by a perception that Māui would come back as
a sprite and do all those challenging things (1991, p.96). Mirroring the productive
relationship between men and women, this interpretation reflects the traditional
understanding of the relationship between tapu and noa as an intricate interplay
between two states of being considered ‘complementary and of equal importance’
(Orbell 1995, p. 186). Hence in Māori culture a woman could possess the tapu of high
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rank and this deconstruction of gender distinctions is reinforced by the understanding
that every individual possesses a tapu side and a noa side (p.114).
Like Taranga, much of Māui’s power comes from breaking tapu (Orbell 1995, p.114).
This is reflected in the behaviour of the apprentice carver in the Prologue which
foreshadows similar breaches of tapu and the importance given to female characters
such as Roimata, Mary, Granny Tamihana and Tangimoana in the following story.
Rather than foreshadowing Bhabha’s Third Space in which a climate of conflict is seen
in the context of cultural hybridity, the apprentice carver looks back to an originary past
and reasserts its understanding of the significance of conflict to life as a whole. The
Prologue explains that even though a tree is given new life at the hands of a carver, ‘this
does not mean that the man is master of the tree’, ‘nor is he the master of what
eventually comes from his hands’. Instead he is seen as a ‘master only of the skills that
bring forward what was already waiting in the womb that is a tree’ (7). As such, when
the master carver told the apprentice carver at the age of fourteen to unwrap his scarves
and handed him the mallet, he ‘felt a kicking in his groin’ (9), signalling the continuing
presence of a transcending force that shapes human life. His scarves are a symbol of the
ongoing relevance of human imperfection in this process. Like Māui, the apprentice
carver is both the youngest child and a ‘sickly’ baby. His illness leads his parents to
wrap him in scarves and to place him at the elbow of the master carver (9). Prior to his
death, when the apprentice carver completes his final poupou, he explains how he left a
‘space’ at the elbow of the master carver, which would ‘always’ be left ‘unfilled’,
except for the pattern of scarves. The close connection between human frailty and the
concept of the void is communicated by the description of this space as ‘like a gap in
the memory’ or a ‘blind piece in the eye’ (11).
This void-like ‘space’ is thus depicted as offering the possibility for new life and
regeneration because of the endless nature of human frailty. In this vision of life such
weaknesses are acknowledged positively as an essential component in a cycle of
growth. This ‘gap’ or ‘space’ reflects the ‘open place’ at the feet of the master carver,
which the apprentice carver leaves for a lower figure to be carved in a ‘future time’
(12). He tells the community that he does not have the strength to complete this carving
and that there is no-one yet able to complete it (10). These contrasting and
complimentary spaces demonstrate how negative conditions have the capacity to nurture
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positive developments. In The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories this pattern is evident
in ‘Between Earth and Sky’ and ‘Mirrors’ in relation to the experiences of pregnancy,
childbirth and motherhood, whereas in Potiki it is developed to include the impact of
Pakeha developers on the Māori community. It is in this context that James’ decision to
carve Toko in the ‘open place’ may be seen. Although Toko’s premature death is caused
by the actions of the developers, this carving is by contrast an acknowledgement of the
value of Toko’s capacity to demonstrate and to nurture aroha. Despite the difference in
his experience, his life reflects the same pattern of conflicting forces experienced by the
mothers in ‘Between Earth and Sky’ and ‘Mirrors’. Continuing this pattern of
oppositions, like the apprentice carver, James carves a person from living memory. His
breach of tapu is reflected in Grace’s positioning of a woman in this same tradition in
the body of the novel as the custodian, teller and recorder of stories in writing (104).
In Māori tradition the sacred domain of the wood carver was reserved for men in
contrast to weaving which was the domain of women (Marsden 1999, pp.128-129). By
identifying Roimata with the word carver through her central importance as a storyteller
in her community, Grace is challenging such gender stereotypes and emphasising the
significance of women in this tradition as she does in Wahine Toa. This is also evident
in Grace’s identification of Roimata with Ranginui (Sky Father) and her husband Hemi
with Papatuanuku (Earth Mother). It is Roimata who is depicted as ‘a patient watcher of
the skies’ (25), while Hemi is depicted ‘as rooted to the earth as a tree’ (23). Deloughrey
has described this reversal of gender roles as Grace’s refusal to invoke the simplistic
association of women with earth and nurturance characteristic of Māori myths (1999,
p.76). In Potiki, however, at a deeper level, Grace is deconstructing this mythology to
reveal its complexity and truth as revealed in its relationship to life. Hence, Roimata
makes a ‘new discovery’ and a ‘new realization’ that the ‘given stories’, ‘before the
time of the woman lonely in the moon’, are ‘not distant’ but about their own lives (39).
As such, Roimata is like the apprentice carver of the Prologue, who does not just tell
stories of the ancestors and the histories of patterns but is interested in discerning ‘the
meanings of patterns to life’ (10). She describes herself as ‘a teller of stories, a listener
to stories, a writer and a reader of stories, an enactor, a collector and a maker of stories’
(38), understanding her role inclusively as an activity that she ‘only shared in’ as they
‘all became all these things’ (39). Identifying the wharenui as their ‘main book’ which
she describes as ‘a story, a history, a gallery, a study, a design structure and a taonga’,
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that is, a holder of treasure or valuables (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.74), Roimata is aware
of the continuing significance of people’s lives in the shaping of this tradition in her
acknowledgement that ‘we are part of that book along with family past and family yet to
come’ (104). She also pays tribute to another source of revelation in Māori culture in
her recognition that ‘the land and the sea and the shores are a book too’, where they can
find themselves (104).
Rask Knudsen describes Roimata’s opening story as ‘a written recital of whakapapa
(genealogy)’ (2004, p.203). In this way, Roimata’s storytelling from the beginning is
identified as a manifestation of Māori tradition and culture and it is in this light that she
incorporates stories that reflect Pakeha influence as part of an inclusive and dynamic
process of change represented by the spiral. Roimata shares ‘childhood stories of the
railway house, of school and holy pictures, and a boy and a girl on a horse’, ‘of games
and gardens, and loneliness, and looking out of trains’ and ‘of going away and
returning, and of death and birth’ (39). Like Hemi and his family, Roimata attended the
local Catholic school with its tradition of holy pictures and nuns (17). Although Manu
and Toko are educated at home, the older children bring home stories about a ‘school
earth’ divided by lines of latitude and longitude and an equator. There were stories of
multiplying and dividing and of light and sound. There were also ‘book stories’ of
kings, queens, monsters, charmers, murderers, ghosts, orphans, demons and saints. As
well there were living stories of people such as mad Margaret, Billy, Sila and Julieann
(40). Hemi brought home stories from the abattoir of men dressed as white as doctors,
who had swinging knives and blood on their hands. There were also stories from the
newspapers and television that they read and viewed each day (41). Roimata
understands that although these stories ‘all had different voices, and came from different
times and places and understandings’ and ‘some were shown, enacted or written rather
than told’, ‘each one was like a puzzle piece which tongued or grooved neatly to
another’. Finally she brings this fusion of stories together on the spiral:
And this train of stories defined our lives, curving out from points on the spiral in
ever-widening circles from which neither beginnings nor endings could be
defined. (41)
In Potiki the shoreline is depicted in the context of human life and in its capacity to
reveal truths about life which are reflected in mythology. Whereas in ‘Mirrors’ (TDSOS)
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the shoreline is introduced as a place of struggle where waves strike the sides of an
island before turning back on each other (19), and this conflict is seen to mirror the
everyday struggle of raising a family, in Potiki it is developed as a representation of the
mythological state of the void in the context of death. Roimata describes the shoreline as
‘a place without seed, without nourishment, a scavenged death place’, that is a
‘wasteland, too salt for growth, where the sea piles up its dead’ (18). Whilst in ‘Mirrors’
(TDSOS) seaweed is taken home from the shoreline to fertilize the garden (23), in Potiki
Roimata observes the potential of death to foster new life in the actions of the seagulls,
describing them as the ‘inheritors of the shores’, as they ‘take up death and renew it,
pulling the eyes from fish and pecking the lice that cling to the mouthparts and bone’
(23). In contrast to Tawhiri Matea who is ‘destined to rage in the void forever’, Roimata
describes the seagulls as inhabiting the ‘space’ between the Earth and the Sky like him,
but as also finding their place ‘in and on the sea’ and as having ‘land as a refuge’, which
‘gives anchorage’ to their ‘wild matings’ and ‘shelters the nest’ (23). As such, unlike
Tawhiri Matea, who opposed his brother Tāne’s separation of Ranginui and Papatuanuku
in the creation of the Earth and the Sky (Orbell 1995, p.195), the seagulls are seen to be
part of a cycle of growth and development lived out in relationship with the land, sea and
sky.
This process of renewal is revealed in relationship to human life through the association
of the shoreline with the development of Roimata’s and Hemi’s relationship in the
context of the death of their parents. As a young woman, when Roimata returns to the
place of her upbringing that she had left when her father died, she is drawn back by a
longing for the ‘warmth and company’ Hemi and Mary had shown her as a child (24).
Upon arrival, she waits through the night on a shoreline which offers her the ‘freedom’
and ‘rest’ necessary for her to search ‘the nothing’ for ‘the speck, the beginning – or the
end that is the beginning’ (18). It is in this void-like condition, where although it seems
like ‘everything’ and ‘everyone’ has gone and she had come ‘to nowhere and to nothing’,
that she becomes aware of the shadows that are visible at the far end of the bay and the
pale light where the bereaved are gathering at the meeting-house to lie down for the night
with the ‘recently deceased’ (25). These shadows belong to people gathering for Hemi’s
mother’s funeral. It is here that Roimata tells him how she had returned not for the
funeral but as though she were ‘floating’, ‘as though there was nothing … important’, to
which Hemi responded, ‘I didn’t think there would be anyone …’, ‘anyone … for me’
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(31). Grace’s use of the ellipsis mirrors the emptiness of the void created by the loss of
their parents, and this echoes the story of the separation of Ranginui and Papatuanuku
which although causing them ‘great pain and anguish’ ultimately provided their children
with the ‘light and space’ necessary for their growth (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.22). It
is in the light of this cycle of death and life, as played out by the seagulls on the
shoreline, that Roimata becomes aware of her lack of control of her life. It is in this
same context, after they are reunited, that Hemi tells Roimata that now he is happy and
knows that ‘everything’s meant’ (31).
Unlike Whetu in ‘Letters from Whetu’ (TDSOS) who identifies the flight of seagulls
with freedom in terms of a lack of restraint, when Roimata observes the seagulls on the
shoreline she sees them ‘walk the edge, and from the edge fly out, testing and living out
their lives’ in a cycle where they take up what is dead and transform it into new life (23).
In contrast to Whetu, she understands the seagulls to be ‘free, except for hunger and
anger’ (23), just as she is ‘free’ except for the ‘hope and desire’. As such, like the
seagulls, her pattern of renewal emerges from her experiences of loss and separation
(18). In this way, this sense of purpose and planning is witnessed in the cycle of life and
death which is revealed in the context of creation mythology. It is in this light that
Roimata becomes aware of the absence of planning or ‘purpose’ in Rona’s life in the
myth of Mutuwhenua. She understands that Rona became a skydweller ‘by accident, or
by way of punishment, not on purpose’ (31). Whilst calling to mind the accidental nature
of Rona’s tripping that leads her to unfairly blame the moon, this interpretation is based
on Roimata’s perception that Rona’s plight is due to her reaching out to a ngaio tree
which was neither ‘heavily rooted’ nor ‘sturdy’ enough to protect her (31). Rather than
judging Rona, Roimata sees her own life to be subject to chance. Unlike Rona, she had
reached out that night and by contrast she had found Hemi, who provided her with a
secure ‘toehold’ (31). Contrary to the impatience of the moon’s anger, Hemi’s aroha is
described as having ‘the patience of the earth’ (15). As such he is depicted in the context
of Papatuanuku and creation mythology.
In Potiki Grace established a distinction between the story of Rona and the earlier stories
of creation mythology, clarified in the inclusive context of the wider pattern of opposing
forces represented by the spiral. The cycle of growth that is symbolized in Mutuwhenua
by the ‘pained twisting’ of the ngaio’s limbs and the scarring on its patterned skin (1), is
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revealed to be a partial vision. This is due to its limited applicability to the living due to
its lack of engagement with death. At the funeral of Hemi’s mother, Roimata participates
in the following ‘action’ song for ‘the living’ based on the story of Rona.
Titiro ki a Rona
Ki runga i te rangi
Mo te riri
O te marama e,
Titiro ki te rakau
Mau i te ringaringa
Ki runga
I te rangi e …. (31)
In this song, the participants urge the mourners to look to [titiro] Rona up in the sky
[rangi] and to consider the anger [riri] of the moon [marama] and to look to the tree
[rakau] that her hand [ringaringa] clings to in the sky (Reed &Kāretu 2001, p.81, 68, 42,
65, 68). In contrast to this story, it is the Mary of Sorrows medallion worn by Hemi’s
mother in her funeral casket that symbolizes an understanding of suffering that is not
confined to life but is informed by the ‘concerns of death’, which Roimata identifies with
the ‘outer edges of the spiral’ (31). When Roimata sees the medallion, she remembers
that Hemi’s mother ‘always wore’ it (29). Although Roimata’s memory of the medallion
seems ‘so long ago’ (29), standing next to Hemi’s mother’s body, Roimata feels the
passage of time dissolving into irrelevancy as if the period of their separation‘had never
been’ (27).
As the guardian of ancient stories and the teller of life stories who is interested in the
patterns between them, it is appropriate that it is Roimata who communicates the
timeless and transcending story of being. Roimata describes how she is immersed in a
cycle of ‘being’ in which people reach out to the outer circles in all directions. Whilst
acknowledging that these outer circles may be referred to as ‘past’ and ‘future’, she
explains such use of these terms to be ‘only for convenience’. Beyond this concept of
linear development is an awareness of ‘all-time’ known also as ‘now-time’, where
development occurs instead from a ‘giving and receiving between the inner and outer
reaches’ of the spiral (39). Hence it is in the interplay between life and death that
development is seen to occur. It is in this timeless state that Roimata becomes aware that
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Hemi’s mother was not only present in photographs against the wall but that she ‘was
present amongst us in death’. She experiences the ‘tihei maurimate ….’ (27), that is, the
sneeze of the dead (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.40, p.80). Like the ‘tihe mauriora’, the ‘tihei
maurimate’ is identified with breath and the life force (Orbell 1995, p.117). Grace makes
use of speech marks, the ellipsis and line placement to communicate its bridging of the
gap between the living and the dead:
‘Tihei maurimate …’
And twelve years had never been (27).
Roimata knows that even ‘by then’ (27), she was aware of the co-existence of the dead in
life. As explained by Grace in interview, the awareness of the presence of the dead is
understood to be an integral component of the Māori concept of ‘now-time’ (Appendix
p.216).
While this awareness harks back to Ripeka in Mutuwhenua and to a number of stories in
Waiariki, it is not evident in the stories in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories. Instead
Roimata is in direct contrast to the old man in ‘Journey’ (TDSOS), who is not a story
teller and has little knowledge of mythology and understanding of death. He fears death
and is fixated on the material world demonstrated by his preoccupation with the well
being of his bones after he dies (66). His lack of understanding is seen to impede his
growth and this is mirrored in his inability to sleep and find renewal in this cycle of life.
In this way, Grace reveals the partial vision evident in the story of Rona and the ngaio
and by association common to Christian mythology, to be an aspect of life shared by
both Māori and Pakeha. Her recognition of similarities, however, is more complex than
Bhabha’s perception of the colonialist’s demeaning ‘disavowal’ of difference or the
superficial mimicry of Pakeha culture by the colonized. In my opinion Grace is engaging
at a deeper level of intersection in which she critiques the authenticity of both Māori and
Pakeha mythologies in relationship to each other and through their connection to nature
and relevance to human life and death. Although Bhabha’s ‘double vision’ emerges in
points of difference, these differences become submerged within the spiral and its
inclusive vision of a creative interaction of oppositions. The choice of Mary of Sorrows
calls attention to an alternative Christian story in which Mary’s suffering is seen to be a
sign of goodness which is rewarded by resurrection and new life in heaven (LaChance
2002). Despite the common assertion of the continuing existence of the dead, Roimata’s
experience of the dead in this life stands in stark contrast to the story of Mary’s
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separation from this life which conversely reflects Rona’s story of punishment and
separation.
In Potiki the character of Toko is created with strong connections to Māori mythology
and this is interwoven with links to Christian mythology. Speaking on the influences on
her writing, Grace acknowledged the parallels between Toko and Māui:
He was the last born. He was born on the beach in unusual circumstances. His
mother was of this earth but his father was maybe not. He was given a gift from
his grandmother’s ear. He was born disabled (the ancient Māui was misshapen
and ugly and had one eye of obsidian and one of greenstone). He had a big fish
story. He had a fire story. He had a water story. He met his death when he entered
the toothed aperture. In this case the aperture was the doorway toothed with
flame. (1999, p.70)
The links to Christian mythology are outlined by Elisabeth Koster as similarities
between Toko’s family and Christ’s family. She points out that ‘like Jesus his mother’s
name is Mary’ and he has ‘a nominal earthly father, Joseph and a powerful spirit father’,
being conceived in ‘a manner reminiscent of the immaculate conception’ (1993, p97). In
the development of the characters of Toko’s parents, Grace draws significant parallels
between and differences to the biblical characters. As a child Roimata identified Mary,
Toko’s mother, to be ‘the closest to the Jesus tin’, which was full of lollies and holy
pictures of suffering saints that the nuns used to reward pupils for doing ‘God’s will’. In
contrast to the dubious reasons for which children received these awards such as sitting
still, having a clean handkerchief, eating their crusts, bringing pennies for souls, praying
and for not pushing, dribbling, whistling, spitting, swearing or making dog ears in
books, Roimata’s choice of Mary is identified with a knowledge of the Ten
Commandments (Exodus 20:1-17). She chooses Mary after the ‘lessons on goodness’
because Mary was ‘neither calumnious nor detractful, slanderous, murderous,
disobedient, covetous, jealous nor deceiving’ (16).
Ironically, however, on the day she started school at the age of five, Roimata had
already understood that Mary was ‘good and that goodness should have love and care’
(16). Similarly, Mary is shown to be shaped by her Māori culture. Although Mary
spends her days at school cleaning the chalk dusters and polishing the desks, pictures
and statues for Sister Anne (16-17), Roimata remembers how after polishing the statue
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of Mary, sometimes Mary would fall asleep with her head against the statue, ‘her mouth
open a little, showing her strange teeth that looked as though they had been filed’ (17).
These ‘strange pointy teeth’ (17) recall the obsidian teeth of Hine-nui-te-Pō’s vagina in
which Māui is crushed (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.58). As such, Mary is identified
with a woman of Māori mythology whose sexuality, like her own, is at odds with the
Virgin Mary. Mary’s sexuality is evident each day as she cares for the carvings in the
wharenui. She worked her cloth slowly from head to shoulders and down the arms and
legs, addressing the carvings personally as ‘pretty man, pretty mother’, and saying ‘You
like that? Do you?’ and ‘Mary make you beautiful and nice’ (21). But her ‘favourite
place’ was at the top end of the right wall which held the carving of the master carver,
that she named ‘loving man’. Laying her face against its carved face, she leant her body
against the carved body.
Then they put their arms around each other holding each other closely, listening to
the beating and throbbing and the quiet of their hearts. Behind them were the soft
whisperings of the sea. (22)
Mary’s relationship with Joe-Billy is revealed in the context of this intimate encounter
in the wharenui which is in earshot of the sea and close to the shoreline. Not only does
Mary give birth to Toko on the shoreline (33), but her interaction with Joe-Billy is
linked to the shoreline. Each day she would walk along the beach on her way to the
wharenui which was situated on the far end of the curve of the bay near to the hills (15).
Before beginning her ascent to the house, she sees Joe-Billy at the far end of the beach
and calls out, welcoming him back (19). Although Toko does not know who his
‘making father’ is, he knows that it could be ‘ghost, or a tree, or a tin can man’, who
visited once with his rolled blanket and tin can and whose name is Joe-Billy (42). As
such, Toko’s father could be the wooden carving Mary calls ‘loving man’ or the spirit
of the master carver or Joe-Billy. The mystery surrounding Toko’s conception reflects
the mystery surrounding the conception of Jesus Christ. However, in Christian
mythology, although Joseph raises Jesus as his child, he is considered unworthy to be
his father due to his humanity. Similarly, the elevation of the state of celibacy as being
close to the sacred in contrast to the sinfulness attached to sexual activity is evident in
the story of Mary’s miraculous impregnation by the Holy Ghost (Matthew 1:20). Rather
than supporting this separation between everyday life and the sacred, Toko’s
interpretation of his birth challenges the authenticity of Christ’s birth through the
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connections and deviations in their stories. After pondering the various possibilities in
regard to the identity of his ‘making father’, Toko concludes that it ‘doesn’t matter’ who
he is, because Hemi is ‘father’ to him (42). As such, like Māui, Toko asserts the
importance of noa or ordinary life in relationship to the sacred. Whether the ‘loving
man’ is the carving or the spirit of the master carver or Jesus, God the Father or their
spirit present in the Holy Ghost, or the less than perfect man known as Joe-Billy is of
little relevance. What is important is the love that he is shown as he is growing up.
The authenticity of Christian mythology and teachings are thus critiqued in comparison
to Māori mythology but more importantly in regard to the behaviour of the Māori
community in which Toko lives. This behaviour includes their response to Joe-Billy, an
itinerant person from outside their community. Their association of sinfulness with
Mary’s pregnancy is by contrast based on the assumption that Joe-Billy has preyed on
the vulnerable and taken advantage of Mary’s mental disability. Granny Tamihana sees
Mary’s pregnancy as evidence that ‘someone’ had ‘done wrong to her’ and Roimata is
‘angry’ that someone ‘would lie with Mary knowing that she really was a child still’
(35). Hemi is not just ‘upset and angry’, when he goes in search of Joseph Williams but
‘felt like killing … someone’ (67). This anger and desire to punish for wrong doing is
reminiscent of the story of Rona. However, rather than finding Joe-Billy to be an evil and
predatory character, he is revealed to be a flawed human being capable of both goodness
and wrong doing. This reflects the character of Uncle Kepa in section Two of The Dream
Sleepers and Other Stories. Roimata tells how the ‘old man’ came ‘every summer to
camp on the beach, befriending Mary and the children, sharing his fire, making them tea
in his “billy” and going fishing with them’. As a result she found it ‘difficult to believe’
that he could do such a thing (35). After Joseph’s body is discovered by the roadside,
Hemi is also surprised, that there was ‘quite a write- up about him’ in the newspaper.
This causes him to speculate that ‘what they had not thought of at first was that it could
have been … Mary. Her own … desire’, before concluding ‘but even so she was done
wrong’ (67).
Recalling the story of Adam and Eve but with a reversal of the gender roles, this concept
of wrong doing returns to Roimata’s earlier recognition of moral relativity in regard to
the part played by accident in both the story of her own well being and the story of the
plight of Rona. Hence Joe-Billy is thought to be guilty because even if Mary tried to
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seduce him, Hemi believes he has more control and should have acted in her best
interests. Similarly, Hemi acknowledges his own sense of wrong doing in regard to
Mary. He ‘still felt guilty’ because he had promised his mother he would ‘always look
after Mary’ (67). Paradoxically, the prospect of a person having such control over
another person’s life that they are able to secure them from the wrong doing of others
highlights the reality of human limitations and by implication their own weaknesses and
lack of control in their own lives. Thus in this bigger picture of things, Joe-Billy’s wrong
doing is seen differently. This is reflected in the impact of the birth of Toko on Hemi’s
life. Although he could never forget ‘the poor crooked little baby they’d shown him’,
later Hemi realizes that Toko is ‘a real gift’ and that they had been given ‘something
special’, ‘who somehow gave strength … and joy to all of them’ (67). Mirroring the
pattern of scarves in the ‘space’ left forever in the carving of the master carver, Mary’s
mental disability, Toko’s physical disability and Joe-Billy’s wrong doing are brought
together on the shoreline as significant elements in the cycle of renewal. This is reflected
in Mary’s walks along the beach during which she searches the shoreline, placing plastic,
paper and tin into her bucket to take home, but throws anything that either ‘lived or could
live’, such as a crab, a shellfish or a weed, back into the sea (19).
In this light both the story of Rona and Christian creation mythology with their emphasis
on wrong doing and punishment are transcended by an alternative vision of life which is
more deeply informed by the experience of death in life and not beyond it in a fairytale
version of heaven. It is the latter that Roimata recalls from her schooldays, remembering
how they were taught that heaven was a place where suffering was rewarded and where
‘you could reach in and grab a handful and have pictures and toffees poking everywhere
between your fingers’, and watch some of them drop to the ground and others on to
clouds as they floated past (16). The contrast between a child-like understanding and a
vision shaped by the interconnection between life and death is revealed also in the
different interpretations of Toko’s birth as recounted by Tangimoana and Roimata in the
context of the ancient stories of the birth and death of Māui. As a young child,
Tangimoana was on the shoreline when Toko was born. Upset by what she saw, she took
the baby to Roimata, telling her that Mary had ‘bit it with her wicked teeth …’, and that
it had ‘slid and dropped right into the sea’ (34). The reference to Mary’s teeth recalls
Hine-nui-te-Pō’s crushing of Māui, while her abandoning of her child to the sea recalls
the action of Taranga on the birth of Māui. As such Tangimoana’s judgement of Mary
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extends to these mythological women and is based on her understanding that this
behaviour is intended to harm their child. By contrast, Roimata saw Mary from a
distance and not realizing that she had just given birth, she saw her holding something
close to her face, ‘as though she could be eating or licking it’ (33). This interpretation
allows for both possibilities. Her behaviour could be predatory or it could be an
instinctive and life giving response to cleanse her child and sever its umbilical cord. In
Wahine Toa, Taranga’s action is seen in the light of her desire to revive and empower
Māui, and Hine-nui-te-Pō is a mother whose intentions are good and welcomes her
‘survivor of the seas’ home (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.40, p.58).
Unlike Christ whose divinity and perfection distances him from human beings, Māui is
described as ‘very much a human being, despite his extraordinary powers’ (Orbell 1995,
pp.114-115). Hence, although Toko’s ‘knowingness’ echoes Christ’s capacity to foresee
what is to come (Matthew 26:30-35), this is not a gift exclusive to him and is shared by
his brother Manu (155). Like Mary’s disability, it is not their perfection but their frailty
that acts to inspire aroha in others and in themselves. Toko’s naming thus occurs in the
context of his dead uncle and the intersection between the story of Rona and the earlier
story of Māui and Muiranga-whenua. After Toko’s birth, mirroring Muiranga-whenua’s
gift of her jawbone to Māui (Grace 1999, p.70), Granny Tamihana gives Toko a gift that
is ‘taken from her ear’ (36). Then after blowing ‘sharply’ on his temples and into his
mouth and nostrils, she places this gift of a ‘pendant’ on his blanket, and speaks the
words: ‘Tokowaru-i-te-Marama. Ko Tokowaru-i-te-Marama te ingoa o tenei’ (36),
thereby naming him after her brother who died on the shoreline. In calling upon
‘Tokowaru-i-te-Marama’, she recognizes his past [i] in the world of light [Marama] and
calls upon him to come from a yonder place [Ko], to name [ingoa] this baby now [tenei]
(Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.26, p.42, p.34, p.24, p.79). In choosing to name her grandchild
after her dead brother, Granny Tamihana reveals a change in her attitude whereby she
now feels that death is no longer an insurmountable barrier between them but that he is
close by.
Later, when recounting the story of her brother’s death, Granny Tamihana tells Toko
how she and her brother were out riding on the shoreline when her brother’s horse took
fright, rearing up and throwing him off so that he hit his head on a rock. She describes
how she blamed a ‘very big kehua’, that is, a spirit or ghost (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.33),
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for frightening his horse. She also tells him how other people related her brother’s death
to the fact that at the time of his birth there was a ‘bad sickness’ which claimed the lives
of eight people in one month (57). In this similar scenario of accident and punishment,
just as Rona mistakenly blames the moon for causing her calamity, Granny Tamihana as
a child makes the mistake of blaming her brother for his death. She tells Toko how at the
funeral she smacked his body hard, threw down her flowers and kicked his coffin.
Instead of the moon, in this story it is Granny Tamihana’s family who intervene and
restrain her (56). Now, however, Granny Tamihana has changed and she sees her
brother’s death in the light of the ancient story of Muriranga-whenua’s gift of her
jawbone as part of a transcending cycle of renewal. In this given story, this gift is used
by Māui as a fishing hook to pull up a great fish from the depths that becomes the North
Island of New Zealand, known as Te Ika-a-Māui, The Fish of Māui (Orbell 1995, p.115).
In Wahine Toa, Māui understands that it is ‘necessary’ for Muriranga-whenua to suffer
and die if he is to achieve what is expected of him and she understands that it is her
jawbone, which she refers to as ‘the bone of enchantment and knowledge’, that will
assist him in his ‘earthly tasks’ and that is her gift to the people of the earthly land
(Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.52).
Unlike Granny Tamihana, even as a child of five Toko was aware of this cycle of
renewal but in relation to the story of his big fish. The predetermined death of the big
fish is clear to Toko. Contrary to Tangimoana’s advice that he didn’t need a big line
because there weren’t any big fish in the lagoon and her instruction that he wasn’t going
anyway, Toko ‘knew’ there was a big fish for him and that he would go (47). Later when
he recalls the incident, what he remembers most is that he ‘knew’ before they set out and
before the ‘pull came’, that there was a big fish for him, and he is also aware at this time
that he has a ‘knowingness’ that is different to that of other people, which he describes as
a ‘now knowing as if everything is now’ (52). This is the sacred and timeless reality of
‘now-time’ inhabited also by the dead which is described earlier by Roimata (39). It is
also Roimata who Toko recognizes as the person who is aware of his special gift (52).
Toko’s giftedness, like that of Roimata and the apprentice carver, is manifested in his
capacity to discern patterns. Even at this young age, he can see the similarities between
the death of his big fish and his grandmother’s story of his great-granduncle’s death.
When Granny Tamihana tells him how his uncle’s head hit the rock, the ‘dull, hard
sound’ made by the heavy stick Hemi used to knock his big fish on the head comes into
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his mind. He understands how the life of the ‘long ago Toko’ and the life of his big fish
‘seemed somehow to come together’, recognizing that similarly ‘there was a big kehua
there’ (57). However, for Toku his impression of this presence shaping his life is not
associated with blame or wrong doing. Instead it is a reflection of the life giving cycle
that he is made aware of by Hemi, who is a ‘little angry’ with the children for wanting to
start eating the fish before they have shared it with others. Hemi reminds them that ‘ours
is a big family’ (53). It is in this context that this visit to Granny Tamihana occurs and
Toko arrives with a gift of a bag of fish pieces. She reasserts Hemi’s lesson by telling
Toko that he is a ‘good fisherman’ and that giving his fish is a giving of himself (54). In
like manner, Granny Tamihana gives Toko a basket that she has woven for him, telling
him: ‘I make myself. And give it’ (55).
Although echoing the Christian story of the Last Supper in which Christ foreshadows the
offering up of his body and blood in an act of self-giving to others (Luke 22:19-20), it is
the authenticity of Māui’s big fish story and the death of Muriranga-whenua which are
confirmed by the wisdom and revelation of nature and human life in the story of the life
and death of the big fish and Granny Tamihana’s brother. This truth is reflected in the
story of the passionfruit vine which is ‘something else’ that Toko shares (57). Toko
recalls how Roimata took a cutting from Granny Tamihana’s passionfruit vine and Hemi
and his uncle buried the head and insides of the fish at the roots of this cutting. Although
it was ‘dry and without life’, he witnessed how the plant began to ‘grow and grow’, like
a ‘multiplication of eels’, with ‘a thousand hidden eyes, a thousand tails and a thousand
hidden hearts’ (53, 57). The ‘hidden hearts’ that Toko is referring to are the ‘dark and
warm’ passionfruit that fit into ‘the cup of your hand’, and the ‘hidden eyes’ are the dark
seeds inside the fruit (57-58) which mirror the eyes of his big fish, described as ‘little
dark pips’ from which you could tell ‘nothing about its life or its death’ (51). Echoing the
void, the eyes of the big fish like these ‘dark seed-eyes’ bear witness to a ‘new
beginning, but started from a death’ and the truth of his mother’s words that: ‘End is
always beginning. Death is life’ (58). What Toko remembers from this experience is his
awareness of contrary forces. Contemplating the fate of his fish, he understands that he is
‘both sorry … and glad about it’ (51). Later, when he eats the ‘goldy seeded fruit’ from
the vine, reminiscent of the ‘goldy’ flesh of the big fish that they consumed (53), it is not
just nutritious but ‘sharp-tasting and stinging’, leaving those who consume it with ‘red
stained fingers and a smarting, blooded mouth’ (58).
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Toko’s vision of the cycle of life and death in terms of a pattern of renewal is ultimately
shaken by the behaviour of the developers known as Dollarman. ‘Dollarman’ is
originally a reference to a Mr Dolman, who represented a company which had purchased
the hills that were part of their ancestral land. The men who came after him are described
as looking like a ‘twin of himself’ and having a ‘twin story to tell’ (96). Suitably generic,
Dollarman represents people who are driven by the desire to make money and are
deficient in aroha. Aware that Dollarman was not angry just because they had refused to
sell him the land on which their wharenui and burial ground [urupa] (Reed & Kāretu
2001, p.88) are located, Toko observes how he was looking at his sticks and at the
elderly Granny Tamihana and Mary who were standing beside him. He realizes that in
them Dollarman saw ‘brokenness’ and a ‘broken race’, a ‘whole people, decrepit,
deranged, deformed’, and he sees the ‘carved hate and anger’ on his face (102). It is this
encounter with Dollarman’s hatred and anger that challenges Toko’s understanding of
life and death and causes him to believe that ‘our stories were changing’ (96). In
response to the Dollarman’s offer of monetary benefits, the people of the house remind
him that there is: ‘Nothing wrong with money as long as we remember it’s food not God.
You eat it, not worship it …’ (94). This language recalls the story in the Bible when after
reminding them that he had brought them out of slavery in Egypt, God warns them, ‘You
shall have no other gods to rival me’ (Exodus 20:1-5). As the people in Toko’s
community reject Dollarman’s vision of ‘progress’ defined by money, Dollarman cannot
comprehend their explanation of sacred places as a ‘jumping-off place that tells you
where you’ll land’ and rejects them as slaves to ‘past things’ that he dismisses as
‘superstition … and all that … hoo-ha’ (94).
Dollarman’s replacement of the sacred with a devotion to wealth is thus seen in the
context of both Māori and Christian understandings of the sacred. Ironically, in the
passage from Exodus God goes on to caution his people against making carved images
and bowing down to serve them. However, it is in the light of the ancient story of Māui
and Mahuika, a strong woman of Māori mythology, and its inter-relationship to life that
Roimata’s understanding that ‘stories are always new, or else there is always something
new in stories’, but ‘they were not new’ is revealed (132). Acknowledging that Toko’s
statement that ‘the stories had changed’ is ‘true’ (103), at a deeper level Roimata
understands that the ‘new threat’ to the lives of the Te Ope and to their community in the
form of money and power is ‘not a new threat’, because ‘at different times and in many
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different ways’ money and power had ‘broken’ their tribes and their backs, made them
slaves, filled their mouths with stones and set them ‘at the edge’ where they watched
their children die (132). The ancient fire and water story of Māui and Mahuika is the fire
story and the water story that Grace identifies in Toko’s life that is similar to Māui’s
story (1999, p.70). When the flooding of their urupa and gardens occurs, Toko is aware
that although this sort of devastation had not been previously experienced by his
community, it is an experience ‘imagined’ in the ‘given stories’. He recalls the story of
‘long-ago time when the goddess, in anger, had set the world on fire to punish her
descendant for his tricks’. Toko understands that in this story there was a ‘wrong that
was being punished’ and that ‘some good’ had come from what was ‘not good’ in that
the goddess and Māui had given the gift of fire to the people, but at this time he cannot
see how benevolence is related to their experience (115).
In Potiki the order of fire and water in the ancient story is reversed so that the water that
floods the urupa precedes the fire that destroys the wharenui. In this story full of
reversals, what is most significant is that Dollarman’s wrong doing is identified with the
wrong doing of Māui. In the ancient story, Māui asks Mahuika for the gift of one of her
‘flaring fingernails’ because fire has been lost to the world. However, when he is out of
sight, he ‘deliberately’ douses the flaming fingernail in a stream and comes back to ask
for another. Although Mahuika had been warned that Māui was ‘killing’ her children
because he was a ‘relative’ and because she had made a ‘promise’ to the people of the
earth to give them fire, Mahuika continued to hand over her fingernails, until with the
last one she became ‘angry’. Telling him that he had asked for ‘too much’, she threw the
last ‘fire-nail’ at his feet and the ‘fire leapt and spread about him’. Māui is saved only
because Tawhirimatea responds to his pleas and sends rain to douse the flames
(Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.46). In Potiki, after they are told by relatives and three other
men who have been working in the hills for the developers, that someone had
deliberately ‘cleared a place and ... channelled the water to run down’ and flood their
urupa (116), Toko is not surprised because he had seen the ‘rage and hate’ on the
Dollarman’s face when he had visited them earlier (117). Hence what is new about this
story is that it is not a relative or Mahuika who is seeking to destroy them and not
Tawhirimatea, but relatives and others who are seeking to save them. More importantly,
anger is identified not just with hatred but is identified as a form of aroha that is a
valuable source of renewal in the context of the cycle of life and death.
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Just as Māui is not destroyed by the fire, Toko’s community is not destroyed by the fire
that is used to destroy their wharenui. A wharenui is constructed as a material
representation of a specific ancestor with a frontal carved head on the outside. On the
inside the ridgepole represents the backbone, the rafters the ribs, the window the eye, the
door the mouth and the arms of the ancestor are the facing boards in the front (Phillipps
& Huria 2008, p.79). Watching the fire devouring their ‘great ancestor’, Toko sees the
sacred and intricate backbone that had run through the apex, as well as the patterned ribs
adjoining the backbone disappear into the flames. The great head that had looked out
towards the people whenever they advanced across the marae with its arms extended in
welcome, was now ‘gone’ (136). It is in this emptiness as he observes the ‘flattened
smoking remnants’ on the darkest and most silent of nights, that Toko sees also the
people ‘unhoused’ and standing around the ‘gutted house’, as the ‘new tekoteko’,
‘standing in place of those who had gone to ash’ (136). In this way, Toko recognizes the
inextricable interconnection between the lives of the people and the carvings of the
ancestors in the context of death and its capacity for renewal. After a ‘long time’,
‘someone’ says that they still had people and ground and that ‘you build from people and
you build from ground’ (136-137). It is thus after the rebuilding of the wharenui, that
Toko could now see that ‘good had followed what was not good, on the circle of our
days’ (145).
The new wharenui represents renewal in that it is about both an acknowledgement of the
significance of women in Māori mythology and also the significance of ordinary life in
this sacred tradition. In keeping with Roimata’s perception this renewal is revealed to be
both a new story and not a new story. James looked back into the genealogies of his own
community and the Te Ope until he found a ‘common ancestress’ from whom both
people could show descent (153). Although acknowledging that her choice of an
ancestress for this wharenui demonstrates the significance of females in Māori tradition,
this representation of a female figure is not unique. Grace describes how even though
there are a lot of houses throughout the country who have a male ancestor, ‘some’ houses
have a female (Appendix pp. 230-231). Hence it is appropriate that when the new
wharenui is built it is constructed on the site of the old wharenui where the old debris has
not been removed but buried so that the ‘new could spring from the old which is the
natural way of things’ (141). When the old wharenui was destroyed Toko explains how
‘the patterns belonging to the lives and deaths of people, the stories and histories of
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people, the work of hands and minds’ were taken from them. This is described as ‘the
world inside’ to which all else may be left behind, ‘as dust is left on shoes beyond the
door’ (136). In contrast to this understanding in which the mind is elevated over the heart
and the sacred over ordinary life, the new ancestress is carved with her head at the centre
of the lintel of the new doorway facing ‘both out and in’ with her arms extending not out
but down both poles of the door frame, to ‘embrace’ her ‘children’, who are the children
of Toko’s iwi and of the Te Ope. Including both the young and the old, they are joined
together until ‘all had become part of one another’, and like their ancestress, they face
the hills on the outside and on the other side they look in (153). Rather than being
outside and welcomed in, now the people in the two communities as a whole are
represented as carvings in the wharenui. They mirror the new gaze of the ancestress
which is both outward and inward. This symbolizes the relationship between their inner
and outer lives evident in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories and the interconnection
between ordinary life and the sacred.
This inclusiveness is both a new story and a story that is not new in that it reaches back
to the importance given to women and to breaches of tapu in the story of Māui. In this
context Grace’s association of the ancestress for the new wharenui with Hine-nui-te-Pō
is appropriate on a number of levels. Both Toko’s iwi and the Te Ope share a common
story of life forged out of experiences of death and debris reminiscent of the shoreline.
The ‘special door’ at the entrance of this wharenui for Toko and his wheelchair is
identified with Hine-nui-te-Pō when it becomes the ‘toothed aperture’ of his death (183).
Beyond this, when the ancestress looks out, not to the people advancing across the marae
but to the hills, her gaze encompasses all of life and everything living shares a
relationship to death. In this inclusiveness, Grace is ironically reflecting the past. This is
evident in her explanation that the reason for the insistence that the ancestral figure not
be from living memory was to ensure that all present day descendants were included
(Appendix p.214). In her case, Grace interprets this through the experiences of everyday
life as extending as well to others. In an interview with Vilsoni Herenko, responding to
critics who saw Potiki in terms of racial stereotypes where the Māori people were the
good people and the Pakeha were the baddies, Grace replied: ‘Well, I knew it wasn’t
true of my intentions’(1999, p.80). Rather than perpetuate such cultural stereotypes, the
Pakeha developers in Potiki may be seen in relation to the developers in ‘Journey’
(TDSOS) whose focus on money and material wealth is reflected in the behaviour of the
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Māori elder. In a similar vein, Grace’s generic treatment of the Dollarman is combined
with the contrasting depiction of Joe-Billy. Unlike the Dollarman, Joe-Billy does not
look upon Mary and her family with hatred and he is not a slave to wealth. He has just a
‘little house up the line’ which he lives in only during the winter months. Preferring the
roads and beaches, he sets out every year in the late spring with only the basics of
material possessions (67). As well, in their meeting with the Dollarman, the people of the
house inform Dollarman that it is not only they who will oppose the development of their
remaining land, but also the visitors whom they allow to come ‘freely’ on to their land
and whom he is familiar with: ‘And, you know, these people – the families, the campers,
the weekend fishing people – they’d back us up on this’ (93).
Both Pakeha and Māori are included in a pattern where weakness and wrong doing
provide the seeds for renewal. In the destruction of the hills it is not just the developers
and Pakeha who are involved. When Tangimoana and James discover that they have
relatives who are working in the hills driving heavy machinery for the construction
company, they too are implicated in this desecration (108). Even though Hemi initially
agrees with Matiu and Timoti that that they should not have to give up their jobs and the
money that they need because the development is ‘no fault of theirs, nothing to do with
them’ as ‘a man and his family have to eat’ (108), when they resign after the deliberate
flooding of the urupa, Matiu’s blaming of the ‘bosses....’ for this action rather than the
workers (117), their words are cast in doubt by Hemi’s assertion that it would have
taken ‘a man and a machine’ to do the channelling that he observed (128). Similarly,
their lack of action in opposition to the treatment of the hills is called into question. The
fact that they had been sold ‘long before’ does not justify their behaviour. Roimata
describes how when they heard the detonations and watched the machines of the
construction company cutting their way through the hills above them, they turned away
to the sea and the soil of their gardens because they thought that the hills had been lost
to them ‘long before’. They felt there was nothing they could do about it, but knew at
the ‘same time’ that’ land does not belong to the people, but that people belong to the
land’ (106 &110). In the same light, the decision to sell the land in the first place is
placed in the context of their lack of understanding. This land was sold ‘at a time’ when
the people were ‘too poor to hang on’ (89), however, the present community’s rejection
of ‘well-paid work’ in return for handing over control of more of their land, is also at a
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time when they are ‘mostly unemployed’, but now they are aware that ‘everything’ they
want and need is there (90).
On the other hand people who are not Māori are included with those who act positively
in the process of renewal, recalling the character of the caring nature of the taxi driver in
‘Journey’ (TDSOS). This is evident in Toko’s vision on a night after their urupa has been
flooded. Although not in pain, his face is hot and his hair is damp, as trance-like, he leans
forward to Roimata and foretells that: ‘These are the people of hunger and anger that will
come when everything is grown and green’ (133). At this time the meeting-house was
‘full of people’ and included not only the Te Ope, but also ‘friends’ who had come to
help them on the first day, neighbours and family returning from other places (133).
These ‘friends’ were part of a group of protesters who had invited Toko’s community to
join in the action they were taking against the development occurring in the hills. They
were later joined by ‘some of their young ones’ and had sat with their placards and signs
on the road in front of the developers’ bulldozers and ‘shouted and raved’, and were
laughed at by the workers before some of them were arrested (107). Then after the
flooding of the urupa, Tangimoana identifies the people bringing Granny Tamihana and
‘helping to backy the kids through the mud’ as ‘some’ of ‘those Pakehas who sat up on
the road’ (129). It is these people, who in looking after ‘those who were not strong’,
become covered in the ‘same mud’ and are recognized as being ‘our own’ (130). As
people of ‘hunger and anger’, they are also identified with the seagulls that have the
capacity to create new life from the detritus and death that scatters the shoreline (23).
Like Bhabha’s Third Space, this vision of the future is of a culturally hybrid community
where the politics of polarity has been broken down. However, unlike Bhabha, it is
envisaged specifically in the context of the wharenui and the continuing significance of
the sacred.
In their ‘hunger and anger’ these people represent the anger born of aroha that is
demonstrated by Mahuika and has the capacity to bring renewal in this life. It is
Tangimoana, however, who emerges as the leader of the community in the action taken
against the developers. In her anger and use of violence, she is in direct opposition to
their priest Hoani. Reflecting Christ’s teaching to ‘love your enemies, do good to those
who hate you’ and to anyone who slaps you on the cheek, present the other cheek as
well’ (Luke 6:27, 29), Hoani tells them after the flooding that, ‘We must put the hurt
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aside, and we must approach the burial ground without anger’ (130). Similarly, after the
burning of their wharenui he urges them to ‘care’ for each other and tells them that they
must have a ‘clear mind and a right way’, because ‘wrongness comes back to the
wrongmaker’ (141). It is on this occasion that Tangimoana ‘turned and walked away’
(141). Rather than being cast in the light of wrong doing, Tangimoana’s reaction is
revealed in the context of the sacred. After leaving, Tangimoana does not join with them
in the work of burying the remains of the old wharenui and does not come to do the
‘ordinary things’ (142). As such she is identified with a state of tapu. When Tangimoana
does join them, she does so near the shoreline, lying on a sea ‘which stings the wound
but at the same time heals’ (142). After Toko’s death, acting alone, Tangimoana goes to
the workplace in the hills and shouts out telling those who are present: ‘You bled the
land and you almost destroyed the sacred place in a time of rain. You fired our first
house and now you’ve killed our brother’ (160-161). Later both she and James (166,
175), are part of a group of ‘young ones’ and ‘men’ (167), who, under the cover of night,
go up into the hills and in a ‘string of detonations’ destroy the new road and the
foundations of buildings, and then drive their big machines down to the shoreline leaving
them ‘submerged in the sea’ (166).
After Toko’s death and Tangimoana’s visit to the hills people came down from where
they had been working for the developers and although most of them were Māori, ‘some
were not’ (161, 165). Roimata describes these men as bringing ‘their aroha and their
koha to us and our child’ (161), appropriately reflecting and reversing the story of the
gifts brought by the magi from the East to Mary and Joseph upon the birth of the Christ
child (Matthew 2:1-12). For the next three days these men stay and help them with the
hundreds of ‘visiting people’ for whom Toko’s body was taken out on the marae so that
‘everyone could be accommodated’ (161). When the ‘dawn exploded’, Tangimoana and
those responsible for the blast return running and speaking in quiet voices to the
wharenui, where together they fall asleep (165-167). This echoes the ending of ‘Kip’, the
final story in The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories, in which Uncle Kepa and his
estranged son from Australia after being reunited are together in bed and sleeping (106).
After observing them sleeping, members of the community collect all the clothing they
had been wearing and distribute it for washing and then collect clean clothing and take it
to the wharenui, leaving some by each bed. Although Hemi does not take part in or
encourage the action against the developers because he ‘couldn’t find it in himself to be
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destructive – against people’ (147), in contrast to those in the community who criticise
his daughter’s ways for being the same as the ways of the people she opposed and not
their ways, Hemi knows that his daughter is no different from what she had always been
and that she is moved by ‘a love that is a kind of anger’ (148). In this light, after they
return, Hemi helps some of the others and hoses down the verandah and cleans their
footwear. Then they cook a breakfast for them and wake them outside the wharenui with
a haka ‘of love and a shout of joy’ (167). Although Hemi does not link Tangimoana’s
anger to the story of Mahuika, he ‘felt…. a shifting that he did not want to acknowledge’
(148), which at night manifests itself in his inability to sleep. He wakes up with
‘someone’, he does not know who sits heavily on his chest so that he can not move. He is
afraid and wonders whether it is a warning or a sign that he is not doing something right’
(150).
Like the old man in ‘Journey’, Hemi’s state is identified with a lack of understanding of
death. In Hemi’s case this is associated specifically with the influence of Christianity.
Earlier, Hemi compares the young people of his generation unfavourably with the new
generation of young people, who were proud of their culture and whom no one could
‘bullshit’. In contrast, he recalls how when he was at school their language, customs
and ancestors had been rubbished and that they had ‘believed everything they were told
about themselves, accepted every humiliation as though it was good for them’, and went
into ‘everything blind trying to find a pathway to heaven’. In telling this story, Hemi
also acknowledges that when you are under attack you could become weak and then
again you could become strong (65). The renewal he has experienced when he later
speaks of their action as ‘...right’ because ‘good has come’ of it (176), assesses their
behaviour in relation to its capacity to create ‘good’ in this life, thus echoing Toko’s
understanding of the message of their ancient stories (115). Transcending the physical
relationship to the land of both the developers and the old man in ‘Journey’, Hemi is not
focussed on regaining a legal title to the land so that it is back in their ‘own hands’,
something which he believes they ‘do not need’. Rather, he appreciates now the ‘quiet’,
signalling the absence of the developers in which the hills are left to heal and the trees
to grow, providing a ‘safe’ environment for them to be who they are in their ‘own
corner’, which he recognizes to be good and necessary (176).
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Like the stories, the new carving is the ‘first new breath, in their new wharenui (152).
The ‘open’ space for the carving of something new in the future is carved by James after
the carving of the ‘loving man’ had been retrieved from the old wharenui burnt back to
the groin (154). Like the apprentice carver, James is aware of rules such as the ‘rule’ not
to carve from living memory but understands that once ‘it has been done before’, ‘it will
be done again’ (170). Similarly, after informing the community that he knows ‘who the
lower figure’ in the carving ‘should be’, James seeks permission to do the carving,
realizing that they may prefer him to be ‘older’ (170). He is appointed not on his
seniority but on the understanding that beyond tradition there is a transcending source of
authority that has given him permission before he was born (170). In ‘The stories’
which appear towards the end of Part Three of Potiki, followed only by Toko’s story
told from beyond the grave, the characters in Potiki continue to tell the stories of their
lives but as archetypal figures whose stories apply to everyone. Hemi is referred to as ‘a
man’, Roimata becomes ‘a woman’, James becomes ‘the young man’, Tangimoana
becomes ‘the young woman’, Manu becomes ‘the boy’, Granny becomes ‘the old
woman’ and Mary becomes ‘the child-woman’ (174-180). It is in this context that a
‘young man’ explains that whilst previously in ‘the time of remembering’ the story
could ‘only be partly told’, in the ‘new phase’ the child is ‘recognized by his mother and
shown to his father’ but through the young carver is ‘returned with all his life stories to
the whanau’ (177). The choice of ‘whanau’ referring to offspring or family in a broad
sense (Reed & Timotī Kāretu 2001, p.98), supports the inclusion now by the carver of
all the stories of everyone.
This understanding is evident in the new carving that James completes of Toko. Apart
from the ‘given pendant’ hanging from the lobe of his ear representing both the story of
Muiranga-whenua and his uncle’s death, he is given a large ear, that is ‘cupped to hear
and know the wisdom of the world’ (171 -172). One side of his head is ‘alive with fire’
(171). This fire represents the story of the hatred and anger of the developers and the
fire of love and anger in the ancient story of Mahuika and Māui. His disability is shown
by the shoulder that is ‘humped from behind the ear’, thereby creating a ‘twisted
burden’ weighing upon and broadening the upper arm. As in the case of Māui, this is
identified with the strength that is developed in the adversity of imperfection. In
contrast to his other hand attached to the shoulder that ‘curved easily and without pain
from the neck to the upper arm’ and holds a woven basket, this hand is holding the long
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tail of a fish that reached down and was ‘coiled’ about a ‘patterned rock’ and ‘arched
and looped’ upward before coming to rest on his shoulder that gave no pain. Whereas
the hand associated with no pain recalls the basket that Granny Tamihana made for her
grandson, the hand associated with the pain is identified through the leaping of the
kahawai with the continuity of the spiral and the development of aroha. Toko is given a
‘large’ heart situated over a chest ‘full of life and breath’, that is described as a ‘spiral
heart that had no breaking – no breaking and no end’. It is thus in the context of aroha
that it is also identified with the renewal beyond death understood as ‘now-time’. This is
evident in the patterned rock recalling the death of Toko’s uncle on the shoreline, which
is in turn represented by the seaweed strands carved around each of the small legs of the
new penis-child at each side of which are the ‘spinning, patterned’ wheels of Toko’s
chair. In contrast to the penis-child of the ‘loving man’ whose eyes were ‘not fully
opened yet’ (12), this child is ‘sleeping’ (172).
This natural cycle of renewal symbolizing a process of growth in which understanding
and vision is informed by life experience is related by ‘the woman’ (Roimata) in ‘The
stories’ to the life of a story teller. Whereas in ‘Letters from Whetu’ (TDOS) her
imagination is shown to be stimulated by looking up to the sky, Roimata looks from the
shoreline to the sky to discover ‘the sliver, the speck, dotted on the eye’ (175). What she
has discovered is that the search for an understanding of the meaning and pattern of
human life would not come from ‘the sky itself but from the depths’ in the form of the
kahawai. Suddenly it ‘leapt from a flat and waiting sea, arcing momentarily against the
wall of sky’, with its ‘bright’ eye, a ‘glimmer’, that ‘rose and fell in bloodshot drops’
(175). Similarly, although Toko is carved with one eye set ‘low towards the earthmother’ that ‘matched the green colour of the earth’, the other eye is set ‘high, towards
the sky-father’ and is of ‘blue and blood colours’ (172). In the kahawai, Roimata
recognizes an affinity with her own experience that ‘blood is life’, birth is ‘hefty knots’
of blood thrusting out from between the thighs and that this is ‘only the beginning of
pain, to which there is no end’ (175). This reflects the experience of the women in
‘Between Earth and Sky’ and ‘Mirrors’ (TDSOS). It is this engagement with life and
death that Roimata recognizes as being a fundamental part of imaginative vision. At the
end of her account in ‘The stories’, she pays tribute to both the kahawai and
acknowledges the ‘watchers’ who ‘tread so carefully at the edge, disturbing no stone, no
footprint of theirs making shadows on the sand’ (175).
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Miriam Fuchs argues that in Potiki Grace has worked to situate non-Māori readers at the
edge of her Polynesian narrative, ‘where they can sense its innermost components but are
unable to engage fully or even penetrate beyond the borders’(1994, p.182). Rask
Knudsen rejects Fuchs’ contention that Potiki’s ‘unanalysable’ ending is part of a
deliberate strategy of ‘culturally coded defamiliarization’ intended to distance the
multicultural reader, arguing instead that ‘the voice of spiritual meaning’ emanates from
the wharenui and that exclusion would be a denial of the Māori protocol that pertains to
host and visitor (2004, pp. 220-221). In support of Rask Knudsen’s assertion, this
analysis argues that Grace has embraced her non-Māori readers in an inclusive vision of
life. This is reflected as well in ceremony for the unveiling of the carving of Toko.When
James announces with Mary and Manu that they are ready, the ‘people’ are assembled
for a dedication ceremony in which the carving will be ‘blessed’. The people gathered
‘were not only the people whose house it was’, but ‘people came in large numbers
bringing their gifts and their love’. When they looked at the carving of the ‘potiki’ with
‘all his stories entwined about him’, they ‘knew that the house was complete’ (171).
Later, when ‘most of the visitors’ had gone, and the people whose house it was began to
tell, retell and listen to the stories’, there were still some other people present. These
stories ‘were of people and whanaungatanga’ [kinship] (Reed & Timotī Kāretu 2001,
p.98). and told of how the ‘plaiting’ of different strands together ‘give strength to the
basket’ and that ‘koha’ makes the basket ‘full’ (172). The stories shared ‘were also of the
land and the sea, sky and fire, life and death, love and anger and pain’ (173).
Whereas ‘The stories’ communicate continuity in this life, ‘Potiki’ is a representation of
the all time of the sacred reality of ‘now-time’. It is heralded aptly by the ending of ‘The
stories’ in which the ‘people’ slept and the telling was not complete because there was
‘one more story to be told’. This story is identified as different to the other stories
because it is ‘not of a beginning or an end, but marking only a position on the spiral’
(180). As such, it is both outside and a part of the process of renewal in life symbolized
by the spiral. At the beginning of ‘Potki’, Toko identifies this story to be a ‘retelling’,
beginning with his account of his death (181). It is not the story of Toko’s death that is
different but the place from which he tells his story that completes the telling. In contrast
to the sleeping people, Toko is in a place of ‘eversight’ from which he watches them in
their daily lives (183). This is a place ‘beyond the gentle thumbing of the eyes’ (184),
occurring after death. Whilst they are on the shoreline listening for ‘approaching
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shadows and the whisperings about the edges of the land’, hearing the stones ‘roll and
shuttle’ and seeing them ‘patterning the shore’, in contrast to him they ‘cannot from
where they are hear the sounds distinctly’, nor ‘clearly see the big logs being rolled into
position, or see themselves crouching down behind’, nor ‘clearly hear the footfalls, some
of them their own’ or ‘see the shadowless forms’, who move ‘silently beside them’
(184). But although they may not see as clearly or hear as distinctly, they are not
ignorant of this aspect of existence. In the final chant Potiki calls not just Māori
ancestors and descendants but in the repeated use of the word ‘ma’ includes an invitation
to others beyond this, to all, altogether [katoa] turn and change [ka huri] (Reed & Timotī
Kāretu 2001, p.40, p.32, p.25).
No reira, e kui ma, e koro ma, e hoa ma. Tamariki ma, mokopuna ma – Tena
koutou, Tena koutou, tena koutou katoa.
Ka huri. (185)
Just as the woman in ‘Mirrors’ (TDSOS) shares the story of her life experienced in
relationship to the land, the sea and the shoreline with her husband and her children,
Uncle Kepa is a teller of stories who lives in a hut by the shoreline after returning from
his travels. In his acceptance of his son from across the sea at the end of section Two of
The Dream Sleepers and Other Stories, he anticipates the inclusiveness of Roimata’s
stories and the storytelling in Potiki which Grace shares on a world stage. By identifying
nature as a book (104), Roimata acknowledges its creative potential in connection to
storytelling and in the context of her understanding that a community is shaped by the
stories they share. The imagination of the storyteller is revealed in Potiki to be like the
seagull walking the edge of the shoreline, feeding on brokenness and death and
transforming it into new life as it flies up into the sky. In this location on the ‘edge’ (83),
it is not only Toko the ‘poor crooked little baby’ who is found and later recognized to be
a ‘real gift’ (67), but Mary’s mental disability and Joe-Billy’s moral frailty. The
centrality of brokenness to the creative artist is apparent in the special role played by
Mary and Manu as assistants to James as he carves the new figure for the new wharenui.
Manu’s name means bird (Reed & Timotī Kāretu 2001, p.42). After Toko’s death, it is to
Manu that Roimata’s heart goes out in her reference to ‘the brokenness, the sorrowing of
the little bird’ that was so difficult for them to bear (162).
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Chapter Three: Electric City and other stories and Cousins
Electric City and other stories
In Electric City and other stories Grace’s focus moves to Māori living in the city. Their
stories, like Toko’s carving for the new wharenui in Potiki, represent a meeting of the
two cultures and in this light include some dialogue with Christianity. Although Potiki
and Electric City and other stories reveal the enormous challenges accompanying this
interaction, in this collection of short stories and the novel to follow the negative impact
occurs in combination with positive outcomes stemming from the expression of aroha
in a variety of forms. Whilst Grace recognizes aroha to be more important than
mythology (Dell Panny 2006, p.9), the references to Māori mythology remain a
significant component of her work. Each of the stories in Electric City and other stories
is published with a picture of a chin moko beneath the title. These tattoos were marks of
distinction worn by women and provide an intertextual link to Robyn Kahukiwa’s
paintings and drawings of women from Māori mythology in Wahine Toa (1991, p.41,
p.48). The focus on everyday life as a source through which the truths of mythology are
revealed is maintained and the shoreline is developed in its reference to the ‘edge’ in its
association with mental disability, alcoholism and other forms of abuse. In this
collection of short stories it is extended to include Māori living in the city as a minority
group on the edge of mainstream society.
Like Wahine Toa, the strong characters in Electric City and other stories and also in
Cousins are largely female and their strength is measured by their capacity for aroha.
This aroha and the spiritual journey involved in its development encompasses the
relationship with all living things including the dead and the other worldly. As such,
Grace communicates a distinctively Māori worldview that is both different and
inclusive in nature. In ‘Waimarie’, the first story in Electric City and other stories, the
protagonist is an old woman who lives in the city and is a leader in her Māori
community. This leadership is evident from the role she plays at a funeral. When she
arrives at the marae, she is greeted by the old men at the front of the wharenui and then
proceeds up the steps to the verandah, ‘where those who were waiting stood to greet
her’. It is only once she had arrived that they could ‘get the show on the road’ (12).
Waimarie’s aroha is characterised by a capacity for forgiveness and an inclusivity
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which is extended not only to Māori but to other people such as Jimmy, her niece’s
husband. In interview with Della Valle, Grace described Māori communities, despite
the existence of hierarchies, as being governed by a ‘kind of communal ethic’ that she
described as ‘a principle of aroha, which means caring for people’. She went on to
explain that: ‘These days it means respect for all people, no matter who they are or
where they come from. In former times, of course, it related to the people of your own
group or tribe’ (2006, p.137). Waimarie demonstrates this type of aroha in her
relationships with people in general.
Although she lives in an urban environment and includes the other people she lives
amongst in her life, Waimarie has retained knowledge of her culture and its traditions.
When her niece, Lucy, arrives at her house to drive her out to the marae to attend the
funeral, she admires Waimarie’s garden calling it a ‘good’ garden. This garden is made
up of introduced flowers such as portulaca, begonia, polyanthus, gladdies, gerbera and
hydrangea, as well as the native kaka beak and her own ‘little tree’. Her plants are
gathered from both family and friends, bringing together those from her mother’s ‘old
place’, from Harriet, from Robert’s wife and her ‘mate down the road’. They also come
from places and events that are part of her daily life, such as the school gala and the
hospital (10). The strength of Waimarie’s aroha is shaped by her life experience which
includes a disabled brother named Max whom she has looked after ‘all his life’, and her
two granddaughters whom she cares for because her daughter is too ‘haurangi’ or
drunken (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.20) to care for them (11). Waimarie’s aroha for Max
reflects Mahuika’s aroha through a series of parallels. As in the story of Mahuika and
Māui (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.46), Waimarie’s continuing loyalty to a relative
places her own well being and that of her children at risk and this risk is identified with
fire. Before leaving the house to attend a funeral, Waimarie instructs Max not to smoke
or to turn on the stove while she is away. Then later at the funeral, when relatives asked
about Max, she responds: ‘Burning our house down might be’ (10). The demands of this
form of aroha are evident in her niece Lucy’s initial offer to assist her aunt by caring for
the girls, which with some hesitancy she widens to ‘...Or Uncle Max’ (11). In making
this offer of assistance, however, Lucy speaks not just for herself but also for her
husband, Jimmy. She describes his relationship with Max metaphorically in terms of
fire, telling Waimarie: ‘Jimmy likes Max, those two get on like a house on fire’ (11).
This linking of both Waimarie’s and Jimmy’s relationship with Max to fire and by
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implication Mahuika is particularly significant because Jimmy’s absence from both the
preparations for the funeral and from the marae ceremony suggest that he is not Māori.
Just as Lucy’s inclusion of Max is accompanied by some hesitancy, Waimarie’s
inclusion of Jimmy in their relationship of aroha occurs after she turns first to her niece,
a blood relative. With her thoughts drawn to the reality of death, Waimarie’s
contemplation of her own mortality prompts her to take up her niece’s offer of
assistance. She tells Lucy: ‘Later on dear, later on I want them to come to you, Ariana
and Keriata.’ Then she extends this relationship of care to include Jimmy with the
additional comment: ‘Dear, I want the girls to come to you and Jimmy’ (12). As well as
her inclusion of people other than immediate family, the strength of Waimarie’s aroha
is indicated by her capacity to forgive. This reflects Mahuika’s preparedness in Wahine
Toa to forgive Māui by giving him a number of chances even though she knows he is
‘killing’ her children (1991, p.46). Similarly, although Waimarie sees that her daughter
has given her own daughters nothing but ‘flash names’ (11), and that in direct contrast
to her cousin she is noticeable in her absence and lack of care for her family,
Waimarie’s decision to leave her house to Max is not designed in order to punish and
exclude her daughter. Instead, Waimarie’s continuing aroha is suggested by the ellipsis
present in the articulation of her deep-seated hope that ‘… someone’ will come and live
with Max (12). This gap, as in Potiki, communicates the opportunity for a progression
and the return of Waimarie’s daughter is a viable consideration.
Apart from the living, Waimarie’s aroha extends also to the dead and the ancestors and
this aspect of her life is similarly inseparable from her life in general. A simple ‘shawl’
is placed around her shoulders when she rises to lead the group forward at the beginning
of the funeral ceremony (13). This shawl, worn more often to protect her from the cold
(9-10), is a part of the struggle of Waimarie’s everyday life. Waimarie is also wearing a
wreath made from the leaves of a special tree. Traditionally, wreathes made from the
leaves of a sacred tree are worn for a funeral or tangihanga (Phillipps & J. Huria 2008,
p.175), however, the sacred leaves in Waimarie’s wreath come from a tree located in
her garden (12), and this garden is a testimony to her daily life. When Waimarie leads
the group forward she is immersed in light calling the ‘spirits of the many dead’ to
gather with their recently deceased kinsman (13). There is ‘hot sun on Waimarie’s lifted
face’ and the sun ‘swathed light through her hair and sifted the circle of leaves into
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layers of green’ (12-13). Light also ‘spun off’ her earrings and played on her face
revealing lines that run ‘deep and hard’ (13), a reminder of her life experience. This
imagery of light evoking the momentum of the spiral recalls the importance of ‘light
and space’ in the story of Papatuanuku and its representation of human life as a natural
pattern of growth and development (1999, p.22). In the story of Hine-nui- te- Po, as in
Waimarie’s life, this creative process is shaped by death.
Like ‘Waimarie’, the dominant figure in ‘Going for the Bread’ is a strong woman, who
is a mother and whose strength is revealed by her aroha. The fact that this story is based
directly on a childhood experience which Grace shared with her Pakeha mother (Grace
1999, p.65), reveals her inclusion of women who are not Māori in the spirit of Wahine
Toa. This acknowledgement of her own mother is reiterated in Grace’s dedication of
Electric City and other stories ‘To my mother’, at the beginning of the collection.
Grace’s mother and the protagonist in ‘Going for the Bread’ are through childbirth
plunged into a cycle that the archetypal woman in Potiki describes as ‘only the
beginning of pain, to which there is no end’ (175). Waiting for her daughter, Mereana,
to return home with the bread, her new baby in her arms, this mother slips in the mud as
she tries to respond to her child’s screams. As a result of her fall, her clothes become
splattered with mud and then stained with blood from the wound in her daughter’s head.
This mixture of blood and mud in the context of motherhood recalls the creation of
Hine-ahu-one, who in Wahine Toa gives birth to the ‘first human life’. She is created by
Tane but it is Papatuanuku, the Earth Mother, who shows Tane where to find the special
Kurawaka clay that is the necessary ingredient in this act of creation (1999, p.28). This
‘sacred ochre-coloured clay’ is red, formed by the ‘flow of blood’ that poured out on to
the earth when Tumatauenga ‘cut the sinews’ binding Papatuanuku to Rangi, thereby
creating the conditions necessary for their children’s growth (1999, p.22). Although, the
mother manages to protect her newborn son as she falls, through his relationship with
her and his sister, he, like Ranginui, is included in this cycle of pain. This is represented
by the ‘splash of mud in his hair’ that his mother later sees when she had finished
feeding him (49-50).
As in ‘Waimarie’, in ‘Going for Bread’ this mother’s aroha is in direct contrast to
another mother’s lack of aroha. This time, however, instead of a family member, the
other mother is a neighbour. It is this woman’s two daughters who are the cause of
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Mereana’s screams. In contrast to Mereana and her brother Kahu (50), whose names are
Māori, they and their mother remain nameless. However, their lack of aroha is
exhibited in their racism. This is the polar opposite of the inclusivity demonstrated by
Grace in this story and her avoidance of the negativity of cultural stereotyping. Prior to
leaving home, Mereana explains to her mother her reluctance to go to the shop via the
track because of the girls who call her names. It is only upon her mother’s questioning
that she reveals that they are taunting her by calling her ‘dirty’ (47). In her contribution
to Growing Up Maori in which Grace recounts the incident upon which ‘Going for
Bread’ is based, she refers specifically to the insulting use of the term ‘dirty’ as a
comment upon the colour of her skin (1998, p.51). In ‘Going for Bread’, this
connotation is inferred by Mereana’s mother’s ‘angry’ reaction and her clarification that
in a literal sense ‘dirty’ does not apply because her daughter washes, has a ‘clean
house’, ‘clean clothes’ and is ‘not dirty’ (47). Rather than in suffering this abuse of her
children silently, Mereana’s mother’s strength is revealed in her struggle against this
persecution. Thus it is with the righteous ‘anger’ of Mahuika in defence of her children,
that she overcomes her own fears and to goes to visit the mother of the girls who had
held Mereana down and cut her with a piece of glass (50). This anger inspired by aroha
is the direct opposite of the ‘rage’ of the woman who shuts the door in her face telling
her to take her ‘dirty daughter’ and her ‘dirty lies’ with her, before punishing her own
daughters by ‘hitting them with something heavy’ (50).
At the end of ‘Going for Bread’, Mereana’s mother expresses her hope for the future.
This is articulated both in regard to her belief that her husband will return because ‘one
day the war would end’, and as a commitment to her children that she will ‘never’ send
them out alone again, and that she will stop anyone, ‘ever again’, from making her
children ‘muddy’ and ‘bleed’ (51). In contrast to Waimarie’s hope, Mereana’s hope of
ending conflict and preventing her children’s suffering lacks credibility and runs
counter to the vision of life expressed in Māori mythology as a process of continuing
struggle. It is reminiscent of the mythological state of Rangi and Papatuanuku prior to
their inevitable separation, when they lived as one with their children to whom they
gave ‘life and nourishment’ (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.22). In ‘Fishing’, through Ria,
the elderly, female protagonist and her close relationship to the sea (te moana), Grace
reveals that even at the end of this life, personal struggle is essential and that death is
but a part and not the end of the journey. Ria is in contrast to the ‘old man’ who liked
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coming to the sea by car and sitting back from the shoreline under a big umbrella (71).
Unlike him, she agrees with her nieces, who are temporarily restricted by their younger
children and babies to the shallow water (71), that there is a ‘needing to go beyond the
shoreline’ (73). Whereas the old man is focussed on the past, Ria’s perspective
encompasses the past, present and the future. The old man is thinking about the time
when he could look down from the hills and see the ‘large red mass’ of crayfish moving
shoreward to the narrow cracks in the rocks from which after pulling the weeds aside
they could extract them (72). In contrast, Ria is determined on ‘the last good day of
summer’ to go for a swim because she could not ‘be really sure of coming there again
next summer’. She pulls herself down into the water, moving out to where the weed
grew thickly. Here she stood and ‘pushed her way through’ into the ‘clear water again’,
where she could lie for a long time ‘watching the sky redden as the sun went down’
(73).
In Māori culture, the colour red has been described as ‘the colour of rank and opulence,
a godly colour’. Red clay was used widely to decorate the body, with great chiefs
painting their whole bodies while lesser individuals heightened the colour of their
cheeks (Phillipps & J. Huria 2008, p.137). In ‘Fishing’ red is also an expression of the
sacred but in regard to its revelation of a continuing creative cycle of life discerned in
relationship to the sea. This relationship of aroha is exemplified in Ria. Her strength is
not a sign of her social rank but a mark of this relationship and her capacity to move
beyond the shoreline, which in Potiki is established as a ‘nothing’ and a ‘death’ place
(18). Even though some of Ria’s family are simply ‘amused’ by her behaviour, her
cousin understands, explaining at the end of the story that: ‘Because if you don’t, it’s
like you won’t any more. It’s like if you sit under the umbrella once, then that’s it. You
have to still know, and you have to do enough … to carry you over. You have to be in
there because you don’t want to be just waiting by the edge’ (73-74). This comparison
of remaining in the same spot and motion is made in the context of the spiral. The
‘edge’ and the gap represented by the ellipsis in reference to the need to leap from this
position, echoes this sacred momentum described in Potiki as coming ‘from the
nothing’, to a ‘shifting’, ‘stirring’, ‘creeping forward’ and then a ‘springing’ to an ‘outer
circle’ (7). This vision of a spiritual dimension of life based on aroha and transcending
death is revealed through everyday life.
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In ‘The Lamp’ and in Cousins, Grace demonstrates the difference between this Māori
perspective and vision of the sacred and Christian teachings and practices which
distance the sacred from human life. The protagonists in the ‘The Lamp’ are two young
girls attending a Catholic school, while in Cousins these differences are examined in
regard to Mata’s upbringing in a Christian home and Makareta’s education in a
Christian boarding school. In interview with Paola Della Valle, Grace spoke about the
pervasiveness of Christian religions in Māori culture and their absorption into the
tradition (2007, p.136). In Grace’s work, rather than an uncritical adoption of this
tradition, Christian influence is filtered through a Māori perspective and significant
differences emerge. The narrator of ‘The Lamp’, informed by Grace’s own experience
of an education in Catholic schools (Appendix p.209), challenges the authenticity of
what the girls are taught by showing how these teachings are remote from the reality of
their own lives. When they look at the statue of Jesus in the church, they feel ‘sorry’ for
him, because they believe that he ‘gave every drop of his blood to make them good but
they were bad all the same’ (27). This negative view of human life is evident in the ban
on laughter in the house of God, so the girls ‘stretched and twisted their faces’ to
eradicate the urge before they went into the church. Like the Bird Lady, who visits
morning and afternoon and kneels ‘as still as one of the statues’ (27), the girls are
familiar with pictures of holy people ‘with sad faces’, whose eyes are turned away from
this life and ‘looking up to heaven’ (26).
While the spilling of Christ’s blood mirrors the shedding of blood in the separation of
Papatuanuku and Ranginui, the depiction of the blood on the statue of Christ is pink and
casts doubt upon the strength of its connection to the sacred. Instead of the sacred red
blood, there is ‘pink blood’ surrounding the nail holes in Jesus’ hands and feet, ‘pink
drops’ coming from the spear hole in his side and the ‘pink blood’ on his forehead
beneath the crown of thorns (27). Although the wharenui is adorned with carvings
depicting ancestors and the stories from mythology, Grace explained to Della Valle that
‘the word “worship” doesn’t apply to the Maori world’, and that ‘everything is tied up
with “respect”, which means respect for the people, the environment, the ancestors, the
atua’ (Della Valle 2007, p. 137), ‘atua’ referring to the gods (Reed & Kāretu 2001,
p.16). This is in contrast to the servile relationship to the sacred represented by the
statue of Jesus in which the big toe is worn and shiny from being kissed thousands of
times (27). In his analysis of the relationship between Māori culture and Christianity,
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Heim identifies a difference in the centrality of guardianship (kaitakitanga) to Māori and
the centrality of salvation to Christians (2001, pp.299-300). This guardianship may be
related to the relationship of respect that Grace describes as extending to all living
things that is fundamental to the concept of aroha. The overemphasis on salvation is in
‘The Lamp’ seen to undermine the relationship of respect between people and the
sacred. The two school girls have been taught to understand their relationship with God
more in terms of a business transaction. They stay behind after school to sweep the floor
for Sister and make a visit to the chapel on their way out, so that ‘all the marks and
stains they had on their souls’ could be ‘cleaned off’. They think that by having good
thoughts and doing good deeds, they can cancel out their bad deeds such as ‘fighting,
forgetting, spitting, swearing, lying, being lazy, talking, laughing, playing with privates,
bad manners, bad spelling and having bad companions’. They believe that this will get
them a ‘good place’ in heaven after they die and reduce the time they may have to spend
having their sins ‘burned away’ in purgatory (25).
This limited understanding of salvation is characterised by a literal rather than
metaphorical interpretation of Christian mythology. This is evident in the elaborate
ritual carried out by the nuns in the church when they change the oil in the special red
lamp to ensure that the flame does not go out (28). Instead of light being a symbol of
Christ’s presence, the flame in this lamp held in its golden basket and chains is mistaken
for the divine. The absurdity of this belief is revealed by the girls’ impulsive action to
blow the flame out, after which they shut their eyes waiting for the walls to come down
and the Devil to come leaping out of the choir loft. When this does not occur, the girls
are still convinced that their ‘souls had shrivelled inside their bodies’, and that they had
‘killed God and let the Devil loose’ (29). Despite the similarity in the symbolism of fire
and the significance of the colour red in Māori mythology, this literal interpretation is in
direct contrast to Grace’s metaphorical interpretation of Māori myths in the context of
lived experience. At the end of ‘The Lamp’, the girls’ are ‘really late’, having waited a
‘long time’ for an imaginary Devil who did not turn up (29-30). The cycle of retribution
they associate with the sacred is translated to their own lives when they feel better
knowing that because they are late, when they get home they will get the ‘good hiding’
they ‘deserve[d]’ (30). In contrast to the momentum of the spiral, this punitive cycle
remains circular. This is indicated by ‘Tomorrow in the morning’, the last words in the
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story. The girls look forward to this time when once again they can tell each other how
many hits they received and whether they cried or not (30).
The influence of Christian teachings concerning salvation is evident as well in the
comical yet disturbing behaviour of the children in ‘Flies’. The game the children play
begins with a ‘good idea’ which is to attach obscene messages to flies and send them to
Four-eyes Fordyce, a teacher who dislikes them and is disliked by them in return. The
teacher’s power and her lack of respect for these children as she sniffs their lunches
with repugnance, before ‘prodding their heads and poking their necks’ (43), is then
echoed by them in the game they develop and linked to Christianity through their use of
terminology relating to salvation. The children understand that the ‘main thing’ about
this game is that ‘you were in charge’and the flies ‘couldn’t go anywhere you didn’t
want them to go’ (42). They held the flies down so they could not move their wings or
legs and taking care not too squeeze too hard and cause their heads to pop off, they tied
cotton around their necks (41). After another ‘good idea’, they pretended that their flies
were soldiers and at war. They guided their flies into each other, tangling their cottons
together and either killing or ripping many of them apart. It is into this grim scenario
that Charlotte introduces the idea that it would be ‘good’ to reward their best
combatants by setting them ‘free’ (42). Charlotte ‘snapped’ the head off a flower and
distributed its red petals as medallions, before setting their champions free with the
prayer: ‘God keep you safe on your journey homeward to your loved ones. Amen’ (42).
Similarly, the remaining flies are attached to a single piece of cotton and launched in a
type of convoy as the children cry out for them to ‘go to Jesus’ (44). In reality the
freedom granted to the flies in the guise of a reward is to be shackled and weighted
down in a process that will reduce their freedom and bring about their premature
demise, rather than ensuring their eternal life.
In his analysis of the Christian concept of salvation, Otto Heim describes it as
something ‘to be gained, a grace to be won by faith or works’ (2001, pp.299-300). The
prize identified in the gospels is for the ‘blessed’ to be rewarded by ‘eternal life’ in the
‘kingdom’ that was prepared for them ‘since the foundation of the world’, while the
others ‘go away to eternal punishment’ (Matthew 25:31-46). ‘Flies’ demonstrates how
these teachings can be misinterpreted as a cruel and adversarial contest that has its roots
in the desire for power, rather than a spirit of aroha. This behaviour is the opposite to
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the meaning of this gospel passage, where it is made clear that the ‘upright’ are not the
powerful. Rather, they are those who care for the hungry, the thirsty, the cold, the sick
and the prisoner. Similarly, the children’s identification of freedom with a heavenly
kingdom where the dead exist separated from this life, is called into question and is
revealed to be a significant difference between Māori culture and Christianity. Ngā
tīpuna, that is, the relationship to the ancestors, is a ‘cultural value’ that Grace identifies
as central to a Māori way of life (Dell Panny 2006, p.9). From Grace’s first collection of
stories, the dead are shown to continue to exist and to interact with the living. This
relationship and form of aroha is examined in Electric City and other stories in ‘The
Urupa’ and ‘Hospital’, and is developed in Cousins specifically in relation to Makareta
and Mata. In both these stories and in Cousins it is examined in relationship to
Christianity. While a fear of death and the spirits of the dead are shown to be common
to both Māori and Pakeha, overcoming this fear is revealed to be a sign of spiritual
growth in both.
Traditionally Māori buried people of high status close to settlements, then disinterred
the bones and placed them in secret locations to prevent their enemies from finding and
using them to taunt them. In communities which felt themselves secure from attack, a
burial house was sometimes used, while common people were usually buried in the
ground or in sand hills by the seashore (Phillips & Huria 2008, p.176). In the late
nineteenth century these practices changed and Pakeha-style urupa or cemeteries
developed with the practice of bringing flowers or planting around a grave or memorial
plaque (McManus & Du Plessis, Te Ara 2012). The behaviour of the children in ‘The
Urupa’ demonstrates this Christian influence. Their responsibility is to care for the
graves of their dead relatives which includes arranging flowers on their graves. They
know the dead by name, have seen photos of them or remember them, and are familiar
with their stories. Whereas in ‘Flies’, the children imagine the flies going off to heaven
to be reunited with their deceased ‘loved ones’ (42), the children in ‘The Urupa’
imagine their ancestors alive under the ground. They stamp on the ground and call out
to them in the hope of hearing a reply (53-54). Grace reveals that both beliefs and the
scepticism they engender are the product of an emphasis on the physical world which
limits their understanding. At the gravesite when the children listen for Uncle Tamati,
they question whether he can reply because he has been collected in pieces from the
railway track (55). Similarly, in regard to the case of the twins born prematurely, ‘who
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could fit inside a match-box’ and are buried on top of Aunty Lola, their doubts about
their ability to respond are inferred by the ellipsis in their consideration that you
‘couldn’t expect ...’ (54), a reply.

In ‘Hospital’ Grace examines the experience of death and the relationship with the dead
in the lives of three women. One of the women has just given birth. This woman was
admitted with a nose bleed that was ‘pouring like a river’ and has an emergency
Caesarian. Her premature baby struggles to survive and she confides in another woman
that at night ‘there’s people come and sit on me, on my feet, on my chest’ (95). Later
she identifies these people as not ‘strangers’ but the ‘old people’ who belong to her, but
she is not sure whether they are there to help her keep her baby alive or to take her (96).
This fear is revealed to be a form of the fear expressed by the children in ‘The Urupa’.
They imagine that when they go past the ‘cemetery’ on their way home late at night
after going to the pictures, that they will be chased by an old woman with a big stick
who comes out of the ground (53-54). In ‘Hospital’ the mother’s awareness of the
presence of the spirits of her ancestors keeps her awake, as she waits for them to go. She
believes that for her baby to survive it is important for her to to keep her baby in her
thoughts in the day and at night or she ‘might slip’ away (95). In contrast to this mother,
the woman in whom she confides has had a hysterectomy and ‘won’t be having more
now’ (91). It is through this woman that Grace reveals a deeper relationship with these
dead ancestors.

In her analysis of death and continuing relationships with the dead, Grace reveals both
to be ultimately regenerative, in contrast to the punitive cycle of retribution depicted in
‘The Lamp’. This is evident in the call of the morepork. In Māori tradition, this bird of
the night is associated with the spirit world but it is also seen to be a watchful guardian.
Its occasional high, piercing call signified bad news, such as a death, but the more
common ‘ruru’ call heralded good news (Hutching, Te Ara 2012). Both aspects of this
bird are evident in ‘At the River’, where its cry heralds the death of the old man and it
delivers a comforting message to his wife with a ‘soft wing beat’ (Waiariki,11). In
‘Hospital’, it is the cry of the morepork that keeps the mother awake and caring for her
baby because she fears the bird is signalling the imminence of the child’s death (92).
However, it is not this mother’s baby whose death it heralds but an old man from her
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community (92). The contradictory nature of the morepork’s cry in its association with
death and benevolence is mirrored as well in the Christian ministers who visit the
hospital in their ‘purple gowns and mantles’. From the time they arrive, the bird ‘starts
to squeal intermittently’. While their chanting of ‘karakia’, prayers (Reed & Kāretu
2001, p.16), is ‘restful’ and so calming to the mother that when they leave she doesn’t
hear them go, it also accompanies the squeal of the morepork through the night on
which the old man dies (92). It is mirrored additionally in everyday life, through the
mother’s developing relationship with the woman who had the hysterectomy and is the
main protagonist in the story. After this woman is moved into the same ward, her sleep
is interrupted not by the morepork but listening for many hours to the mother’s ‘groans
and mutterings’ (90). She understands that although it ‘didn’t seem right or fair’, that
this woman’s ‘night moaning and snoring, the tears, the baby, naked, alone, perhaps
dying in the little glass canoe’ was ‘helping her’ (91).

In a cycle of aroha born of a cycle of birth and death to which suffering is a central
component, this woman is prompted to give the mother hope by offering her the baby
clothes of her own eighteen month old child, that she will no longer be needing, in order
to quell the mother’s fears that since she came to hospital before buying clothes for her
baby, she was ‘not expecting baby ... to live’ (91). Similarly, after her hysterectomy,
when this woman felt that she was ‘slipping ...’ away, contrary to the mother’s fear of
the spirits of the dead, her passing is halted by the intervention of a woman who is
watching her from the shadows, sitting still and serene, cross-legged on air (83). This
woman urges her to ‘reach ...’ beyond the pain, ‘threatening’ that if she doesn’t her pain
will simply pass to her daughter. It is this that causes the woman to hold on (83).
Although the woman becomes physically weaker through her rejection of cooked food,
like Ripeka in Mutuwhenua this is associated with the increasing intensity of her
communication with the spirit world. She has a vision mirroring the shoreline in which
she looks down onto a ‘world of sand’. Here ‘thin-limbed’ and ‘large-eyed’ insect
people crawl, crying into the ground, scratching at it and patterning it with their feet
(84-85). Unwilling at first to take on the burden of this experience, she questions its
validity trying to dismiss it as a dream. Instead, she is told that it is ‘not dreaming’ but
‘waking’. Like Ripeka in Mutuwhenua, she is chosen but must make the decision to
accept this knowledge: ‘Otherwise who else? Who will see? Who will know?’ (84).
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Recovering after having passed out, the woman continues to try to make sense of what
is happening to her, wondering: ‘Am I here flat and face upwards, or there sitting
upright at the edge? Edge?’ (93). This reference to the ‘edge’ recalls the reference to the
‘edge’ in ‘Fishing’. Like this reference, made in the context of the spiral, it is preceded
by the woman’s vision of ‘a world spinning, dust-covered, where stick people search,
find nothing’ (93).

In both stories, the reference to the ‘edge’ also recalls Cape Reinga and its identification
as the leaping place from which the dead depart. However, in these stories, through the
connection to the spiral, it is seen to be part of a larger pattern of development in life
that includes and transcends the departure experienced in death. It is akin to the ‘edge’
of the shoreline from which the seagulls fly out and build their lives on land and sea in
Potiki (23). This creative potential is revealed specifically in regard to the woman
recovering in ‘Hospital’, whose engagement with the spirit world does not herald her
death but a dramatic change in her life. After her operation and this experience, for her
‘nothing’s the same’ (88). This is represented by a frightening change in the way she
sees the world about her. She is repulsed by the ‘pale and metallic’ potato, red pumpkin,
emerald peas, navy blue silverbeet and reddish gravy, she asks the nurse to put the tray
on the locker (88). Similarly, the flowers appear ‘shocking and wrong-coloured’. They
have ‘bright lime green stalks’ and are ‘shocking red, shocking pink and shocking shiny
gold’, and she asks the nurse to shift them to the shelf in the corner so that she can’t see
them (86-87). By the time she leaves the hospital, the woman has accepted the change
in the way she perceives the world. Grace reveals the significance of this transformation
in the contrast between the description of her returning to the ward after her operation
and her new way of seeing as she leaves the hospital. As the trolley returns from the
operating theatre, ‘wheels click over the linoleum, fast, past windows ... windows
...windows ... Wheels, windows – like a tunnel in a train’ (85). However, when she
leaves the hospital to return home, she goes past ‘window after window’. This time it’s
‘like watching a train’ (97). The impression of a linear journey from one point to the
next is subverted as her personal journey is revealed to transcend such physical
boundaries. Her new awareness of the world is expressed metaphorically in its
comparison to emerging from a tunnel.
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‘Looking down’ on old buildings and a busy road, the woman sees things differently.
She is aware that, like the rain and the sun, ‘buildings can become rubble, that roads can
become dust, that somewhere along the road are people, bare as bone, turning each
stone and each grain’ (97). Her discernment of a pattern in this barren landscape is
evident in the precision of the actions of these skeletal figures, and she is unconcerned
about what is ahead of her or what is around ‘this bend, the next, the next one after
that’. Instead, ‘all she wants for now is to come to each one blindly’ (97). This nonlinear perception of time emerging from a darkness mirroring the void focuses on
‘now’. As a whole, the woman’s renewed vision echoes the perception of the ‘nowtime’ revealed in Potiki. Her sighting of the dead ancestor as ‘the other one of her’ in
the shadows (83), is in keeping with the ‘now’ in Potiki, where people are described as
not being able to see ‘the shadowless forms, forms of which they themselves may be the
shadows‘, unless they are in ‘the place of now’ (184). Similarly, her new vision of
people ‘bare as bone’ moving on a road of dust and ‘turning each stone and each grain’,
echoes the vision of the ‘now’ in Potiki, where on the shoreline there is a positioning of
stones and dead branches that is ‘beyond the gentle thumbing of the eyes’ and that even
people who listen and look cannot ‘clearly see’ (184). This state of perception is thus
seen to be not simply the result of a sensory capacity to see and to hear, but is
something that is spiritual in nature.

In ‘Hospital’, an aspect of the woman’s renewed vision is an inclusivity applied not just
to this life but to the existence beyond death. This is revealed in the relationship of the
two Māori women to a third woman in the hospital. This woman’s baby is also
struggling to survive. Both the mothers share their stories and the Māori woman
understands that when the other woman sends her husband off to buy a bassinet, it is
‘like’ her need to get some clothes for her baby (94). In this way, she acknowledges
their common aroha for their child, a part of which is a fear of their child’s death.
Despite these similarities, both babies are of a distinctly different physical appearance
and have a different story. The Māori woman describes her baby as having ‘big hands
like our other girls - long hands, with long pointy figures’, in contrast to the other
woman’s baby who has ‘tiny, tiny hands’. While the Māori woman’s baby grows
stronger, the other woman’s baby dies one morning (94). Amidst her tears and
compassion for the mother who has lost her child, it is the other Māori woman who is
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able to put this reality in a perspective of aroha. This is communicated through her
unspoken questioning, ‘Was that it then? Was it the long-hands people who inherited
the earth? Was it the tiny-hands people who escaped?’, to which she replies ‘No’ (94).
While the language of these questions recall the biblical interpretation of an afterlife in
heaven as an ‘inheritance’ of the ‘sanctified’ (Acts 20:32), they challenge its
authenticity by proposing an alternative inheritance of life in this world, which the dead
baby does not escape in its death, regardless of its physical appearance and by inference
differences in cultural origin.

In interview Grace attributes the strong female characters in her writing to her own life
experience which she describes as combining a Māori and a Pakeha influence: ‘I have
always acted. I’ve always believed, and was brought up to believe, that I could do
whatever I set my mind to doing. I have never felt in my family - although outside my
family I have seen it - restricted by being female’ (Fresno-Calleja 2003, p.3). In
‘Kahawai’, in contrast to scenarios of gender dominance, the husband and wife
demonstrate a harmonious relationship with nature and also with each other. Early one
morning, alerted to the presence of kahawai by the calling of the gulls, a wife and
husband together decide not to go to work but to go fishing instead (77). The pattern of
repetition in ‘Krazy Kouple’, ‘Krazy Kahawai’and ‘Krazy Karoro’ suggests both their
close relationship and their close relationship to the kahawai they have set out to catch
and the seabird that is present (78). The woman cares for this bird, persistently scaring
the karoro away from her bait and calling out that it was ‘not meant, not bent for a
feathered throat’ (80). She also understands that she and her husband are ‘only two’ and
that ‘one fish each will do’ (78). Heim describes the maintenance or restoration of
‘harmony and balance’ as a feature of the value of guardianship (kaitakitanga) in Māori
culture (2001, p.300).

In Potiki, Māori are described as having a special relationship with the kahawai and its
‘dark bleeding flesh’ that ‘is life’ (113). The sacred nature of the relationship between
the couple and this fish in ‘Kahawai’ is revealed as a common participation in a cycle of
life in which the shedding of blood serves to nourish others. When the couple wash the
kahawai ‘the water runs red-salt blood’. Then, after straining in the cold to lift their
‘great big fish’ to shore, the couple clean it and feed its innards to the gulls before
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leaving for home where they feed it to their family (80). This mirrors the relationship
between Papatuanuku and Ranginui in which the shedding of their blood gives their
children life (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.22). ‘Kahawai’ ends with both the mother and
father preparing the fish carefully and baking bread, which they ‘break’ when their
family ‘sit down to celebrate’ (81). This echoes the biblical story of the loaves and
fishes in which Jesus feeds a crowd of five thousand (Matthew 14:13-21), but more
significantly the story of the Last Supper in which Jesus ‘broke’ the bread and shared it
with his disciples, telling them how his body would be broken and offered up for the
good of others (Matthew 26:26-29). Despite this underlying and central similarity, in
‘Kahawai’ the couple’s close relationship with nature is revealed to be at odds with the
Pakeha society in which they live. Their children’s mimicry of the comments that would
be made about their parents due to their failure to turn up to work, contrasts with their
overwhelming approval of their parents’ actions:
It’s only us who don’t go. Sometimes. Or don’t get up. Right? Because of hangovers,
or laziness, or going somewhere else. Or from not being back from somewhere. Only
us have sickies. Right? But anyway … Good. Good on yous. Kahawai, yum. Make
some bread too. Yahoo. (77-78)

This difference in the relationship to nature is also the subject of ‘Butterflies’. As in
‘Kahawai’, when the woman remembers the nursery rhymes she learnt in school about a
‘little kahawai’, ‘nicky nicky nacky noo’ that ‘went up to heaven and flip flop she flied’
(78-79), the lack of understanding of nature associated with a Pakeha education is
revealed to be a source of misconception and ignorance. This is evident in the school
teacher’s negative reaction to the little girl’s story. When she reads her story about how
she killed off the butterflies in her grandparents’ vegetable garden, she tells her that
butterflies are beautiful creatures and that you shouldn’t kill them. At the beginning of
the story, the grandparents urge their granddaughter to listen to the teacher and do what
she says. However, at the end of the story, recognizing her removal from nature, the
grandfather explains to his granddaughter: ‘Because you see, your teacher, she buy all
her cabbages from the supermarket and that’s why’ (62). As such he has identified a
substantial difference between them. This distancing from nature as a source of
ignorance is developed in ‘The Hills’ to include attitudes to human sexuality. In this
story, the male protagonist’s embracing of the body and his emerging sexuality is
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something that is a part of his relationship with nature. At the beginning of the story, he
gets to the top of the road and sees the ‘mist down over the hills’. To the youth the hills
are ‘like a wrapped parcel’, because he knows that ‘there’s something good inside’.
Later, he identifies the pleasure that he experiences ‘when the wrapping comes off’ and
he sees that: ‘They’re not sharp hills, or pointy. They’re bums and boobs, with cracks
and splits. They’re fat and folding’ (65). Then when ‘the mists come down to cover the
hills’, he doesn’t ‘think grey’, but optimistically thinks of ‘parcels and coloured
wrappings, and clothes and tits and bums’, understanding that he is ‘only a boy after all’
(66). This is shattered by an encounter with policemen, who use racial taunts and sexual
violence to dominate him. After telling him to shut his ‘black face’, they take him back
to the station, where they deliberately humiliate him by throwing him across a bench,
pulling down his trousers and carrying out an anal search. Assuming that he had been
‘raped’, the boy ‘felt sick’, cried and wanted to have a bath (68-69).

Beyond his encounter with the police, this story is about a young man’s coming of age
in his initiation into the reality of pain and suffering in this life. He understands that he
has experienced ‘something’ that is ‘too much for a boy’ and is ‘sorry’, that he can
never be the same (66). His sorrow reflects the sorrow of Papatuanuku in Wahine Toa.
Like her, the boy recognizes that his suffering was not something that was caused by
what he ‘did’ or something that he ‘wanted’. Similarly, the ‘mist down over the hills’,
that he witnesses each day recalls her ‘sighs’ which create the ‘mists of morning’
(Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.22). ‘The Hills’ ends the next day as it begins, with the
protagonist walking to the top of the road, but this time, unable to look at the hills, he
turns around, ‘wondering’ if he would ‘ever look there again’ (69). This disruption to
the cyclical pattern in his life, which mirrors the cyclical pattern of the mists rising over
the hills and then clearing each day, suggests and anticipates the leap that he must make
to regain and renew his momentum. Apart from their relationship to the boy, the
policemen’s warped attitude to sexuality is extended to Louanna, one of his ‘mates’
(67). Compared to his harmless question about the whereabouts of his friend Steve,
Louanna directly challenges the authority of the police by booting their car and shouting
‘What about me, look what I’m doing’, only to be dismissed with a derogatory, ‘Get
home, girlie’ (67). In ‘The Geranium’, Marney’s husband assumes a similar attitude of
superiority which degenerates into the emotional and physical abuse of his wife (15).
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Like the youth in ‘The Hills’, her escape from a relationship crippled by a lack of aroha
is imagined and communicated in reference to nature and the spiral.

Confined to the boundaries of her house where she cares for her husband’s physical
needs and their children, Marney’s barren relationship with Bob is reflected in the rocky
garden that she digs without his assistance (19). However, even in this barren garden
there are signs of life and intimations of the struggle necessary to break free. Marney
has managed to get a shrub growing in her backyard and she imagines a ‘red or pink’
geranium growing underneath it (17). Her preference for red indicates her attraction to
the sacred and this is reinforced by the gift of a cutting from a red geranium which Joey
and Sandra bring when they call in on their return from the shops. They each have ‘a
bit’ and emphasize the geranium’s capacity to grow from such a small beginning (20).
In contrast to Bob, who, whenever he discovers that these women have visited, twists
and bruises her arms so badly that she has to cover them by wearing a cardigan (15),
this gift is an expression of the women’s aroha and its potential to generate growth. His
insistence that she throw the cutting in the bin is aimed at further diminishing her
capacity for life. Despite Marney’s attempt to continue in this cyclical path as she looks
to ‘the next day’ when the newspaper would arrive again, there is a deeper momentum
for change threatening to disrupt this pattern. This is signalled by the sound of her
husband shifting in his chair and sucking at the bones on his plate that she hears as she
waits and listens for the water in the jug to boil, a metaphor for her increasing revulsion
towards him. Then, after she has pulled the plug from the sink, the story ends as she
‘watched the water turning, heard it rushing in the drain’ (23). Rather than the status
quo, this ending through its evocation of the spiral communicates the need and
possibility for Marney to make a change.

The possibility for Marney to make this change is revealed to be dependent upon her
capacity to overcome the materialism that drives her husband and which is a source of
satisfaction to her. Marney spends her days cleaning and caring for their possessions
and the highlight of her week is the arrival of the local newspaper. Her favourite pages
are the Wanted to Buy and Wanted to Sell columns and she dreams of getting a parttime job and buying a washing machine (23). The focus of ‘Electric City’, the title story
for this collection, is the excessive materialism characteristic of urban life. Life in the
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city is dominated by artificial light. At night the city is lit up by ‘row upon row of street
lights winding round and winding upwards’. Lights ‘threaded about the harbour, and
layers of light patterned tall buildings’. On the motorway ‘the headlights of hundreds of
cars beamed on to the darkening roadway’ (38-39). This artificial light is driven by the
need for money and this way of life is aptly described by the father who tells his
children that here ‘you always have to pay’ (39). They recall how they used to laugh
when their father said ‘electric city’, noting how he still paid his electricity bill straight
away fearing that they would cut the power off (37). Amidst this emphasis on money,
however, the interplay between darkness and light and the movement of lights up and
around with the rise of the land, suggest the continuing presence of a cycle of growth.
This is evident in the strong bonds of aroha that remain between the members of this
Māori family. On the train Harry tells Ani that he has decided to leave school and get a
job, so he can ‘do something worth it’. He plans to work long hours and make lots of
money, like his father, so that his father can give up his night job, and his ‘brainy’ sister,
instead of going to work at night, can stay home and ‘do her homework …’ (38).
Despite the questioning of this lifestyle including his limited education in a school
system which does not adequately value the non-academic, his determination to find
some deeper meaning in his life is identified with a ‘cultural value’ intrinsic to a Māori
way of life, that is, his aroha for his family (whānaungatanga) (Dell Panny 2006, p.9).
In ‘The Wall’ this aroha is extended to people of any kind in an environment where
young men labour each day on a wall almost unnoticed by the commuters passing by
(33). The exception is a culturally non-specific ‘old man’ who admires the wall, which
is not just straight but has a bend in it and is higher in some places. Unlike the other
passers-by, the old man shares their appreciation of the shape of the land and enjoys
their comical antics which make him laugh (34). At the end of this story, the
protagonist, who has the special ability to find the rocks that are the ‘right size’ and a
‘good shape’ to fit in with the others (33), reveals the strength of his bond to the old
man. He looks out for him and when he does not return wonders whether he is in
hospital or dead (34). He dreams of finding the old man in town and offering to shout
him a drink when the wall is finished (35). During a discussion of her interest in writing
about relationships, Grace included such ‘interracial relationships’ and the significance
of ‘people relating to their pasts and to their futures’ (1999, pp.70-71).
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In Electric City and Other Stories, Grace portrays the interaction between Māori and
Pakeha in a spirit of inclusivity, acknowledging similarities as well as significant
differences in the context of Māori mythology. These stories resist what Bhabha refers
to as the colonialist disavowal of difference, providing some challenge to its orthodoxy
from within (2004, pp. 129-130). However, at a deeper level, they are concerned with
the expression of a Māori vision of life and spirituality steeped in an aroha born of a
close relationship with nature and each other that transcends death and cultural
differences in the formation of relationships with other people. The urban setting of
these stories is a significant backdrop to the focus on the relationship between Māori
who continue to live on ancestral land and those who live in the city in Cousins. This
extends into a closer analysis of the relationship between tradition and change in Māori
culture particularly in regard to the motif of the shoreline and its reference to the edge, a
part of which is the relationship between Māori and Pakeha.
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Cousins
Like the collection of short stories that precedes it, Cousins is based on the lives of
strong Māori women. The novel focuses on the lives of three cousins: Mata, Makareta
and Missy. Other significant female characters are their mothers, Anihera, Polly and
Gloria; their grandmother, Keita; and Keita’s aunt, Kui Hinemate. Through quotes taken
directly from mythology, the lives of these women are linked to significant female
figures such as Hine-nui-te-Po, Mahuika, Hine-ahu-one and Muiranga-whenua. In
Cousins, a concept of growth emerging from the interaction of opposites is revealed in
the context of the spiral and of this mythology. When aspects of Keita’s leadership are
challenged by the mothers of the three cousins and then by Makareta, this is depicted in
the light of this transcending pattern. Makareta recognizes the value of such opposition,
identifying this strength as a characteristic familiarly found in women. She refers to ‘a
need to challenge, expose, confront – the way that women often do’ (209). Grace has
spoken of her particular interest in ‘the breakdown of communities and the forming of
new ones as people find themselves on the fringe’ (1999, pp.70-71). In this novel,
Gloria raises her family on the fringe of her own community, while Mata, Makareta and
Polly live on the fringe in the city because of their cultural difference. The ‘fringe’ is a
reflection of the shoreline which in its location on the ‘edge’ mirrors the jumping off
point to a new position on the spiral. Della Valle refers to the ‘new’ Māori men and
women appearing in fiction published since the 1990s as the children of a ‘composite’
world who combine knowledge of their heritage and the Pakeha world that makes them
both ‘vulnerable’ and ‘flexible and reactive’ (2010, pp.193-194). In the timeless process
of renewal symbolized by the spiral, integral to which is a perception of the value of
vulnerability and flexibility, this assessment over-emphasizes the significance of Pakeha
influence.
Similarly, Della Valle understands the challenges to Keita’s leadership as the rejection
of ‘customary practices or fixed hierarchies’ (2010, p.194), by a new generation forged
in an immersion in both cultures. This assessment is limited not just because it fails to
acknowledge that Keita’s leadership, like her, is a product of a ‘composite’ world, but
that the challenge to her authority constitutes an interaction of opposites that is a
fundamental aspect of Māori tradition. This interaction of opposites is evident in Keita’s
relationship to Māui. Although of opposite gender, both Māui’s and Keita’s lives are
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characterized by a struggle against adversity. However, unlike Māui, whose leadership
challenged the tradition of privilege inherited by the first-born male, Keita’s leadership
is identified with the maintenance of the status quo. Keita tells Missy that she was ‘the
one left to inherit’, on both her mother’s and her father’s side, explaining that the
‘reason she has so much land is because she’s the weed that survived the wars, the hard
times and the flu epidemic’ (142). As such, her physical resilience is in direct contrast to
Māui’s physical disability, but both are identified as essential components in a wider
pattern of growth generated by an interaction of opposites. While Keita’s physical
resilience enables her to withstand harsh conditions, it is only through the removal of
weeds that a healthy pattern of growth develops. In contrast, Māui’s physical disability
or vulnerability is identified in the ‘given stories’ as having the capacity to generate
growth. Reflecting on her last days, Missy describes how Keita kept saying, ‘We’re still
here’, understanding this to be a source of satisfaction and a sign that ‘Keita was happy
before she died’ (234). Contrary to this, although Missy acknowledges that both she and
Hamuera have been charged like Keita with the responsibility of keeping hold of the
land, Missy wants to achieve ‘more than just surviving’(234).
Grace has described Keita as ‘the land’, explaining that she saw ‘her job on earth, her
task, as looking after the land, being its guardian’ (Appendix p.224). Her relationship to
the land is dominated by her efforts to gain control of it. She acknowledges that as a
young woman about to be married she ‘knew nothing about the land’ (229). Later,
Makareta recalls how she accompanied Keita to many gatherings and court hearings and
that Keita ‘always fought to get the land tied down’ and that she felt there wasn’t ‘a
pinch of dirt that has ever slipped through her fingers’ (142). Keita’s relationship to the
land is in contrast to that of Missy’s husband, Hamuera. Missy understands that from
the beginning Hamuera is loved by her family because he worked hard for them and
‘had knowledge of what to do on the land’ (231). His relationship to the land, reflected
in his understanding of its capacity to generate new life, is similar to Hemi in Potiki
(59). Hemi understands that control of ancestral land is necessary ‘if they didn’t want to
be wiped off the face of the earth’ (60), and it is in this light that Keita’s positive
contribution to the survival of the community is recognized. However, Hemi’s
relationship of aroha to the land extends beyond this to a responsibility for maintaining
the land’s well-being and growth. This is shown by Hemi’s opposition to the activities
of the developers because they were not allowing the land to regenerate (176). It is this
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form of aroha that in its concern with a cycle of growth and renewal is an intrinsic part
of the ‘given stories’. As such, Hemi is identified with Papatuanuku. In Cousins, other
female characters such as Gloria, Mata and Makareta are identified with the strong
women of these stories. These women, like their mythological counterparts, participate
in this cycle of growth through the challenges they pose to tradition. On the other hand,
Keita is associated with an inflexible holding on to tradition identified with a lack of
aroha. Rather than the earlier ‘given stories’, through her emphasis on blame and
punishment, Keita is associated with the story of Rona, identified in Mutuwhenua as a
point of similarity with Pakeha culture and described in Potiki as being distinct from the
‘given stories’ that precede it (39).
Keita’s acquisition of land involves the negotiation of arranged marriages within her
community. Just as there is a struggle in the courts against Pakeha attempts to take
possession of ancestral land, there is a struggle in her own community about how these
arranged marriages are interpreted. In Māori tradition an arranged marriage is a specific
type of marriage referred to as pākūwhā, which is contracted for social position or land,
or to cement the links between iwi, hapū and whānau (Phillipps & Huria 2008, p.174).
A central feature of the marriage that Keita arranges for Makareta is a land agreement
between her family and a family in the north (142). Grace explains that areas of land
were set aside and that use of this land was conditional upon the fulfilment of certain
marriage contracts. Therefore the land was not ‘safe’ until the marriage of Missy and
Hamuera (Appendix p.225). Keita’s marriage to Wi was also an arranged marriage
organized when she was still a child (229). These marriages were based on the
recognition of a social hierarchy founded upon birth and control of the land. After
Missy’s marriage to Hamuera, she describes travelling around for three weeks to see all
the relatives, and ‘everywhere’ they went they were treated ‘like important people
because of the ancestors and the land’ (230). Similarly, Keita describes how after her
marriage she and her husband were given everything and cared for in every way by the
people (229). In her analysis of Cousins, Della Valle refers to an ‘ancien régime of rules
and behaviours that have to be accepted without question for the good of the people’,
that is represented by Keita (2010, p.194). It is in this same light that Keita sees the
marriage of Missy and Hamuera to be like hers ‘a marriage for the people’,
understanding that it ‘can’t be wrong’, because ‘if it went wrong it meant the people
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were wrong’ (229). However, this rigid and static understanding of tradition is shown to
be a misunderstanding.
This is revealed by Grace not only in its opposition to the understanding of life
communicated in Māori mythology but through the lives of the people. AlthoughWi is
often described as accompanying her, Keita is clearly the dominant one in their
relationship, revealed by Wi’s lack of voice. The imbalance in their relationship is in
keeping with an arranged marriage described in Phillipps and Huria: ‘When the woman
was the stronger personality, the husband would leave his own tribe and live among his
wife’s people. In this case the husband would be required to surrender his land rights,
and was sometimes regarded as a nonentity in his wife’s tribe’ (2008, p.174). This
imbalance is contrary to the balance in the mythological relationship between
Papatuanuku and Ranginui that is mirrored in the relationship between the husband and
wife in ‘Kahawai’ in Electric City and other stories and also in the arranged marriage
between Missy and Hamuera. Apart from this there are other significant differences
between this marriage and the marriage of Keita and Wi. Whereas Keita’s marriage is
born out of obedience, Missy’s marriage is born out of choice and out of her aroha for
her mother, whom she is seeking to protect from Keita (194-195). Keita’s failure to see
the importance of choice is evident in her arrangement of a marriage for Makareta.
Keita does not seek Makareta’s approval and attempts to disguise the betrothal
ceremony she had arranged as though it was a celebration for Makareta’s birthday
(150). Her breach of protocols is exposed by Gloria’s attempt to persuade Makareta to
stay for the engagement, because ‘if it’s not right, if it doesn’t work out …’, which
communicates an underlying assumption of a woman’s right to reject such a marriage
(150). This right is respected in Hamuera’s family. He tells Missy that his brother, Zac,
chose not to be a party to the arranged marriage. However, when Missy assumes, ‘So
they made you be the one’, he explains to the contrary that he had been ‘asked’ and he
‘agreed’ (196-197).
Like Waimarie in the story of that title in Electric City and other stories, Keita is a
mother, grandmother, an elder and a leader in her community. However, while Keita
lives a life of privilege in a traditional community on ancestral land, it is Waimarie,
living an urban existence on the fringe, who demonstrates the ‘cultural values’ that
Grace identifies as the ‘essential’ component of a Māori way of life (Dell Panny 2006,
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p.9). In contrast to Waimarie’s inclusion of her niece’s husband and forgiveness of her
daughter’s drunkenness, Keita is revealed to be lacking in aroha for her family, the
wider Māori community and other people. In an interview with Della Valle, Grace
explained the significance of ‘turangawaewae’ to Māori as a ‘place’ where on the basis
of ancestry one has an ‘inalienable’ right to live, to return to, to speak and to go back to
for burial at death (2007, p.132). Keita does not grant this right to her daughters. When
Anihera chooses a seaman from England as her partner, Keita, tells her angrily: ‘You
think he wants to marry a Maori girl? Of course not. And of course he won’t do. We
have better in mind for you’ (54). After Anihera leaves with Albert, Keita closes the
door declaring that she is no longer their daughter (55). Similarly, Keita rejects Gloria’s
choice of Bobby. When Bobby and a pregnant Gloria later return home, Keita turns
them away. After taking refuge in a one-room hut with a dirt floor that they find on
Aunty Horiana’s land, it is Horiana’s grandmother who tells Gloria: ‘You have it
because you’ve got a right’ (157). Later, Gloria tells Makareta that what she and
Anihera did not understand ‘at first’, was that they both had a right to be there, just as
Keita did, and that Keita did not have the right to send anyone away (142).
Keita’s judgement of people on the basis of birth, social position, ethnicity and gender
is challenged in Cousins in the context of the ‘given stories’. Rather than simply
reflecting the influence of Pakeha society, Keita’s prejudices mirror the prejudices of
Pakeha society, but are also revealed to be a part of the complexity of Māori tradition.
Although Bobby’s family’s lack of land and social position (156) are a consideration in
Keita’s rejection of him, there is an insinuation as well that his mixed ethnicity is a
factor. In interview with Della Valle, Grace stated ‘that all Maori people today have
other ethnicity as part of their make-up’ (2007, p.135). In Bobby, this is indicated by his
‘ginger hair’ (20). On the day of Mata’s arrival, when she is in the yard with Gloria and
her young cousins, Bobby is the man with ‘ginger hair’ who returns and like his wife
Gloria ‘hugged her and kissed her cheek’, before turning to pick up his own daughter
Bubba and leaping about in the dirt singing (20). In this incident, both Bobby and Gloria
are identified with an inclusive aroha that is reasserted by its echoing of the male baby
in ‘Going for Bread’, who in the ‘splash of mud in his hair’ is marked like his mother
and sister as a child of Hine-ahu-one, the first woman formed from red clay (EEOS 4950). Hence, when Keita challenges Polly’s rights as a mother, telling her, ’The father’s
the family, the family’s the father’ (100), ironically she is encouraging an acceptance of
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male dominance that is contrary to Māori creation mythology. Despite eventully
organizing Gloria’s marriage to Bobby, Keita does so begrudgingly, judging her
daughter harshly as ‘no good for anything else’ (156). It is in the shadow of this blame
that Gloria raises their large family in hardship and on the fringe of her traditional
community (157). When Gloria is giving birth to Missy, she thinks of Keita and
breathes: ‘Won’t die, won’t cry. Not nobody’ (155). According to Missy’s unborn twin,
Gloria believed that Keita would get satisfaction if she knew that she had cried out,
seeing it as a sign that Gloria had been punished for ‘the choice she’s made’ (156).
Like Māui in the tradition of the ‘given stories’, Gloria and Missy are shown to be made
stronger through their experience of adversity. In contrast to Makareta’s privileged
schooling in the same boarding school that Keita had attended (133), Missy’s schooling
is constantly interrupted as she is needed at home to tend to her mother’s needs. Instead,
she is given an education immersed in her mother’s blood and toil:
The bleeding. Someone had to get water and wood on the days when Mama
couldn’t walk or lift or carry. Someone had to lift the babies when she wasn’t
strong. Someone had to bring the bucket, wash the cloths and clothes. ‘It’s only
you can help me, Missy,’ Mama had said, her voice just a whisper. (186)
This responsibility falls heavily on Missy because of Keita’s misplaced punishment
which separates Gloria and her family from the wider family and makes it difficult to
get help. Chapter thirty-three, which describes the birth of Missy’s younger sister Bubba
as part of a long cycle of live and ‘dead’ births, begins with the quotation:
One who lives in the moon.
Controls the blood’s flow (169).
In this reference, Rona’s association with the moon is not just in the context of a cycle
of misplaced blame and punishment, but in the context of its connection to menstruation
(Northrop, 2009 womens health/ health centre). As such, in its association with this
menstrual blood, recalling the shedding of blood in the separation of Papatuanuku and
Ranginui, it is similarly seen to be a part of a larger cycle concerned with the generation
of new life. It is in this light that it is seen to contribute to Gloria’s and Missy’s growth.
This quotation is one of seven such references to mythology at the beginning of
chapters in the first account of Missy’s life. The narrator of this account is her unborn
twin brother. Commenting on his role as a storyteller, Grace describes how he could
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‘see everything’, ‘be anywhere’ and ‘know everything’. She explains this special
knowledge as resulting from his existence in ‘both worlds’ (Appendix p.221), revealing
a connection to Māui, whom she describes also as being ‘both worldly and not of the
world’ (Appendix p.219). As such, the quotations from mythology reveal the unborn
twin’s knowledge of the lives of the characters in the light of this mythology and from
the perspective of ‘now-time’. Kui also has an understanding of mythology and its
relationship to everyday life, revealed to be both worldly and not of the world. This is
evident in the role that she plays in the birth that Missy shares with her unborn twin. In
contrast to Keita, who is identified with the traditional ritual for stillborn children,
bringing a ‘sweet-smelling’, ‘green’ flax basket to hold the dead child’s placenta (164165), Kui is present whenever the pain of Gloria’s pregnancies begin turning inside her
like a ‘big wheel’. It is in this context that Kui is identified with Taranga, the mother of
Māui, and her failure to carry out the rituals associated with the birth of her ‘stillborn’
child. In Wahine Toa this is revealed to be a deliberate decision (Kahukiwa & Grace
1991, p.40). Hence like Māui, Taranga is identified as posing a challenge to tradition
which is mirrored in Kui. After examining the placenta, where, according to Missy’s
unborn twin Kui would have seen the signs of his presence, he wonders why she
decided not to speak up about his death and provide him with the proper rituals (157).
Later at the elaborate ritual for his stillborn brother, he wonders again whether Kui will
mention him and is disappointed when she does not (165). However, unlike his
stillborn brother who makes ‘no sound’, Missy’s unborn twin is given the special gift of
a storyteller, telling the stories of the lives of the members of his family, including his
own story and those of the babies who died at birth, whom he insists must ‘all be
remembered’ (170). This gift reflects the interpretation of Māui’s birth as gift of
empowerment for the good of mankind (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.40).
Unlike Keita, Kui is a repository of the wisdom of an ancient past. From Makareta’s
childhood, her hair is associated with the ‘old knowledge’ of Kui, which includes
knowledge of the ancestors and mythology as well as knowledge of everyday life.
Before Makareta went to boarding school, as the ‘puhi- the cherished virgin daughter’
entrusted to her care, Kui would spend half an hour each day brushing her hair as she
sat on a ‘special stool’. During this time, she would talk to Makareta about ‘the birds,
babies, the relatives, the old ones, the ancestors, the kehua, the work, the walking, the
dancing and singing, the sickness, the dreams, the wars, the stars, the waiting’ (137).
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These ancient stories informed by everyday life reveal a receptivity to change that is
apparent also in Kui. In contrast to Keita, the deceased Kui supports Makareta’s
decision to leave rather than to accept an arranged marriage that was being forced upon
her. Makareta tells Gloria that it was Kui who had been talking to her, ‘in her own way’
and helped her to know that what she was doing was ‘right’ (150). A part of the ‘old
knowledge’ that Kui reveals to Polly as she is massaging her pregnant stomach is that
from the time of conception a baby has a knowledge of good and evil. She tells Polly
about her baby’s ‘listening’ and ‘knowing’, ‘its love of good, its rejection of evil’,
describing it as curling itself and placing its hands over its face to hide from bad things
(103). The emphasis upon goodness and the significance of personal struggle and choice
in this transformative vision of life is in opposition to Keita’s emphasis upon the
importance of obedience and an understanding of human life limited to the workings of
fate. Keita tells Missy:
‘If you’re not the one meant your Aunty Anihera and your mother wouldn’t
have done what they did. If you’re not the one meant your cousin wouldn’t
have gone away. If you’re not the one meant it wouldn’t have been you
standing in the house with the words coming from you without a doubt in your
heart.’ (228)
What Keita fails to understand is the importance of aroha. When Missy offers herself as
a replacement for Makareta, her decision is a choice motivated primarily by her love for
her mother.
With Gloria trembling beside her in fear of Keita’s reaction, Missy knows that ‘the first
movement – a silent drawing-back of a bare foot in the silent house – was made in
defence of Mama’ (221). When Missy comes to her feet in the wharenui and announces,
‘I want it to be me’, her unborn twin is aware that in her decision to stand she had
‘chosen’ herself ‘to be a woman, to be the one’, and given up her dream of becoming a
singer (194-196). This occurs in chapter forty which begins with the quotation:
The mists of morning sighs
Rise

(193)

This is a reference to Papatuanuku in Wahine Toa whose ‘love and sorrow find
expression still’, as her ‘mists of morning rise to mingle with the caressing night-dew
tears of Rangi’ (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.22). Hence the pain, out of which her love
for her mother emerges, mirrors the pain of Ranginui and Papatuanuku whose
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separation occurs in the context of their aroha for their children. When Gloria enters the
wharenui prior to Missy’s commitment, she is ‘weeping and moaning’ as she tells her
father that Makareta has left and she fears that she will be ‘blamed’ by Keita for her
cousin’s decision (193-194). Her reaction both reflects and is in contrast to Keita’s
reaction. When Keita hears that Makareta has gone she is is described as ‘moaning,
beating herself’ and ‘wailing’ before she stands to ‘accuse’ Gloria and Polly unfairly of
sending Makareta away, and Gloria again for giving up her entitlement to be the
‘honoured one’ for her ‘useless husband’ (194).
Rather than confirming Keita’s judgement of Bobby, despite his drunkenness and his
flaws, his great value is revealed in Cousins in the strength of his aroha. This is
depicted on the battlefield where he decides that he would rather die than place Rere’s
life at risk. Wounded in both legs and with a hole in his side, Bobby hides in the
bamboo and ignores the chance of survival represented by Rere’s voice calling his name
softly as he searches the battlefield (108). Later, instead of dying, Bobby begins to pull
himself forward, believing that Rere has gone. However, Rere has continued to wait
quietly, aware that Bobby is there and hoping for a movement that will indicate his
whereabouts. Disregarding Bobby’s protests that he should leave him behind, Rere ties
Bobby’s legs together and puts him over his shoulder, before heading off over the
‘stones and the rough’ (158-159). Bobby’s movement forward out of silence and
darkness, evoking the momentum of the spiral emerging from the void, is prompted by
the voice of a ‘little new baby’ who speaks to him as though in a ‘dream’ when he was
hiding in the bamboo and urges him not to give himself to death (158). Bobby explains
how this ‘little new baby’ looked ‘like’ his ‘brothers and sisters’, and reminded him of
his own babies Manny and Missy, prompting him to share this story with Gloria on the
two nights coinciding with their births (158). This occurs in chapter thirty-one which
begins with the quotation:
Woman with
Obsidian eye
Made us mortal. (155)
This is a reference to Hine-nui-te-Po, who in Wahine Toa thwarts Māui’s attempts to
gain immortality for the children of ‘hard-won light’ by crushing him in the ‘obsidian’
teeth of her vagina (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.58).
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In Bobby’s life, as in mythology, death is understood not simply as the end of life but as
a source of new life. This is indicated by the spirit of the dead baby, mirroring the
creative capacity of Missy’s unborn twin. This creative cycle includes Missy, who is
named Maleme, after the battlefield in Crete where this occurred (162). This new life is
evident as well in the aroha revealed on this battlefield in the context of death.
Although echoing Christ’s sacrificial love, Grace explains the aroha exhibited by
Bobby and Rere as a manifestation of the ‘communal ethic’ characteristic of Māori
culture. Referring to the letters of the men of the Māori battalion, she describes how
they ‘would not leave their mates if they could save them by carrying them’.
Recognizing such actions as a ‘supreme form of aroha’, she describes it as both ‘heroic’
and ‘an ordinary thing to do’, evident in the high casualty rate amongst Māori soldiers
(Appendix pp.222-223). Even though Bobby describes the day he received the news of
Rere’s death as ‘the worst day’ of his life, his reflection as he remembers how ‘he
carried me, saved me, and now he was dead …’ (159), through the ellipsis subverts the
notion of finality. After his return from the war, Bobby’s recurring dream recalls how
Rere put him down off his shoulder and he saw that he was covered in his blood: ‘Our
brother covered head to toe in blood of mine. Blood moving, running, like coming out
of him. My blood, him bleeding it’ (159). This vision of a common blood transcends
relationships limited to family ties and cultural identity.
The quotation in reference to Hine-titama at the beginning of chapter thirty-eight also
concerns Bobby, but this time specifically in regard to his relationship with his wife and
daughter:
Titama. Titama. (182)
In this chapter, Bobby arrives home drunk despite Gloria’s warning that he was not ‘to
get himself rotten’ because there was a concert scheduled marking Missy’s completion
of primary school. While she reacted angrily to Bobby’s behaviour telling him to ‘stop
home’, Missy urges Gloria to ‘leave him’ and to let her father come. Missy’s unborn
twin thus identifies her with Hine-titama, referring to Missy as ‘Dawn Daughter, Dawn
Daughter tying the two together’ (183). In mythology, Hine-titama discovers that her
father, Tane, is also the father of her children. Angry and ashamed, this discovery leads
to her decision to leave her children and the world of light and to go to the dark world
where she would wait to welcome them after their earthly life had ended. Here, she
becomes Hine-nui-te-Po. Hine-titama is described as the daughter who ‘bound earthly
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night to earthly day’, and as such is known as the Dawn (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.
34). In this capacity, she is identified with a renewal of life in the world of light that is
dependent upon a relationship with darkness and death. Although Hine-titama, the ‘first
human’ born in the world of light (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p. 28), accuses Tane of
wrongdoing, rather than perpetuating a cycle of blame and guilt, he tells her calmly:
‘Put your question to the posts of the house’ (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.34). As Hinenui-te-Po, Hine-titama understands that ‘human death was ordained when human life
was ordained’, and that Tane, Taranga, Māui and herself, ‘are merely the instruments,
the practicalities, and the sequence of death’ (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.58).
In this way, human life including its frailties and strengths is revealed to be part of a
transcending pattern existing from the beginning of human creation. It is in this light,
that Bobby’s weakness for alcohol may be seen as something both positive and negative
in the bigger picture of life. His drunkenness which is linked to his singing when he
returns home from work, is transformed into something beautiful as the family join in a
sing-along on the back of a truck on their way home from the concert. When Bobby
sings ‘Dark Moon’, ‘everyone else stopped singing because they wanted to listen to his
voice’ (187). Gloria’s willingness to forgive Bobby is characteristic of her aroha and
the strength of the bond between them is present after his death as Gloria continues to
miss him (234). After Keita’s death, Missy sees Gloria as the ‘new Keita, stubborn,
determined, keeping us all on our toes’ (234). However, as Grace agrees, Gloria is
different to Keita (Appendix p. 225). This difference is seen clearly in their relationship
with Bobby. Whereas Gloria’s aroha is characterised by forgiveness, Keita is
characterised by a lack of forgiveness. When Makareta is growing up, Gloria warns her
that there are two things she has to remember about Keita: one is that she has plans for
all of them and the other is that ‘if we don’t fit in with her plan we won’t be forgiven’
(142). Later, Missy depicts this aspect of Keita in an image from childhood with its
connotations of a lack of maturity. She describes how Keita would put aside her love
for her granddaughter, as something that was ‘easy for her to do, like knotting sixpence
into the corner of a handkerchief and tucking it up a sleeve’ (224). Although after Missy
is married to Hamuera, Keita ‘knew it was time to forgive’, she continues to blame
Gloria and Bobby for having ‘done wrong’ (224). Her decision to construct a ‘new
house’ for them emerges not from aroha but because she understands that ‘it wouldn’t
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do for Hamuera’s family to see where their new daughter had been allowed to live’
(225).
Chapter thirty-two begins with a reference to to Mahuika, who in Wahine Toa (1991,
p.46) is a woman of considerable forgiveness whose punishing flames are directed at
Māui only when his relentless mistreatment of her children threatens their survival:
It was fingernail
Fire
That set the world
Ablaze. (160)
A childlike interpretation of this story is communicated in the implied comparison of
Mahuika to the ‘fee-fumming and chasing’ giant from the story of ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’ that Missy is told on her first day of school. Interpreting this story literally,
Missy is described by her unborn twin as running home through the ‘giant trees’, like
Māui ‘scooting from fire that the angry tipuna had sent to chase him’ (167). At a deeper
level, Mahuika’s flames are shown to be a form of aroha designed to heal and care for
her children. In this chapter, Gloria is associated with this type of fire. She uses fire to
burn the needle which she uses to open up Chummy’s foot, ‘pressing the poison out’
(167). A fire is lit and food is prepared for family joining the ritual to farewell her
stillborn child (164-165). The chapter ends with Gloria putting Missy’s school clothes
on a box by the fire. These clothes have been washed of the mud she slid in as she ran
home pursued by an imaginary giant, and would now be‘properly’ dry for her by the
morning (168).
The reference to Hine-ahu-one in the quotation at the beginning of chapter thirty-four, is
also associated with Gloria:
Red earth woman
Your children are crying. (172)
Hine-ahu-one is the first created woman made by Tane from the special red clay at
Kurawaka that is revealed to him by Papatuanuku (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.28). In
this chapter, Missy goes to bed crying because she is jealous of her cousin Mata and of
her own brothers and sisters (171, 174). In contrast, mirroring the inclusiveness of Hineahu-one’s love for ‘human life’ (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.28), it is Gloria who is able
to remind her sister’s child what aroha is. ‘Even though she wasn’t used to it’ in the
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home in the city where she was living, when Gloria cuddled Mata close to her in bed
she responded to this affection by putting her arm around her ‘own aunty, her own
mother’ (39). Despite Mata’s separation from the Māori community of her birth and her
lack of knowledge of mythology, these sacred stories are revealed to be just as
applicable to her life on the fringe of both cultures as it is to her cousins. This is evident
in her identification with Muiranga-whenua during this visit to her family. The
reference to Muiranga-whenua’s gift of her jaw-bone to Māui (Kahukiwa & Grace
1991, p.52) is at the beginning of chapter thirty-six:
Old woman
Rotting
Gave an enchanted
Bone. (177)
In this chapter, it is Mata’s ‘kind heart’ (128) that is a reflection of Muiranga-whenua
and it is revealed in her discovery of a marble.
Like Muiranga-whenua, Mata has a treasure which in her case is the discovery of the
‘best marble that makes her the envy of the other children. Similarly, she gives her
treasure to Gloria’s son, Manny (180), who is, like Māui, a trickster. Mata decides to
give Manny the marble because he alone was able to take the drum to the top of the
slope and ride the ‘cracks and the bumps’ without being thrown off once (50). However,
this story of Mata and her cousins is not only about recognizing Manny’s prowess but is
about the significance of Mata’s gift of kindness. According to D’Cruz, Mata’s gift of
the marble comes from her position as a ‘fringe observer of her cousins’ games’ and is
evidence of her ‘liminality within the whanau’, a place she is ‘unable to overcome’,
which makes it necessary for her to ‘give away the marble’, that she discovers at the site
of the old house’ (2009, p.463). However, D’Cruz does not take into consideration the
fact that Mata’s gift is identified as a gift from her ancestors. Mata found the marble in
the ground where the old house belonging to her great grandparents was located and
understood that: ‘Anyone could’ve found it, but she, Mata Pairama, was the one’ (48).
This is recognition of the importance given to Mata’s position on the fringe in Māori
tradition. In Wahine Toa, Muiranga-whenua’s kindness enables the ‘trickster’ to
accomplish his deeds but is as well a gift given through Māui to ‘the people of the
earthly land’ (1991, p.52). The ‘swirling’ ribbons of blue, yellow, red and green that
Mata sees when she holds this marble up to her own eye and to the sun’s eye, represents
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this mythological vision as the formation of an inclusive ‘new little world’ created in a
world of light and transformed by aroha (48).
Although in her article ‘Along “the many-stranded circle”: Narrative spiralling from
isolation to homecoming in Patricia Grace’s Cousins’, D’Cruz acknowledges that there
are ‘cryptic or suggestive references’ to the women of Māori mythology in Cousins, she
provides only a brief analysis of these myths confined largely to gender theory (2009,
pp.467-471). Her description of Mata’s ‘unconscious camouflages’ that allow her entry
‘only into prescribed “colonial” and gendered narratives’ (p.464 ), demonstrates a lack
of engagement with this mythology as stories about the sacred. In From Silence to
Voice, Della Valle refers to the ‘lack of cultural identity’ which in Cousins is shown to
lead to ‘mental instability, destitution and criminality’, before going on to describe Mata
as embodying the results of ‘cultural and emotional deprivation’ because of her
mother’s ‘defiance of the old order and her marriage to a Pakeha’ (2010, p.196).
However, this notion of an ‘older order’ ignores the importance of change in Māori
culture communicated in Cousins through the sacred stories and their engagement with
the everyday lives of the characters, mirroring the momentum of the spiral. Instead of
indicating a state of mental illness, the emptiness that Mata feels inside which causes
her as a woman of mature years to throw open the doors and windows of her home
before discarding it, reflects the creative potential of the void. This association of the
productivity of Mata’s abandoning of her home with the mythological state of Te Kore
is also identified by Dell Panny (2006, p.8).
Prior to making her decision to leave, Mata searches for ‘something in a room or a
house to hold to herself’, finding instead ‘only herself’ (94). The image of the void is
suggested by in the cracks in the walls, cracks in floorboards, nail holes and insect holes
to which Mata’s attention is drawn before she sets out (94). These empty spaces,
echoing the emptiness of the void, associate her abandonment of her material
possessions as a step forward in a process of renewal, as she leaves ‘following her feet,
wanting nothing and going nowhere’ (95). This is a reflection of Marney’s predicament
in ‘The Geranium’. However, Marney has not yet gathered the strength to abandon her
possessions. Mata is aware that a life with material possessions but without aroha is not
tolerable. Although Mata sets out without a planned destination in her mind, the positive
nature of her journey is apparent when Makareta comes across her in the darkness of the
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night. Makareta realizes that even though Mata was seeking ‘nothing’, she had found
what she had been waiting for (201). Unlike the ‘rawakore’ in the city, who Makareta
describes as the ‘beaten, the hollowed-out’, the ‘truly disinherited’ of their people,
‘where nothing substantial was inbuilt and nothing was valued or marvellous – where
there was no memory, where the void had been defiled by an inrushing of anger and
weeping’ (208), Mata is defined by her aroha. Mata has memories of her mother (35)
and her mother’s family, knows the value of aroha and hence in her the void remains
productive. When Mata is helping her to pack up her belongings, Makareta is surprised
to find that Mata does so ‘lovingly, almost as though she knows about love’ (217). Her
assumption, that Mata’s life on the fringe is a life devoid of love is inaccurate. As a
young woman, when Mata got a job in a factory, Ada, an older Māori woman, who
becomes a dear friend, taught her how to count and stack bundles of paper neatly (52,
57). It is Ada who cares for Mata enough to intervene directly and free her from the
exploitation of of her Christian guardian (81).
Mata’s aroha is shown to transcend not only family but cultural boundaries. It is not
after the death of her friend Ada, nor her estrangement from her husband Sonny who is
Māori, but after the loss of the child of her friend Jean, ‘who was as white as cups and
saucers’, that Mata decides to leave her empty house behind her. She had happily raised
this child from the time he was in nappies until he was six years old (95). Instead of
indicating Mata’s difference, this mirrors Makareta’s journey. Mick, her husband had
left her (212), and now with her grown-up children elsewhere, she also found herself
‘alone’ in her house. Considering Missy’s pleas for help and the fact that she sees living
alone to be‘indulgent’ (202), she has made the decision to pack up her things, sell her
car and return to live on ancestral land with her wider family community. It is because
of the sale of this car that Makareta is on a bus and their journeys intersect, allowing her
to discover Mata (201). Despite their different locations, Makareta’s description of Mata
as living in the ‘state-owned’ part of the city, while she lived ‘incarcerated’ in her
‘tower’ in another part of the city (201), places them both on the fringe. The vibrancy of
this position in the context of the spiral is indicated by Makareta’s ‘love’ for the city
because it is a place where there is ‘always an edge’ (201). Makareta’s death which
paves the way for Mata’s return to this ancestral land and community, may be
understood in this same light as an expression of aroha and may be understood in the
context of the ‘given stories’.
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Towards the end of the novel Makareta contemplates the need for Mata to return home
in the context of the marble that as a child she had found and given to Manny: ‘Gifts are
meant to be given, and one day returned. It must be her turn, again, to hold the coloured
marble’ (218). This perception of a cyclical and regenerative pattern in life set in motion
by aroha reflects the message of the myth of Muiranga-whenua. Similarly, just as the
effectiveness of Muiranga-whenua’s gift entails her death, Makareta’s death is revealed
to be instrumental in bringing about Mata’s return. When Makareta tries to persuade
Mata to return home, she is not enthusiastic because she is not ‘unhappy’ and likes the
‘thought of nowhere, of emptiness’ (247). Although after discovering Makareta dead in
her bedroom, Mata’s first reaction is to leave, this is not to be. She sets out down the
path to go on her way but finds that her ‘feet stood still’ and then turned her round
(248). This same prominence is given to her feet on the day she abandoned her house
and suggests a force beyond her that is directing her motion. Makareta’s death brings
about the return of Mata’s husband, Sonny, who is Māori. Although Mata knew that
‘there were things to do when someone died’ she didn’t know what they were.
However, she did know that Sonny was the one person who would help her and would
know what to do (248). When Sonny arrived, there were two elderly women with him,
who pressed their noses on Mata and cried, and to Mata’s surprise he introduced her to
them as his wife, even though they had had ‘nothing to do with each other for many
years’ (249). Like Bobby, Sonny has a problem with alcohol (84), but his continuing
aroha for Mata is reflected in his care of the dead and their family members.
As such, Sonny is in direct contrast to Mick, Makareta’s husband, who is a successful
businessman and whom she accompanies to the ‘right social occasions’. In this circle,
she is regarded as an ‘oddity’, ‘exotica of a sort’, and people are aware that there is an
‘otherness’ to her that is ‘beyond their comprehension’ (207). Although Makareta
believed that Mick loved her and that he ‘really cared’ for Polly (207), it was when she
brought her mother home so she and her children could care for her when she was
dying, that Mick left and did not return to pay his respects after she died (212, 214).
Similarly, Mick’s presence is not noted either at the home or for the return of
Makareta’s body to her turangawaewae. His behaviour is contrary to Sonny’s aroha
and Makareta’s expectations as she had ‘never thought of love as not being forever’
(212). This cultural difference in attitudes towards death and the nature of the
continuing relationship with the dead is experienced by Mata who finds Makareta’s
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beliefs ‘a little strange’ (246). Makareta tells Mata how Kui is beside her, even though
she ‘can’t see her’ and that sometimes she leans on her or tickles her arm to let her
know that she is there. She describes Kui as talking into her mind and experiences how
from beyond the grave Kui acts as a messenger informing her when she is needed back
home, such as on the occasion of Wi’s death and then of Keita’s death (246). Even
though Makareta cannot herself see Kui, she explains to Mata that her son Michael does
see her. She tells her, ‘…Michael’s the one’, ‘the one who sees’, describing how when
he was little he could see Kui, asking her, ‘Who’s there with an old face?’ (246).
According to Eldon Best, the gift of seeing the spirits of the dead is a sign of spiritual
strength. Best refers to a Māori belief that the ‘spirits of the dead [...] are seen by those
not spiritually blind’ (2009, p.468). After Makareta’s death, Mata discovered her own
ability to see the dead. As she was walks past Makareta’s room, she sees an old woman
looking down at Makareta whom she recognizes to be Kui. Looking around, she notices
that the room is full of shadowy, old people ‘rustling and shuffling and seating
themselves’, and that they look like Makareta and herself (247). Once she had seen
them nothing seemed strange about it (248). Like the woman in ‘Hospital’, Mata knew
that even though she didn’t want it to, her life was changing (248). D’Cruz interprets
Grace’s employment of Mata’s gift of seeing the dead as designed to emphasize the
‘spiritual dimension of homecoming’ in the context of ‘historical transformations’ in
which ‘the power of the colonial and sexist imaginaries’ had been displaced (2009,
p.468). However, this explanation of Mata’s ‘spiritual dimension’ ignores the
importance of Mata’s life in the city to her spiritual journey and reduces the other
worldly to a symbolic significance. Rather than ‘restoring the lost bond between mother
and daughter’ as D’Cruz contends (p.469), Mata’s homecoming reveals the continuing
importance of her mother Anihera in her life. When Mata abandons her house and takes
to the road, along with a coat she has memories of her mother and a photo of her (52).
Then as she leads Makareta’s funeral procession home, she sees among the mourners,
‘men and women with marked chins and faces who belonged to an older time’, some of
whom were soldiers in uniform. She sees Keita and Kui Hinemate walking right by
Makareta’s casket and she also sees a woman who is standing forward of the others and
looking only at her, whom she recognizes to be her mother, Anihera (254). At the end of
Cousins, Mata understands that although she did not know if any one else could see
them (255), she knew she would ‘see them again’ (256).
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The leap or progression that is required in Mata’s community when she returns home is
in the extension of their aroha. Gloria demonstrates this inclusive aroha which is
manifested in dreams of her niece, causing her to increase her pleas to Makareta to find
Mata and bring her home (246). She is aware that Keita’s belief that Mata would
eventually return home attracted by her land entitlement is not true (236). In contrast to
Gloria and Makareta, when Missy sees Mata at the gateway returning with Makareta’s
body, after reflecting that ‘the ancestors or God have made a mistake’, she represses an
‘angry thought’ in which she wishes that it was Makareta returning with Mata’s coffin.
Aware that ‘it’s not right to send bad thoughts to people arriving’, she asked: ‘What use
are you to us’ (235-236). Instead of in terms of aroha, Missy identifies the renewal of
the Māori community with Makareta’s return from the city and her capacity to teach
them both the traditional knowledge of the old people and a knowledge of the ‘new
ways’ of doing things and how to ‘change these things to make them comfortable and
acceptable’ to them (235). Her focus is on the importance of the sharing of knowledge
across cultures in a climate of biculturalism, as the primary source of progression.
D’Cruz identifies Missy’s recognition of the importance of change as support for ‘the
need for Māori engagement with the continuum of history’ (2009, p.468), and explains
the empowerment of Māori in terms of a biculturalism based upon the ‘principle of
cultural equity’, which allows them to gain the ‘subject positions, strategies and goals
that are needed for displacing the colonial legacy of European domination’ (p.466).
Despite the lack of acknowledgement of the significance of aroha in this vision of life,
Missy’s life is revealed in the context of her attraction to and efforts to understand
aroha. As she is growing up, Missy’s unborn twin explains her fascination with movies
in terms of their depiction of a tale ‘-of love found, love lost, love found again’. He
describes these movies in the context of a battle in which people are saved from what is
‘bad’ by love, observing that Missy ‘believed in love’ (184). Although Missy is sure
about her love for her mother and how it motivated her to volunteer to take Makareta’s
place, after she is married she became ‘unsure’ about love in regard to her relationship
with Hamuera. This uncertainty is not due to the nature of her arranged marriage. Missy
is convinced that her ‘as-is-where-is marriage is just as good as any do-it-yourself, pick
your own’ marriage (237). Missy reflects how in contrast to her father, Hamuera was
quiet and ‘so good at things, so solid, so loved by the family’. However, she yearns for
what her mother describes as their ‘useless’ father and her ‘Dadda’, ‘silly and singing’,
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and teasing her and Gloria with ‘loving words’ (231). She fondly remembers the nights
that Bobby awoke crying, when Gloria would light a candle, wipe his face and calm
him, after which they would sit up in bed smoking ‘like two burning eyes glowing in the
dark’ (231).
Unlike her unborn twin, Missy does not know that, ‘Everything, everything was to do
with love’ (183). Unaware of the interaction of opposites or the significance of the
struggle against adversity, evident in the development of aroha as a whole, when Missy
looks to the future, her vision is limited. She wants ‘the best of everything’ for her
people, ‘everything right for them’, but she is aware that she doesn’t know how to
achieve this (234). In contrast to Makareta, Missy has a limited grasp of the
relationship between the stories of mythology and everyday life. At her wedding, she is
able to make only a literal connection between the carvings in the wharenui and their
lives. Watching the kuia (grandmothers) and koroua (grandfathers) singing the old
songs, dancing the hula and doing the pukana on the big mat, Missy sees that their
spread fingers, sharp elbows, paua eyes and stretched faces with mouths turned down,
causes the tekoteko to now appear ‘real’ (230). But although Missy’s unborn twin
demonstrates the presence of the other worldly, she does not hear his voice and is
unaware of his presence on the day she stands in the house (221). Like Gloria, Makareta
and Mata, Missy is being shaped by the experience of adversity in her own life but this
force is in opposition to her own position of privilege, as it was to Makareta’s role as
puhi. D’Cruz describes Mata’s isolation as ‘ceas[ing] to be imprisoning because of the
spiralling interventions of biculturalism, most potently represented through the agency
of Makareta, and through the redeeming Māori maternal genealogy, most explicitly
supported by Missy’(2009, p.466). However, it is Gloria and Makareta, rather than
Missy, whose Māori maternal genealogy is revealed to be vital to the achievement of
Mata’s return and this is unfolded specifically in relation to their greater connection to
the other worldly (221).
Instead of excluding people of Māori and Pakeha heritage as well as other people in
general, Grace gives them a significant role. In Cousins, Grace chooses the fair skinned
Kui to be the custodian of the ‘old knowledge’, rather than Keita who is dark skinned.
Kui describes how after Keita’s mother died, she had enough milk for her own son
Anaru, who was ‘tall and white’ like her, and also for Keita, her brother’s daughter, who
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grew into a ‘little black, talking girl’ (130, 105). Makareta’s life reflects this inclusive
pattern. When she rejects the marriage that Keita had arranged and concealed from her,
by leaving her home and going to live in the city, she explains to Gloria: ‘I cannot
marry when there’s nothing in my heart for it, when it’s only my family who can touch
me. I have to go’ (150). This natural requirement to love others outside one’s
immediate family in marriage is extended to people of other cultures in Makareta’s
decision to become a nurse in a public hospital and to marry one of her patients. When
she marries Mick, they have twins who are ‘both tall with dark hair and dark eyes, but
have a paleness of skin’ that always reminded her of Kui Hinemate (205 & 214). The
sacred nature of this relationship of aroha is communicated through its close connection
to Makareta’s head and hair, both of which are considered tapu. Makareta knew that she
would marry Mick when she allowed him to touch her head and let his fingers ‘drift’
through her hair, understanding it to be the link which connected her to all those who
loved her and whom she loved (205).
Similarly, when Makareta rejects her privileged position which prohibits her from
working or dirtying her hands (203), preferring instead to do the same chores as the
other girls at the boarding school, she is able to turn Kui’s initial resistance into a smile
(139). Even though Polly tells Makareta that Keita and the family would not approve of
her career choice and of ‘their puhi washing strangers, touching the heads of strangers,
carrying pan, touching the dead’ (202), it is Kui who shows an ability to adapt and to
change. When she is working at the hospital, Makareta is aware of Kui speaking to her
and that:
First of all there was her disapproval to deal with, but I’m a daughter who has
always had her own way. I had to make her know that this was something I
really wanted to do. After that she helped me. (204)
Through Kui, this receptivity to change and inclusion of others is identified as an
intrinsic part of Māori tradition. Although Kui’s main language is Māori and she
transmitted her knowledge in this language, Kui liked ‘any books’, and as Makareta
grew up she began teaching Kui to read English. Her favourite stories were about
‘different people of the world and about the constellations’ (133). Makareta’s openness
to and capacity to foster change is seen to be a significant part of Māori tradition. Rather
than a rejection of this tradition, her decision to become a nurse is revealed in the light
of the mythology of Māui. Her decision to forgo the option of university as ‘too clean
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and easy’, opting for nursing in order to ‘try [herself] out’ (202), is a rejection of the
privileges of her birth in preference for a struggle against adversity exemplified by
Māui.
When she is preparing for her interview, Makareta realizes that the importance she
places on ‘trying oneself out’ would not be viewed by the matron as an ‘acceptable’
motivation for the vocation of nursing. With this in mind, she tells her instead that she
wanted to ‘care for the sick’ and to ‘serve humanity’. Having done so, she is aware not
just of the difference but also of the commonality that exists between these two
culturally defined responses: ‘Once I had made that utterance about caring and serving,
I had no difficulty in making the ideology my own’ (203). In contrast to Della Valle,
who sees Makareta’s nursing as a representation of a ‘new order’ (2007, p.132), Grace
has identified Makareta’s role as a ‘healer’ as being ‘about the only thing she was
allowed to do’ (Appendix p.226), calling attention to the fact that her decision to do this
has its origins in her past. The title of ‘puhi’ by which Makareta is known has an
additional meaning of ‘topknot’ (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.63), and Missy describes
Makareta’s hair as ‘thick black hair’ which covered her back ‘like a blanket’ (223). In
this way, Makareta is associated with Taranga who cut off the topknot of her hair and
wrapped it around the stillborn Māui. As a part of the body recognized to be tapu,
Taranga knew that the special powers of her hair would be of assistance to him
(Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.40, p.72). Like Taranga’s initiative to ignore the
purification rites at the birth of her son, the change that Makareta makes when she
disregards the limitations imposed upon her as puhi to become a nurse is an expression
of a tradition which acknowledges the interaction between what is considered tapu
(sacred) and that which is considered noa (ordinary) as a significant source of renewal.
In a similar recognition of the productivity resulting from an interaction of contrasting
elements, Grace explains that Makareta’s ‘learning the other side of healing to go with
what she already knew’ is part of a harmonious pattern of development (Appendix
p.226). This understanding of the positive outcomes of cross cultural exchange
challenges assumptions of cultural dominance and superiority and is symbolized by
Makareta’s two plaits. In her own home and community, Makareta’s hair is brushed
loose by Kui. This is in contrast to her life at boarding school where she must tie her
hair back in plaits. D’Cruz refers to these plaits as ‘cross-cultural braiding’ indicative on
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one hand of Makareta’s immersion in Māori culture transmitted through Kui Hinemate,
and on the other hand her ‘education at school according to the official Pakeha
curriculum’. She describes these two cultural domains to be ‘uncompromisingly
separate’ citing the example of ‘the school’s extreme intolerance of Māori speakers and
Kui Hinemate’s equal insistence on speaking Māori at the school boundary’ (2009,
p.465). However, this plaiting does not occur in primary school when Kui walks
Makareta to the gate. In contrast to this school, the boarding school Makareta attends is
more receptive to Māori students and their culture. Makareta writes to Polly telling her
that at boarding school she has started making a taniko belt on which she is doing a fern
pattern and that she has waiata practice once a week and has learned new songs and a
poi (140). Although the students at this boarding school say ‘grace’ (137), like the
students at the Christian institution where Mata lived, Makareta unlike Mata is not
taught to simply equate being Māori with evil (16). As Māori culture is shown by
Grace to evolve through an interaction of opposing forces, so too are these Pakeha
educational institutions. This common pattern of development in two different cultures
is symbolized by the two plaits on either side of Makareta’s head.
At boarding school when Raiha taught Makareta how to plait her hair, she ran the comb
down the back of her head and divided her hair into two, draping one part over one
shoulder, before moving her fingers swiftly down one side then the other, and finally
twisting a band around each plait (137-138). The circular interweaving of the strands of
hair in Makareta’s plaits, suggest the motion of the spiral. This, together with the
identification of the head and the hair as tapu, links this progression with a perception of
the sacred. This image subverts the notion of a dominant Pakeha culture by presenting
both cultures through the conceptual framework and iconography of Māori culture.
Underlying this recognition of cultural difference, however, there is a discernment of a
significant similarity. This is reflected later in Makareta’s interview with the matron,
where she recognizes some common ground in terms of values preserved in the sacred
stories. In D’Cruz’s discussion of plaiting as a symbol of biculturalism, she refers to
how ‘the three gatherings of hair strands become one, and also visibly two through their
alternating woven pattern pattern’ (2009, p.464). Whilst recognizing that Makareta is
the ‘location for the intricate plaiting of otherwise separate cultural strands’ and
describing the third strand of hair as an ‘invisible mediating presence’, D’Cruz does not
connect this common thread with aroha or a perception of the sacred. Hence, although
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D’Cruz recognizes the spiralling patterns of the plaited hair as ‘symbolic harbingers of a
cultural inclusivity that does not compromise difference’ (p.465), she does not identify
that Makareta embodies rather than foreshadows such inclusivity.
In D’Cruz’s analysis of the sacred there is an over statement of the differences between
Māori and Pakeha culture in this important domain. D’Cruz compares the ‘spiritual
nurture’ lavished upon Makareta’s hair at home with the ‘spiritual dislocation’ she
experiences at boarding school, where she comes to see her hair as ‘awful hair’ and is
able to survive only because her friend Raiha plaits it for her (p.464). However, unlike
Mata, who is taught to see herself as ‘ugly with bad hair’ (73) because of the racist
sentiments of the community in which she is raised, Makareta sees her hair negatively
not just because of Pakeha influence, but specifically in the light of her own culture. She
tells Polly in a letter: ‘I had never once in my life done my own hair’ (138). The italics
emphasise her rejection of this aspect of her Māori upbringing. She describes her
embarrassment on the first morning as she stood by her bed with a brush in her hand,
not knowing what to do and feeling ‘awful’, and tells her mother that when she visited
her in the holidays she should have made her do her own hair, rather than ‘spoiling’ her
like Kui (138). Rather than being portrayed as a victim, Makareta soon learns to do her
own hair and overcome this difficulty which she has inherited from a life of privilege.
Similarly, Raiha tells Makareta that she had long hair and that though this hair was
much revered by her mother and her aunts, she ‘got sick of it’ and taking matters into
her own hands cut off one side of it. As a result, her mother gave her a ‘good hiding’.
The interaction of opposites here, is evident also in the reaction of ‘all’ her aunts who
cried and ‘all’ her uncles who laughed at what she did (137).
Makareta’s development in the context of biculturalism mirrors the development of her
mother Polly. Like Makareta, Polly left the Māori community to go and live in the city
to escape Keita’s plans for her to marry Aperehama, her dead husband’s younger
brother. Keita’s motivation is her desire to provide brothers and sisters for Makareta of
the ‘same’ ancestry and as such not to ‘upset’ the whakapapa (102). However,
‘shocked’ by the appearance of Aperehama’s ‘thin wrists and long child hands’, which
showed he had not yet ‘finished growing’ (114), Polly decided it was ‘time to do
something new in life’ (102). The immaturity of Aperehama’s body symbolizes the lack
of development evident in the closed circle of relationships that Keita fosters, based on
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the exclusion of others. Contrary to Keita’s accusation that she is going to the city in
search of a new husband, Polly takes on a role as the carer for her seriously ill sister’s
husband and children. After her sister’s death, an old woman named Alma becomes
Polly’s ‘very dear friend’. Polly rents Alma’s dead sister’s house, making a home in this
‘good warm house’ for her sister’s children (127). When Alma suffers a stroke Polly
cares for her as she had cared for her own sister (131). In this way, Polly, like her own
two sisters who were nurses and her daughter Makareta (203), is associated with a
caring for the sick and an aroha that transcends family and cultural boundaries. Apart
from this common aroha, Polly and Alma, like Makareta are both fringe dwellers. Alma
explained to Polly that the landlord she saw turning her away, did so because she was
Māori and a woman without a man (117). Similarly, she tells Polly that her neighbours
have rejected her because she doesn’t have a husband and they don’t like ‘old sisters
who keep cats and birds’ (119).
All three of these women experience a transformative renewal from their position on the
fringe. Rather than remaining a lonely old woman isolated in her house who cares for
the caged parrots that she keeps there, Alma becomes ‘a lovely grandmother’ helping to
care for Polly’s sister’s children (131). Makareta also sees a ‘different’ Polly, who
always dressed in bright clothes, ‘as though the parrot house had somehow worked its
way into her and shown her the brightness of herself’. She, like Makareta, becomes an
advocate for Māori land rights and an activist in support of Māori culture and values
(206 -207). As the co-beneficiary of Alma’s will with the surviving parrot, Halfmoon,
Polly turns Alma’s house into a ‘kohanga’, a childcare centre that would teach Māori
language and the stories of Māori culture (211). As such, both Polly and Makareta
contribute to a Māori renaissance from their position on the fringe of both communities,
which is supported by Alma’s inclusive aroha. It is Polly who excitedly calls
Makareta’s attention to the Māori people assembling at Te Hapua to begin their Land
March, which reawakens her childhood memories of the struggle against laws that had
given Pakeha authorities control over their land. Together, Polly and Makareta follow
the news of the marchers and eventually join them. The night when a crowd of marchers
gather at Makareta’s house to wash, rest, eat, sleep, sing, talk and tell stories, is the first
of ‘many such nights’. It is also what Makareta believes may have been the ‘beginning’
of what led to the break-up of her marriage (207). The difference between Mick and
Alma is mirrored in the opposing reactions of the people in cars who pass by the
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marchers: some acknowledge them with a wave or a toot of the horn, while the ‘averted
faces’ of others show their ‘scorn and hostility’ (207).
In her assessment of Polly, D’Cruz explains her position of ‘tolerance at the edge of
Pakeha society’ as a tribute to ‘the resources of mimicry’, calling attention to the
‘metaphoric significance’ of her name in relation to Alma’s ‘love of rearing pet parrots’
(2009, p.464). However, rather than parroting another language and culture, Polly is an
activist for the revival of the Māori language and her relationship with Alma is based on
aroha not imitation. Although D’Cruz acknowledges that Polly’s mimesis commands
the ‘double vision of one who accommodates to the expectations of Pakeha culture
while simultaneously inhabiting a place of cultural otherness’, she denies that this
double vision discloses the ‘ambivalence of colonial discourse’ and ‘disrupts its
authority’ as proposed by Bhabha (p.464). However, when Polly says: ‘They think if
our children are taught their language we’ll all have to cook in a kerosene tin on an
outside fire again and we won’t be able to count our own toes’ (209), she is clearly
articulating her awareness of the ignorance of such attitudes. The fact that ‘some’ of the
‘many people’ who were opposed to the teaching of Māori in schools were Māori (210),
does not alter Polly’s disruption of Pakeha authority by exposing the shallow
understanding of the importance of culture underlying Pakeha assumptions of cultural
superiority. D’Cruz’s reduction of Polly’s biculturalism to a ‘nascent’ state in which
‘mimesis substitutes for the lack of a negotiable discursive space between the two
cultures’ (p.464), underestimates the degree of cultural difference she represents.
In Cousins, the symbolic significance of birds is developed in regard to Makareta and
Kui as well as Alma. Makareta’s birth occurs under the manuka tree, to the sound of the
pipiwharauroa’s chick, as its ‘small foster-parent hurried back and forth to provide’ for
it (104). The pipiwharauroa is a type of cuckoo known for its selection of the nest of
another bird as the site in which to place its egg, leaving this bird with the responsibility
to care for its chick (Olliver, 2005 nzbirds.com). Through the identification of the place
of her birth with the location of the small bird’s nest, Makareta is identified with this
little bird that cares for the offspring of its predator. The manuka tree is also
appropriately a native of both New Zealand and southeast Australia and Māori. It is a
plant used by Māori in traditional medicine because of its healing capacity (Bloomz
New Zealand 2014). This foreshadows Makareta’s vocation as a nurse in a Pakeha
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hospital. A cultural difference is evident in the contrast between Alma, whose parrots
are removed from nature and restricted like her to the interior of her home, and Kui,
who is identified with the forest and the birds that live there. Makareta’s identification
of both Kui and Alma with the fountain pen that she uses at boarding school
communicates this difference in the context of an aroha capable of transcending such
differences. Makareta’s fountain pen reminded her of a Pakeha woman and a Māori
woman, who are both dear to her heart. Its creamy colour and brown speckles reminded
Makareta of ‘the colours of the egg of the piwaiwaka’ that follow Kui, ‘wherever she
goes, talking’ (141). On the other hand, it is the colour of the pen’s ink, Stephen’s
Radiant Blue, which always reminds Makareta of Alma’s eyes (141). It is these ‘two
eyes as blue as flags’ that Polly observes when Alma rescues her and Makareta from the
sexist and racist landlord by kindly inviting them into her home for a cup of tea and
shortbread (117). Hence both these old women are characterised by an aroha that
transcends the written word and is a manifestation of their life experience and their
relationship to nature.
When she is preparing to return home, what Makareta identifies as something important
for her people to know is that:
Our truth does not appear on the pages of books, unless it is there
between the lines. Our truths need to be revealed. But on the faces, the
truth is written, on the scarred and broken faces, in the sick, disabled
bodies, in the dreamless, frightened eyes. (215)
It is with this truth that Mata returns to the community. Makareta understands that this
truth applies to Pakeha as well. She knows that ‘some Pakeha people’ are ‘genuinely
seeking’ and ‘challenged’ to know their own ‘true history’, to search out the ‘true
meaning of racism and injustice’ and to claim their own ‘true heritage’. For them too,
she knows that this does not appear ‘truthfully on the pages of books’ (217). Grace
shows that truth, regardless of whether you are Māori or Pakeha, is revealed in between
the lines of such stories through an engagement with life that includes the experience of
the unseen. Mata’s awareness of this dimension of existence is revealed in the context
of her experience of the death of her cousin. This experience is contrary to her earlier
discovery on a visit home that her mother ‘was not an angel flying about the sky-heaven
on gold-tipped wings, but was asleep in the ground instead with her angel wings folded’
(55). Reminiscent of the children’s attitudes in ‘The Urupa’ and ‘Flies’, this also recalls
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Keita’s attitude to the dead which like the mother in ‘The Hospital’ is shaped by fear.
When Keita visits Gloria in hospital and she whispers to her that ‘they come’, Keita is
afraid of their presence and instructs Gloria to send them away, before insisting
similarly that Gloria not be left alone (226, 227). Bringing both Māori and Pakeha
traditions together again, this fear echoes Keita’s fear of ‘heaven’ as a lonely and ‘quiet’
place where ‘nothing’ is ‘heard’ and there is an absence of the familiar faces of family.
The comical nature of her fears is revealed by Bobby and Gloria. Keita’s comment
causes Bobby’s ‘sorrowful face’ to loosen into a laugh that increases to a volume ‘fit to
wake the dead’, while Gloria’s ‘smile widened’ from the curve of a ‘part of a smile’
(227).
In this way, Grace avoids the ‘politics of polarity’ and reflects Bhabha’s Third Space in
her recognition of misconceptions about death and the dead to both Māori and Pakeha.
Such lack of vision is shown to be challenged by the life experience of the fringe
dweller. As Electric City and other stories anticipated Grace’s concerns in Cousins, this
novel anticipates her focus on the life of the unborn in her next novel Baby No-Eyes. In
Cousins the continuing existence of dead ancestors is extended to include the unborn
and the prematurely born as is evident not just in Missy’s unborn twin, but also in the
spirit of the ‘little new baby’ who spoke to Bobby when he was badly wounded on the
battlefield and urged him not to give in to death (158). This presence is intimated as
well when Missy first gives birth. During her pregnancy Bobby dreams of two babies
‘wrapped up tight and sleeping’ and he is the one surprised when Missy gives birth to a
child, asking: ‘Where’d the other one get to?’ (233). This birth occurs in a hospital
system that in contrast to Māori tradition is seen to have little regard for the unborn. The
elders describe how here the whenua (placenta) is discarded ‘down the slush hole with
all the tutae and rubbish, instead of being buried in the ancestral places where they
belong’. They understand this behaviour as a failure in aroha which has repercussions
for the development of their young people (235). Grace’s concern with the dead and the
unborn as a part of life may be understood also in the context of the fringe-dweller and
the shoreline. This reflects Toko’s witnessing from beyond death of the ‘shadowless
forms’ of the dead on the shoreline and about the ‘edges of the land’ in Potiki (184).
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Chapter Four: The Sky People and Baby No-Eyes
The Sky People
Māori mythology remains a prominent feature in this collection of short stories. There is
a shift away from the emphasis on the women in the ‘given stories’ and a significant
development in Grace’s exercise of what she understands to be the right of the Māori
storyteller to reinterpret these stories (Appendix p.211). Whereas in previous collections
of short stories and novels Grace has portrayed the lives of her characters showing how
they intersect with the ‘given stories’, in ‘Sun’s Marbles’ and ‘Sweet Trees’, the first
story and the last story in this collection, the emphasis moves from the realism of the
everyday world to incorporate more of the elements of fantasy characteristic of
mythology. Like mythology, these stories use fantasy but at a deeper level are engaging
with an explanation of reality. Whilst retaining the association with mythological
characters and stories of creation, ‘Sun’s Marbles’ is told from a perspective that is
shaped by contemporary concerns and characters. Similarly, in ‘Sweet Trees’ the story
of the lovers Maneta and Kata are unfolded in the context of an engagement with the
bird present in the story of Māui’s death. Both reveal a creative cycle emerging from an
interaction of opposites that supports Toko’s understanding of the ‘given stories’ in
Potiki as revealing that some good had come from what is not good (115). The other
stories in The Sky People may be interpreted in the light of ‘Sun’s Marbles’ and ‘Sweet
Trees’, the stories that enfold them both literally and metaphorically. As in the
collection of short stories and novel that precede it, the motif of the shoreline is
developed in reference to fringe-dweller but is extended to include individuals and
groups who live on the edge because of alcoholism, drug addiction and disability in its
many forms.
In ‘Sun’s Marbles’, Earth and Sky are identified as the creators of ‘People’ (13). This
interpretation of Papatuanuku and Ranginui emphasises the inclusive and timeless
wisdom of Māori creation mythology. In this story, Earth and Sky are creators of new
life but like parents in everyday life, they do not have full knowledge or control of the
creative process in which they are participants. They know about ‘Light’ but try to keep
this secret from their children because they want them to ‘remain children, keep their
innocence and stay with them forever’ (12). They make mistakes because their actions
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are at times in opposition to the greater pattern of growth and development. Without
Light, their children are described as being locked in the darkness of an embrace that
would keep them ‘blind, innocent and squashed’. This debilitating condition extends to
nature which is restricted to creeping vines, stagnant water and stale air (12-13). While
in Wahine Toa it is the mythological figure of Tane who succeeded in thrusting his
parents apart by cutting the sinews that bound them together (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991,
p.22), in ‘Sun’s Marbles’ it is simply after a period of some time that Sky is ‘lifted off’
Earth, and this is said to be the result of ‘Plant Life’ which grew as it ‘normally did’
(13). In this story, mythological characters exist but are depicted in relation to everyday
life. The reference to the ‘great deal of trauma, which included incest, personality
change, family break-up and solo parenthood’ that preceded the creation of People (13),
are references to Tane and his daughter Hine-titama, who became Hine-nui-te-Po and
left him in the world of light to care for their incestuous offspring (Kahukiwa & Grace
1991, p.34). However, like Earth and Sky, these mythological figures do not exist in a
perfect state removed from this world. Rather they mirror and are a part of a creative
process continuing in contemporary human life. As such, the mythological world
functions as a metaphor for the ordinary world.
In ‘Sun’s Marbles’, ‘Conflict’ is described as a ‘metaphor for People’ (13). Similarly,
Conflict is central to the stories of the personalities of mythology. The children of Earth
and Sky experience a sense of ‘Dissatisfaction’ and a desire to have a greater
understanding, struggling against their parents’ embrace to ‘become free’ (12). Like any
parents, Earth and Sky make mistakes in the upbringing of their children both before
and after their separation. They are described as ‘indulgent parents’, who instead of
punishing their children’s unacceptable behaviour made excuses such as ‘teething
problems, hyperactivity, high intelligence or precocity’ (16). Later, their search for an
explanation of their children’s behaviour causes Earth and Sky to wonder to what extent
they are responsible and to ponder where they had ‘gone wrong’: ‘Was it because of
their separation that these children had become so grasping, so out of control? Had Sky
been too distant? Had Earth been too over-compensating? What could they have done
about it anyway? Was it all a question of Light?’ (16). Their search for an explanation
and readiness to attribute blame, reflects the dilemma and reaction of all parents. Whilst
recalling the blame associated with the myth of Mutuwhenua, ‘Sun’s Marbles’, like
creation mythology, reveals these imperfections instead to be a necessary component in
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a pattern of renewal that springs from a source that transcends both this and the
mythological world.
As well as recreating the story of Papatuanuku and Ranginui, ‘Sun’s Marbles’ retells
and reinterprets the story of Māui. Whilst Māui is often applauded for his skill in
capturing the sun in a noose and reciting a chant that would force it to go more slowly,
thereby providing people with enough daylight for the things they needed to do (Orbell
1995, p.115), in ‘Sun’s Marbles’ there is an emphasis on his flawed character. In this
story, Māui uses ‘a hunk of bone shaped like two parts of a bootmaker’s last’, to
undertake a violent attack on the Sun that is both ‘resolute and prolonged’ and results in
some of his marbles flying off into the Sky or falling to the Earth (11). This two-pieced
hunk of bone is a reference to the jawbone of Muriranga-whenua. In Wahine Toa Māui
takes the bone on his journey to the sun only because of Muriranga-whenua’s dying
request. Here, Māui is clearly depicted as the predator in contrast to Muriranga-whenua
who is prepared to sacrifice herself for the greater good. This reflects the duality of
Māui’s nature which Orbell recognizes in her identification of his ‘notorious lack of
respect for tapu and convention in general’, and the ‘horrendous way’ in which he broke
tapu when he took Muriranga-whenua’s jawbone (pp.114-115).
Rather than seeing Māui’s disadvantage in being last born as a sign of the strength that
could be developed from struggling against adversity, in ‘Sun’s Marbles’ he is
described as taking up the cause of People who like him were last born and had
‘outsized attitude problems’, not caring about ‘what happened or who got hurt as long
as they got their own way’ (14-15). Orbell identifies Māui’s offensive behaviour as the
means by which he acquired ‘great power’ and interprets this as occurring ‘without any
ill effects’ (pp.114-115). This is distinctly different to Grace’s interpretation in ‘Sun’s
Marbles’. In this story, the People who mirrored Māui and his behaviour are described
as believing that they could not be happy until they found the Sun’s marbles. These
People ‘made great holes all over Earth, shifting or destroying Plants and Animals as
well as the powerless members of their own tribe’ in their search. When they found the
Sun’s marbles that Māui had dislodged, they made ‘objects in their own likeness – that
is, they made objects capable of enormous destruction that were not able to be properly
controlled’ (15). As in creation mythology, Earth and Sky facilitate this cycle of
Conflict. It was ‘no accident’ that Sky allowed a few of the Sun’s marbles to drop to the
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earth, even though later he came to regret this (16). Similarly, Earth by ‘instinct’
concealed these bright objects because she knew that ‘these pretty things could be
dangerous’ (11). Although they were pleased by the creation of People and indulged
these latest offspring, giving them ‘free rein’, they found that the more they were given
the more they wanted (14). Neither Earth nor Sky had anticipated that their children
could become their enemies (16).
Earth and Sky are participants in a dynamic cycle of life in which progression occurs
through the existence and interaction of opposites. Whereas in the darkness there had
been no concept of ‘superiority’ or direction, such as ‘above’ and ‘below’, ‘vertical’,
‘horizontal’ or ‘diagonal’, in the World of Light ‘Challenge’ is born (11). Such
development is demonstrated in the direct contrast between the People in ‘Sun’s
Marbles’ who use the marbles they find as weapons and Mata’s discovery of the special
marble in Cousins. This marble is also found in the earth and is held up to ‘the sun’s eye
to let the light shine through’ (48). It is the opposite of Māui’s self seeking behaviour
and is a manifestation of Mata’s ‘kind heart’ (128). Like Muriranga-whenua’s gift, this
kindness is forged out of experiences of exploitation and death. Similarly, ‘Sweet Trees’
is based on the myth of Māui’s attempt to conquer death and is concerned with the
relationship between various forms of separation and the development of aroha. Like
‘Sun’s Marbles’, it reveals a world shaped by the interaction of opposites but it goes on
to explain how in the World of Light love develops out of this interaction, echoing the
truth of the story of Earth (Papatuanuku) and Sky (Ranginui). In ‘Sweet Trees’ the story
of Māui’s encounter with death is told from the perspective of the birds that
accompanied him on this quest. In Wahine Toa, the birds are identified as tiwaiwaka
[fantail], miromiro [pied tit] and pitoitoi [robin] (Kahukiwa & Grace 1991, p.79). In
‘Sweet Trees’ they are called Miro, Toitoi and Fantail (Piwaka). Just as there is a
difference in opinion regarding the story of Māui’s death, there are differences in
opinion in regard to the lovers’ story which is told by Grace from the perspective of the
birds as well as in the voices of Maneta and Kata.
Grace has identified aroha as an essential component of a Māori way of life and in
‘Sweet Trees’ she examines aspects of its origin and development. In Cousins, Missy
associates falling in love with what can be seen on a movie screen, understanding in
hindsight that these deliberations about love are a manifestation of the child within her
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(232). In ‘Sweet Trees’, the temporary nature of this type of love as well as the nature of
an enduring relationship are made apparent in the context of the spiral. When Maneta
and Kata come together in shallow sea water, Kata’s eyes appear to Maneta to be
‘spinning’ and his heart is driven by a belt connected to his groin (168). To Kata,
Maneta’s eyes appear to be watches with the backs taken off to reveal ‘all the little
wheels and cogs turning’, then her face becomes a clock face with the hands ‘spinning’,
from which hangs a pendulum forming a ‘bright disc between her thighs’ (170-171). In
this dynamic yet circular state, Maneta notices that although they were facing the shore
and walking, they ‘weren’t going anywhere’; they were ‘not making any progress’
(169). The possibility that they could be on a treadmill is overshadowed by Maneta’s
imaginative perception of them as being ‘on top of the world’, ‘walking and turning it’
(169). Whereas both describe standing on a fixed spot of a rotating body, the treadmill
is grey and offers only a ‘bleak eternity’ (169), while Maneta’s vision of the future is of
an active participation in a transcending story of renewal that is a product of her
imagination and relationship to the sky. Kata is included in this transformative vision
when after turning his face to the sky, he ‘yahooed a blast of ringing springs’ (169).
In the greater scheme of things, however, separation is shown by Grace to be a
significant component in the foundation and development of their relationship. As
Fantail is aware, at the time of their meeting both Maneta and Kata are driven by the
search to find ‘someone’ to tell their story to and to find a new life that was ‘different’
to their past (174-175). Hence, their lives are shaped by both the desire to bond with
another person and to separate from others, reflecting the conflict in ‘Sun’s Marbles’
and the pattern of separation and development in creation mythology. Their separation
is foreshadowed by the pattern of separation apparent in the stories of their childhood.
As a child, Maneta moved into rooms above a hotel after her mother had escaped from a
violent and abusive husband (172). In contrast, Kata lived in ‘one place’ with his father,
mother and brother, but a defining memory is his awareness of his father’s absence as
he worked the late shift from four to midnight and his mother’s alcoholism (174-175).
Both Maneta and Kata share experiences of emptiness that are void-like and ultimately
creative in potential. Maneta remembers being woken in the dark and hurrying down the
empty road on the ‘dark side’ when her mother left her father (174), while Kata
remembers how he and his brother ‘always had a secret and a silence to carry
everywhere’ (175). From her experience, Maneta understood that although penniless
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and with a broken marriage behind her, her mother ‘never was a broken woman’ (173).
She also knew that after her mother’s separation from her father, their lives at the hotel
were ‘better than before’ (174). Similarly, Kata understood that despite his mother’s
drunkenness, she was ‘always loving in her own way’ and that in the bigger picture of
life they were ‘all right’ (175).
The separation of Maneta and Kata is unfolded in a story of darkness and light, and in
the dynamic interaction of oppositions. Although a factor, the passage of time is
revealed to be a superficial player in this development. When they emerge from the
spinning light and colour of the sea and the shoreline, they are unsure whether days,
weeks, months or years have elapsed (176-177). Initially, they find themselves ‘clinging
together in greyness, trembling, all colour gone’, then this ‘greyness broke itself in two
and everything, everywhere became separate’. A chequerboard in the form of black and
white squares is formed (177). Although Maneta and Kata continued to walk this grid
together, ‘back to back with arms hooked through each other’s in a push-me-pull-you
game’, the severing of these bonds is revealed to be both imminent and expected. The
assumption by Miro or Toitoi that the lovers had separated because they took a wrong
turn (178), is outweighed by Maneta’s questioning of the credibility of believing that
two people could be ‘destined to twin step forever’ (177). After they are disconnected,
Maneta and Kata find themselves on different squares. Kata is on a black square where
there is ‘no light’ and Maneta is sitting on a ‘nothing’ white square with her eyes closed
(167, 178). Despite the differences that separate them, they share a void-like state that in
the spirit of the spiral offers them once again the chance to take a positive step forward.
In ‘Sweet Trees’, Grace identifies a loving relationship to be one in which the couple
share stories and allow the other to participate in different stories. When they met,
Maneta’s and Kata’s lives converged after they shared their story and they ‘became part
of each other’s story’ (176-177). After their separation, they are reconciled only after
Fantail convinces Miro and Toitoi, who have been unsuccessful in their attempts to
bring them back together, that the way to reconcile them is to remind them of the time
they were in love (179-180). As Miro and Toitoi flutter about jogging their memories,
Kata remembers how they had been ‘full of joy and love’ (180); Maneta recalls how
there was ‘gold light sluicing up grey water into coloured bands’ as Kata raised his
voice to the sky (181). Only now are they able to hear the other calling their name and
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they begin ‘walking towards each other’ (181). On the other hand, they are not the same
as when they fell in love and understand that it is neither possible nor desirable to live
as though they are one. Kata sees that although they thought that they ‘could go together
all the way’ and be each other, they had found that the road they were travelling was not
always wide enough for two. Similarly, Maneta understands that they should have
abandoned old luggage because there was no room for it on the road they took. She
visualises a future in which ‘there must be different roads’ they could try which they
could ‘meet along from time to time and find joy’ (181). The fact that Māui’s death is a
subtext for the story of the couple’s lives is a reminder of human mortality which is a
manifestation of this vision of differing paths.
At the beginning of ‘Sweet Trees’, Miro and Toitoi blame Fantail for causing Māui’s
death, as they blame him for causing the couple’s separation by setting them down in
the sea rather than the forest where they could have watched over them more closely
(167-168). The former assumption is at odds with Hine-nui-te-Po’s message in Wahine
Toa, that Māui’s bird companions were not the cause of his ‘undoing’ (Kahukiwa &
Grace 1991, p.58). Fantail is right when he concludes that in both cases Miro and Toitoi
are ‘gullible’ and that they should have known better because they were ‘on the spot’
when Māui got his ‘comeuppance’ (171). At the end of ‘Sweet Trees’, like Maneta and
Kata whose understanding is derived from life experience, Miro and Toitoi have learnt
from their experience of being perched on the couple’s shoulders. They witness that
Maneta and Kata don’t want to just live in the same story (182), but more significantly
they understand this because they share their experience. Despite their good intentions,
they have found that to survive they must also separate themselves from the couple to
return to their beloved forest where they can feed. At the conclusion of the story, they
put their new knowledge into action, forcing Fantail to revise his vision of using magic
to keep the couple reconciled while they have a ten year break in the forest. Whereas
Fantail imagines Maneta and Kata riding across the skies side by side with torches on
brightly coloured bird cloud, Miro and Toitoi insist that they must also have some
different roads. Reluctantly, Fantail positions them ‘riding across the skies anyway they
want to go, apart or together ...’. This use of ellipsis plus the ellipsis in Fantail’s
attempt to warn them, ‘So they reckon, but I ...’ (183), signal Fantail’s awareness that
although they are seeking harmony, disharmony is an inherent part of the interaction of
oppositions.
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In ‘Sweet Trees’, Grace positions the birds and people in relationship not just to each
other but to a sky which has the capacity to imaginatively reveal the stories of everyday
life in the context of sacred stories. Like ‘Sweet Trees’, ‘The Sky People’, the title
story for this collection, is concerned with the power of the imagination to foster
renewal. In the interview with Tausky, Grace identified the children of the Sky Father
as ‘sky-people’, describing them not as ‘intellectual’ or ‘impractical’ but ‘perhaps more
imaginative’ (1991, pp.96-97). In ‘The Sky People’, Grace extends the concept of
aroha developed in ‘Sweet Trees’ to relationships of aroha that do not start with falling
in love and are between people of different ages, families and cultural backgrounds.This
story begins with Nina in search of the old man, her ‘sky child’. She is imagining a hole
in the sky from which she is falling and then sees herself walking in the sky, turning her
arms and watching the colours ‘lift and swirl’ (65). Although beginning with their
separation in death, ‘The Sky People’ is the story of how they came to meet, their love
for each other and their life together. Just as Kata looked skyward when he found
Maneta, the old man in this story is ‘eyeing the sky’ when he finds Nina and tells her
that there is a place for them to go and that they were ‘meant for each other’(69). Nina
is born of a ‘white man’ and a Māori woman. Unlike her other ‘fair’ children whom she
thinks are ‘good’, Nina’s mother rejects her as ‘black and evil’ (66). Reminiscent of the
black and white chequer board, this isolation does not kill Nina but works to feed her
imagination. She retreats into a world of reading stories, writing stories and talking to
imaginary friends (67). When her siblings discover this, they think Nina is ‘crackers’.
After they tell their mother, she increases her oppression of her daughter and orders
Nina out of their home (67). This time, Nina finds refuge out on the old road sitting in a
pohutukawa tree (67-68).
The pohutukawa is a tree rich in its association with Māori mythology, referring
specifically to the legend of Tawhaki (Janssen & Hollman 2011, p.18). In the
genealogies Tawhaki’s place comes quite soon after the creation of the world (Orbell
1995, p.193). While this tree and these sacred stories protect and nourish Nina, her
mother’s stories couched in Christian references seek to destroy her. This threat is
physically embodied in her mother’s final attempts to smother her with a pillow (68).
Whereas in ‘Valley’ (Waiariki), the pohutukawa is the backdrop for the coming together
of the Māori twins and the ‘odd looking triplet’ they have adopted as they leave for their
Christmas vacation (75), in ‘The Sky People’ it is the backdrop for the confrontation
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between Nina and her mother. Nina sits ‘twined’ within the branches of the
pohutukawa, looking down at a mother, who thinks that she is the ‘Devil’s Eyes’
because she was born with a strawberry birth mark on her head and ‘letting blood like a
woman’(66, 67-68). Christianity’s association of women and the blood of childbirth
with evil (Genesis 3:16) stands in direct contrast to their positive association with new
life in Māori creation mythology. Nina’s mother’s desire to kill her represents an
attempt to destroy their Māori cultural heritage. As an attack on their ancestry, it reflects
the story of Tawhaki’s quest to avenge the murder of his father. According to this
legend, when Tawhaki fell from the heavens to his death his blood gave the pohutukawa
flower its red colour (Orbell 1995, pp.193-194). Just as the red flowers of the
pohutukawa remind people of the story of Christ’s birth and by implication his bloody
death on a cross, Tawhaki’s story is one of healing and death. This paradoxical
duality is common to both as is its association with renewal which is suggested by the
blossoms appearing in the pohutukawa tree at this time (67).
It is in the light of this underlying story connecting people from different cultures in the
context of a recognition of significant differences, that Nina meets the ‘Old Man, old
Grandfather’ on the ‘old tree road’ (69). The old man’s generic title, capitalised when
Nina agrees to set out with him on the same road, establishes his identity as an
archetypal figure. Like her, this old man with his swag is a traveller, positioned on the
edge and apart from mainstream society. Appropriately, his concept of family
transcends boundaries of time, culture and ancestry. He is drawn to Nina because he
believes that she is his grandmother and when he shows her the old photograph of a
young woman, Nina recognizes her as: ‘Me, but white-skinned, brown-haired’ (70).
Beyond distinctions of colour, Nina understands that the old man’s story of the ‘ones
without faces’, with ‘no ears and no eyes’, who condemn him unfairly, is also her story.
On the basis of this shared story she decides that it was ‘right for them to be together’
(69). The old man’s search for a culturally inclusive community of people who are
‘eared and eyed’ and an island in the sky (80), comes to fruition when he and Nina
move into a new home on the top floor of a warehouse which they share with Helene
and her family. He declares happily that he has found their place in the sky, describing
it as ‘here with a grandmother, a sister, a brother, an angel’, ‘here, where the birds are,
where they come and bring their findings to the sky’ (79). Like the old man, Nina is
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happy too living in the sky, caring for her ‘dear grandchild’, and pleased to have a
‘mirror twin, a skin brother and an angel’ to ‘complete’ her family (84).
Rather than a community based on blood relationships determined by birth, this
community is formed on the basis of an understanding of a common story that is
revealed in their life experience. Nina and the old man find their new home after
meeting Helene on the train. Like Nina, she was escaping from parents who had rejected
her (70). Whereas her parents wanted her to be ‘pastel and bows, tutu and flute,
arabesque and point’, Helene had ‘tangerine’ hair and was dressed in gold tights and
gold plastic shoes (70-71). She is ‘blue-eyed with fat freckled arms’ (70). According to
Baker, her lover, they didn’t like him either because he was ‘wrong-aged, wrongcoloured, jobless, so to speak’ (75). Her identification of Nina as ‘indigenous, tangata
Maori’ like Baker is followed by an inquiry as to whether the old man is her father.
Since she does not recognize the old man as Māori, this suggests her awareness that a
black girl can have a white father or that someone who doesn’t look Māori may be
Māori. This inclusiveness and the nature of their new community reflects the old man’s
earlier life in a dance troupe, which had ceased after ‘people left’, ‘died’ and ‘found
other things to do’, taking with them ‘their ears and eyes’ (81). He becomes a member
of this troupe not by birth but by invitation. He watched them on Sundays and was
eventually taught to dance, allowed to wear ‘the pareu and the ‘ei’ and included in the
company even though he danced ‘awkwardly’, because they liked to have ‘an old
Papa’a’ (81). ‘Papa’a’ is a Cook Island term for a white man or European (Buse &
Taringa 1995, p.314), and the sarong (pareu) and flower garland (ei) are worn
specifically by Cook Island or Tahitian dancers (Appendix p.229). Being likewise eared
and eyed, Helene responds generously to both Nina’s unspoken request for permission
to live with her, and her spoken request for the old man to come too (71).
In ‘The Sky People’, Grace positions Nina, Helene and the old man, Māori and Pakeha
alike, on the spiral. This shape, combining circular and linear motion, allows the
possibility for people to travel the same and different paths at the one time. Reminiscent
of the couple’s discovery in ‘Sweet Trees’, this momentum is evident in their journey
from the station to the wharehouse. They walked in line, one behind the other with
Helene and Nina doing arabesques through the wharf gateway. Nina pauses to look in a
‘hole’ in a wall and then walks backwards alongside rows of cars reading in reverse ‘ –
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-’. When they enter the warehouse from the
street level, Helene indicates that they lived ‘upupupupup’ there, and their ‘three heads
dropped back’, with their chins ‘almost touching’ dividing a circle into thirds. They
‘stared up, down a well with a pink ceiling at the bottom of it, stairs whirling up and
round, descending into it’. As they proceed up the spiral staircase, their circle breaks
and they move in line again around its curves (72-73). In his analysis of the spiral as a
popular symmetrical pattern discernible in nature, David Wade identifies the notion of
symmetry as completely entangled with that of asymmetry, describing this duality as
one in which ‘we can scarcely conceive of the former without invoking thoughts of the
latter, as with the related concepts of order and disorder’(Wade 2006, p.1). Like Maneta
and Kata, this duality is evident in the lives of the characters in ‘The Sky People’.
Nina’s strange teeth with ‘gaps’ between them and her ‘wrong way, upslid eyes’, like
those of the old man’s grandmother (70), are examples of asymmetry as is the layout of
her account of her mother’s attempt to kill her (68-69).
Mother
Tried to
Kill me
But didn’t
Because of what I
Might do
To her
It is also an essential component in the ‘misfittingly and absurdly untuned’ jewellery
created by the old man that Baker describes as giving him double concussion because of
its ‘unsymmetry’ (81).
The old man’s creative process involves transforming into something marvellous things
that have been discarded in the course of everyday life. The jewellery is made from
objects that he finds on the streets, jetties and bays, there being ‘no bits of anything that
he couldn’t stick together, nothing he couldn’t fit with hooks or clasps or mountings’
(81). Similarly, anything they can scrounge, find in skips or buy at the Flea markets is
used to make the clothing they sell at the Quay (76). Both entail creating something
valuable from things that are seen to have no value. Like the empty space evident in
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Nina’s gapped teeth and in her account of her mother’s destructive behaviour, this
process symbolizes the creative capacity of the void. At another level, this is evident
also in Stephy, the child whom the old man renames Angel, describing his jewellery as
being made for angels (79). It is when Baker was working as a bathroom consultant,
that Stephy is conceived as a product of mutual ‘boredom’ in his affair with a client
who has come to the end of the road with her renovations (75). As well, Nina’s
mother’s lack of aroha is paradoxically a contributing factor in her development. After
tying her tiny child to her bed in order to keep her down, Nina’s mother sees her
capacity to drag the bed across the room as a sign that Nina was ‘getting strength from
something inside, bad’ (66). The misplacement of the word ‘bad’ emphasises her
mother’s misunderstanding. Both Nina’s imaginary friends whom she describes as
treasure in ‘the mind of my heart’ and Nina’s mother’s perception that her daughter is
evil, which Nina describes as a ‘plot in the mind of her heart’ (67, 68), recall the
concept of ‘feeling/knowledge’ that Barbara Christian refers to as being culturally
distinct from the split between the abstract and the emotional in Western philosophy
(Christian 1987 p.56). However, when Nina senses that her mother has decided to kill
her, she describes her mother’s plot as ‘now in her heart and mind’ (68).
Grace identifies the separation of the heart and mind as a sign of deterioration in
contrast to what Gates identifies as Western culture’s separation and privileging of
reason which he argues is to relegate ‘black people to a lower plain in the great chain of
being’ (1985, p.8). Instead of simply perpetuating such racist sentiments, Grace subverts
the cultural stereotyping at its basis by choosing a Māori woman to exhibit this
affliction. Unlike Nina’s aunts who are opposed to their sister’s mistreatment of her
daughter and simply put the blame for her behaviour on her white husband (66-67),
Grace’s explanation is more complex. Although Nina’s mother’s mimicry of Pakeha
society is shown to be a factor contributing to her lack of understanding, the wisdom of
the old man, Helene and also Nina’s school teacher opposes such stereotyping. Instead a
culturally inclusive community of the ‘eared and eyed’ demonstrate their appreciation
of Nina’s value. They are linked to each other and to Nina by their imagination. Hence
Nina’s culturally non-specific, grey-eyed teacher wore ties of stars, flowers, eyes and
paint splashes and could see also that she was both a clever and ‘good’ girl (67). This
community of the ‘eared and eyed’, evolving in a context of cultural hybridity and
avoiding ‘the politics of polarity’ recalls Bhabha’s Third Space (2004, p.56). However,
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it also embraces the authenticity of a Māori perception of the sacred. The separation of
the mind and heart of Nina’s mother is seen in the context of the separation of
Papatuanuku and Ranginui and the initiation of a process of renewal based on the
interaction of such dualities. Her death represents how the overcoming of such a
division is a catalyst for Nina’s new life.
In the community of the eared and the eyed, the mind and the heart operate together.
‘My Leanne’ examines this notion from the opposing perspective of a young narrator /
protagonist who has fallen in love. Nameless and living in the city where he attends a
local high school, his experience is revealed to be culturally non-specific. Attracted by
her beautiful smile and driven by a desire to make love to her, he finds that he resents
sharing Leanne with other people including her friends, family and church community.
Accepting that if you love someone you must want to make them happy, he questions
why he comes to gain pleasure from watching her smile disappear. His life experience,
however, tells him that there is something missing from this ‘simple’ equation (120).
His relationship with Leanne leads him to recognize that he is made up of contradictory
components that he acknowledges in regard to his desire to on the one hand shoot a bird
with a slug gun and watch it die, whilst on the other hand it is the last thing he would
want to do (118). Observing himself intentionally trying to hurt Leanne, he becomes
aware that there’s something in him that cannot be isolated to his ‘intelligence’, but that
started off small, began to grow and seems to have started from love (119). This places
his desire to nurture and to harm in the context of creative process beginning with the
love of Papatuanuku and Ranginui. This is in contrast to less complex explanations of
good and evil in terms of the difference between the heart and the mind, or indeed the
body and the soul.
Shattered when his taunts cause Leanne to walk into the path of a passing van, the
narrator withdraws into his room, sometimes sitting on the edge of his bed as though he
couldn’t move, and sometimes feeling the presence of someone bruised and bloated
who wants to kill him (122). Progression occurs when after she begins to recover,
Leanne asks to see him. He gets dressed ready to go to the hospital, but while he is
waiting for his lift he goes to the kitchen and takes out a butcher knife because he
wanted to cut away ‘the awful things, the bad things inside, the wrong parts’. Although
he feels the knife warm in his hand, he hesitates because he does not know where to
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start, before concluding that: ‘Heart could be the right place to begin’ (122). In this
conclusion, Grace reveals how the narrator had come to see his dilemma as an inherent
characteristic of love, rather than as something attached to only a part of him. Ironically,
the act of cutting out a person’s heart testifies to how all parts of a person are ultimately
inextricably connected. In ‘The Sky People’, when the old man is found dead, his death
similarly recognizes an intersection between the sacred stories of Māori mythology and
Christianity which transcends the differences between them. He is found ‘shaped in
against the table’ where he worked and unable to be moved, his body travels down the
spiral staircase in order to be placed in a coffin and then returns up the ‘crying stairs’
(85). The physical breaking of his body recalls the story of Māui’s crushing by Hinenui-te-Po as well as the broken body of Christ on a wooden cross. This inclusiveness is
mirrored in the group of people who come from off the streets and from markets,
theatres, shops and studios all over town to pay their respects to the old man. His open
coffin is not in a wharenui or church but is placed on his mattress by the ‘big sky
windows’ in the warehouse. When the lid is placed on the coffin, it is done up with
wing nuts which prompts Nina to imagine that they are preparing him for a magician to
saw in half or for the little wings to fly him away (84-85). These magical separations are
reminiscent of both the birds’ speculations in ‘Sweet Trees’ and Christian concepts of
an afterlife in heaven.
This common ground exists alongside significant differences. The Christian concept of
an afterlife in heaven at the end of this life is in direct contrast to Nina’s lived
experience after the old man’s death. She finds that after the old man’s death he
continues to be there unseen and they talk to his ‘unseen self’ (85). This is an expression
of now-time and an understanding of the continuity of life communicated by the spiral.
In ‘The Sky People’ this momentum is shown to proceed from brokenness in its many
forms which, as in creation mythology, are connected to the experience of separation
and the development of new life. Eventually Nina’s life in the warehouse comes to an
end, just as the old man’s life in the dance troupe had done. This is initiated by Helene
and Baker who decide to move out of the warehouse. Although they invite Nina to
come with them, she is resentful and moves first into an apartment and then a big house
where she lives alone. This separation ends when, after rejecting Helene’s invitation for
her to join them on a holiday from Good Friday until Tuesday (88), Nina decides to end
her life. Looking out above the tree line, she leaps from a high window in her house
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hoping to be reunited with the old man. Reflecting the pattern in Christ’s life from death
to resurrection remembered at Easter, Nina finds herself bandaged and broken in
hospital. Rebuilding occurs when Helene visits with her step-daughter. Angel has grown
into a ‘golden’ young woman with ‘coppery diagonals’ and ‘witching teeth’ like Nina’s
and wants to live with her (90). They imagine a life together in a sky place where they
can be makers of found objects from every corner but now Nina understands when
Angel asks her what happens when the ‘party’s over’, telling her that they will: ‘Find
another sky’ (91). These words that conclude the story hark back to the time Nina first
met the old man and he was searching for a place in the sky where he could live
together with a child who despite differences in ancestry is his grandmother.
In The Sky People the motif of the shoreline identified with the creative capacity of the
void is developed in regard to fringe-dwellers. These fringe-dwellers are an inclusive
and distinct mixture of people who exist on the edge and hold the potential for renewal.
Grace has said of the people in ‘The Sky People’:
Many of the people are out on the edge, and are connected to the sky in their
minds. This can sometimes mean that they are different in their minds through
being on the edge of sanity and almost over the edge for one reason or another.
Or sometimes ‘Sky People’ are a little apart from ordinary people through their
imagination, their spirituality, or their socialization, and so may not be quite so
fixed to the earthly and practical things (Sarti 1998, p.46).
What they have in common apart from their association with the shoreline through their
position on the edge is an attachment to the sky that outweighs their connection to the
earth. This echoes Roimata’s awareness as the archetypal woman in ‘The stories’ at the
end of Potiki that her imaginative vision is a product of her attachment to the sky and
her experience of the shoreline (175). Grace’s definition of the sky people includes both
Nina and her mother. Nina’s mother is on the edge of sanity when she tries to kill her,
as is Nina when she decides to leap from her window ledge. Although her mother’s
hatred of her is far more extreme than Nina’s cruel taunting of Helene to punish her for
moving from the warehouse (86), both are shown to have a capacity to engender a
growth in aroha in others that is revealed in the context of the experience of death.
Rather than separating Nina and her mother in terms of ‘good’ and ‘evil’, Grace
transcends such black and white distinctions and brings them together as participants in
the same creative process.
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Nina’s lack of aroha for Helene on this occasion is a reflection of the cruel taunts of
Leanne’s boyfriend in ‘My Leanne’. Other stories such as ‘The Day of the Egg’, ‘Chain
of Events’, ‘Ngati Kangaru’ and ‘Flower Girls’, also examine brokenness in the context
of a failure to love others that can paradoxically generate growth. In ‘The Day of the
Egg’, Sam, a destitute old man who is an alcoholic, is by definition a sky person. He
lives on the edge of society and on the edge sanity, which he steps over at times. Sam
begins to imagine spiders as big as plates coming out of the wall of the wash-house
where he lives, and dropping out of the bushes if he tries to escape outside (59). When
the cat goes feral after her mother’s death, Dorothy finds it hanging in a tree out by the
wash-house with Sam’s belt around its neck (60). In contrast to Sam, Phil is not a sky
person as he is defined by his fixation with money and hence earthly things. After
Dorothy’s father died, her mother offered them her house so long as she and her cat
could live there for the rest of their days. Phil ‘jumped at the chance of taking
ownership of a freehold house’, at the same time hoping that he wouldn’t have to spend
too much money doing it up (58). While Dorothy’s mother was still alive, Phil thought
of giving the cat a pill to get rid of it, not just because it was ugly, stinking and badtempered, ‘but also it ate too much according to him’ (58). Like the cat, Phil had
inherited Sam, who was also old and smelly, and what Phil most objected to about him
was ‘the price of breakfast’ (60). The extent of Phil’s greed is made clear in his attitude
to their unplanned baby. He was still ‘sour’ about Harriet’s conception, wondering how
the wife of a pharmacist could have been ‘so careless and so stupid’ (60). The
availability of a pill to get rid of the baby recalls the pill Phil would like to use to get rid
of the cat. A pattern of similarities between the cat, Sam and the baby suggest that
Phil’s opposition to Harriet’s birth is similarly the cost of raising her.
In ‘The Day of the Egg’, it is Sam who is the catalyst for positive change, while
Dorothy’s husband Phil is the obstacle to progression. Explaining why she chose ‘The
Day of the Egg’ for publication in Authors’ Choice, Grace identified Phil the pharmacist
as a character she was particularly pleased with because he had not been given many
words but ‘revealed himself in spaces’ (2001, p.117). While his lack of a voice obscures
his cultural identity, these spaces symbolize his deficiency in compassion or aroha. This
very ordinary man is challenged by his wife, who makes Sam’s breakfast each morning
and is according to Grace’s explanation also a sky person. Dorothy’s compassion
outweighs any attraction to earthly things such as material wealth and social status. It
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harks back to her upbringing and as such is part of her socialisation. Dorothy’s mother
and father both struggled with problem drinking and then cared for their friend Sam,
whose alcoholism had led to his separation from his wife and children. Like her mother,
Dorothy washes and cooks for Sam and at the end of the story insists, as her parents had
requested many years earlier, that Sam move from the wash-house into the house as it
was ‘no good’ having someone so ill sleeping out in a shed (62). What Dorothy has also
decided is that it is time for Phil to leave. This involves overturning a previous decision.
After the incident of the dead cat has raised her concern for the well being of her
children and under pressure from Phil, Dorothy plans to tell Sam that he must leave. As
she prepares breakfast, it is a ‘dropped’ and ‘broken’ egg that changes her way of
thinking. The sight of the broken egg appeals to Dorothy’s heart and through her
imagination brings about a change of mind. Her ‘carefully thought-out words’ are
‘swallowed, under, or over the stare of an egg’ (62). Looking down at the broken egg,
Dorothy imagines it looking up at her standing above it and looking down ready to
deliver her important words. She sees the broken shell that had ‘distanced itself’ from
the egg and is ‘standing off like a misshapen eyebrow’, as though casting judgement
(61).
Through this experience, Dorothy is reminded of the significant connection between the
broken and the development of new life. Looking from the broken egg over to the
kitchen door, she sees her older children standing next to Sam, whose hand is shaking
on the door handle while his frightened face is turned towards her in anticipation after
her announcement prior to the accident: ‘Uncle Sam, there’s something important we
have to talk about’ (61). The tension is released and they are all reunited in laughter
when Harriet crawls over to the broken egg and pokes her finger in its egg-eye before
smacking her spread hand down on the shell eyebrow (62). After cleaning up, she found
that the words that she had prepared to say to Sam had ‘changed and become other
words’ (62). Before he left for work, Phil had delivered an ultimatum that if Sam was
not gone by the time he got back, that she could pack his bags as he was going. At the
end of this story, his unwelcome baby now feels as ‘light as could be’ on her hip, as she
prepares first to make them all breakfast and then to pack Phil’s things (62). In her
separation from Phil, she has made a significant leap forward in her life and in Grace’s
commentary on this story, she remarks: ‘Good on her. Maybe there are now other
decisions she will make on her own behalf’ (2001, p.117). On the other hand, Phil has
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become a traveller whose separation from his family has intensified as has the reality of
his brokenness. As such he remains a part of the pattern of life experienced by his
family and Sam.
Whereas ‘The Day of the Egg’ focuses on the capacity of a fringe dweller who is an
alcoholic to foster a growth in aroha, ‘Chain Reaction’ examines the capacity of the
disabled to do the same. In this story, Mrs Jackson is a manager of a catering service for
the disabled. Like Phil, she has a fixation with the material world that limits her
imagination and sensitivity to others. When she instructs Maria who dishes the meals
out that she is implementing a cost-cutting initiative and that clients will no longer be
allowed a second serving, one of the client puts her fist through a glass window, before
falling down with a spike of glass through her wrist (153-154). Panic erupts when blood
spurts everywhere and the diners are removed not by carers but by suitably named
‘client-aids’. The broken window and Darlene’s injuries expose a difference between
Maria and Mrs Jackson. Maria’s genuine concern for Darlene is expressed
imaginatively in a dream that night in which she spoons out bloody tapioca while
Darlene stands by laughing with both of her arms severed (154). The next morning,
when she enquires whether Darlene has returned from the hospital, Mrs Jackson’s
callousness is revealed in her comment: ‘Pity she didn’t put her head through’ (154).
Maria’s silent reaction to her words at the end of the story signals the deepening rift
between them. This disharmony signals the possibility of change that is foreshadowed
by the title of the story.
Whilst the cultural identity of the characters in the urban environment of ‘Chain
Reaction’ is not specified, Māori and Pakeha are equally implicated in ‘Ngati Kangaru’
in an attachment to the material world that stunts their imagination and spiritual
development and leaves them disfigured and ugly. This is in direct contrast to ‘The Sky
People’ where what is broken and discarded is transformed into something beautiful.
‘Ngati Kangaru’ is an amusing parody with a double-edge. Billy, the protagonist of this
story is a reflection of the Pakeha society in which he lives. He copies the example set
by E.G.Wakefield, whose family became wealthy through a number of devious plans.
One example is the employment of an adopt-a-chief scheme to gain large amounts of
land for a token cost under the guise of carrying out the ‘holy work’ of civilizing the
native inhabitants (28). An opportunity arises for Billy, when he hears that his cousin
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Hiko is organizing a mass return of Māori from Sydney. He comes up with the idea of
charging each family four thousand dollars and settling them in unoccupied holiday
homes, a process he similarly labels: ‘Reclaiming and cultivating a moral wilderness’
(34). Like Wakefield, this is only one of a chain of morally reprehensible ventures
which Billy and the other members of his family become involved in. The story
concludes with Billy quoting a person who is presumably Wakefield as justification for
his behaviour: ‘Because “if from delay you allow others to do it before you – they will
succeed and you will fail” ’ (43).
This Darwinian concept of progress is satirised by its identification of the fittest with
those who are the quickest to exploit others in a race to amass the greatest amount of
wealth. This story, however, is not just about the moral corruption of Pakeha society
and its corruption of Māori, or Pakeha getting what they deserve because of past
injustices. Billy and his family are preying upon Māori and Pakeha alike. It is clear that
from the beginning Billy understands that the Wakefields were ‘out-and-out crooks,
liars, cheats and thieves’, but he felt ‘inspired’ by their story and was hoping to learn a
few things. This is driven by his deep-seated admiration for normal ‘cunning crookery’
in the form of lying, cheating and stealing (27-28). Billy’s life thus recalls the story of
Māui’s cunning and trickery but his engagement with this mythology is revealed to be
as primitive as Wakefield’s understanding of life. The degeneration of Billy and his
wife is evoked by the image of him walking ape-like across the cold bathroom tiles and
in a ‘slow growling breath’ congratulating his wife Makere on an idea that came to her
in the Jacuzzi, where her elevated feet appear in the ‘spinning water like macabre fish’
(40). Her idea is to reclaim unused land in Auckland and this in turn triggers Billy’s
idea of replacing the churches in the city that were ‘idle’ and ‘really of no value’ with
wharenui that could bring them political support (42). Wharenui created to serve greed
and the lust for power are no different to the churches they replace. Both are identified
with the same spiritual wasteland. Despite this, their brokenness, suggested by Billy’s
hideous laugh which sounded like ‘someone sweeping up smashings of glass’, is
positioned on the spiral in the spinning water of the Jacuzzi at the end of the story (43).
Although ‘Flower Girls’ is a story about a Māori community living on traditional land,
Grace reveals how this same materialism may be present and contribute to a similar
degeneration. The flower girls are ironically the daughters of a ‘big man’ in the
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community. As people gather to his funeral to commemorate his life, the usual facilities
cannot cope with the numbers. Many speeches are delivered in his honour and his
casket is adorned with ancient treasures (19-20). However, these ancient treasures are a
sign of a community whose rituals are more concerned with a devotion to material
objects and appearances. The undertakers feel they have done a ‘good job’ on the man
by disguising a body ravaged by illness, so that he appeared youthful and in reasonable
health. They tightened his jaw into a suggestion of a smile and a peaceful death. This
emphasis on the earthly is encouraged by the Christian minister who leads the prayers
as the man is imagined on a final journey to attain ‘his ultimate chieftainship’ (19-20).
Apart from his wife, the members of this community are unaware that the man has been
sexually abusing his daughters. It is their lack of awareness that implicates them in the
man’s pattern of abuse. Although they make allowances for Verbena who has become
unhinged and cannot stop laughing and for Lilac who is so ill that a bed has to be made
up for her at the funeral (22), their efforts to help the man’s daughters amount to
nothing more than lipservice.
In this community it is the man’s daughters who are the fringe dwellers and provide an
opportunity for change and development. Hyacinth has an eating disorder and Violet’s
‘habit’ develops in the city which she turns to in order to escape her father’s abuse.
Similarly, Marigold runs away to save herself when she is ten and lives on the streets
for two years before getting on her feet. However, they dismiss the man’s dysfunctional
daughters as a‘blight’ upon him (20). Even Marigold is frowned upon because at her
father’s funeral she shows that she knows nothing of protocol on the marae (22-23).
This is despite the significance of disability in Māori culture evident in the mythology
of Māui. Although the community recognize the importance of Verbena as ‘a loved one,
a special one’ that they ‘should tolerate’ because of her physical disability (22), they do
not understand the deeper message of this mythology and extend their aroha to her
other sisters who are disabled as well but in a different way. The influence of
Christianity is evident in the community’s identification also of Lilac as ‘a loved one, a
special one’ because she had been ‘saved by the Lord’ (21). However, in this story it is
not Lilac but Violet who has the most potential for renewal. Although both Lilac and
Violet show their aroha by helping Marigold to escape, the narrator questions the
quality of Lilac’s redemption because it was ‘only her soul that had been saved’ and
sickness was eating away at all her ‘guilty places’ (21-22). In contrast to Lilac’s
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rejection of her body, Violet knew deep inside herself that she could beat her habit and
that one day she would be reunited with her children and there would be a new life for
them (21).
Whether on traditional land or living in the city, the stories in The Sky People
communicate that the wisdom of the traditional stories continues to enrich and
transcend human life in a modern world characterised by cultural hybridity. In ‘House
of Fish’ the old man recognizes this when he finally leaves his ‘beach-coloured’ and
‘bleached’ dwelling located in a place where nothing grew, a place that resembles the
shoreline (47). Here he had lived in communion with nature and told stories of ‘long
ago’ and more recent times to his young grandson Hopper, whose father was an
American serviceman (50). After the people had left their old place, he had moved here
hoping to get away from the machines, but then new people arrived nearby with their
flags, signs, boats and buoys and they were followed by a letter and the bulldozers.
Forced to accept the inevitable, the old man had finally agreed to leave with his
daughters and their husbands, requesting that the house be burnt down before they left.
This fire is a symbol of new life emerging from the ashes. What the old man realizes is
that he will be taking his stories, his relationship with the birds, the spirit of his drowned
daughter and the House of Fish with him, because they will continue to live ‘as long as
they stand in memory’ (52-53). The ending to this story mirrors the beginning which
starts with the old man remembering the House of Fish and understanding that it ‘still
stands as long as there’s someone to remember’ (47). As such it recalls the continuing
momentum of the spiral in which endings signal a new beginning.
It is in this tradition of storytelling that Grace positions herself as a custodian of a
spiritual tradition of stories. The stories in The Sky People remember these stories in
the context of their interaction with people’s lives. As a storyteller and custodian of
traditional stories, Grace is identified with a traditional role exercised by the elders. In
‘Old Ones Become Birds’, Grace commemorates this role, placing herself within a
spiritual tradition associated with birds and the sky. As birds, the elders wake early and
chant the morning karakia before gathering in front of a carved stone which they unveil
as the first event on the day’s programme. The narrator tells the story from the point of
view of a younger woman who is observing them. She watches them ahead of her,
clutching their coloured shawls and rugs, ‘fluffing them featherly’ and ‘beaking the
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ground with their sticks’ (113). At the main meeting of the day, they speak of their
stories as being for their ‘own mokopuna’. This is a reference to their children (Reed &
Timotī Kāretu 2001, p.46). What they are clear about is that they do not want their own
people or Pakeha to take their stories to make money, nor do they want the stories
locked away in archives (113). By the afternoon with their heads drooping wingward,
they leave after empowering everybody there to make decisions, but clarifying that they
do support the idea of the recording of the stories so the children will know (113). The
narrator imagines them flying off up into the sky, before feeling herself rising (114).
Their modification of ‘own children’ to the broader and inclusive term of ‘children’,
sanctions Grace’s inclusion of others in the spirit of the ancestors.
This story recalls ‘Sweet Trees’ and its bird characters, the idea for which Grace
directly attributes to the He Ara Hou Māori Theatre and their work with spirit birds,
which is acknowledged at the beginning The Sky People. Their play, Whatungarongaro,
is told on three distinct levels: an outer ring of masked spirit birds that watch over and
guide the events of the play; a small inner circle representing the life of an urban
whanau under stress; and at the centre of the play is their son and his life with street
kids and substance abuse (Kouka 1999, pp.21-22). This pattern of interaction between
the present and the ancestral figures with its focus on the fringe-dweller is evident in
‘Sweet Trees’. Like The Sky People, their play is a modern interpretation of Māori
symbols in what has been described as ‘a story of now about people like us’ (p.23).
As in ‘The Sky People’, the creation of a new community built on the fringe-dweller
that extends beyond the whānau [offspring] (Reed & Kāretu 2001, p.98) is a significant
focus in Baby No-Eyes.
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Baby No-Eyes
Like Mutuwhenua, there is specific myth that acts as a subtext for the novel Baby NoEyes. In this novel it is the legend of Tawhaki. Just as it is referenced in regard to the
pohutukawa in ‘The Sky People’, when Tawera is born Gran Kura’s gift is a
pohutukawa. The significance of this myth is developed in Tawera’s re-enactment of the
role of Tawhaki in his school play (194-197). The story retold in Baby No-Eyes
corresponds to the account of this legend dictated by Te Rangihaeata of Ngāti Toa in
which Tawhaki takes revenge upon a race of water spirits, the Ponaturi. (Orbell 1995,
p.194). In the process Tawhaki rescues the bones of his father and frees his mother
(Grey n.d.). It is in the context of this myth that differences in the lives of the characters
are revealed and then transcended as they are brought together. This includes cultural
differences which although recognized are not given undue emphasis. Like Baby NoEyes, Tawera is the child of a Māori mother. However, unlike his sister, his father is not
identified as Māori. Glen is described as having ‘a wide, pale forehead and a sheet of
corrugated black hair’ (128). When Baby No-Eyes discovers that Tawera is cast in the
role of Tawhaki, she taunts him by saying that he is the wrong colour to be Tawhaki as
he is not ‘very brown’, insisting that: ‘I’m the one who should be Tawhaki – brown as
rocks and dark as rivers, singing and dancing, going on journeys, flashing and booming’
(191). In Baby No-Eyes, however, Tawera, Shane, Te Paania, Baby No-Eyes and
ultimately Gran Kura are all developed as representations of Tawhaki. Male and female,
Māori and Pakeha, gay and heterosexual, as well as the living and the dead are included
in the translation of this legend into everyday life.
In accordance with Māori tradition which recognizes the connection between human life
and the wider pattern of renewal identified with the earth, Gran Kura plants the ‘little
tree’, a seedling pohutukawa, above Tawera’s placenta (12, 15, 19). When Gran Kura
arrives at Dave and Mahaki’s house to assist with the birth of Te Paania’s second baby,
she also experiences a rebirth revealed in relation to the legend of Tawhaki. Gran
Kura’s arrival is motivated by a new awareness that she had robbed her grandson by
depriving him of the stories of his ancestry. Like the stories in The Sky People, the
importance of brokenness in its capacity to facilitate renewal is a significant thematic
concern in Baby No-Eyes. Her failure to pass on these stories has contributed to Shane’s
anger and death. After Shane and Te Paania were married, he would often come home
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late at night and the ‘shouting and crashing’ would begin. He smashes their glasses,
breaks windows and dents their pots and pans (23-24). His anger is driven by his loss of
identity. Shane resented being given the name of a white cowboy in a movie when his
own face was black (25, 26). Motivated by the prospect of fatherhood, he buys an old
car and prepares to return home, telling Te Paania: ‘Then we’ll go there and they’re
going to tell. Me. Tell us. My name. My things. Our stuff. Those secrets’ (25). Shane
confronts Gran Kura angrily on the verandah of her home telling her: ‘You old grannies
are a load of shit praise the Lord,’ accusing them of being ‘Jesus-freak thieves’ and
asking: ‘How can I be Maori without … without … without what? Don’t even know
without what?’ (26-27). In keeping with the association of the pohutukawa’s red
blossoms with Tawhaki’s death (Orbell 1995, p.194), Shane is killed in a head on
collision on the return journey.
In his search for his family heritage and his bloody death, Shane is a Tawhaki figure. As
such, Gran Kura’s behaviour is a reflection of the water spirits, who sought to destroy
Tawhaki’s heritage (196). In the restoration of her sight that is triggered by Shane’s
comments which are described as opening her mouth and her eyes, Gran Kura is also a
reflection of Whaitiri. One version of this myth is the story told on the east coast by the
Ngāti Poruou. In this story, Tawhaki sets out to visit his grandmother in the sky. After
overcoming significant obstacles, he finds Whaitiri and cures her blindness by giving
her the eyes of his brother Karihi, who has been killed on their journey there, before
later falling to his own death. In a west coast version, Tawhaki restores Whaitiri’s sight
by moistening clay with his saliva, anointing her eyes and reciting a ritual chant (Orbell
1995, pp. 193-194). In his identification with the sky, lightning is described as flashing
from Tawhaki’s arm-pits (197). On the verandah, Gran Kura describes herself as being
‘jolted’ by Shane’s words, so that the ‘little ball’ inside her ‘cracked’ (15), causing the
words of a story that had been lived by a whole generation but that had never been
‘worded’ to escape from her mouth. This story begins with the words: ‘There was a
school’ (28). Although the school was built on land given by her grandfather because he
wanted an education for their children, the teachers at the school reacted to the colour of
their pupils’ skin, their anger increasing according to its darkness (31). Gran Kura tells
how Māori children were called by English names and were caned for speaking their
language (33). She remembers how when her young cousin, Riripeti, died as a result of
this mistreatment, she blamed the Māori language as the ‘evil thing’ that had caused her
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cousin’s death and silently resolved not to speak it again (38). In response to Shane’s
challenge, she justifies their silence, telling him:
We keep our stories secret because we love our children, we keep our language
hidden because we love our children, we disguise ourselves and hide our hearts
because we love our children. We choose names because we love our children.
(39)
Gran Kura thus describes the adoption of Pakeha culture by Māori as a process in which
there is an underlying awareness of difference that is deliberately hidden. This is a
manifestation of the ‘partial presence’ identified by Bhabha (2004, p.123). Although
Shane opened Gran Kura’s eyes and provoked her to share this account, it is ultimately
the mutilation of Baby No-Eyes that causes her to come out of hiding and acknowledge
a significant difference between her and the doctor in charge at the hospital. When Gran
Kura arrived at the hospital after the car accident, she continued to operate out of a
mindset of mimicry and secrecy. She planned to take Shane and the baby to the hospital
chapel for prayers before taking them home for burial (59). She felt confident that she
could cope with ‘reasonable ease’ because of her understanding that death is a part of
the pattern of life and that bad times pass (57). When Kura was a child and struggling to
come to terms with the death of her cousin, her Christian grandmother took her on her
knee and told her that Riripeti was in a ‘special place’ in God’s Kingdom with the Lord
and that they would ‘all be together one day in glory’. Kura regained her health and
returned to school believing that she had God in her ‘heart’ (38-39). The concept of
death and renewal is an area of resemblance between Māori culture and Christianity.
However, as in Bhabha’s analysis of mimicry as a state combining ‘resemblance’ and
‘menace’ thus creating an unsettling ‘ambivalence’ (2004, p.123), Gran Kura comes to
recognize that she sees things differently. Although she overlooks it on the grounds that
‘their words were different’, when Gran Kura is waiting for Shane and baby she is
offended by the doctor’s reference to baby as a ‘body’ (60). Although she hid her
feelings and made excuses for them, when they told her that the ‘corpse has been
mislaid temporarily’ the words cut into her like knives (61).
The emergence of Gran Kura’s ‘double vision’ in this situation of cultural hybridity
(2004, p.123), occurs not when she finds out that baby has been retrieved from a
Wastecare bin and her eyes have been removed, as she still holds on to her patience and
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prays (63), but when she is faced with the shock of having baby’s eyes returned in a
container in a plastic shopping bag as though they were ‘food’. This reminds Gran Kura
of the swallowing of chiefly eyes and she can no longer disregard the behaviour of
people in ‘high-up’ positions on the grounds that they are ‘different’, concluding instead
that they are ‘empty’ (64). Although Gran Kura continues to wait for police clearance as
she has been instructed, she is now no longer able to pray, feeling instead the desire to
‘call out’ to her ancestors who had died long ago to give her strength (64). Rather than
representing this difference in terms of cultural stereotypes and static descriptors, Grace
reveals it in the context of a similarity and continuity with the past. The return of baby’s
eyes reminds Gran Kura of a story that she later tells her family of the time of Pirinoa,
when enemies would attempt to destroy the spirit of a chiefly person handed down from
their ancestors by turning them into food and eating their heart or their eyes in order to
destroy tapu (162). Ironically, while the latter appears more barbaric, the removal of
baby’s eyes comes from an absence of respect for human life in the context of its
spiritual and sacred origins. This absence reflects Gran Kura’s perception of the
behaviour of the doctor in terms of a void-like state of emptiness.
Despite this difference, there is an underlying affinity between the two behaviours
which is the demeaning of another group of people due to a lack of aroha. For Mahaki,
what disturbs him most about about the removal of baby’s eyes is not the ‘cross-cultural
mismatch’ but that ‘no one at the hospital had cared enough’. They were treated like a
bunch of oddities who were not quite people waiting for a thing to take home and bury,
for no good reason’ (122). In recognizing this affinity, Grace looks beyond the
perspective of biculturalism to Bhabha’s Third Space, which he describes as eluding the
‘politics of polarity’ (2004, p.56). This difference is identified with a Western view of
the world in which there is a separation of the mind and the heart and a priority is given
to the mind. It is this condition that Gran Kura must overcome before she is able to see.
Gran Kura knows that her transformation is a product of both Shane and his sister
Niecy, understanding that while it took Shane to ‘open’ her eyes, it took his sister to
‘move’ her (65). It is only when Niecy becomes ‘angry’ with Gran Kura, disregarding
her authority as an elder and the doctor’s orders by taking baby from her and leaving the
hospital immediately, that Gran Kura is changed. She describes herself as tiptoeing
along the corridors behind her granddaughter as though she was in a ‘holy place’, before
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she begins wailing out aloud for her sins as she follows the green line leading to the
main doors (65).
Rejecting the moral authority assumed by Pakeha culture and the Christian church, Gran
Kura now blames herself for her failure to speak out because she was frightened of
those who gave themselves authority and is overcome by shame (65). Whereas prior to
this Gran Kura had understood herself to be ‘good’, she now sees herself as a ‘woman
of evil patience and goodness’. She understands that she was ‘stupid’ in thinking that by
keeping silent she was being ‘knowledgeable’; that those she thought ‘were crazy were
not’and that she had ‘killed them’ (65). She condemns the ‘terrible patience’ within her,
that held not only herself back but also others who might scream, shout, laugh, kill or
cry, but who would not react until she had reacted, concluding that it was ‘evil’ to be ‘so
good’ (63). Now recalling the death of her cousin Riripeti, she concludes: ‘What an evil
girl I was to let her die’ (38). Like the doctor whose separation of Baby No-Eyes body
from her spirit led to his perception of her as rubblish, Gran Kura’s lack of aroha is
seen to be a product of the prioritizing of her mind over the heart. It is this that enabled
her to exhibit patience and control when she was confronted by experiences of tragedy
and human suffering in her own family. Instead of embracing the Christian virtue of
patience, Gran Kura now sees this quality as a form of wrong doing. Although Gran
Kura’s patience is the opposite of Nina’s mother’s impatience in ‘The Sky People’, both
women are shown to have their understanding distorted by a separation of their heart
and mind that is encouraged by Christian influence. No longer seeing herself as having
God in her ‘heart’ (39), Gran Kura sees her ‘core’ as a ‘little ball’ inside of her, wrapped
in layers like bandages to protect her (66). However, rather than blaming her ancestors
who decided to build a church, she explains that they did not know that a church could
shrink the people’s souls into tiny knotted balls (112).
Like Dorothy in ‘The Day of the Egg’ who is reminded of her own lack of compassion
by the sight of the broken egg, Gran Kura is reminded of her lack of aroha by Niecy,
who is waiting for her outside the front door and clinging to their desecrated child. In
contrast to Gran Kura’s previous silence, Niecy speaks out, likening her to a ‘thief’ and
telling her that she could not ‘steal’ from them anymore or Shane’s death would be in
vain (65). It is these words that motivate her to change. Her hope for the future is that
she will become ‘again’ by the time she dies the person she was ‘born to be’ (66).
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Rather than a process of linear development, Gran Kura’s life is revealed in the pattern
of the spiral in which an end is also a beginning and beginnings cycle back into the past.
In this new life, Gran Kura understands as her ancestors did before her, that it is
important to pass on the stories of life even when they are hurtful. Hence Te Paania’s
father tells her after she has recovered enough to leave the hospital, that Gran Kura said:
‘We got to hear it all, said you got to have a chance to cry for your family, got to know
everything’ (46). She understands that it is because of her children’s children and the
opening of her mouth that she must now ‘unwrap the little ball, find it, let the secrets
free’ (66). This painstaking recovery of her past ancestry is akin to Tawhaki’s rescuing
of his mother and the bones of his father. Gran Kura resolves to pass on their stories and
her vow to never speak English again expresses this commitment in relation to their
mokopuna (66).
The expression of these stories in English in Baby No-Eyes alongside the voices of other
Māori, reveal that Gran Kura’s stories are part of a wider tradition of storytelling and
process of development that is inclusive of others. This is anticipated by the elders in
‘Old Ones Become Birds’ who approve of the recording of their stories to make them
accessible not just to their ‘own mokopuna’ but to children in general (113). Gran
Kura’s stories of the lives of her ancestors reveal this developing aroha and
inclusiveness in opposition to the impact of Christianity. These stories allow knowledge
formerly kept secret to enter the dominant discourse functioning as what Bhabha has
termed an ‘insurgent counter-appeal’ (2004, pp.129-130). Gran Kura’s story of how
‘times had changed’ with the arrival of the awareness of ‘Christian sin’ is rich in irony.
The traditional practice of a sister bearing a child to her childless sister’s husband to
preserve their ancestry continued to be carried out but in secrecy at least up to the birth
of Kura and her younger brother, while the practice of eating the eyes of an enemy to
demean their ancestry that dated back to Pirinoa and even later, is revealed to be alive
and well in other forms in Pakeha society (162). Although Gran Kura grew up with a
special love for her mother’s sister Rebecca and her husband Taiki, she was not told the
story of her birth as she was growing up and this causes her to question whether it was
hidden from them to make them completely their parents children or if it was because of
a desire to avoid Christian condemnation (163). Her recollection of how they called all
of their mother’s and father’s sisters and female cousins whaea (mother) and all of their
brothers and male cousins matua (father), suggests the latter. This is reinforced by the
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telling of the story of her birth and that of her brother at the deaths of her own parents
and that of her birth mother and her husband because they could not be farewelled
properly with the ‘most important honouring’ left out (163).
The capacity for aroha expressed in this traditional practice is revealed by both the
exercise of choice rather than compulsion and Rebecca’s and Tiaki’s reasons for their
consent. Gran Kura’s parents travel to the home of Rebecca and Tiaki to make their
heart-felt and tearful request. They wait in silence for some time until Rebecca says: ‘I
can’t refuse you, you’re my older sister. I can’t refuse you, you’ll die without your
children’ (162). Rebecca’s response is an expression of aroha for her sister. However,
the consent of Tiaki was also required and Rebecca is not a member of his immediate
family. The added difficulty of his decision is reflected in the amount of time it takes
him walking outside in the rain before he can decide. When he returns the fire has been
stoked and the children have gone to bed. The first reason that Tiaki gives for his
consent is his love for his wife and the seond reason is that he had taken her away from
her people (162). His recognition of the significance of this to her is also an expression
of his love. Rebecca’s parents had rejected Tiaki as a suitable husband for their
daughter. They told her to forget him and not to waste her lineage on a man whose
‘hands hung empty at his sides’. However, she refused to accept their advice and one
morning they woke to find that she had gone to join Tiaki and to live with his family
(160). The third and the fourth reason that Tiaki gives for agreeing are references to his
position as a man without lands and as a man whose name is not recognized (162).
Ironically, these are the harsh conditions shown to have shaped him into a man capable
of great aroha.
Tiaki went away to live in the bush while Gran Kura’s parents stay with Rebecca until
she became pregnant. This capacity to extend his aroha beyond his whanau is
recognized by the community during his life when he was ‘greatly honoured’ by Gran
Kura’s family and in death by the retelling the story of his action (162). He is also
recognized by Grace as a sky person. Although he concludes his decision by telling
Rebecca and Gran Kura’s parents that: ‘My name doesn’t come from the heavens,
therefore I have to agree’, it is followed by the statement: ‘There was rain on his face’
(162). During the period of his deliberation and also after he delivers his decision
indoors he is identified with rain. As well as taking a critical look at Pakeha society and
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Christianity, Grace extends this critical gaze to Māori cultural traditions. Not only were
Rebecca’s parents shown to be wrong in their assessment of Tiaki but they also
underestimated the strength of his family. When Rebecca died, her family tried to bring
her back home to be buried in her ancestral place. They sent out all of their people of
status and their good speakers who had strong arguments supporting their right to do so.
However, they found that Tiaki’s family was ‘strong too’. They reminded them of how
they had cast Rebecca aside in the early days and looked down on her husband, and
expressed their desire to bury her next to her husband who had always loved her. After
much talking the matter was only resolved when Tiaki’s family told them: ‘It will need
many more of you to pick her up and take her’ (163-164).
Rather than idealising Māori traditions and locking them into a limited concept of
culture based on static descriptors, Grace reveals them in a dynamic context where they
are subject to a process of change that predates the imposition of colonial authority.
Gran Kura’s stories of Pirinoa’s marriage refer to this time and demonstrate the
problems they encountered in regard to lineage and marriage customs. Pirinoa lived at
the time when guns had become available from Pakeha traders. This led to increased
warfare between Māori hapu to whom vengeance is described as being of great
importance (109). The number of dead increased so dramatically that death customs and
marriage liaisons were not able to be made. As a result of this slaughter, genealogies
were affected and it is this that is identified as causing their world to change forever
(110). Pirinoa was the eldest daughter of the highest-born daughter and the highest-born
son of two hapu devastated by war. ‘Everything that was important, both to her
mother’s and her father’s people- land, birth, history – was held within her chiefliness’
(111). Despite the great importance placed on genealogy, Pirinoa was allowed to marry
Billy Silk, a Pakeha whaler, who was the man of her choice and a man without family
(95-96). Rather than love, this match was one of convenience for Pirinoa and for the old
women who supported her in opposition to those who wanted to kill Billy believing that
he may have met her secretly and already made a common marriage with her (96). This
is true also for those who saw Billy as a means of accessing the goods they desired
through trade (98).
Pirinoa was already past the age when most women were married and had families
when she made her request for Billy Silk who had arrived in their community after his
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ship wrecked off-shore (96). Amongst the old women who supported Pirinoa’s choice
were women of high rank who had never married and remained childless because their
future husbands had gone to the ovens and stomachs of their enemies (108). They knew
that without children Pirinoa’s chiefly descendancy would have ended (118). They
knew as well that they had been unable to find a suitable match for her (96). There is
also the suggestion that they may have known that Pirinoa was not a virgin and thought
that since Billy was a man without family there could be no reprisal if it was found that
this high-born daughter had already been with a man (117). The authenticity of this
scenario and Billy Silk’s lack of knowledge of Pirinoa is suggested by the story of their
marriage night which Gran Kura believes Pirinoa told some years later (99). After the
speech making and celebrations that went for most of the night, Pirinoa and Billy were
taken to the sleeping house where they were to sleep together for the first time. The
grandmothers sat outside to listen for the sounds of laughter and lovemaking that would
inform them that the marriage was consummated. However, their marriage house was
‘as quiet as the time of Te Kore’, because Billy Silk went sound asleep. To save them
both, Pirinoa initiated the sexual encounter by first lying on top of him and then using
her hands to rouse him, after which, now awake, the ‘first words’ he ever spoke to her
were: ‘It’s alright this’. Their difference in language was immediately overcome and by
daylight they had convinced the marriage makers of their union (100).
Beginning from Te Kore, this marriage outside the traditional requirements of lineage
and inheritance and Billy Silk are included in the momentum of the spiral. This is
identified as a positive step or progression in the context of the lack of aroha evident in
the slaughter of Māori by Māori that preceded it. Like Māui’s birth on the shoreline,
Billy and his marriage to Pirinoa is associated with the shoreline from which he
emerged. As in The Sky People, the shoreline is associated with brokenness in the form
of a failure in aroha and in the case of this marriage it is specifically related to the
killing of Māori by Māori from another hapu. By comparison, the acceptance of Billy as
part of Pirinoa’s hapu and the inclusion of the children of this marriage as their children,
who would have the same inheritance rights as their mother (99), is embraced as a
development of aroha. At the core of this aroha is a perception of their common ground
which Grace reiterates through a mythological subtext. Billy’s reflection of Māui is not
just through a connection to the shoreline but in their common struggle against
adversity. The son of a basketmaker whose family had come on hard times in England,
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Billy left home to go to sea at the age of twelve (97-98). Rather than the privilege of
birth, it is an inclusive ‘wild’ self that Gran Kura recognizes as being handed down to
her from both Pirinoa and Billy Silk, which she now identifies as being necessary for
them to move beyond survival (116-117). Shane’s ‘misfitted and wild’ demeanour,
which contributed to the liberation of this self from within her, is credited in this light to
the ‘outstepping’ Pirinoa and the ‘adventuring’ Billy Silk (107).
‘Te Ao Hurihuri’ is a common Māori phrase that refers to the continual changing nature
of the world (Meredith 1998). Underlying this cultural outlook is a perception of an
expansive interaction of opposites. Hence in direct contrast to Billy’s struggle against
adversity, Pirinoa’s wilfulness is described as a product of her inherited genealogy
which meant that there was no one of a higher pedigree who could command her (117).
Thus tradition and the breach of tradition are incorporated into a common dynamic and
expression of culture. Similarly, whereas in ‘The Day of the Egg’ compassion opens
Dorothy’s eyes, in Baby No-Eyes anger is identified with awareness. Billy Silk,
Tumanako’s father, and his uncles and cousins are described as having their ‘two eyes
wide’ and as holding ‘anger’ as a treasure in their heart when they fight alongside
relatives against soldiers who are attempting to seize the land (114). As such, like the
eared and the eyed in ‘The Sky People’, even when they are fighting the Imperial Army,
Billy Silk is not excluded. Their use of violence in self defence is an expression of their
aroha for their whanau and is carried out at great cost to themselves. Their mill and
their houses were burnt down and more of the land was taken. Unlike Tumanako, who
did not go to war, they do not interpret the story of Pirinoa’s grandfather’s laying down
of his taiaha on the ground as a sign that they should give up war forever (114).
In contrast to Tumanako, Gran Kura’s retelling of this story earlier is placed in a
different context and provides an alternative viewpoint. Pirinoa’s grandfather was
negotiating a treaty with Pirinoa’s mother’s hapu that would bind their lands and their
genealogies forever. It was customary to exchange gifts in this situation and the gift of
his most famous fighting weapon which was recognized throughout the territories
because it had killed many chiefs was appropriately highly prized. Pirinoa’s
grandfather’s hapu had been driven from their land by a mutual enemy and their very
survival was dependent on the goodwill of these neighbours (110). Similarly, Gran
Kura’s understanding of Tumanako’s story changes as she grows up and she comes to
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see beneath his English clothing and affiliation with the church. Observing in his
portrait that he had one eye more widely open than the other, she used to think that this
was because his birth and his circumstances surprised him (94). As she grows up,
however, she interprets the half-shut eye as a warning to following generations that they
would have to keep one eye unseeing and their lips sealed in order to survive (108).
Hence even though Tumanako is said to have ‘believed’ his interpretation of Pirinoa’s
grandfather’s story (114), as a product of his ‘goodness’ and his ‘half-shut eye’, it is a
belief adopted only out of necessity to ensure their survival. In opposition to
assimilation, this example of ‘partial presence’ that Bhabha identifies as beneath the
facade of mimicry is revealed by Gran Kura to be both Tumanako’s act of love for them
and also something that threatened their existence. The ‘goodness’ that Gran Kura
recognized in Tumanako is distinguished from the ‘hard goodness’ that developed in
her and succeeding generations that is identified with a lack of aroha associated with
Christianity (108). Rather than being blamed for their misfortune, Tumanako is
described as his ‘mother’s son’, inheriting her wilfulness in the form of a ‘goodness’
that wasn’t ‘too hard’ in him (115). Although accepting the Land Court’s decision
concerning individual legal title for land in the ‘coat-owning way’ because he knew that
otherwise their lands would be taken, he took little notice of this paper and people
continued to build their houses and work the gardens as they were used to doing,
keeping the knowledge of the traditional boundaries and the stories of what had
happened (115).
Instead of being viewed as definitive, the impact of colonisation is seen to be part of a
greater and inclusive cycle of life fostered by aroha that moves between good times and
bad. Reflecting this viewpoint, Tumanako’s understanding of ‘changing times’ and
awareness of ‘what advantages could be taken of the changing world’ are attributed to
his upbringing in Māori culture. As his mother’s son, knowledge of the histories,
genealogies, songs and the land was passed on to him (115). Hence, mirroring the
previous slaughter which had devastated their genealogies and ushered in a period in
which the world changed forever (110), the clash with Pakeha settlers and their
government ushered in another bad time in which the world changed forever (108). On
this occasion, the change was due not to the muskets and the piles of dead, but the fact
that warfare was no longer seasonal because their enemy could fight all year round and
did not have to plant or harvest. This meant that whether they fought on or not, they
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were similarly faced with starvation (114). As before when Billy Silk emerged from the
shoreline, they are pushed on to the coastal fringe when their good land is taken. Few in
number, thin and dying, they lived a poor existence, comforted by alcohol and the
church (114). While Tumanako is credited with their survival rather than blamed for
their fate in this impoverished state, alcohol and the church are identified as obstacles to
their growth.
In contrast to Tumanako’s understanding of a changing world, the following
generations are described by Gran Kura as laying blame on one another for what had
been lost to them (116). In Mutuwhenua the apportioning of blame and punishment is
identified both with the myth of Mutuwhenua and Christian teachings, while in Potiki
the myth of Mutuwhenua is distinguished from the ‘given stories’ which preceded it.
Unlike Tumanako, his descendants are increasingly influenced by Christian teachings
and due to secrecy are deprived of knowledge of the ‘given stories’. On the verandah,
after accusing Gran Kura of withholding their stories, Shane mockingly sang:
Shackled by a heavy burden,
Neath a load of guilt and shame,
The hand of Jesus touched me,
And I am no longer the same. (41)
Shane blames Christianity for locking Gran Kura into a state in which she is debilitated
by shame and blame. Like Lilac in ‘Flower Girls’who had been saved by the Lord but
is paralysed by misplaced guilt, Gran Kura must break free of this influence to develop.
It is in the recollection and sharing of the stories of their past in her new life in the city
that she overcomes her sense of shame and blame, recovering and developing her
awareness of change and its importance in the creation of life. This development occurs
in a context of cultural hybridity in the space between mimicry and mockery. Reaching
beyond blame and dismantling superficial cultural stereotypes, she is positioned in
Bhabha’s Third Space which he identifies as the precondition for the articulation of
cultural difference (2004, p.56). In Baby No-Eyes, as in Mutuwhenua, Potiki and
Cousins the Christian emphasis upon blame is depicted alongside the expression of
blame in Māori culture but there is a difference between them that is revealed in regard
to the importance placed upon it in the Māori worldview.
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Stories of marriage in the past and the present demonstrate the engagement between
Māori and Pakeha culture and disclose this difference. Although prior to Christian
influence, a variety of marriage practices and traditions were in place, Tumanako and
his wife Maharahara emphasised the importance of the church and marriage in the eyes
of the Lord (160). A distinction between Māori and Pakeha culture emerges in regard to
the story of Gran Kura’s parents’ marriage. After it became clear that her mother was
barren, whispers were heard that her father’s people wanted him to have another wife.
Now, however, because the ending of a marriage in order to remarry was understood to
be a ‘Christian sin’, many would not have agreed to this (161). In this situation the
Christian emphasis upon blame is disclosed but in the light of the blame attached to
childlessness which was seen traditionally as a form of punishment for wrong doing
evident in attitudes not only to Kura’s mother but also to Pirinoa, her great grandmother
(161). The difference between Christianity and Māori culture is that there is a greater
emphasis on renewal in this life. This is evident in the acceptance of surrogacy in the
case of her mother’s infertility and in the priority for renewal rather than blame in the
case of Kura’s own marriage to Jack Hepetema. Despite five children in six years of
marriage, Kura finally goes to her grandmother (Maharahara) to inform her that the
‘good-looking enough’ husband from a ‘known family’ who earnt enough to support a
family was a drunk who physically abused her and had other women (255-256). Beyond
the Christian emphasis on the next life in the Kingdom of God which Maharahara uses
to comfort Kura in the wake of Riripeti’s death, in this instance she is driven less by an
awareness of Christian sin and blame, and more by an understanding that her
granddaughter and her children deserved better. Maharahara returns home with Kura
and after three days when Jack finally reappears on the verandah where she is waiting,
he leaves without a word when she tells him: ‘Get anything that’s yours. Then go. Don’t
come back’ (257-258).
The story of this marriage and its breakdown, as well as Gran Kura’s second marriage,
is told in her last chapter in Baby No-Eyes. This chapter follows her previous chapter
which is devoted entirely to the story of Millie and her mother and the breakdown of
Millie’s marriage. This breakdown is told in the context of Māori tradition and, as
indicated by its placement in the text, is an important context in which the story of
Kura’s marriages is unfolded. Unlike Kura’s other stories, Millie is not identified as part
of Kura’s whanau and this is a sign of the time. Her significance to the Māori
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community of which she is a part is a manifestation of a way of life characterised by
cultural hybridity. Millie was only twelve, when she began working alongside her
mother and together they made the dresses that the families required for special
occasions such as their confirmation and their church weddings (234-235). When it
came to Millie’s wedding, people vied with each other to be allowed to provide
materials for the wedding and to donate pennies to cover the costs (235). While on her
wedding day ‘everyone’, including Millie and her partner, were ‘full of smiles’, after
eleven years and three children, Millie leaves her children and her husband with her
mother and goes to join Harvey, a soldier she had met when he was staying with one of
her cousins and had continued to correspond with via letter (236). Unlike Kura’s
biological mother, Rebecca, whose marriage was forged against her parent’s will and
the importance they placed on lineage as an assertion of her personal choice, Millie’s
marriage and Kura’s first marriage were made in deference to the will of their families
and in the name of convenience rather than aroha (234-235, 255).
Instead of demonstrating simplistically that a marriage resulting from two people
finding each other and falling in love is better than an arranged marriage, Grace
demonstrates that relationships of aroha and hence all marriages are forged in the
struggle against adversity, regardless of a person’s lineage. This timeless perception is
evident in both the story of Maneta and Kata in ‘Sweet Trees’ who fell in love and in
the story of the woman in ‘Flower Girls’ who married the ‘big man’. Whereas the ups
and downs and the changes in the former relationship are seen to be part of a
transcending cycle of development, the lack of change in the latter is evidence of
stagnation. In Baby No-Eyes, as in these stories, it is in an inclusive struggle rather than
an acceptance of the status quo that people and relationships change and develop.
Beyond the importance of conformity and blame, the value of wilfulness is thus
recognized in Māori culture and inherent to Māui’s struggle. This quality and this
understanding of life are promoted by both the engagement with and in opposition to
Pakeha culture. Unlike her mother, in Kura’s day no arrangements had been made for
her marriage because people wanted to follow their heart and aspiring parents wanted
their children to marry Pakeha so that they would be rich and their grandchildren would
be fair and get on in the world. However, although marriages based on lineage became
untenable, the focus on wealth, the significance of family influence and the restriction
of choice remained the same. Hence, the man Kura thought that she would like to marry
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married the storekeeper’s wife because she was not Māori, and the man she didn’t like
because he was crude and loud-mouthed became her husband because her family
approved of him and thought she was too old not to be married.
Kura’s marriage to Jack Hepetema is thus seen in the intersection between Māori and
Pakeha practices and beliefs about the importance of marriage. Kura’s perception that
when she agreed to the marriage she was acting out of her ‘own goodness’ in obeying
the wishes of her family is revealed also to be a reflection of Christian beliefs (255). It
is her understanding of ‘goodness’ as passiveness, reflecting both her grandparents’
expectations of her mother’s obedience and Christian influence in her life, that Kura
later identifies as something that she must overcome. It is in this light, that Kura with
the assistance of her grandmother and Millie take action to end their marriages.
Although the city facilitated Millie’s action by providing her with a place to meet
Harvey before he left for overseas and to live and work after he left where she could
wait for him, she is blamed by Pakeha society for this new relationship and forced to
return home when her pregnancy begins to show. Her landlady puts her belongings out
on the landing and she loses her job in the factory. Though she tries to find other work
and lodgings, no one will accommodate or employ her (236). In contrast, when Millie
returns home she sits in the middle of the verandah in a very fine dress that does not
hide her pregnancy, with her mother and brother standing apart but on either side of her.
Their aroha is evident even though they may also be opposed to her actions. This
position on the edge of her mother’s home reflects the position of Pirinoa who Gran
Kura imagines on the eve of her marriage to Billy Silk sitting in full view under the
overhang of the house with her grandmothers about her.
From the verandah Millie can see about a hundred people from her husband’s family
approaching along the beach with their dogs and a horse and dray. As she sits and they
stand silently and without moving, while the rest of the community watches from the
fences without interfering, they gather together the farm implements, the household
items and the farm animals before taking the man and his children away with them.
However, Millie, her mother and her brother can now ‘start their lives again, which they
were able to do now without blame’ (237). The verandah is a location on the edge of a
home which is identified like the shoreline as a site of renewal. Like the shoreline it is a
place of brokenness and death which has the capacity to generate new life. Even though
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her verandah has become rotten and dangerous, Kura will not let Joe and Gordon pull it
down and replace it, although she allows them to do extensive renovations in other parts
of her house. Instead they replace the posts so that the roof will not fall in. This
verandah is special to Kura because significant changes in her life have occurred there.
This was the place from which her grandmother had sent her first husband off and
whose posts supported her much loved second husband when he died struggling for
breath. It was also the place where Shane confronted Kura and where after sixty years
she opened up and told her family the story of Riripeti. Unlike a more open or more
restricted space, the verandah held them together in a place both protected from and
open to the natural world where their words could be heard clearly. Her verandah was
shaded at one end by the clematis and when Shane spoke it was a day of strong sunlight.
The sun sloped across the verandah (14-15). When Gran Kura replied with her story the
sun had gone down (39).
In regard to marriage and relationships in general, this greater pattern of life with its
emphasis on renewal is inclusive and transcends a vision shaped by a focus on blame
and punishment. As in ‘Sweet Trees’, where Fantail urges Miro and Toitoi not to be
gullible and to look beyond blame to grasp a bigger picture, in Baby No-Eyes the
reasons for the breakdown in Millie’s marriage are not prominent. Unlike Jack
Hepetema, Millie’s husband’s bad behaviour is not identified as the cause of Millie’s
decision. He had a serious manner but as Kura explained no-one would have put this
down to ill-temper. He was ten years older than Millie but her father was also
considerably older than her mother and their marriage survived (234-235). The main
point is that Millie was not satisfied with just surviving and her feelings for Harvey
were strong enough to motivate her to leave. Hence Millie demonstrates far greater
wilfulness than Kura who is struggling to survive and is restricted by her sense of
‘goodness’. In contrast, Millie’s wilfulness through her identification with the
pohutukawa is associated with Tawhaki, the hero, whose attempt to avenge his father’s
death and reclaim his heritage ends in his own death. When Millie watched her
husband’s family arriving along the shoreline, it was a hot day and the trees were out in
crimson flower. Reminiscent of the tui, that have the capacity to mimic sounds in their
environment (Orbell 1995, p.77), and are seeking nectar from the blossoms of the
pohutukawa as the children leave school for their Christmas holidays in ‘Valley’
(Waiariki 74-75 ), the birds in these trees could be heard ringing and gonging like bells
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(237). Although they sound like church bells, the message of the blossoms of this tree is
not the same.
Instead of this life and death being seen as a punishment for sinfulness and the hope of
new life in the next world, Millie’s life is a reflection of the story of Tawhaki. New life
is found in this life not through fear of punishment and obedience but by having the
courage to follow your dreams and through the experience of death. Millie loses her
first husband and her children who are later allowed to visit her and she also loses
Harvey, who never returns from the war, but she is blessed with a new child (237).
Similarly, although she accuses her grandmother of abandoning her after she sent Jack
away (158), her grandmother’s death at the end of that year and Jack’s death at the end
of the following year leave an emptiness that is filled by the arrival of Mahi Haunui.
The pain associated with the absence of her grandmother whom she had cared for over
many years and the change that Mahi Haunui brings to her life is indicated by the gap in
the text which precedes and follows the line: ‘Six years later I fished a new husband out
of the water’ (257). Like Billy Silk, Mahi Haunui, also known as Marty Fish, is
identified with the shoreline. Kura first saw him from the beach as he was attempting to
bring his boat to shore. He demonstrates the brokenness associated with the shoreline in
the strange and crooked movement of his craft as he struggled to shore using one oar as
a paddle, because the other lay broken at the bottom of his boat (258-259). After he
reached the shore with her assistance, Kura knew:
Right then, right there, I was in love with this small man with skin like wet
rocks, feet planted, shouting and using his wits, shooting through the
channel. He was wearing army pants and a football jersey. He was wet and
laughing. (258)
Like Māui, Mahi Haunui is a figure forged in the struggle against adversity. The path he
travels is neither linear nor characterised by the advantages of birth. He is an orphan
whose parents, grandparents, brothers and sisters had all died in the flu epidemic when
he was eight (259). He knew that to save his boat and to get to a good landing place, he
had to give up the idea of paddling straight to shore because the tide was against him.
Instead he had to drift towards the rocks in search of the ‘zigzag’ channel which was not
visible from where he was. From where Kura was on the beach, she could see the
channel that she knew was there and she hurried out over the rocks to stand by its
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entrance. When she began waving, he knew what she was doing and he came towards
her until it was time to pull the nose of his boat into the gap that was now visible. Then
yelling, laughing and using his wits, he pushed off this side and that side, swooping and
weaving through through its neck (258). Recalling the zigzag path preceding the spiral
staircase travelled by the eared and the eyed in ‘The Sky People’, this progress is
identified specifically with Māui, the trickster, and his struggle against adversity. In
Kura’s admiration for his journey which enables her to be aware of her aroha for him,
she too is identified with his struggle. Although he had been to the war and returned, his
marriage to Kura includes overcoming obstacles related to her birth and his lack of
wealth which continue to shape his and her life up to and beyond his death.
The verandah as a symbol of the shoreline continues to play a significant part in their
common journey. When Marty Fish dies gasping for breath on the verandah of her
grandmother’s house, he is suffering from the red dust he has inhaled at his job at the
brickworks where he worked for the first five years after their marriage. Marty had
‘nothing’ and because she could not go to the city and leave the house and ‘things’ that
her grandmother had placed in her care, this was the only job available to him (259).
Unlike her grandfather who was buried with all the treasures that had been gifted to him
(255), her grandmother ‘changed the custom’ by allowing her ‘unordinary self’ to be
buried with ‘nothing’. Instead, she passed her kiwi-feather cloaks, her head feathers and
hair combs, her taaniko bags and sashes and her carved box of jewellery into the care of
Kura because she felt there was so little left for the children’s children (256). These
items represent on one level the importance placed upon lineage and material
possessions in Māori culture and on another the significance of aroha which motivates
Maharahara to leave these possession behind. Kura’s marriage to the love of her life,
like Maharahara’s gift, occurs in the context of adversity and death in which the primary
significance of aroha emerges in opposition to notions of birth and wealth. The
verandah is thus a symbol of aroha. Its post upon which Marty leaned and its ‘ledge’
which he held on to, as well as its wall which supported them as they lifted him under
his arms, demonstrate and foster aroha.
Marty’s death is not the end of Kura’s journey in aroha but a new beginning which
emerges from this same verandah after the death of Baby No-Eyes and Shane, who is
the son born to Vera, the only child of Kura’s marriage to Marty (58, 259). Her move to
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the city where she begins a new life is heralded by the arrival on her verandah of a
suitcase (13). While her first inclination is to give it back to the relative who returned it,
thinking that she would have no use for it, she knows even as she says these words that
it was coming back to her because her life was changing as a result of what had
happened (13). She understands the changes that she has experienced in relation to
Shane and Baby No-Eyes to be part of a transcending pattern of change that continues
to shape her life. This pattern of renewal emerging from brokenness and death is
reflected in the suitcase which is old, cracked and flaking and has both its straps broken
(13). It is also evident in the arrival of her nephew and his wife, who come to live with
her shortly after this because their house was destroyed in a fire (15). Their experience
of adversity enables Gran Kura to change her life because she can leave her
grandmother’s house and personal items in their care. Pita and Bon had been with her
for one month when Te Paania phoned and Kura realizes ‘why they were there’ and
why the suitcase on the verandah had ‘opened itself ready for packing’. Like the
incident in ‘The Sky People’ when Helene knew without being asked that Nina wanted
to come and live with her (71), Gran Kura knew that Te Paania wanted her to come and
live with them.
Beyond these stories, the story of the ‘man-who was- a-ghost’ is included in this cycle
of renewal as it is Josie, his great-granddaughter who is also his great-grandniece, who
returns the suitcase (13). Through the suitcase she is included with the wider family
who have shared it, like her grandfather and his descendants. He was the only son of
Josie’s great grandmother, Roena, who was fourteen when she became pregnant to her
uncle. Although no longer acceptable to the man to whom she had been promised, she
stayed with her parents and the baby was brought up as a brother within the family
(183). This aroha and renewal is in direct contrast to the fate of Josie’s greatgrandfather who was largely excluded from the community. No one went near the
dwelling where he lived alone close to the river’s edge (180-181). When he did attend
the meeting house, he sat or moved about in the shadows. Kura describes him as having
no light in his eyes and no life in his face. She never heard anyone greet him or call him
by his name, until his death (178-179). When this occurred, one of the uncles went from
house to house saying: ‘Kua mate a Rorikohatu’ (182). The word ‘kua’ meaning that an
action has been completed, preceding ‘mate’ referring to death (Reed & Kāretu 2001,
p.383, p.44) communicates a sense of the completion of his suffering in death which
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along with his recognition by name is placed in the context of renewal. This is in
contrast to the Christian understanding that punishment continues in purgatory or hell
which is evident in Rorikohatu’s burial outside consecrated ground with no cross and no
stone (184). Although some of the men wanted to kill Rorikohatu when his wrong doing
was discovered, it was not carried out (183). Rather than offering a more humane
alternative, the extension of Rorikohatu’s puishment as well as the disturbing lack of
emotion with which he is treated when he does die, is linked to Christian influence. This
is made apparent on the night after Rorikohatu’s death and in the home of his sister
whose daughter he has abused. As a child of twelve, Kura had listened in the hope of
discovering why there was no ‘commotion’ when the news of Rorikohatu’s death was
announced and people did not come out of their houses (182). Kura heard her mother
give voice to this question when she asked her husband why no one cried ‘for the man’.
Roused from sleep, his first answer was ‘because he was father of his niece’s baby’, and
then after sitting up fully awake he added, ‘And because nobody killed him’ (183).
From this opposing perspective, the traditional killing of Rorikohatu is seen to have
positive advantages for both Rorikohatu and the community as a whole as far as
mourning their loss and moving on. Beyond this, however, the man’s position on the
edge of the river indicates a possibility for renewal in the man and the community that
transcends death and could occur in this life. This type of dramatic change is evident in
the life of Gran Kura after the death of Shane and Baby No-Eyes. In Grace’s articulation
of cultural difference in a space that recognizes the capacity for progress in both
cultures, she reveals a space which holds a common and continuing potential for
renewal. It is in this light that the suitcase which arrives on Kura’s verandah initiates
further changes in her life. Her move to the city represents an extension of aroha
beyond her whānau to include Māori who are outside this group, as well as others.
Although she is a first cousin to Te Paania’s grandfather (21), her decision to live with
her for the next thirteen years and to assist with the raising of her new baby to a
different father, requires her to leave her grandmother’s house and her own daughter.
Vera does not understand why Kura is going, does not want her to go and continues to
beg her to return (263). In this change, Kura becomes part of an extended family that
includes Te Paania, Mahaki, Dave and Tawera. Her acceptance of Mahaki and his
partner Dave is in sharp contrast to her earlier behaviour at the hospital, when she
described Mahaki as a ‘troublemaker’ and a ‘busybody’ and asked: ‘What was our baby
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to do with him?’ (62). At the hospital, she had also rejected the man who told her the
truth about what had happened to Baby No-Eyes as ‘just an orderly’ with a ‘sissy voice’
(63). This lack of aroha and exclusiveness is in direct contrast to Dave and Mahaki who
lovingly open their house to Te Paania, Gran Kura and Tawera, even though they are
not related to them. When the unborn Tawera arrives at their home, he hears ‘holy
Dave’ comment: ‘What’s this, what’s this? We never thought God would give us a
baby’ (10).
Rather than simply reflecting Christian love, Dave’s words are a reminder that although
a Christian, he is opposed to Christian teaching that gay relationships are contrary to
God’s will because they are unsuitable for procreation. Even though he is not given the
voice of a story teller in this novel and is not identified as Māori, Dave is shown to be a
part of the same struggle against adversity conducted through the interaction of
opposites as represented by the spiral. Transcending cultural stereotypes, the
persecution of gay people is revealed to be a part of Māori culture and society in
general. Mahaki describes how he met Dave at a function at a rugby club, where
although he was protected by his brawn, Dave was too elegant not to be a target, so he
rescued him by pretending he was his cousin (170-171). Mahaki reflects that it was only
after living with Dave that he began to understand real rejection from his friends and his
family, including at first even his mother and his sister (170). Beyond family ties,
Dave’s and Mahaki’s aroha is revealed to be a product of their sexuality which places
them on the edge of society and in a common struggle that nourishes their aroha. Like
the old man in ‘The Sky People’ who makes beautiful jewellery from items that have
been discarded, Dave makes new windows from pieces of glass taken from old
windows to repair the windows that Shane smashed (24). Then as Tawera grows up, he
makes him a window from pieces of coloured glass that he cuts out and lays in a pattern
on his work table. Tawera uses this pattern to describe differences in colour to Baby
No-Eyes, thereby including her in the cycle of renewal that has its roots in the broken
(139). This is the window that is first erected in the wharenui at the site of the
demonstration in Te Ra Park after Dave tells Mahaki: ‘Put it in the house. Give our
window a bit of history. We’ll get it back later’ (202).
This gift symbolizes an inclusive vision of life incorporating a multiplicity of
perspectives that is the product of an imagination fostered by its relationship to the sky.
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Like the spiral, it is constructed from brokenness and the interaction between its
different pieces. This is evident on the night when Gran Kura, Te Paania, Tawera, Dave
and others are gathered together to support Mahaki’s extended family in their efforts to
save Anapuke from the Council. The aroha experienced inside the wharenui in the
presence of difference is shattered from outside. A light from somewhere outside shines
through the window of the temporary wharenui as Mahaki and Tawera stand separate
and alongside each other and look up at it. Suddenly it explodes into pieces from the
impact of a bottle hurled from outside. (227-228). The chain reaction initiated by this
act is carried out also in light and in the context of brokenness. The bottle hits Tawera
on the head and glass is embedded in his face. Mahaki’s face is also cut but he leaves
immediately in pursuit of the culprits, soon finding himself at the police station
defending Abe, who has caught and pumped the ‘broken-faced’ man into the pavement
(224, 229). In contrast, Dave and Te Paania rushed forward and kneel at Tawera’s side
(228). Reminiscent and inclusive of the colourful stained glass windows in churches
where a kneeling congregation recall Christ’s broken body and sacrificial love mirrored
in Mahaki’s attempt to turn Tawera and force him to the floor in order to protect him,
the window in this wharenui is also significantly different. This difference lies in its
positive acceptance of life in all its forms and acknowledgement of the value of action
and retaliation forged in aroha in a transformative vision of life emerging in this world.
Heim has explained the Māori word kaupapa as a commitment to a ‘principle of
action oriented on the extension of physical and spiritual well-being’ (Visser 2010,
p.289). It is in this light that Gran Kura’s rejection of the church in which she was
brought up may be seen. Near death, she asks that she not be taken to the ‘church of
cards’ but to the marae (271). The God whom they envisaged as seeing everything and
worshipped in this church is remote from the brokenness of ordinary people and
everyday life. Although their houses were broken, patched and leaked, they lavished
care on God’s house. Kura describes how they would clean this church every third
Saturday before their Sunday service. They would sweep out the sand and rub the floor
round the altar and under the pews with polishing cloths and then pull the little children
down the aisle on bags to bring up the shine, before polishing the plaque and altar brass.
In doing so they believed that the black smudges on their polishing rags gave off the
‘smell of God’ and that this was ‘truly’ God’s work (253). However, this perception of
God, like the sense of community, is fostered by materialism and hence is superficial.
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This is evident as well in the activities of their older people who spend their time
playing poker. They take turns hosting these games in their homes and donate part of
their winnings to a fund to mend the roof of the church which to their dismay continues
to leak and let the rain in no matter how hard they try to repair it (253). Kura describes
how she and her cousin Tilly made tea in a large teapot, rolled cigarettes and emptied
ashtrays as the others played, yelled and laughed. While they, who were too young to be
interested in playing cards, similarly teased each other and gossiped (254).
Rather than simply blaming Pakeha for this impoverished vision, Grace includes Māori
in its narrowness by revealing their similar regard for material wellbeing. The fact that
the elders continued to play cards even though they had been told it was a sin because
they were unable to think of it as such (254), highlights their inaction in relation to
passing on their sacred stories to the young. An aspect of this story telling in opposition
to the church and the focus on the material world is their understanding of the presence
of the spirits of the dead, which they know are not visible to everybody. This presence
is revealed in the story of the teapot that they used for the card players which had a dent
by its nose (252). Gran Kura knows that this happened when a ghost was watching them
from a willow tree, as they returned to their grandmother’s house in the dark. Her
cousin Tilly threw the teapot at the ghost but it hit ‘only the tree’. Later when they tell
their story to the card playing parents and grandparents, they reply, ‘Her again’, laughed
and resumed playing (260). This story is the final story that Gran Kura tells at the end
of her last chapter. Its significance is indicated further by its position in a single
paragraph separated by a space above and below it from two single line paragraphs,
themselves separated by a space above and below them. Heralded by, ‘One day Shane
came stepping’ and followed by, ‘I suppose it’s time for me to go home now’ (260), this
acknowledgement occurs in the context of a leaping progression mirroring the
momentum of the spiral. Kura’s reference to returning home to her grandmother’s house
is made in the awareness that her death is near and in preparation for her journey
beyond death in which she is accompanied by Baby No-Eyes, to whom her last words
are whispered as they leave. Te Paania reports that these words sounded like swearing
and were said into Tawera’s ear just prior to her reminder that she did not want to be
taken to the ‘church of cards’ (271).
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Transcending Kura’s rejection of the ‘church of cards’ which is built without a solid
foundation, this church is included in the renewal forged from brokenness associated
with the edge and the shoreline. This is revealed in the church’s reflection of the legend
of Tawhaki. The holes in the roof of the church mirror the holes in the house of the
ferocious Ponaturi where they sleep after coming ashore when it is dark. The Ponaturi,
who cannot live in the light, spend their days at the bottom of the sea. Although the
‘cracks and chinks’ in their house would let in some light and warn them if Tawhaki’s
mother’s failed to wake them before dawn, her courageous action to free herself and her
son from their enslavement brings about their demise. Together, they filled up the
spaces in the house with rushes and reeds before the Ponaturi returned and then when it
was fully light, they removed them. The Ponaturi ran from the house falling and dying
of light, ‘except for one who was good at leaping’ (197). This ultimately inclusive
perception of creation is built on recognition of the necessity of oppositions in the
creative process. It is hence in a pattern of adversity and renewal that the life of the
church is revealed. After its steeple was blown down in a storm, it was replaced with a
simple wooden cross. Then the bell that was cracked during this storm and had a
different voice was later taken over to the meeting house after the church was renovated
(254). The turning away from the church as a source of spiritual nourishment is evident
also in Te Paania’s life. When she married Shane, they were married in a registry office
(22). After the death of Shane and Baby No-Eyes, in contrast to the gathering in the
wharenui when she is struck by what Kura has to say in Māori even though she
struggles to decipher it (71), the language of the service on the marae and then for a
short time in the church is dismissed as more ‘blahty blah’ (85). This mirrors the
increasing secularism and reduced influence of the church in general that is evident in
‘Ngati Kangaru’ when Billy comes up with the idea of making use of the idle churches
in the city to install wharenui devoted ironically to his material advancement (42).
Arif Dirlik has described identity discourse as a necessary consequence of colonialism,
intensified by the syncretism and hybridization inherent to postcolonial societies
(Moura-Koҫoğlu 2009, p.227). Whilst Grace’s work acknowledges this reality, it is
contrary to the political discourse of biculturalism. This discourse fosters notions of
fixed cultural identity and hence cultural stereotyping which has been identified as a
new form of colonization. Such notions are in direct contrast to Grace’s revelation of
the centrality of change and transformation in Māori culture. It is in this light that when
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questioned about the ‘postmodern jingles’ of Europeans which express a disillusion
with concepts such as ‘community’ and ‘identity’, instead of accepting this as ‘Western
disabilities’ that could be rejuvenated by a Maori perspective that values ‘bonding,
family relationships, community, identity’, Grace challenges this oversimplification.
This is evident in her inclusive response that ‘people get very lonely without the group
they belong to, probably, and get very removed and isolated’. Whereas Susanna Zinato
is concerned that seeing these values from a Maori perspective may ‘run the risk of recolonising a culture that does not belong to us’, Grace’s concern is that she does not
want to ‘idealise the Maori situation’, and this reflected in her response that ‘there’s
dislocation everywhere’ (Wevers 2006, pp.52-53). Te Paania’s experience of dislocation
first in her relationship with Shane and then with Tawera’s father, mirrors Grace’s
inclusive response.
WhenTe Paania rented an apartment in the city with the intention of making her work ‘a
big part’ of her life, despite living in a place that looked like a ‘contemporary castle’ she
was lonely and dissatisified (128). These sentiments are shared by Glen, evident when
he confided in her: ‘You bust a gut all day, or you’re on the road for a week. You get
home and wonder what it’s all about’ (129). Their relationship develops in the context
of the spiral, when after a few brandies Te Paania takes Glen via a narrow metal
staircase that went ‘spiralling up’ to her bedroom (128). However, after they move in
together she finds herself in the ‘largest’ and ‘emptiest’ space she had ever lived (131).
It is from this void-like position that Te Paania decided to leave. Her decision is
identified as a positive progression motivated by her culturally inclusive understanding
that ‘children need a great chance in life – need a family, stories and languages’ (11).
Although she knows that she could not share these thoughts with Glen (131), she also
knows that she can share them with Dave and Mahaki. When she was pregnant with
Baby No-Eyes, rather than Shane, it was Dave to whom she largely turned to discuss
her doctor’s visits, to show her newest purchases for the baby and to plan the setting up
of a nursery (52-53). This inclusiveness is also evident when together Te Paania, Gran
Kura, Dave and Mahaki came to a decision on the best school for Tawera. The school
decided upon was not the one next to the Māori language preschool they had anticipated
but the local school where Māori students made up twenty per cent of the student
population (146).
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Annabelle, the principal of this school, is a colourful character with bright clothes and
several strings of beads, who is imaginative and perceptive but is not identified to be
Māori. The most distinctive feature of her appearance is her eyes which are described as
‘something’. They ‘narrowed’, ‘flickered’ and ‘screwed’ into them (144-145). Like Te
Paania, Annabelle knows the importance of community and has a sense of the pattern of
life. When Te Paania says: ‘We’ve come to ask what your school has to offer our
child?’ Annabelle’s face lights up as she replies: ‘Oh no. Not mine,’ before adding,
‘What I mean is the school belongs to the kids and the community, doesn’t it? (144).
After she discovers that Gran Kura is fluent in Māori and will be able to assist with the
setting up of their new language class, she farewells them with, ‘Ah I love days like
this, when things turn on their heads and you have a look at all the treasure that falls’
(147). It is at this school that Tawera later acts out the legend of Tawhaki and it is in her
new home that Te Paania takes up the task of transcribing the tapes holding the stories
of Mahaki’s grandfather and their family. This leads to her discovery that his ‘new
story’ of genetic researchers attempting to gain control of the genetic material of their
ancestors is also her story of Baby No-Eyes. As she works ardently on this project, she
is haunted by the sight a ‘forest man’ dwelling in an imaginary realm who is dressed in
the clothes of Tawhaki and whom she feels like taking in her arms (208). Later, when
Te Paania speaks at her first convention on the topic of genetic exploitation of
indigenous people, before she goes on stageTawera encourages her by recalling
Tawhaki’s example as he strode forward with his flashing armpits. Despite a slow start,
in the spirit of Tawhaki, Te Paania bravely leaves the lectern and her papers behind. She
becomes ‘wild’ and moves forward to address the audience (279-280).
As in ‘The Sky People’, in Baby No-Eyes eyes symbolize understanding. Like
Annabelle, Te Paania’s eyes are the defining feature of her appearance. In contrast to
Annabelle, what is distinctive about Te Paania’s eyes is that they ‘bug out’ (143). It is
because of this that Te Paania calls herself ‘frog’ and Tawera refers to his mother from
the Prologue as ‘my mother the frog’ (7). Tawera understands, however, that his
mother’s passion for the work that she is doing on Mahaki’s grandfather’s tapes which
caused her to knock on their door in the middle of the night was ‘beyond frog’ (142).
Gran Kura links these ‘bugging out’ eyes to her ability to ‘see wildly’ and understands
that Te Paania has inherited this from ancestors such as Pirinoa (143-144). This is
contrary to Irene Visser’s assessment of Te Paania as demonstrating a strong
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individualism that represents a westernized younger generation which is ‘eclectic, selfcentred, and a-traditional’. She understands this to be in contrast to Gran Kura whom
she describes as representing tradition, storytelling and community as core values of
Māori life (Visser 2010, pp.288-289). However, Gran Kura describes Te Paania as
possessing an understanding that is characteristic of Māori culture and different to the
view of life taught by the church. According to Gran Kura, Te Paania was born with a
‘wild knowing’ which enabled her to understand when she was at school that she was
being told lies, while others like herself were ‘too good’ to see this. Similarly, she saw
Te Paania’s attraction to Shane as her recognition that he would rescue her from ‘too
much goodness’ and her refusal to sit in an alien garden suburb as an action taken in
defence of the interests of her children so that they could have a family and a school
where they could develop rather than being taught to die (143).
In contrast to Christianity’s embrace of the value of love but rejection of wilfulness and
anger as sinful, like Tawhaki, Te Paania’s ‘wild knowing’ embraces them all as
valuable emotions capable of developing human understanding. Progressing from the
emptiness she felt in the house she shared with Glen, she comes to recognise that even if
no-one else was at home in her new house, it was never empty. As she does her work
unravelling the stories of Mahaki’s family, she feels as though she is sitting on a stone
in the middle of a pond with all the different aspects of her life moving out in ever
widening circles about her (176). Te Paania’s wilfulness reflecting the momentum of
the spiral is identified not just with Pirinoa but also Millie. While Millie sits on her
verandah proudly displaying her pregnancy, Pirinoa sits on her verandah wearing the
treasured hei pounamu around her neck (97). In this way, Millie’s gift of the fertility
which Pirinoa lacks is equated with Pirinoa’s extraordinary lineage represented by the
hei pounamu which Millie lacks. Transcending both these gifts is a vision shared by all
three women that has been forged in a struggle against adversity that in its passage in
life through the generations is witness to the primacy of this factor over privileges of
birth and wealth. Unlike less precious types of greenstone, the hei pounamu was not
something to be buried with the dead or placed on the caskets of the dead. Having the
appearance of deep, milk-green river water containing things that seemed to be
‘tumbling and twirling’ (110), it reflects the continuity of life. It was to be worn by the
living on special occasions such as when a relative died (94), and passed on.
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As the eldest child, Pirinoa had received this gift from her grandmother but rather than
pass it on to her grandchildren, she passed it on to her son Tumanako, as a gift to the
children’s children (256). Contrary to tradition, he wore this pounamu from a watchchain attached to his waistcoat and before he died he passed it on to his wife (256). It is
Kura’s grandmother who restores the tradition by passing it on to a grandchild who is
biologically a daughter not of their eldest child but of a younger daughter who married
against their will and beneath her status. Gran Kura wore this pounamu round her neck
when Shane and Baby No-Eyes were buried (71), and she wrapped the eyes of Baby
No-Eyes in the silk cloth in which it had been wrapped (73). In keeping with the
significance attributed to lives forged in conditions of adversity, before she left for the
city Kura passed all her grandmother’s treasures on to her younger brother’s son and his
wife whose home had been destroyed in a fire (15). Towards the end of Kura’s life her
struggle is recognized in the context of Tawhaki. As she prepares to return to her
grandmother’s house to die, the pohutukawa has ‘new lime-coloured leaves and milky
buds’ (261). The flax plant nearby also has a green wavy stalk that is shooting up from
its centre (261). This stalk is a flower stalk that has clusters of dull red flowers
coinciding with the flowering period of the pohutukawa (Trees for Survival 1990). This
is a tribute to her life as a Māori language activist and her belief that somewhere in her
were the spirit of Pirinoa and Billy Silk and by implication Tawhaki (107).
As well as this pohutukawa, there is a seedling pohutukawa that has taken root in a
‘crack’ in the ‘rickety path’, that Gran Kura notices when she is leaving to return home
both literally and metaphorically: ‘Look at you coming up through concrete, what do
you care?’ (261). On the way out to the car, that Dave and Tawera had packed, she tells
it: ‘I should rescue you from there. But it’s the wrong time of year’ (266-267). Instead it
is Dave and Tawera who transplant this seedling at the right time of the year and in
recognition of Kura continue to raise it after her death. Over a year later, it is
significantly Tawera, Dave, Te Paania and Mahaki who travel together for the unveiling
of the headstones for the graves of Gran Kura, Shane and Baby-No-Eyes and plant the
little tree there (284). Gran Kura’s blood relative, other Māori, a child of mixed
ethnicity and a Pakeha, all from the fringe, are thereby connected to the spirit of
Tawhaki. Unlike the grave of the man who was a ghost that had no headstone and no
cross and was in unconsecrated ground, their graves are in consecrated ground marked
by a headstone and the pohutukawa in a place where everything was ‘bubbling’ because
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of what they had been finding out about land titles (284). This man, however, by the
name of Rorikohatu, is included in this cycle of renewal through his greatgranddaughter and great-grandniece, who returned the suitcase to Gran Kura’s verandah
which heralded her move to the city (13). Hence the motif of the shoreline is extended
to the verandah on the edge of the family home that in its association with Rorikohatu,
Pirinoa, Millie, Gran Kura, her first husband and her second husband, identifies moral
frailty and the wilfulness of Tawhaki as an integral part of this process of renewal.
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Conclusion
In response to a question asking whether she identifies with the figure of the oral storyteller Grace
replied:
Yes, I do. I think that written stories are just an extension of our oral storytelling – not superior to,
nor inferior to it; just another aspect of it. We are people of the Nineties who express our culture
in many ways, in every way available – just as our ancestors did. They used everything that was
available.
Patricia Grace, Interview with Antonella Sarti, 1998, p.50.

In an analysis of Grace’s engagement with the ‘given stories’ of the oral tradition, this
thesis has demonstrated how Māori mythology has been a defining and progressive
influence on her work from her first collection of short stories. Apart from the adaptive
progression between her collections of short stories and novels, there is another form of
spiralling progression related to the influence of mythology in her writing as she reaches
back to her earlier work in an engagement that shapes what is to follow. In Waiariki
Grace examines significant themes in creation mythology and the Māui cycle of myths
such as separation, death and struggle against adversity. This is communicated through
subtle references to the spiral and the darkness of the void extended to veiled or
unspecific references to mythological figures as Earth Mother, Sky and the goddess who
sleeps. By contrast, in Mutuwhenua Grace draws directly and in some detail on the story
of Rona which is acknowledged in the title and developed as a subtext for this novel. In
this case, Grace uses a ‘given story’ to examine an intersection between Māori
mythology and Christian mythology. Whilst this cross-cultural interest remains a feature
of Grace’s next novel Potiki, Roimata’s analysis of the significance of the ‘given
stories’ in this novel reaches back to the story of Rona and makes an important
distinction between its relevance to the living and the relevancy of the earlier ‘given
stories’ to a greater pattern of life that includes and extends beyond death. Similarly,
Grace’s use of archetypal characters at the end of Potiki in ‘The stories’ harks back to
the archetypal figures developed in Waiariki in ‘Toki’ and ‘Transition’.
The movement from a comparative analysis of Māori and Christian mythology to a
focus on Māori mythology occurs in Potiki and continues up to and including Baby NoEyes. Wahine Toa is an important influence on this transition. Potiki, Electric City and
other Stories and Cousins refer back to and exhibit an increasingly direct and substantial
connection to these ‘given stories’. In Potiki the representation of the spiral at the
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beginning of the novel is followed by specific and complex references to Māui in the
context of his relationship with Taranga, Mahuika, Muiranga-whenua and Hine-nui-tePo. The influence of these strong women is apparent in Electric City and other Stories
and Cousins in which strong female characters are supported by direct references to
them and other women featured in Wahine Toa such as Papatuanuku and Hine-titama.
In Electric City and other Stories this takes the form of the chin moko worn by many of
these women that appears above the title of each story. In Cousins six out of the seven
short quotations at the beginning of chapters refer to these women. The other quotation
is a reference to Rona. In The Sky People and Baby No-Eyes Grace returns to the legend
of Tawhaki and its association with the pohutukawa that initially appeared in Waiariki
at the end of ‘Valley’. In ‘The Sky People’ it is once again identified with a situation of
conflict and difference that has the potential for renewal. In Baby No-Eyes the legend of
Tawhaki is developed as a subtext for the novel, reflecting the example of Mutuwhenua
and the story of Rona. However, in Baby No-Eyes Tawhaki’s influence extends to a
more active role in shaping the lives of characters such as Tawera and Te Paania, rather
than simply reflecting connections to their lives. This change is foreshadowed by the
development in ‘Sun’s Marbles’ and ‘Sweet Trees’ in The Sky People. In these stories
mythological characters are given a voice and interact directly with the characters and
concerns of modern-day life.
Another component in this progression is Grace’s understanding of the storyteller’s
empowerment to reinterpret and renew the ‘given stories’ in the oral tradition. From
Potiki the connection made between everyday life and mythology is identified as a
significant force shaping this process of renewal. This aspect of the storytelling tradition
is referred to by Grace in interview (Appendix pp.218-219) and is the subject of ‘Old
Ones Become Birds’ in The Sky People. It is evident in Wahine Toa in the extension of
the gifts bestowed upon Māui by the women of mythology not just to family and
relatives but to humanity in general. In ‘Old Ones Become Birds’ the elders sanction
this reinterpretation and grant the next generation of storytellers permission to record
these stories so they will remain known. Although the sequence of short story collection
and novel which is a focus of this thesis is disrupted with the publication of Dogside
Story after Baby No-Eyes, this novel demonstrates the same process of the integration
and reinterpretation of mythology in her work. Dogside Story suggests a further shift in
Grace’s engagement with the ‘given stories’. In this novel Grace creates an original
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mythic story about two sisters, Maraenohonoho and Ngarua, who quarrelled to the point
of splitting up a Māori tribe living on the north bank of an estuary. This produced two
new communities called the Godsiders and the Dogsiders (7-14). As in Mutuwhenua
and Baby No-Eyes, this legend is developed as a subtext for the novel. Whilst
acknowledging Dell Panny’s analysis of Māori mythology in Cousins, the centrality of
the analysis of the ‘given stories’ in this thesis seeks to address the lack of substantial
research in this area that I, like Dell Panny, argue is necessary to the study of Māori
literature. Since Dogside Story (2001), Grace has published Tu (2004), Small Holes in
the Silence (2006) and Ned and Katina (2009). This opens up an area of investigation in
regard to the integration and development of ‘given stories’ in Grace’s work after Baby
No-Eyes. My thesis also anticipates an analysis of the relationship between the
collection of short stories, Small Holes in the Silence and the following novel.
Rask Knudsen has described the supernatural as running counter to Western rationalist
premises and critical orthodoxies, arguing that such analysis tends to become
‘assimilative and unconsciously eurocentric’, unless there is a knowledge of the culture
and its subtexts (2004, p.12). Māori mythology is such a subtext and is important to an
understanding of the supernatural which is present from Waiariki and is of major
concern in Mutuwhenua, Potiki, Cousins and Baby No-Eyes. Contrary to Rask
Knudsen’s statement, Grace’s spiral works to break down a contrastive binary between
spirituality as Māori and rationality as Western whilst retaining the cultural differences
between them. Such renewal is shown to be a product of aroha developed in the context
of life experience. The growth in aroha between Māori and also in relationship to other
people is revealed to be stimulated by the experience of death and brokenness. This
developing relationship is depicted in the various and changing meanings of the
shoreline motif from Potiki in its association with death and renewal, to The Sky People
and Baby No-Eyes where it is identified with the edge and the fringe-dweller in its many
forms. Included on the fringe is the storyteller. This is evident in ‘Old Ones Become
Birds’, who, like Roimata in Potiki, are storytellers in close connection to birds and the
sky. As the archetypal woman in ‘The stories’, Roimata connects the creative capacity
of the imagination inclusively to the shoreline through her acknowledgement of the
contribution of the leaping kahawai to her vision. It is on this shoreline that Toki in
‘Potiki’ observes the dead moving amongst the living.
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In working with ideas of renewal arising out of death and brokenness, Grace
demonstrates the kind of imaginative transformation that Harris sees as central to the
creative output and development of the postcolonial world. Moreover, his undoing of
binaries of power and difference is reflected in Grace’s implicit challenge to New
Zealand’s official bicultural policy. On the one hand, she shows how the destruction of
Māori life that followed the settlement locked in under the Treaty of Waitangi created
ongoing and endemic inequality, and on the other, her ambivalent, complex interactions
between tradition and modernity, Māori and Pakeha, open up a system of cultural
negotiations more intricate than any binary fixing of New Zealand’s identity allows.
Grace occupies instead an in-between space reflective of Harris and also of Bhabha’s
Third Space in its projection of a positive transition emerging from a deconstruction of
binary distinctions in a context of cultural hybridity. In contrast to material well being
and increase in power, Grace envisages growth as a development of aroha and an
imaginative capacity that nurtures vision. This is a greater awareness of life as a whole
and may be related to Bhabha’s concern with challenging distortions and thereby
uncovering some form of truth. In Grace’s works she gives the person born of two
cultures a special role in this process evident in the young man in ‘And So I Go’,
foreshadowed in the child of Ripeka and Graeme in Mutuwhenua and present in Mata in
Cousins, Tawera in Baby No-Eyes and in Grace herself. Thus she recognizes the
importance of the identification of cross-cultural connections in bridging the gap
between cultures not in terms of assimilation but in regard to renewal.
Grace’s progressively modifying spiral operates in the kind of ‘womb of space’ or ‘third
space’ of the postcolonial theorists but can be read in other contexts as well. It would be
possible, for example, to extend the reading in this thesis to one that reads the fiction in
dialogue with the Liberation Theology of the Peruvian priest and scholar Gustavo
Gutiérrez expressed in his book A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics, Salvation
(1971). Gutiérrez represents a renewal in the reading of the gospels which identifies a
‘priority for the poor’ in a Kingdom of God that is created more significantly in this life.
This cross-cultural engagement across the areas of knowledge represented by Theology
and Literature reflects Harris’ recognition of the value of the dialogue between ancient
mythologies and between myths and contemporary existence. Apart from this, my
thesis’ focus on Māori mythology has involved a research of the connection between
mythology and symbolism derived from ancient oral traditions that Dell Panny has
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referred to (2006, pp.1-2). Although scholars such as Dell Panny, Rask Knudsen and
McGaw have provided a body of research on symbols such as the spiral, the void, the
double spiral and the fern, there has been little research on Grace’s development of
symbolic significance in regard to trees such as the pohutukawa, the ngaio, the
macrocarpa, the manuka and the ti kouka. This has extended to the symbolic
representation of a number of other plants, fish and birds. Seaweed, flax and the
passionfruit vine, as well as the hapuku and the kahawai are given some prominence in
her work. Similarly, seagulls, moreporks, fantails, tui, parrots, pipwharauroa and
piwaiwaka are developed symbolically and are referred by name. There is also a
reference to a ‘small foster-parent’ in the manuka tree under which Makareta is born.
This bird cares for the chick of the pipwharauroa that has destroyed its egg and replaced
it with its own. The kakariki is a small bird whose name means ‘small parrot’ (Reed
&Kāretu 2001, p.29, p.68). It is known to inhabit the manuka tree using its medicinal
leaves and bark to rid itself of parasites (Bloomz New Zealand 2014). In keeping with
her emphasis upon renewal and my demonstration of Grace’s continuing creative
reworking of story and myth, we might envisage further research that spirals into new
ecocritical readings of her fiction.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Interview with Patricia Grace (February 6th, 2009)
BK: You were raised in both Māori and Christian traditions. To what extent do you see
yourself consciously combining these two strands in your writing?
PG: I don’t see myself as consciously combining the two. I think that is something that
readers and academics and people who study literature possibly do. I think we write
from our own backgrounds and our own experiences. And as you say, I think we have
all got many experiences. I have been brought up a Catholic; I have been brought up
Māori; I have been brought up Pakeha. I have been brought up in lots of different ways
and all that I have been brought up with is what can be basic to me as a writer, things
that can be important to me as a writer.
BK: Just on that, when you are writing, would you ever recall a Christian story. What I
understand is that in certain of your works you certainly draw on Māori mythology, say
for example in Cousins, references to Mahuika and references to Maui – so, I guess you
would be conscious of using those stories?
PG: Yes. I certainly am conscious of using the stories as part of my whole experience.
BK: And does that include the Christian stories too?
PG: To some extent it does. I think an example of that would be Potiki where there is a
Maui story threading through the whole book really. The main character is a Maui-like
character but there are also Christian themes referenced and at the time when I wrote
Potiki I was thinking quite a lot about the idea that, say, in the way that Māori stories,
ancient stories, are called mythologies, generally, but the ancient Christian stories are
called the truth and I was trying to reconcile that. I was thinking that there was a lot of
inequality in that concept - that one group’s ancient stories are just as important as
another group’s ancient stories and so in that way you are quite right, I was conscious of
bringing the traditional stories together in some way, and although I was going to keep
up that theme through the whole of the book, I gradually lost interest in the Christian
mythology part of it and continued with the Maui story as the underpinning of the book.
So, in that way, yes, but that seems to contradict what I said in the first place that I do
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not see myself consciously combining the two strands. I don’t normally dwell on it
while I am writing unless I decide to do it. That’s what I’m saying.
BK: So the stories of Christianity might be further back in your consciousness. It is
there but you are really focussing on the Maui mythology?
PG: When I want to, when I need to and when it’s appropriate for the story that I am
telling.
BK: Do you think that the Christianity part is more in the background and is less likely
to be verbalised?
PG: You could be right. One particular story called ‘The Lamp’ is directly based on a
Catholic childhood and upbringing. I think as writers we try to draw on everything that
is part of our background and it is just the thing you choose to write about at a particular
time.
BK: The impression that I get with a lot of the stories and in Cousins too is the focus on
the very judgemental and harsh side of Christianity that is not really concerned about
love at all and is more about judgement and punishment. ‘The Lamp’ is an example of
that type of story where the children just think of it in terms of the devil coming down
from the loft and everything falling in and that they are sinners. They have to justify
Christ’s suffering and they think they have done him wrong because they are such
sinners. They always feel bad about themselves rather than thinking they have been
given the opportunity of a life and are loved by God. In Christianity this is often
overlooked in the focus on people as sinners who are to be punished.
PG: Yes.
BK: I feel a deep revulsion in your work against this type of thinking and it contrasts
with the Māori mythology in Wahine Toa with its strong assertion of life and choice. In
Cousins there is a reference to Mahuika made by the unborn twin brother. He describes
Missy as running through the bushes on her way home from her first day at a Pakeha
school as though Mahuika is in pursuit of her. Walking home, she has many questions
for Makareta about the story of Jack and the Beanstalk that she heard that day and
which she understood to be true. Then she goes running off, afraid of the big tall tress
and presumably the thought of a giant pursuing her, as Jack feared in the children’s
story. The mythical figure of Mahuika is thus associated with the giant from the fairy
tale and as such this understanding of her is intimated to be child-like.
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PG: I am trying to think back to Cousins. I don’t know whether that was a conscious
thing, that being something to do with the story of fire when she was running through
the bush.
BK: It’s really just a reference by the storyteller, the unborn twin, not to fire, but
describing Missy’s fear as she ran.
PG: Yes I see.
BK: In regard to mythology, Ranguini Walker describes myth messages as being
‘relatively stable’. To what extent are myths open to interpretation and by whom?
PG: I think they are open to interpretation by everybody. Yes, I think they must have
been open to interpretation all down through the ages because they’ve probably changed
as well, although probably not in their basic messages or structure but they seem to be
interpreted by schoolchildren in drama performances and modernised. I don’t think they
would’ve survived without the new interpretations.
BK: When you wrote the stories for Wahine Toa, did you have written versions of the
myths?
PG: Yes. In fact I wouldn’t have had access to them if there wasn’t a written version
because we weren’t told these stories when we were kids. Maybe one or two, Maui
fishing up the North Island and things like that, but these were snippets, so I wouldn’t
have had access to them unless they were written - unless I sought them out.
BK: Are the written versions available for anyone to read – say at the library?
PG: Yes. You can go right back to the ones that were written in the nineteenth century.
BK: When you did Wahine Toa did you look at different versions of the myths?
PG: Yes. Ahead of me, the illustrator had done that. Wahine Toa came about because
Robyn Kahukiwa had done big paintings of the women and then she had to sell them.
They were being dispersed, so she thought of the idea of getting them all together in a
book and so she got me to do the text. We discussed the different versions and we
talked about them a lot and came up with our own version really.
BK: Together?
PG: Yes. Robyn Kahukiwa and I discussed the stories and we read what was available
to do with the stories and she also talked to elders about some of the main figures. I
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wanted to come up with a way that was kind of personalised, so that is why I put the
text into the first person. We talked about the ancestral figures as belonging to the
present time. We wanted the stories to be readable and we wanted them to be relevant. I
think the old stories, the ones that survived, are always relevant to the present day and
that is why they do survive. So that is what we had in mind when I thought of the idea
of telling them in the first person.
BK: I really enjoyed them. Electric City and other stories and Cousins seem to be
strongly influenced by the women of Māori mythology in Wahine Toa.
PG: They probably are - you are probably right. I don’t know.
BK: With Electric City and other stories, the small symbol in the front of each story,
appears to be a moko.
PG: Oh yes it was on the first cover – chin moko.
BK: In the edition I have, each story has that symbol at the beginning, near the title.
PG: Yes.
BK: Is the chin moko a sign of a woman’s strength, her position?
PG: Yes, a woman had a chin moko because her family desired her to have it usually
and that would mark her out as somebody special.
BK: In the paintings and drawings by Robyn Kahukiwa several of the women have this
chin moko – Taranga and Mahuika. Is that the artist’s licence to show particular women
in that way whereas Hine-titama wasn’t shown with a chin moko?
PG: Yes. Because she was a younger woman - she hadn’t “got it yet”.
BK: In regard to Taranga, she had a very special significance in that she was the one
with the insight to send Maui on his journey.
PG: Yes - that’s how we have interpreted it anyway. So in the way we’ve told it, she is
kind of the dominant one who set about that – setting it in process deliberately. I think
she did this deliberately and that is how we have depicted it. It is not always said
anywhere else, but this was a deliberate action of hers in order to give this gift to the
world – to the people of earth. So we have given that sort of chiefliness to her. So they
can be interpreted by the different tellers. I am sure that in the days when they were only
spoken, they would have been different every time they were told. They get set in
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concrete a little bit when they are written down. I think Wahine Toa is an attempt to
break out of that but it is still written down. So then that could be set in concrete as well
I suppose.
BK: As long as you see it as a process. It reminds me of Christianity. When a male
hierarchy accepted certain written versions of the Gospel and suppressed the others.
PG: Yes. Well the same thing has happened to the Māori ancient stories as well. The
reason Robyn Kahukiwa wanted to do this in the first place was because there was no
emphasis given to the importance of the female characters in the written versions.
BK: Within Christianity there is still dialogue, though some would attempt to limit or
deny this possibility, about what those stories mean and people question and retell the
stories and challenge the way that they have been told. When I am reading your short
stories and novels, I see them too in the light of retelling the Christian story and
reinterpreting that.
PG: Oh, yes. OK.
BK: Also, I find on reading a collection of short stories and then the novel that follows,
that I go back and understand the stories a lot better because of their close association.
One seems to grow out of the other.
PG: Yes, that has been my own experience exactly. I wrote a collection of short stories
to start with and then my next thing was to write a novel but in a way that came from
ideas I might have had while I was writing the short stories, so in some ways they can
grow from that. When I wrote Potiki, my collection of short stories as well as Wahine
Toa - can’t quite remember which order it was in - was a big influence when it came to
novel writing as well - that might have been prior to the writing of Cousins I think.
BK: Potiki ends with the two tribes coming together and a new wharenui featuring an
ancestress. Is this specifically an acknowledgement of the significance of females as is
apparent in Wahine Toa?
PG: Yes, I am sure it would have been because a lot of the houses throughout the
country have got a male ancestor. Some have females.
BK: But it’s not so common to have a female?
PG: It is common in some areas.
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BK: Is the ancestress depicted on the inside and the outside of the wharenui?
PG: There are different ancestral images – there is the outside of the house and there is
the face of the ancestor there.
BK: On the outside?
PG: Yes, on the outside. There are all sorts of ancestral imagery down both sides. But
that is the face of the ancestor at the apex. You go inside and there is the backbone
continuing right along, starting from the face. But the backbone itself might have faces
on it too.
BK: So these images are inside.
PG: Yes. Then all around the walls there could be different ancestral figures, so there is
one main ancestral figure and lots of others as well.
BK: And are they related to the main ancestral figure?
PG: Yes. Often descendants.
BK: So when you go to different wharenui they will have different groups of ancestors
showing?
PG: Yes. Different. In our home meeting house, where I live - they are all related to the
main ancestor. Some houses you go into, they represent different groups from around
the country, so the idea is that anyone from say different …
BK: Families?
PG: I am trying not to use tribes, but different nation groups.
BK: Real people, present day humans?
PG: Present day people can go into the house they can find the ancestral figure from
their own area in the house. So that is just different ways that houses are set up. They
can have a main ancestral figure which will belong to the area that the house is in, but
then you can go inside the house and there can be representations of different groups,
maybe even a Pacific Island group or something like that. It is up to the people who
build the house really, what they show.
BK: Do they show the figures from mythology?
PG: Yes. Some of them do mainly that. They are all in a way from mythology because
they are representatives of people who could be from way back, really far off days, but
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they will be representatives of people who are not in living memory, so nobody present
would have seen those people. They go back further than living memory and there is a
reason for that as well.
BK: I know that at the beginning of Potiki the carver breaks from this tradition and in so
doing his life is taken. Why is or was it so important not to carve from living memory?
PG: The decision as to who will be the main ancestral figure has to go back far enough
so that all the present day descendants are included. If the ancestral figure is ‘too
recent’, some families will not be able to trace back. They will be off to one side of the
family tree.
BK: So the figures represented are beyond living memory and they can also be
mythological figures such as Maui.
PG: Yes, they often are. Like you might go into a house and see Maui represented
pulling up the land or a big fish. That is quite a common one. But present genealogy can
still be linked to Maui, you know they can go back that far.
BK: Do they link to the females as well?
PG: Yes.
BK: Going way back to Waiariki, your first collection of short stories, I was wondering
whether you placed them in a specific order for publication?
PG: No the publishers put them in the order they wanted them.
BK: So you didn’t have a say?
PG: No. I wasn’t asked about that and I didn’t have any expertise in that either. I
wouldn’t have known what order to put them in.
BK: The last story, ‘Parade’ has a young woman who accepts a leadership role in her
culture and is going ahead like she is about to embark confidently on a journey. It was
like a culmination of the previous stories.
PG: Yes, I am sure that was a good choice for the last one.
BK: In the second story, Toki, I thought that Hotene was developed as a Maui figure
because when he challenged Toki, the fishing competition to decide who was to be
listened to was located in a place not where the fish were plentiful but where there were
none to catch. This was in contrast to Toki whose boast and claim to a position of
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privilege was that he was born in a place that had the most fish. In this way it put the
focus on someone formed in a struggled against adversity.
PG: Yes, rather than getting things easily I suppose.
BK: Did you think of the story of Maui here?
PG: I didn’t think of it that way. I didn’t think of Maui, I didn’t think of Christ, I didn’t
think of anybody, except the two characters.
BK: You didn’t consciously make that link?
PG: No.
BK: But there could have been a subconscious link?
PG: Maybe.
BK: Possibility?
PG: Don’t know.
BK: In the third story of this collection ‘At the River’ it is the grandfather who is such a
strong character, particularly in comparison to the grandmother, who is upset by the
changes in the children and the way they spoke so casually to her husband. With him,
he was not so concerned about this. He was a more loving character.
PG: Yes. I know.
BK: After the old man dies, he visits his wife with his hand on his heart, telling her that
it was his time. He informs her of his death before the children arrive with the news of
what has happened.
PG: Yes, so he comes to her in a dream. She knows that something has happened.
BK: To me the old man’s story echoes the story of Christ when he talks about his death
as being his time and he returns from beyond death to speak to the disciples.
PG: I think that is from his own Māoriness really. It is nothing to do with Christianity.
It is part of his culture. The idea that death is just a part of life.
BK: And it is not the end?
PG: No.
BK: Because he does come back.
PG: Yes.
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BK: It is not the end of him?
PG: Well, it is just part of life and I suppose he will be ‘alive’ to the other people that
know him.
BK: Yes, but in the dream it is not just her memory of him. He actually is able to speak
to her and say it was my time. She already knows of his death before her grandsons
return to tell her what has happened down on the river. So her husband is really taking
on a continuing existence?
PG: Yes – well I think that is just normal.
BK: The continuing existence?
PG: Yes.
BK: Well it’s part of Christianity.
PG: It’s part of Māori culture.
BK: Both?
PG: Part of Māori culture anyway.
BK: It’s part of all religions.
PG: It’s part of life – that’s what I mean. Well it’s part of Māori culture.
BK: That death is not the end?
PG: Yes that’s right – it is part of the now time.
BK: Going back to ‘The Lamp’ and its exposure of Christianity’s distorted emphasis on
sin and punishment. This same emphasis is evident in the creation mythology of the
story of Adam and Eve. After disobeying God, they are cast out of the garden and into
their life on earth where they and the children of future generations are to be punished
for their sin. Eve is singled out for special blame and the punishment of the pain of
childbirth. It is interesting to compare this to Maori creation mythology in Wahine Toa,
that by contrast gives special significance to the female, and the story unfolds in a more
positive context of a process of growth and development.
PG: Yes, it is a lot different. The crime was in the children separating their parents –
tearing them apart. But it was what they had to do in order to be able to stand on their
own feet. I suppose that is what happens in families to some extent. Children feel the
need to break away.
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BK: So it mirrors life?
PG: Yes, it mirrors life. But they didn’t know all the consequences of what they were
doing either. In the creation story, that is.
BK: In Cousins when Polly is pregnant Kui Hinemate massages her tummy, hands on
traditional knowledge and tells her that the baby inside is curled around and has a
leaning, a natural tendency, to go towards what is good and to turn away from what is
not good. Does that understanding go back to tradition?
PG: Yes, the child in the womb is very precious because it was so vital in say earlier
times, I’m not saying ancient times, but in earlier times in Aotearoa. It was the whole
reason for life really, you know to have issue, to have children who would be healthy
and continue to care for what the ancestors had left for them – continue to do the tasks
that they needed to do to care for them, to care for the environment. It was all to do with
survival and the survival of human beings, being the survival of the earth, the survival
of the land, all tied up together so that all life was equal. All life was interacting. So a
human being was not more important than a plant. It is a little bit different from the
Bible that says something like we, people, will have dominion over the fish, or
something like that.
BK: So in Māori culture the emphasis is more on guardianship?
PG: Yes. Guardianship, rather than sort of top down and hierarchical. It was an equality
of life. I expect that for people to have children it was a precious thing.
BK: To what extent is it a part of traditional wisdom or Māori mythology that a person
has a choice to do what will bring harmony or to bring disharmony, that people are
faced constantly with a choice to do what is good, or to act in a different way?
PG: The way I see it is that within family groups, and I am talking about what we might
call extended family groups, people who all live together or are related together in the
community, there was a lot of conformity because if you went outside that conformity
something bad could happen to you. You would bring it on yourself so it wasn’t a
matter of being punished by your family or your peers. It was that you did something
against that family, and you brought punishment or dire consequences upon yourself. It
didn’t matter what you did against your enemies or people who weren’t your kin. If you
decided to go and steal from them, they would punish you for that I suppose but that
wasn’t a sin. But within your group that is when you could do wrong and you would be
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punished for it in some spiritual way. You could bring death upon yourself for doing
that, and that is what happened. People just died, but it could have implications for the
family also.
BK: In an interview with Paola Della Valle, you once commented that whereas in
former times caring for people related to your own group or tribe, these days it means
respect for all people no matter who they are or where they come from.
PG: Yes, that’s right. That is how it is supposed to be, but not always how it is.
BK: So in former times obligations of care were understood within your own group.
PG: Yes. You were guided by really what the elders wished for you if you were a
younger person. There was a group dynamic, so you worked for that group. You might
have your own strengths and you used your own strengths for the good of the group
always. This doesn’t mean that you didn’t have your individuality either.
BK: If you think about then, the change -and I think maybe it comes out in the
interpretation of some of the myth messages - it extends beyond the group, that it
extends generally to other people.
PG: Are you talking about the present times?
BK: Yes.
PG: Yes, that’s right.
BK: So in regard to the story of Mahuika in Wahine Toa, she helps Maui when he
comes to her, because as a relative she is obliged to assist him?
PG: Yes, she has to.
BK: But then also in this account when she realises that he is just destroying her gift,
she continues to give him the fire that he requests because he is a relative and also
because of a promise she has made to the people of the earth. At the end of the story,
she is almost destroyed by the rain that has been sent to save Maui, but she manages to
pass on the gift of fire to the world by sending its last seeds into the trees.
PG: Yes.
BK: So that is part of the opening out beyond the group to a general caring for people.
PG: Yes, I am sure it could be that way. She was the guardian of fire, but it was the
actions of Maui which forced her into releasing fire so that it could be useful to people.
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BK: This is also evident in reference to Taranga, where she talks about Maui having
special powers that would bring ‘great gifts for mankind’.
PG: Yes, for people of the earth. Because he is both earthly and not of earth.
BK: So this is part of a moving beyond close ties of ancestry, to including people in
general?
PG: Yes. When I was talking about people belonging to a group and what they did was
for the betterment and for the survival of that group, I didn’t mean that they didn’t relate
to anyone outside the group. But they had alliances and they had enemies. So, duty of
care applied to those that they had alliances and friendships with as well.
BK: So, part of Māori culture too was hospitality – a welcoming tradition?
PG: Yes. I didn’t mean to imply that they were hostile to everyone outside their own
group, not by any means at all. In fact they would compete to show hospitality. It was a
very high requirement.
BK: In regard to the writing of Potiki you talked about being influenced, particularly at
the beginning, by the attitude that the stories of the Māori spiritual tradition were
labelled ‘mythology’, whereas Christian stories were described as the ‘truth’.
PG: Yes.
BK: Having knowledge of both traditions and being aware of the way in which they
meshed together, this discrepancy must have been striking. Did you find yourself
thinking about Christ and Maui and the similarities and differences between them?
PG: Yes, I did. I found myself thinking about those sorts of things, without dwelling on
them too much, just having them in mind and that these are all ancient stories.
BK: An interesting comparison is that Christ too was a teacher whose message was
delivered by the spoken word, so Christianity also has its roots in an oral tradition.
PG: Yes, and he was, I suppose, both worldly and not of the world. So there are a lot of
similarities.
BK: Yes. As a reader who is Christian, I find myself often making these comparisons
and being amazed by the similarities.
PG: So Maui had an earthly father and a godly mother.
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BK: Christ had a godly father and an earthly mother - the same combination of
otherworldly and worldly. This is a similarity but in regard to Maui there is an emphasis
on his cunning that is not part of Christ. In regard to Cousins, despite the strong
influence of women of Māori mythology, there are connections to Maui. In the first part
on Missy that is told by her unborn twin, there are a number of short references to
mythology at the beginning of the chapters. I understood these quotations to be
particularly relevant to the chapter they preceded.
PG: Sometimes. It is not always really, is it? Not too much?
BK: I can’t be certain, but that is how I understood it.
PG: Yes. I did them and thought I am not going to think too much about this but I know
probably you are right. Yes, there is an association.
BK: Robyn Kahukiwa’s painting of Hine-titama shows Tane as a black figure depicted
within her and a lizard, symbolic of Maui, at her side and underneath her arm. The
character of Missy seems to similarly incorporate aspects of Hine-titama and also Maui.
PG: Yes – Maui is kind of the sprite, mischievous, the trickster character.
BK: When she wants the basketball uniform, Missy tricks her father into handing over
his money by meeting him outside the pub, before he goes in and squanders his pay on
alcohol.
PG: Yes.
BK: Also the unborn twin appears to be a Maui figure.
PG: Oh, OK.
BK: When Kui Hinemate, who is associated with birth and caring for babies, helps to
deliver Missy, her unborn twin is so sad that Kui hasn’t noticed from the signs on the
placenta that he existed.
PG: She’s noticed it, but she didn’t speak of it did she. She didn’t tell anyone.
BK: That’s right. Later after the birth of a stillborn baby, who is given the correct
rituals, the unborn twin hopes that Kui may finally mention him and so that hope
becomes a very important part of the story – asking why this is so. There is a strong
similarity here between the unborn twin and Maui, for whom the correct rites were not
performed at his birth – but for Maui this was revealed to be for a reason.
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PG: Yes.
BK: So therefore the unborn twin is mirroring Maui?
PG: Yes – kind of the restless spirit that is going to sort of stay around because he
hasn’t been talked about yet.
BK: But then he does the talking.
PG: Yes. That was really - when I thought of that idea. It just came to me because I was
trying to think of how to tell each woman’s story differently: have one just in the third
person and one told through Polly and one told through a form of address – talking to
Missy, but he could see everything, he could be anywhere, he could know everything.
BK: Yes – that is the amazing part – that he could know everything and that was the
part where you were able to put in the more direct link to the mythology because he was
able to see everything.
PG: Yes, because he was in both worlds.
BK: He was in both worlds – even though he couldn’t understand why she hadn’t
completed the rite.
PG: Yes – that’s right.
BK: But that explains why she didn’t, because he was the storyteller.
PG: OK – it does too. You know I don’t necessarily plot all that out you see – but it
kind of comes through once you think of the idea and I think you are quite right about
what you are saying. There probably is a direct link to that but I don’t know that I
thought of that at the time.
BK: When you got the idea of telling Missy’s story through an unborn twin?
PG: Yes – but put it this way – I suppose all of that has allowed me to do those things –
you know to have a figure like that who is restless and out there.
BK: Like Maui?
PG: Yes. But I didn’t think about that at the time.
BK: The character of Bobby is another interesting aspect of Cousins. He goes off to war
with his friend Rere and after being badly wounded on the battlefield, rather than being
overcome with fear, he crawls away by himself to die. He is determined not to make a
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movement. What brings about a change is that he hears a child speaking to him – the
idea I assume of having his own child makes him want to keep going.
PG: Yes.
BK: This causes him to move and in so doing Rere, who has just been sitting and
waiting, because he knows Bobby is alive and he is there somewhere, is alerted to his
location. Just as Rere is intent on rescuing Bobby, Bobby is determined that he will not
be a burden to Rere’s escape. Each man is attempting to trick or outsmart the other, a
reflection of Maui, the trickster. Each man is prepared to risk or give up his own life for
the other, reminiscent of Christ. Did you see these men in terms of Maui or Christ?
PG: Neither, really. It’s just what they did. It’s just what Māori battalion men were
like. It reflected their own communities in a way – you know before when I was talking
about the communal ethic that what you did, you did for the people, so what they did,
they did for the battalion and they did it for the people at home, not for king and country
or anything like that, and they did it for a kind of racial pride. They just would not leave
their mates if they could save them by carrying them, so they were more afraid of letting
other people down than they were of dying. I have read all the books, I’ve read letters,
I’ve read other things so, I don’t know, they must have been quite scared of dying,
didn’t want to die, but on the whole I haven’t found that evidence.
BK: Would that be seen as a supreme form of aroha?
PG: Yes. Aroha is to do with sharing, with caring – so that is what I was talking about
before, and sometimes it is quite hard – it’s not a soft thing. You are duty bound to
share. There is no such thing as not sharing.
BK: And if someone has the capacity to be so self giving as to risk their life to save
someone else’s, would that be seen as a wonderful thing to do?
PG: An ordinary thing to do – I would say. Heroic, it’s still heroic. There was a Māori
soldier, who was the first Māori soldier to ever win the Victoria Cross and he did this in
a particular place in the desert where he led. It also applied to the leaders in the war or
wherever – they led from the front really. They led by example so the men would go
with them to the ends of the earth probably. They had a strong leader but he was leading
them from a particular point in the desert and they defended it to the very last and he
was awarded a VC for bravery. When they had the big celebration in Ruatoria where he
came from - it was posthumous as he died there – the medals were presented to his
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parents. His father made a speech – you might expect him to say we lost our son and
this doesn’t quite make up for it - but he was saying, we lost our son but we would not
have wanted him not to do what he did. More or less saying we would be ashamed if he
behaved any differently, so it was a matter of pride and honour. The losing of their son
was one thing but they would have been unhappy if he had behaved any other way. So
that was the general feeling. I think that is why we lost so many soldiers. I think that
was typical – no matter how much they mourned the loss of their sons – they were
proud of them for their bravery and they wouldn’t have had it any other way in that
situation – even though they would have loved their sons to come home. In that
situation – that’s the way it would go.
BK: Very admirable and also very sad. My next question is of a general nature. It
concerns your use of the ellipsis in the writing of dialogue. It appears to me that often
what’s most important in the conversation is what is left out and is intimated by the use
of the ellipsis.
PG: Yes, I think that happens in real life – it is sort of my attempt to use the speech that
people use daily, commonly – the way people speak, in what we leave for the other
person to devise or divulge, or whatever.
BK: This is often most significant?
PG: Yes.
BK: Another aspect that I would like to ask you about is the use of a capital letter for
‘Son’ and ‘Daughter’ that can be found in Potiki and also in Cousins, where the capital
does not indicate the beginning of a sentence?
PG: I think they are just using son or daughter instead of the name of the person. It’s a
common way that Māori people do talk to each other. If it was their granddaughter – if
they were saying “Come here Granddaughter,” they are using granddaughter instead of
the name of the person.
BK: So it refers to that particular person – therefore you indicate that in your text by
capitalising it.
PG: Yes.
BK: In Cousins there are a number of deaths. When Polly dies, it is empowering to
those who are close to her. Makareta brings her mother home to look after her and
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involves her children, so that they can learn from this. Earlier when Kui Hinemate dies,
she continues to influence Makareta after her death, so that when Makareta is nursing,
Kui is still speaking to her in her head. When Makareta is dying, Mata sees people who
are dead, like Kui, gathering around her bedside and assisting her in the passage through
death. However, little attention is paid to Keita’s death. We learn that it has occurred
from Missy but there is not the same feeling of attachment to her. She has been a very
judgemental character.
PG: It’s a long time since I have read Cousins, but I think Keita was very important –
Keita is the land. She is the one who has struggled in the courts. She sees her job on
earth, her task, as looking after the land, being its guardian. Everything that she does is
towards that – the arranged marriages, or what she tries to arrange, and so forth. She
doesn’t really get a lot of thanks for that from the people because of her particular
manner I suppose. But I probably didn’t realise it myself. You can get to a stage where
there are enough deaths in a book and you don’t want to play them all out. I think that’s
probably more the reason than anything else.
BK: Keita often hardens her heart against her own children. When Gloria returns home
heavily pregnant, accompanied by the father of her child, she turns them away. It is
Aunty Horiana who let’s them live in a rundown house and it is her grandmother who
tells Gloria that she has a right to the land. Unlike Mahuika, Keita is very unforgiving
and she acts as an impediment to growth. But then the paradox is that her hardening of
her heart, causes the other characters to struggle against her and they grow stronger
through this struggle.
PG: Keita’s focus is the land but Gloria, as opposed to her sister who stayed away,
knows that she has a right to be there, so she goes there. She knows that Keita can’t cast
her out. She is not really cast out, but Keita doesn’t accept her husband, and so in a way
Gloria is very strong.
BK: She is made strong by Keita’s rejection of the man she has chosen to love?
PG: Yes, she is made strong. She goes there to stay there. She accepts what her mother
was like. They all accept what Keita was like.
BK: And then change comes after Keita dies and Gloria becomes the leading elder.
Missy talks about Gloria then becoming the figure that Keita was, but Gloria is a
different sort of person.
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PG: Yes.
BK: Gloria is a source of renewal.
PG: But it is true that in the marriage of Missy to Hamuera the land becomes safe from
being taken away by the Crown or whatever and is able to be used by the family. They
couldn’t go ahead and use it without the marriage really.
BK: On two occasions in Cousins, Missy appears to be associated with Hine-titama.
Chapter 38 begins with the quotation ‘Titama, Titama’ and her unborn brother refers to
her as ‘Dawn Daughter’ easing the conflict between her parents, ‘tying the two
together’. Later when she steps forward to claim the position of ‘the one’ chosen to be
Hamuera’s bride, she has a golden aura similar to the golden mandala in Robyn
Kahukiwa’s painting of Hine-titama.
PG: Oh, OK. I’ll tell you who she strongly identifies with. I identify her with my
father’s cousin, who was older than my father. They were kind of a generation older but
they were first cousins, and he and his family and all the relatives and all the people
from down this way took him up to Taranaki, about 3-5 hours away from Wellington
for something that the young people didn’t know about. The night before this they were
all up there – they had clothes, they had their gifts, they had their food, they had
everything for this big ‘thing’ that was going to happen the next day. The night before it
was to happen, the young man’s parents told him ‘tomorrow you’re going to be
betrothed to so and so of that family’. Even though my aunty, who was telling me about
this, said that nobody ever defied their father – it just wasn’t a thing they did – the
young man did. He said no, he wasn’t going to do it. He had interests elsewhere. He was
in love with somebody else. They just said, well we are very sorry, but you have to do
it. You can’t back out. You can’t not do it because as a whole family we would be
shamed. It will cause ill feeling. It was an arrangement made years before. This went on
and on and he was refusing. And then the younger brother stepped up and said he would
do it. ‘I will be the one’. And that solved it. That’s where the story came from. The
whole book of Cousins really is based on my own relationship with my own cousins in
my own growing up. It was a family story.
BK: When Hamuera comments to Missy that he thought she had very long hair, she
tells him truthfully that this was Makareta who had decided to leave earlier that day. He
then shares with her that his older brother could have been the groom but that he was
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the one who was interested in the land. Missy understands this to mean that he was
forced to agree to the betrothal but he maintains that he made the final decision.
PG: Yes. They had two different kinds of scenarios didn’t they, but they were both..
BK: Similar?
PG: Yes.
BK: When Makareta declines the marriage, because Keita has tricked her into thinking
the betrothal ceremony is a celebration for her birthday, there is little blame attached to
her decision. She is vindicated?
PG: Well, there is no shame on the family. That was the only way she could do it.
Makareta took the responsibility upon herself. The family couldn’t be blamed for her
absconding.
BK: But she doesn’t ask Missy to take her place.
PG: No, she mightn’t have thought of it.
BK: So Missy comes forward and determines the way it’s going to be?
PG: Yes.
BK: Makareta explains that it is not the right time for her to marry because there was
nothing in her heart for it, when it was only her family who could touch her. Before she
went away to boarding school, she had spent much of her time with the elders learning
traditional wisdom. Now she was finished school, she made a decision not to go to
university but to do nursing, where she would be caring for other people.
PG: Yes. She had learned to be a healer. That was about the only thing she was allowed
to do really.
BK: And that healing extended beyond Māori to people in general.
PG: Yes. Or extended beyond what they could do because they had no healthcare where
they were, so she was learning the other side of healing to go with what she already
knew.
BK: So it appears to be part of a harmonious pattern.
PG: Yes.
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BK: Going back to the marriage between Ripeka and Graeme in Mutuwhenua, I
understood it to be a marriage between Māori and Pakeha culture. They get married in a
church and later she has to come to accept her own spiritual tradition through the
woman, an ancestress, who appears to her in her dreams.
PG: Yes. But most marriages are in a church. These days quite often they are on a
marae but in those days they were just about always in a church - whether it was Maori
people marrying each other or perhaps a mixed marriage.
BK: So Christianity has become part of the Māori?
PG: Yes, very much so.
BK: Do you think it is just like two sides of one coin?
PG: I don’t really think it is two sides of a coin. Being Māori isn’t a religion.
BK: Ripeka’s fear seems to stem from her belief in the ancestors - that they are there,
present, with her.
PG: Yes.
BK: This understanding goes back to when she was really quite young and the
greenstone was found.
PG: Yes. She knows there are differences in the two cultures even whether it is to do
with the ancestry or not. I suppose what is happening is that she allows her first born to
be brought up by her mother, because she believes that the child will be privileged in
that way – in the old traditions, learn the language and be brought up as part of a wider
family with the same upbringing that she has had. So she gives that child the privilege,
but it also shows that she has learned to trust Graham enough to be able to do it.
BK: And there is that commonality between them?
PG: Yes.
BK: In regard to Ripeka’s child, it is said that he will come to know a young man
whose soul is dark, glowing black and ‘stainless’, in that he has never once ‘erred’.
Who does this refer to? It is like a perfect person.
PG: That was her cousin who plays tennis. He’s Graeme’s mate. What she is saying
there is that unlike her, her cousin has never had those doubts and those worries. He has
always known who he is. He is secure in his Māoriness.
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BK: Ripeka’s rejection of her culture and her journey back, however, is not seen in
terms of an error but as a journey that can strengthen not only herself but also her whole
community including Graeme. How challenges and setbacks contribute to a pattern of
development appears to be a continuing theme in your writing.
PG: Yes. A journey for Ripeka that is strengthening, but not necessarily strengthening
of the whole community. Challenges and setbacks a continuing theme? Probably. I
haven’t analysed this. But it’s true isn’t it that meeting and dealing with challenges can
make us strong.
BK: In the sky people, the first story, ‘Sun’s Marbles’, is a retelling and interpretation
of various stories of Maori mythology, from which the other stories in the collection
may be understood. Were you aware of this relationship? Did the publisher decide to
place this story first in the collection?
PG: Yes the publisher decided to place it first. This was only because it was very
different from the other stories.
BK: We have spoken of the pattern in your work, whereby a collection of short stories
precedes a novel. Yet after the sky people you wrote three novels consecutively – Baby
No-Eyes, Dogside Story and Tu. Did this change impact on your writing?
PG: I am not aware of any impact coming from the change in pattern.
Wellington, New Zealand, February 6th, 2009.
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